
46.88% 436

7.85% 73

6.24% 58

26.88% 250

22.37% 208

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 930 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 930  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 Interested Party 2/6/2017 6:15 PM

2 I am an O.C.T. registered teacher, a family member of teachers in this school board, and relative of children entering
into this system in the next few years.

2/6/2017 5:45 PM

3 I am a grandmother with grandchildren at Williamstown Public School and we have resided in Williamstown many
years

2/6/2017 5:44 PM

4 All my children attended the schools you are trying to close and my spouse taught in UCDSB schools for many years
before retiring.

2/6/2017 5:42 PM

5 parent of graduates and grandparent of current students; former employee of the school board 2/2/2017 1:59 PM

6 Char-Lan graduate 2/2/2017 1:57 PM

7 graduate 2/2/2017 1:41 PM

8 I am looking to move my family to the Williamstown area. One of our key motivations is the 2 schools in the
community. If Char-lan closes, I can't imagine that we will make the move. City schools are the last thing we want for
our young children.

2/2/2017 1:37 PM

9 In French Catholic board. Have children going into an immersion school, not full French. 2/2/2017 1:35 PM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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10 Alumni who attended Char Lan 2/2/2017 1:29 PM

11 I am a Grandparent of children in the system.. and my children went to Char-Lan.. 2/2/2017 1:26 PM

12 I am the parent of graduates of CharLan District High School 2/2/2017 1:20 PM

13 Parent of former students of CharLan District High School and graduates of that school. 2/2/2017 1:17 PM

14 Grandmother of students 2/2/2017 1:16 PM

15 We are grandparents of children attending schools with UCDSB 2/2/2017 1:14 PM

16 Graduate student of UCDSB school, and local employer of students attending local UCDSB school. 2/2/2017 1:06 PM

17 I am a grandmother worried for my grandchildren. 2/2/2017 12:59 PM

18 community member with grandchildren attending ucdsb schools 2/2/2017 12:39 PM

19 Grandparent of children attending UCDSB schools 2/2/2017 12:34 PM

20 Relative of students attending 2/1/2017 10:06 PM

21 not specified 2/1/2017 5:39 PM

22 alumni 2/1/2017 5:30 PM

23 not specified 2/1/2017 5:29 PM

24 graduate 2/1/2017 5:29 PM

25 not specified 2/1/2017 5:17 PM

26 not specified 2/1/2017 5:06 PM

27 I am one of many alumni from Char-Lan and my parents still live in the area 2/1/2017 4:59 PM

28 retired UCDSB employee 2/1/2017 12:27 PM

29 I am a community member who had a child go through Williamstown Public School and Char-Lan. 2/1/2017 12:16 PM

30 I attended a UCDSB school and I am now a student at University. 2/1/2017 12:09 PM

31 My children were former students and now have grandchildren who will be affected 1/31/2017 10:09 PM

32 My children are former students and I now have grandchildren who will be affected. 1/31/2017 10:03 PM

33 Alumni 1/31/2017 10:00 PM

34 Alumni 1/31/2017 9:51 PM

35 Alumnus 1/31/2017 9:50 PM

36 Former student 1/31/2017 9:48 PM

37 Former student 1/31/2017 9:44 PM

38 Retired elementary teacher with UCDSB. Grandparent of children attending Williamstown Public School. 1/31/2017 9:40 PM

39 Char-lan Alumni Student 1/31/2017 9:33 PM

40 Previous student 1/31/2017 9:31 PM

41 Past student 1/31/2017 9:30 PM

42 I graduated from a USDSB school 1/31/2017 9:28 PM

43 Char - Lan graduate currently living out of province 1/31/2017 9:19 PM

44 I am an alumni of a school in the board. I do not want to see a great school being closed 1/31/2017 9:12 PM

45 My children graduated from UCDSB schools 1/31/2017 8:54 PM

46 graduate from a UCDSB school. 1/31/2017 8:47 PM

47 parent of children who attended UCDSB in the past 1/31/2017 8:36 PM

48 I am an alumni of Char-Lan, and believe heavily in the development of rural minds and cultures. These are the people
who are truly Canadian, why are earth are you trying to take that way?

1/31/2017 8:25 PM

49 Community member 1/31/2017 8:24 PM
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50 I have family in community and see / know how important Char-LAN is to the community. 1/31/2017 8:23 PM

51 Retired WPS teacher Grandparent of children attending Char-Lan and WPS 1/31/2017 8:21 PM

52 I was a student who graduated from one of the schools that might be closed 1/31/2017 8:20 PM

53 Alumni 1/31/2017 8:17 PM

54 Former student of an UCDSB school (Char-Lan DHS) 1/31/2017 8:01 PM

55 Community member with children working for the UCDSB 1/31/2017 7:50 PM

56 I went to char-lan 1/31/2017 6:35 PM

57 Former graduate of Charlan District High School 1/31/2017 5:54 PM

58 Our children attended 1/31/2017 5:50 PM

59 Former student 1/31/2017 3:55 PM

60 I am a tax payer of the community 1/31/2017 9:26 AM

61 I am a former UCDSB student 1/31/2017 9:19 AM

62 Save our Schools, leave them be, 1/31/2017 8:28 AM

63 Grandparent 1/31/2017 8:26 AM

64 I did go to Char-Lan 1/31/2017 7:53 AM

65 Grandparent 1/31/2017 6:56 AM

66 Parent of a young child about to attend a UCDSB school. 1/31/2017 6:48 AM

67 Media 1/31/2017 6:18 AM

68 I am a graduate from Char-Lan DHS 1/31/2017 1:26 AM

69 Former UCDSB student 1/31/2017 1:15 AM

70 a grandparent of students attending a UCDSB school 1/30/2017 9:45 PM

71 I am an UCDSB alumni and member of the community 1/30/2017 8:30 PM

72 Past parent and employee. Now grandparent of UCDSB students. 1/30/2017 7:09 PM

73 I am a great grandmother of children going to williamstown schools 1/30/2017 6:48 PM

74 I am a grandparent 1/30/2017 6:42 PM

75 Community member with grandchildren attending UCDSB Schools 1/30/2017 6:41 PM

76 Grandparent with grandchilren attending UCDSB schools 1/30/2017 5:37 PM

77 Grandparent of students at CharLan and Williamstown PS 1/30/2017 5:31 PM

78 Former UCDSB student 1/30/2017 5:09 PM

79 I have grandchildren presently in a UCDSB school and a child employed by the Board. Our children attended UCDSB
schools.

1/30/2017 5:07 PM

80 Family member of UCDSB school teachers, and passionate former student in the UCDSB public school system. 1/30/2017 4:41 PM

81 I am a former student of a UCDSB School. 1/30/2017 4:13 PM

82 My children attend a CEPEO elementary school 1/30/2017 4:04 PM

83 Past student 1/30/2017 4:03 PM

84 Alumni 1/30/2017 3:55 PM

85 Grandparent Parent of Char-Lan alumni 1/27/2017 2:59 PM

86 I have grandchildren attending. Also children who attended small schools 1/27/2017 2:56 PM

87 Past student, child who I would like to send to Char-Lan in the future 1/27/2017 2:46 PM

88 Grandparent to many students attending UCDSB 1/27/2017 2:42 PM

89 interested person who works in the community 1/27/2017 2:39 PM
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90 grandparent of elementary students going to Williamstown elementary anda hoping to go to Char-lan 1/27/2017 2:36 PM

91 grandparent with elementary age children attending a UCDSB school 1/27/2017 2:30 PM

92 Owner and operator of local business 1/27/2017 2:26 PM

93 I reside in South Glengarry and our children used to attend S.J. McLeod and Char-Lan schools. 1/27/2017 2:24 PM

94 Grandparent of Students at WPS and Char-Lan 1/27/2017 2:20 PM

95 grandparents 1/25/2017 10:30 AM

96 Community member and graduate 1/24/2017 7:50 PM

97 Children will eventually go to a UCDSB school 1/24/2017 7:18 PM

98 I work for the Municipality 1/24/2017 9:49 AM

99 Char Lan graduate 1/23/2017 10:49 PM

100 Alumni of UCDSB School 1/23/2017 10:46 PM

101 Char Lan Graduate 1/20/2017 10:49 PM

102 Public school taxpayer, children and myself, former students 1/20/2017 3:47 PM

103 Grandparent of student(s) attending UCDSB school(s) 1/20/2017 2:25 PM

104 Grandparent of student(s) attending UCDSB school(s) 1/20/2017 10:43 AM

105 Former student 1/17/2017 2:01 PM

106 Municipal Employee 1/17/2017 8:31 AM

107 I am a parent of a child that is currently homeschooled and will be looking to enter high school 1/11/2017 9:52 AM

108 I am a grandparent of 3 students attending UCDSB schools 1/7/2017 12:55 PM

109 Grandparent of UCDSB Student(s) 12/15/2016 9:47 AM

110 business owner 12/15/2016 9:46 AM

111 Unspecified 12/15/2016 9:41 AM

112 Unspecified 12/15/2016 9:32 AM

113 Parent to Former UCDSB Student(s) 12/15/2016 9:31 AM

114 Interested Party 12/15/2016 9:29 AM

115 graduate 12/15/2016 9:18 AM

116 Business Owner 12/15/2016 9:14 AM

117 I am the grandparent of a Char-Lan student, with another grandchild who is hoping to attend Char-Lan 12/15/2016 9:13 AM

118 Unspecified 12/7/2016 9:38 AM

119 Grandparent of UCDSB Student(s) 12/7/2016 9:16 AM

120 Former Student 12/7/2016 9:10 AM

121 Grandparent of a student attending a UCDSB School 12/6/2016 9:02 AM

122 Char-Lan District High School graduate 12/6/2016 8:41 AM

123 Unspecified 12/6/2016 8:39 AM

124 grandparent of students at UCDSB schools 12/2/2016 11:23 AM

125 I was a student in the UCDSB as well as my husband, children, siblings and my mother was an employee. 12/2/2016 8:48 AM

126 UCDSB Alumni 11/30/2016 9:20 PM

127 Unspecified 11/29/2016 10:19 AM

128 I am a community member with grade school nieces who attend a UCDSB school 11/24/2016 12:43 AM

129 Grandparent and had children grow up here 11/23/2016 12:30 PM

130 Grandparent of student(s) at UCDSB school(s) 11/23/2016 12:06 PM
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131 Grandparent of student(s) at UCDSB school(s) 11/23/2016 11:53 AM

132 Grandparent of student(s) at UCDSB school(s) 11/23/2016 11:24 AM

133 I am a parent and grandparent of children who may or may not attend a ucdsb school in future based on you decision.
Also a tax payer who is planning to redirect our taxes on $______ of property to the Catholic board

11/23/2016 11:15 AM

134 Tax payer, Community member,Parent, Grand Parent, Concerned Citizen, Local Business owner/employer, Alumni 11/23/2016 11:07 AM

135 I am a grandparent whose grandchildren attend Williamstown Public School 11/23/2016 11:05 AM

136 I am the Grandparent of students attending a UCDSB school 11/23/2016 10:51 AM

137 I am a student currently with the catholic school board who is on my way to CharLan 11/23/2016 10:50 AM

138 Grandparent of students attending school in Williamstown 11/23/2016 10:49 AM

139 Grandparent of grandchildren who are/ will attend WPS and Char-Lan. Retired teacher. Parent of Char-Lan graduates. 11/23/2016 10:47 AM

140 Grandparent of students currently at Char-Lan 11/23/2016 10:44 AM

141 I am a Char-Lan DHS graduate and hope to return back to eastern Ontario to commence my teaching career upon my
graduation

11/23/2016 8:39 AM

142 Grandparent of students at UCDSB school 11/20/2016 7:58 AM

143 unspecified 11/16/2016 2:29 PM

144 Save Char-Lan Committee Member 11/16/2016 12:46 PM

145 former student, parent, grandparent 11/16/2016 12:38 PM

146 Unspecified 11/16/2016 9:27 AM

147 Grandparent of students at Char-Lan DHS 11/15/2016 11:04 PM

148 My grandchild attends Char Lan District High School. I truly believe that learning in a small rural community makes all
the difference. He loves this school. The teachers have their education at heart and will do what needs to be done to
help the students achieve successfully. He has very close friends and is proud to be a Char Lan student. Please don't
rock the boat. Let's build for the future and Char Lan District High School is the place to be.

11/14/2016 5:52 PM

149 Community Organization 11/14/2016 12:20 PM

150 I am a concerned rural community member that had children that attended the UCDSB. I have many neices and
nephews and hopefully grandchildren that will attend in the future.

11/13/2016 4:28 PM

151 Young school age grandkids 11/13/2016 4:27 PM

152 Grandparents 11/11/2016 6:55 PM

153 I am a grandparent with grandchildren in WPS 11/11/2016 10:09 AM

154 Grandparent 11/9/2016 8:13 PM

155 unspecified 11/8/2016 2:00 PM

156 Unspecified 11/8/2016 1:57 PM

157 unspecified 11/8/2016 1:52 PM

158 unspecified 11/8/2016 1:50 PM

159 Grandchildren attend both WIlliamstown Public & Char-Lan 11/8/2016 7:12 AM

160 I am a GDHS graduate/supporter living in Ottawa. 11/7/2016 12:00 PM

161 Grandparents of children that plan on going to UCDSB as did our children 11/4/2016 7:45 PM

162 Concerned grandparent 11/4/2016 4:03 PM

163 I am a community member with grandchildren attending UCDSB schools 11/3/2016 9:16 PM

164 Community member with grandchildren attending UCDSB schools 11/3/2016 9:00 PM

165 Grandparent of students attending Char-Lan 11/3/2016 2:59 PM

166 I am a community member whose grown children attended Char- Lan 11/2/2016 10:46 PM

167 grandparent 11/2/2016 7:43 PM
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168 My children went to UCDSB and they are wanting their children to go to UCDSB 11/2/2016 6:49 PM

169 I am a community member with children who are graduates of Char-Lan. 11/2/2016 6:00 PM

170 Grandparent 11/2/2016 4:39 PM

171 I am a community member with grandchildren attending UCDSB Schools 11/2/2016 4:20 PM

172 unspecified 11/1/2016 3:54 PM

173 unspecified 11/1/2016 3:39 PM

174 not specified 11/1/2016 3:33 PM

175 Business owner who presently employs new hires from Char-Lan High School 11/1/2016 3:32 PM

176 unspecified 11/1/2016 3:32 PM

177 unspecified 11/1/2016 3:17 PM

178 educator 11/1/2016 3:07 PM

179 not specified 11/1/2016 3:05 PM

180 Outside-of-community member. 11/1/2016 11:03 AM

181 I am a former student of Char-Lan HS 10/27/2016 10:51 AM

182 Previous student 10/25/2016 9:19 PM

183 Former member 10/19/2016 11:15 PM

184 Alumi from UCDSB 10/19/2016 8:22 PM

185 I attended Char-Lan and so did my children 10/19/2016 4:05 PM

186 unspecified 10/19/2016 1:13 PM

187 I am a parent of a WPS student who would like to register her child to CharLan one day 10/18/2016 10:00 PM

188 grandmother 10/18/2016 5:03 PM

189 grandparent, graduate 10/18/2016 5:00 PM

190 grandparent 10/18/2016 4:59 PM

191 grandparent 10/18/2016 4:55 PM

192 not specified 10/18/2016 4:53 PM

193 not specified 10/18/2016 4:39 PM

194 My grown children attended SJ McLeod PS and CharLan DHS, I was on the school council at both schools during
their attendance

10/18/2016 12:29 PM

195 I am a community member, alumnus and parent of two alumni. 10/17/2016 10:40 AM

196 Former student 10/16/2016 5:39 AM

197 Grandmother of students attending UCDSB School 10/15/2016 10:57 PM

198 Alumni 10/15/2016 3:16 PM

199 Also a graduate from UCDSB high school 10/15/2016 11:04 AM

200 I am a taxpayer in the community!!! 10/15/2016 12:47 AM

201 Former student 10/14/2016 11:29 PM

202 My children as well as myself were graduates of a UCDSB school 10/14/2016 8:58 PM

203 I will be a parent in the future who plans on sending kids to Char Lan 10/14/2016 8:25 PM

204 I graduated a UCDSB school 10/14/2016 7:33 PM

205 French catholic board but 2 children moving to English public board in September 2017 10/14/2016 5:45 PM

206 I am a community member with children who I hope will have the opportunity to attend UCDSB schools, Williamstown
Public and Char-Lan DHS.

10/14/2016 4:36 PM
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207 I am a former Char Lan student 10/14/2016 4:34 PM

208 A family of CharLan graduates living in Williamstown area 10/14/2016 4:23 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 930 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
930

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 930

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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2.33% 18

9.18% 71

45.15% 349

43.34% 335

Q35 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 773 Skipped: 157

Total 773

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q36 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 102 Skipped: 828

# Responses Date

1 I only support the closing of SJ McLeod school. I support the alternative proposal which which makes Williamstown a
K-12 housed in 2 separate buildings. My children WILL NOT ATTEND St. Lawrence or CCVS. They will NOT enter
the public system and they will attend Holy Trinity!!!!

2/2/2017 1:36 PM

2 Closing SJ McLeod is the right thing. Closing Char-Lan DHS is not! I don't have children attending Char Lan but I did
several years ago but I still feel strongly that this is a terrible idea for the rural school. Keeping our rural roots rural is
important. Why can't all WP School and CharLan combine and have JK to grade 12 in one school in Williamstown.
These rural kids should not be bused to Cornwall or attend those city schools. It will tear up communities!

2/2/2017 1:28 PM

3 Would have Char Lan become Pre K to grade 12 school 2/2/2017 1:14 PM

4 Consolidate Char Lan High School with Williamstown Public School and SJ Mcleod School.Is in the best interest.Only
makes scence.

2/2/2017 12:59 PM

5 Hello, I am a parent of students attending Char-Lan. We bought land and built our home in South Glengarry so our
children could attend Char-Lan and graduate from Char-Lan. My husband and I both left our jobs in Ottawa to work
closer. I had a lot of family that attended Char-Lan and prospered in their lives. I wanted the same for my children! Our
children went to a Catholic School for their elementary years but if Char-Lan is closed, I will take my children out of the
Public Board and put them back into the Catholic Board. This way I am no forced to put my children in a city school. I
wanted a rural school and will find a way to keep it that way. I also feel that our property value will drop so I might be
forced to sell and leave the area. Char-Lan is the HEART OF THE COMMUNITY, please don't take that away from
us!! The thing about Char-Lan is it has heart, the kids can celebrate our Scottish heritage, students all know
eachother, and when you send your child there, you know they will complete high school and go on to a post
secondary education. Drop out rate is very low in a rural school and the school staff care and actually know the
students. After completing their education they usually stay in the same comminuty with their families and they take
pride and thrive. PLEASE SAVE CHAR-LAN Sincerely, A Parent

2/2/2017 12:56 PM

6 There are many components of the draft recommendations I don't support.. Data is not consistent across sections. 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

7 with considerable lead-up time (years, not months) consider merging charlan and glengarry. better still, just keep it
open.

2/1/2017 5:46 PM

8 Char-Lan and Williamstown Public become a K - 13 School 2/1/2017 12:27 PM

9 I do not support the closure of Char Lan high school. Rural residents do not want to send their kids to a city school. I
do agree with SJ and Williamstown consolidation however make a K-12 school between Williamstown and Charlan.

2/1/2017 12:13 PM

10 #2 and 4 2/1/2017 12:04 AM

11 Merge with GDHS. Stop the reliance on online courses. Keep 11 year olds away from the influence of 18 year olds. 1/31/2017 10:56 PM

12 I believe renovations could be made at Williamstown Public School. 1/31/2017 9:55 PM

13 Char-Lan k to 12 1/31/2017 8:33 PM

14 4 1/31/2017 8:28 PM

15 Consolidation of SJ McLeod with Williamstown PS. 1/31/2017 6:31 PM

16 S J McLeod should be consolidated with Williamstown Public. 1/31/2017 5:54 PM

17 I support the closure of S. J. McLeod only. 1/31/2017 1:43 PM

18 Put in an addition to the existing CharLan school and put WPS with the high school and make it a school from K to 12
at 100% capacity. One main office for both, one boiler room for both, parking lot and grounds upkeep for one school,
etc. Great savings. Less staff and lower maintenance costs.

1/31/2017 11:49 AM
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19 I propose keeping Glengarry students rural 1/31/2017 6:58 AM

20 Consolidating Williams town public school and S J McLeod school with Char lan DHS to utilize the vacant seats and
make buses go to one place rather than have too much duplicacy. Chances are that some of the students have their
siblings studying at present different schools but this way they will look after each other and be in the same bus
depending upon pick up area.

1/31/2017 3:49 AM

21 I agree with number 4 1/30/2017 10:09 PM

22 Charlan needs to close. It is too small to be effective. WPS should get the Charlan building permanently. 1/30/2017 5:12 PM

23 KEEP CHAR-LAN OR GLENGARRY DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL OPEN 1/30/2017 5:02 PM

24 The closure of S J McLeod School - with the students going to Williamstown Public School 1/30/2017 4:28 PM

25 Renovations to Williamstown public school. 1/30/2017 4:22 PM

26 I agree with the closure of C-L. I would like to see many of those students relocated to GDHS. 1/30/2017 8:40 AM

27 The plan for Char-Lan that I am hearing involves moving the grades 5&6 students to the high school. I am opposed to
this idea, and if my Child is moved to the high school I will switch him to Iona.

1/29/2017 8:20 AM

28 If the board is truly interested in the education of young people, then make all the schools big enough to run
appropriate program options.

1/28/2017 11:04 PM

29 CLose Char-Lan and merge with GDHS. I am not in support on having students depend on on-line courses. 1/28/2017 6:43 PM

30 My suggestion is to merge GD with Charlan DHS. I feel that this way we do not have to actually close the school, and
the students still get a country school instead of being sent to cornwall. The rest of the plan I agree with.

1/28/2017 10:22 AM

31 The board is not to consider the impact school closures will have on the local economy, but the board is supposed to
consider what is best for the education of the students involved. Members of the board have indicated 400-500
students are required for optimal programming, and academic opportunity is what education is for, so make the
objective to consolidate schools to create high schools with at least 400 students.

1/28/2017 9:34 AM

32 Close CharLan. Online courses and split classes are completely counter to the ucdsb goals. Keep the kids in the
country, and send them to GDHS

1/28/2017 9:10 AM

33 If Charlan is a k-12, I will move my kids to iona as I don't want them in the high school. 1/27/2017 2:34 PM

34 Please mere the Charlan students with GDHS. I am fed up with the online courses. Many mandatory courses are only
offered once every second year, so it is extremely difficult to schedule, so the students rely heavily on online courses.
Also, there are far too many split and triple split classes. I will remove my kids from the board if Charlan is not closed.

1/25/2017 8:32 PM

35 closing sj mcleod moving highschool students to increase the size of the highschool so that better more varied
programming can be offered.

1/25/2017 8:22 PM

36 The closing of and redesigning of the boundaries pertanent to sj mcloed. 1/24/2017 7:55 PM

37 Expand WPS to accommodate growing population so students are not in portables. 1/24/2017 7:20 PM

38 Merge Charlan grades k-12 with GDHS. I do not want my young children interacting with highschool kids. 1/22/2017 6:31 PM

39 Come nine SJ Williamstown piblic and charlan just like rothwrll osnabruck 1/22/2017 9:27 AM

40 Merge Charlan students with GDHS students. I don't want my ten year old boy to be influenced by high school
students.

1/22/2017 12:04 AM

41 Consolidate SJ McLeod and Williamstown Public and maintain Or consolidate with Char Lan HS. Do NOT remove the
High School from Williamstown. Find a solution to maintain the high school in Alexandria. Rural children should not be
bussed to very large urban schools.i

1/21/2017 11:42 PM

42 I can see where the northern portion of the boundary could go to Laggan. 1/21/2017 2:19 PM

43 . 1/20/2017 1:56 PM

44 Close Charlan. There are not enough students to run classes. Online courses are not a good option. 1/19/2017 3:35 PM

45 Close CharLan. It is too small to be effective. Merge with GD. 1/17/2017 9:49 PM

46 I don't know what the big deal is about going to St Lawrence SS I have friends who go there, and they love it.
Everyone keeps threatening to go to HT, but HT is less than 2 km away from SLSS. Not only that, but if everyone went
to SLSS, we would still be surrounded by the same people. 60% of the students at HT are from Cornwall, and only
40% is from Glengarry. If we all went to SLSS, there would be EVEN MORE Glengarrians compared to Cornwallians
in the school. So why is everyone threatening to go to HT? It's a major flaw in our argument.

1/17/2017 7:22 PM
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47 I understand how some people feel that the school is "one big family," and I can see how it could be a family for some
people. But not everybody is a part of the family. I personally feel bullied at Char-Lan BECAUSE of the family feel - if
you are not part of the popular kids at Char-Lan, you won't be part of the big "family." Having a family feel increases
exclusion for the people who are not part of the family. I do not at all feel part of Char-Lan's family because I am not a
popular kid, and I feel bullied because of it. That is why I would like Char-Lan to close. If it was just me who was not
part of the family, I could just switch school, but there are many people like me who do not feel happy at Char-Lan.
They are just to afraid to speak up.

1/17/2017 6:49 PM

48 I favour closing SJ McLeod and consolidating everyone at WPS and updating that school with renovations 1/11/2017 9:52 AM

49 I have filled this survey out before, and each time I stated I wanted to keep CharLan open with a campus for all
grades. I have completely changed my mind. I now want CharLan to close. I did not realize the programming issues at
CharLan are as they are now, and I think it is unethical for the UCDSB to keep such small schools open. CLOSE
CharLan and merge with GDHS.

1/4/2017 10:14 PM

50 Close CharLan and merge with GD for grades 9-12. 12/17/2016 2:29 PM

51 Not everybody wants the school to stay open. I have a sibling who goes to the public school., and is very nice and
very sensitive, and does not belong in A SCHOOL WHERE THE OCCURRENCES OF__________ AND __________
ARE SO HIGH. I feel it wouldn't be right to put anyone through that.

12/16/2016 12:21 PM

52 close the school, because it is an awful school. Peoiple who want it to stay open are blind to the social issues of the
school.

12/12/2016 7:13 PM

53 close the school cuz racism and bullying happens a lot 12/12/2016 7:11 PM

54 Close the school. It is only popular students who want the school to stay open. Popular students and people who don't
want know what the social aspect of the school is really like Be the voice for us quiet students, and close the school.

12/12/2016 7:03 PM

55 I have seen that the social aspect of the school is overrated. The percentage of people that lack excellent friends is
really high. I think it is selfish people who weant to save it, the people who are loud and who DO feel accepted in the
school. The people who are not happy at the school keep quiet because they might be shunned by the SCHOOL
THAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE ACCEPTING. Close the school!

12/12/2016 7:01 PM

56 I really enjoyed my time at char lan. I have had lots of excellent friends, and I loved my teachers and I loved the close
family feeling of the school. Do I want the school to close? Yes! Why? Because the work ethic is absolutely terrible.
Only a select few of the students work hard. The majority of the students don't have lots of ambition, and don't care
about their grades, and this creates a very uneducated atmosphere.

12/12/2016 6:57 PM

57 Close Char-Lan. Its a stupid school. 12/12/2016 6:52 PM

58 I do not support a k-12 option at CharLan. I do not want my child to be moved to the high school. I prefer that they
stay with their own age group.

12/7/2016 9:09 AM

59 I am fed up with online courses. I am fed up with split classes. Merge with GD 12/5/2016 10:27 PM

60 I support the closure of CharLan. I believe that if more people in the community understood the struggles the students
have with online courses and with split classes (sometimes with three courses in one room), then more people would
consider a merge with GDHS for the students grades 9-12. I do not support busing kids to Cornwall. Keep the rural
kids in the country.

12/3/2016 11:09 AM

61 Until recently, I supported a k-12 option in Wiiliamstown. However the close-minded and divisive behaviour I have
seen& heard in Person, in the media, and in the community from both our ARC representatives and
teachers/community members has convinced me that for the good of students, CharLan should permanently close. I
will be moving my kids to another area and am considering selling my home because I don't want to be part of a
community out only for itself that ostracizes anyone not in agreement with what is ultimately a narrow-minded vision of
education. CharLan parents need to get out from under the rock of superiority they live in....I am horrified by what I
hear. I am saddened by the anger and name calling and blatent mistepresentation of facts. I am not impressed that
there are people in our community who are afraid to give their opinion publically because they have seen what
happens to people who disagree with the self-appointed committee (whose job, I thought, was to provide an unbiased
analysis....that doesn't happen!). This is a small community, and people hear things. Right now our lovely community
is showing its true colours and it's not flattering. We should all be ashamed. I know I am, and I have lived and worked
here a long time. But I cannot put my name to this without my family being attacked, and teachers treating my kids
differently. That's just wrong.

12/2/2016 6:26 PM

62 I agree with closing sj. 12/1/2016 7:44 PM

63 I agree that Charlan should close. There are only 38 students in my child's grade. Those kids are split between core
and immersion and will be split again into academic and applied programs. 38 kids is not enough to offer course
selection

11/23/2016 10:45 AM
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64 Email received: My wife and I have children at Char-Lan High School and SJ McLeod. I also appreciate that you’re
working for the Board because you want what’s best for the citizenry of our region, and our children. With all of this in
mind, I’ve reviewed the research compiled by the UCDSB staff, and I’ve witnessed the public backlash against the
recommended Option 3. I’m not going to belly-ache about the fact that the SJ McLeod school, my own alma mater, ,
will be mothballed even though it is in great condition and was emptied out by an unequally-applied French immersion
policy. Its impending closure saddens me because my children, like me, have received an excellent education there,
most particularly my child, but our family will adapt. The major problem with Option 3 is the closing of Char-Lan High
School. That’s a deal breaker for parents and a dead end street for the Board.

11/23/2016 9:57 AM

65 The only school that I feel should close is S.J. McLeod as the attendance is very small. 11/14/2016 5:58 PM

66 Closing S.J. McLeod and consolidate with Williamstown Public. 11/13/2016 4:31 PM

67 My preference would be to close Char-Lan DHS, and consolidate with Glengarry District HS. Move Williamstown
Public School to the (former) Char-Lan DHS. Do not rebuild Williamstown Public.

11/12/2016 8:02 AM

68 DO NOT SEND CHARLAN STUDENTS TO CORNWALL. Send them to Glengarry District High School in 2017. and
build a new Williamstown Public School.

11/11/2016 8:45 AM

69 honestly nothing . So unfair and not with student's interests in mind, only $ 11/8/2016 12:24 AM

70 This self-centered fighting over which schools are "better" and should stay open is ridiculous. I understand value of
rural schools, but we have fewer kids and only so much money. I applaud board for looking at big picture. As a high
school parent, I don't want my daughter having to do online courses in core subjects. Larger schools would mean
more selection and opportunity. I'm also horrified at the narrow minded, biased attitudes of some community members.
We need to remember education is for all. We need to focus on what's best for the future.

11/7/2016 9:58 PM

71 combine Char Lan and Williamstown public make it kto 12 11/3/2016 9:41 AM

72 At an original meeting we attended making Char-lan K - 12 had been discussed but rejected, It was the best option.
Because :- 1. We maintain a country school our kids. The reason we and many others moved to the area. 2. If they
were considered one school we would not have less children changing schools at grade 7. 3; The busing is already in
place. 4. there is lots of room for expansion and the area is close by. 5. Country schools have less bullying. 6. Many of
the children come from farms so have chores before and after school, longer bus rides would be a problem

11/3/2016 8:08 AM

73 I don't like the online courses and I don't like the teachers favouritism towards their own kids and relatives in the
school. It's a small town Too small

11/2/2016 10:40 PM

74 My comments would refer to the entire community of Glengarry. You survey does not permit me to do this. I live on
the border between two "feeder groups" and I would like to give an opinion on the importance of both groups to the
Glengarry community. My daughters were both educated in Glengarry. It remains vitally important that public
education be available to all children within our community, both North and South. K-12 in both Alexandria and
Williamstown is entirely feasible.

10/27/2016 6:45 PM

75 I support the closure of SJ McLeod and Charlan HS. However I believe the boundary line changes are not appropriate.
I think the high school students should be moved to GDHS as it is more convenient and reasonable to keep the
students in Glengarry. Moving the students to Cornwall places an unfair burden on parents and students and long
commutes. Frankly the school board should think of closing one of the public high schools in Cornwall rather than
punishing students with closing Charlan and GDHS.

10/25/2016 8:09 PM

76 I think Williamstown needs renovations and additions but Char-Lan students don't need to be sent to Cornwall schools 10/25/2016 6:39 PM

77 I support that the board needs to cut down the number of seats to ensure that the education tax dollars from Ontario
residents are used towards education and not to maintain old empty buildings

10/24/2016 11:11 PM

78 It makes sense to consolidate Williamstown PS and SJ McLeod; however, I do not support the closure of Char-Lan
DHS

10/21/2016 7:09 PM

79 I support the idea of the elementary schools merging together and situated in the Char-Lan building permanently. 10/21/2016 6:48 PM

80 The closure of SJ McLeod. There enrolment is too low. The renovation to Williamstown is much overdue. There are
many safety hazards in this school that has been ignored for quite some time. ( New school east of existing would
make way more sense. Constructively I think this building would be a nightmare.

10/19/2016 11:27 PM

81 Leave Char-Lan and Williamstown Public open and combine them to offer a K to 12 campus. 10/19/2016 4:07 PM
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82 Email received: Please direct your staff to prepare a review of schools in the Upper Canada District Schoo! Board that
demonstrates respect for rural students and families . Currently, the proposal suggests that rural high school students
should be directed to attend Cornwall high schools. It seems that there is a desire on the part of some administrators
and trustees to build a new high school in Cornwall, and without the extra enrolment provided by rural students, this
would not be possible. While I understand that the board must function within the funding constraints set by the
Ministry of Education, the students and families, and indeed the entire communities of these rural schools are outraged
at the callous disrespect shown us by the UCDSB. I would very much appreciate a response to my concerns, and I
thank you in advance for your attention to this serious matter.

10/19/2016 1:13 PM

83 I support moving the students from WPS to charlan while renovations take place if and only if the grades k-8 can stay
at WPS and the grades 9-12 students are moved to GDHS. I only support moving the grade 9-12 students to GDHS if
this guarantees that GDHS will stay open. I realise from the report that this would mean around 250 students from 9-
12 would move to GDHS, and I realize GDHS has only 345 students, so the influx of 250 students may not be enough
to keep GDHS open. If GDHS would still potentially close as this number of students would not bring them over 70℅
capacity, then I would withdraw my support for this proposal.

10/18/2016 11:17 PM

84 Leave Char-Lan opened and use some of the surplus places for Grade Sixes from WPS and SJ. 10/18/2016 8:21 PM

85 It is obvious SJM is not viable and should close. 10/18/2016 7:14 PM

86 Email received: Our first community meeting on this topic put forward a number of options but the one that makes most
sense to me at least in the short term and probably the longer term, is the creation of a K-12 Williamstown campus
where the two local schools would be operating at full capacity by simply redistributing some classes (i.e. grade 5 and
6) across the street from the overcrowded Williamstown Public School to Char Lan District High School. Admittedly ,
this does not solve Cornwall's problems but I don't think it is the responsibility of our rural communities to solve those
problems.

10/18/2016 5:04 PM

87 Email received: This was our first year at the Upper Canada District School Board, and our last. We will be returning to
the Catholic District School Board of Eastern Ontario. Shameful closing Char-Lan District High School and
encouraging kids to attend the drug infested St. Lawrence High School. This is what happens when incompetent and
unwise people are placed in decision-making positions . Good-bye.

10/18/2016 4:37 PM

88 An addition be built on to WPS, but current students be bussed to SJ McLeod while construction occurs. If numbers
are too high to send all to SJ, then send the lower grades to SJ and accommodate grades 5-6 (or whatever
configuration) at CharLan. Renovations to CharLan can be completed while school is in session. Just block off areas,
or complete late spring into the summer. I am opposed to the closing of CharLan and bussing rural students to
Cornwall. ARC members and trustees should have to take a typical bus ride, from the further most point in the area,
with all current stops, to CharLan and to the proposed Cornwall schools to physically and mentally experience what
our students go through each day, twice a day.

10/18/2016 12:42 PM

89 The closing of SJ seems like no brainer - people in our community have wondered for years how it stayed open. 10/17/2016 12:56 PM

90 SJ consolidation with Williamstown and laggan 10/15/2016 11:22 AM

91 I agree with the closure and consolidation of S.J McLeod and WPS. 10/15/2016 9:48 AM

92 Closing SJ McLeod and expanding WPS 10/15/2016 6:00 AM

93 I understand that due to the size of S.J.McLeod PS, it does not make sense to keep this school up and running.
However, I do not agree with the closing of Char-Lan DHS.

10/15/2016 4:12 AM

94 Support item 3 that WPS have an addition and significant renovations. 10/14/2016 9:38 PM

95 I am in favour of closing SJ McLeod public school, as it is currently only providing services for less than 20 students. 10/14/2016 7:54 PM

96 I agree with the building a bigger school at WPS as I have 4 children that attend there. 10/14/2016 7:32 PM

97 Williamstown and SJ McLeod be consolidated. 10/14/2016 5:59 PM

98 - I agree that changes need to be made to the Glengarry feeder schools. 10/14/2016 5:00 PM

99 I believe Williamstown public needs an addition to accommodate more pupils, with less portables, but I also believe
Char-lan should not be closed. Students should not be subjected to 1-2 hour bus rides to cornwall Schools. This will
cause parents to move their children to other boards.

10/14/2016 4:43 PM

100 In favour for the students from SJMcLeod school to move to WPS. Rebuild of WPS. Not in favour and do not support
the closure of CharLan HS. I will not be sending my future grade 7 to a school in Cornwall.

10/14/2016 4:37 PM

101 Closing sj McLeod 10/14/2016 4:32 PM

102 close SJ McLeod do not close high school 10/14/2016 4:27 PM
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Q37 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 342 Skipped: 588

# Responses Date

1 I believe that the over flow of students at Williamstown Public School that are now in portable class rooms. Should be
transferred over to Char-lan High School vacant classes. This way there is no additional bussing for the students, our
local schools have very good grade marks and I really don't see why any of the Williamstownl schools have to closed.

2/6/2017 5:45 PM

2 I recommend that some of the students from Williamstown Public School where there are portables being used, be
moved to CharLan. Either the youngest or oldest grades levels in the public school could be moved.

2/6/2017 5:43 PM
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3 Email received: I'm writing to urge you to re-think some of the proposals that have been given to the UCDSB
Community. It's taken me a long time to write this because I really can't wrap my head around to these decisions that
need to be made in a short time frame. More time is certainly needed to understand the damage that will be done to
communities. Yes, enrollment is going down, it's not what it used to be but please, make the right decisions. Extend
the time. First, I can't understand why an English High School will be taken out of a County! A whole County! For
parents that have made their home in a rural setting, they want their children to go to a rural school. Even in the case
of Glengarry County, why wasn't it a choice to put GDHS and Char-Lan students together? Do you really think Char-
Lan wants to go to Cornwall and GD students want their school split? Why not put Cornwall students together in a
school? No, you're going to disrupt so many schools and communities to eventually have a new mega school in
Cornwall. Students don't want this new school so who is that school really for? Glengarry has a Solution. It already
has French Immersion in its programming and the students benefit from that. There are three gyms that are being
used with the High School students, 7/8 Students and from area elementary schools that hold tournaments in them at
the one location. There are four computer labs that students can use and four shops that are available. Within walking
distance, so that there isn't the cost of bussing, there is the Glengarry Sports Palace for hockey and skating, a
baseball diamond, the Alexandria Curling Club, Tim Horton's Dome for walking/running, tennis, soccer, football, etc,
the Glengarry Golf Club which is used for golf and snow shoeing, cross country skiing, the Alexandria Park which
includes tennis courts, soccer fields, play structures, water splash pad, the pond for canoeing for gym or outdoor
education classes, hiking trails, the Glengarry Memorial Hospital which also has a swimming pool. In November, the
Cenotaph is right beside the school and the students who may be cadets participate in the service and
students/teachers go to observe the ceremony on their lunch after having their own school service. The banks and
some businesses in the town are visited for various classes to add to their learning. Co-op programs are very
important to the school. My child participated in one, and another child will soon. If the co-op wasn't in Alexandria, my
children wouldn't be able to participate in it. They need(ed) to take the bus to school to then get to their co-op
placement. We can't afford another car for them to be able to drive themselves. That is asking a lot if parents are
required to provide the transportation. For some families, having to pay the bills are difficult, how can you dare think
they can just purchase a vehicle to get to the co-op? They also can take the bus home at the end of the day. There
are so many different co-op placements available in Alexandria. I just don't see that in VCl or Tagwi. Yes, they have
the program but not to the extent that GDHS has. Another concern that I have are about the Special Needs Children.
The changes that are being projected will be very difficult for these important children in our community. Their ride to
school will be longer, the environment will change and these children don't adapt well to change. Routine is what they
need and advancements made in their work will be lost. Alexandria is centrally located and offers lots of various
businesses, banks, restaurants, shops that students, staff, parents go to through the day or at the end of the day. Lots
of students have part time jobs after school. It could be on the farm, some students do chores before school as well as
after school. You make these students go to a further school then the parents/farmers don't have their help in the
morning and limited help in the afternoon/evening. More added stress to the family. Other students walk to their job
after school. My child works in a store and is able to use French speaking skills learned in class to a working
environment. What better experience is that? Since these students will be on a bus longer, they won't be able to
participate in extra curricular activities. There will be less chance for a student to participate since the number of
students in a school will be greater, what is the chance they will get on a team. Also, really who will they play against
since the schools will be closing? With parents working and having to travel further to pick up their children, chances
are slim that they could try out for a team. More added stress. GDHS in its location does have TR Leger in the building
and another group, The Archives in it as well. It has already taken the responsibility of having the space used, it is not
empty. Why isn't the board taking that into consideration? I don't really believe that the students needs are being
thought of first, it is the money. The funding formula needs to change as does the timeline. I'm sorry to say but, if
Glengarry District High School were to close, my child would leave the UCDSB and go to the French School in the
same town, Alexandria.

2/2/2017 2:27 PM

4 Email received: The proposal to close Char-Lan District High School needs to be re-evaluated. Local opinion is
strongly in favour of cost saving by amalgamating Char-Lan DHS with Williamstown Public School and S.J.MacLeod.
This amalgamation makes financial sense if sacrifices have to be made. What should NOT be sacrificed is its
outstanding record of academic success, and its positive, nurturing culture which has facilitated the growth of its
students, many of whom who have developed into outstanding citizens of Ontario, Canada and the world. My child is
one such student: successful academically and professionally. The foundation for my child's success and that of many,
many others was Char-Lan DHS. This school is an example of what can be achieved by a rural school where
students are known as individuals: where their strengths and talents are encouraged and their difficulties tackled.
Recognize the value of rural schools and do not close Char-Lan DHS.

2/2/2017 2:18 PM
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5 Email received: I am writing to you today out of concern for Char-Lan District High School, in Williamstown, Ontario,
and am asking you to keep this invaluable school open. I feel compelled to add my voice to the many members of the
community who have already written letters, made phone calls, attended fundraisers, and organized rallies. I attended
Char-Lan from grade nine through to OAC and proudly graduated. During my time at Char-Lan I took a variety of
courses, and thanks to the nature of a smaller school was able to participate in a variety of clubs and extra-curricular
activities. I took pride in attending the same school that many family members and neighbours had attended before
me. My relative taught there for the majority of career and an award is still given in that name at graduation. It was true
then and is true now that teachers seek out the opportunity to teach at Char-Lan and happily and enthusiastically teach
there for many years. From the very beginning of my time at Char-Lan I felt a strong sense of community and
belonging. In a school with a population of 350 it is possible for teachers to quickly learn the names of all the students,
and they did, whether we had them for a subject or not. Our teachers and the wonderful office staff knew not only our
names, but also our siblings, who our parents were, what sports or clubs we were a part of, and often what troubles, if
any, we may have had at home. As a result of this community feeling at Char-Lan I studied harder for a test knowing
that a certain teacher was going to mark it. I edited my papers more thoroughly and more often because certain
teachers had to read them. The teachers at Char-Lan cared deeply not only about my academics, but also about me
as an individual, and as a result I cared more about my education. When your English teacher is also your cross-
country coach, or your history teacher also mentors your O.S.A.I.D. committee, or when you have the same teacher 3
or 4 times over your high school career strong and lasting relationships are naturally created. As you have
undoubtedly become aware South Glengarry is a strong and tightly knit community and because I was able to attend
school in Williamstown and not in Cornwall I was able to become an active member of this community. I, along with
many other students, taught ice-skating at our local arena. I doubt a skating program could have existed without the
help of the many high school students that volunteered their time. Countless hours were spent on the ice directly
across the street from Char-Lan after classes had ended. My time as an instructor not only let me give back to my
community, but also helped me realize my love for teaching and guided me toward my future career. Furthermore,
because I attended school in my own community I, along with more than a dozen other students, was able to work
part time. Studying at Char-Lan allowed us the opportunity to work weekdays after school where we not only gained
much needed work experience but also had the opportunity to save additional money for post secondary education.
While it is true that Cornwall has arenas and shops and restaurants where many high school students volunteer and
work, those opportunities would not have been an option for me or for many students coming from Glengarry.
Retrieving students from after school programs and jobs held in Cornwall could easily consume an hour or more of
parents’ time – time that many families simply do not have on busy weeknights. As you know, universities and
colleges are focusing more and more on extra curricular experiences and not selecting students based solely on
academic performance. I believe that had I not had those work and volunteer experiences I would not have been
accepted at the university of my choice. Students who can no longer participate in extra curricular activities, are not
only missing out on the activity itself, but will be greatly disadvantaged when applying to colleges and universities in
comparison to their peers. The vast majority of my graduating class went on to attend university or college – this is still
true of Char-Lan’s graduating classes now. After graduation I studied at University. Since then I have had the unique
opportunity of teaching – in a variety of locations – and few settings compare to the one that Char-Lan provides.
Attending school in the community you are raised in, becoming a part of a tight-knit student body, and being taught by
teachers who, given the size and nature of the school, are able to know you as more than just a student is a unique
experience; one I believe that benefits students profoundly. There is no question that closing Char-Lan would not only
be a huge detriment to the community, but denying students the opportunity to attend Char-Lan would also be a great
disservice to our children. Please keep Char-Lan’s doors open.

2/2/2017 1:45 PM

6 Do the addition to Williamstown Public, and make it to include grades 1-12. Keep the education of rural kids in their
own communities!

2/2/2017 1:37 PM

7 1. The draft recommendations appear to be entirely "building focused". Indeed, the first word of the report's title is
"Building". What is needed is to put the students first. Serve the students and their families first and foremost, then the
solutions to the physical plant woes will become clearer - and likely less costly. 2. There is a failure of the Board's (and
likely the Ministry's) accounting systems. The current accounting systems track the costs of heat and hydro and
staffing, but fail to track the very real cost of the students' time traveling to and from school each day. I fear this
omission reflects an underlying lack of value placed on the lives of students and their families. 3. To improve the
recommendations, the Board must first listen to the students' families, and draft a report that addresses the families'
concerns and priorities. 4. Our own children attended Martintown P.S., then Williamstown P.S., then Char-Lan. By
attending schools that were relatively close to home, they benefitted from: - being able to attend even when the school
buses were not running; - being involved in extra-curricular activities outside of regular school hours; - playing on inter-
scholastic sports teams despite not being "elite" athletes. We, as parents, knew not only our children's teachers, but
all of the teachers and staff at school. This provided much more effective monitoring and guidance of our children's
progress.

2/2/2017 1:32 PM

8 Moved from the city to have my child in a rural community with a sense of family. How about we move the city kids to
the rural school? Probably would benefit them.

2/2/2017 1:22 PM
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9 Char Lan secondary should NOT be closed. If that school closes our children will be transferring to the coterminous
board as it school is much closer and we do not want our children on the bus for a long distance as they cannot play
sports or do extracurriculars with long bus rides and cannot help with the farm after school . We would have to switch
them to the Catholic board as holy trinity is the next closest for us . Many of their friends would be going there too so
this is the part of the draft recommendation that must be changed. That school must be kept open or you will lose
many many many students to the Catholic board .

2/2/2017 1:09 PM

10 It does not make sense to me to have to send my child on a bus that may take an hour or more to get to school which
will affect my child mentally. We made the decision years ago to move to the county so our children would have the
optimal experience of attending a country school. In our experience there is less drugs and other things that the kids
can get into...in the country there is no where to go on breaks- less trouble to get into. Our child already has learning
needs and I am afraid that we will not get the extra help required if the student capacity is maxed out. I don't agree
that cramming our children into a school to fill it above capacity so that in the future those kids will have a new school.
What about where my tax dollars are going? Is this actually going to save money for the tax payers when you will have
to bus kids across the country to attend school? A solution for our family will be to either home school our children or
put them into the Catholic education system that would be closer to our home. Our recommendation would be to send
all the Cornwall kids to one school, so close either CCVS (which is rundown) or St. Lawrence. At least that would be
cheaper to bus kids that are already in that general area then to have to bus children from all over the rural areas into
Cornwall.

2/2/2017 1:02 PM

11 Char-Lan is an integral part of the South Glengarry community. My adult children attended Char-Lan and they have
went on to fulfilling careers. It is due to the schooling and small class sizes offered by attending Char-Lan. Smaller
schools matter. It would be a travesty to shove students into a warehouse type school where students are nothing but
a number.

2/2/2017 12:48 PM

12 I love Char-Lan and don't want to spend over an hour on the bus in order to get to St. Lawrence or Cornwall
Collegiate. I live in ______, causing me to be on the bus for more than an hour twice a day!! Unacceptable!

2/2/2017 12:45 PM

13 Char-Lan should not be closed. To transport these students back and forth to Cornwall is ridiculous and falls outside
the 20m guideline from the ministry of education....if you close a school there has to be an other within 20m that they
can attend. My recommendation is to put the welfare of the students ahead of your politics....save money by getting rid
of the incredible, overpaid excess bureaucratic positions at your Board....yes, it is there, I know as I work with a Board
of Ed. Stop taking the easy way out for yourself. If needed, combine the elementary and high school and provide a K-
12 local education for these students. Do not condemn these students to an inferior quality education as anonymous
entities in ever increasing populations in schools....or rob them of their ability to participate in sports, clubs and after
school activities because they have to get to their bus for a ridiculously long ride home....or rob them of more school
days because of cancelled buses in inclement weather. These are amazingly effective ways to increase the school
dropout rate....well, thought, out!!

2/1/2017 10:25 PM

14 respect community wishes 2/1/2017 5:46 PM

15 Instead of putting s.j McLoed and williamstown together at charlan , put williamstown and charlan together and leave
them in the country !!! I moved to the country 8 years ago so my kids could be in a community where everyone knows
each other and is there for one another ! Not to have them go to a city school where they will get less help because
you want to pack too many schools in one !!

2/1/2017 3:32 PM

16 I had children that attended Char-lan and both graduated as Ontario scholars. They would not of had the same kind of
success or experience living in a rural area going to a school in the city would of been a difficult transition. It's not right
to force change on rural families and our traditions and values.

2/1/2017 12:28 PM

17 The impact of these school closures is devastating to small communities. 2/1/2017 12:21 PM

18 I would suggest that the CharLan building has sufficient space to school all the students from the three schools. Some
rescheduling of classes would better accommodate the schooling process. These are children from the closely knit
community - busing children to a more urban environment not only affects the learning time, more time spent on
transportation as well as the communities integrity as a great education system that is working. Communities that play
and work together stay together. As a taxpayer in this community I can only say that what drew me to this area years
ago was the good solid country environment with great schools like I grew up with in Quebec. The rural environment
helps to give a more rounded understanding of life. Ex. Where the food chain starts and it is not at the grocery store!

2/1/2017 12:20 PM

19 Williamstown Public and Char-Lan high school are great schools and should not be closed. The students from these
two schools are country kids and they will not understand how a city school works.

2/1/2017 12:18 PM

20 We chose to live in the country because we wanted our children to grow up with a strong sense of community and the
chance to grow with their friends as they passed through the school years together. Williamstown provides that strong
sense of community and our child attended school from pre-k up to grade 12 with the same group of friends. Busing
the children to large schools in bigger communities will not allow these small communities to thrive. I believe reducing
the number of school boards would save money and we could use this money to save our communities. It is time to
stop dividing our children into different groups. Canada prides itself on our diversity not our divisiveness.

2/1/2017 12:16 PM
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21 consolidate SJ Mcleod to Williamstown public. Then do a K-12 school in Williamstown and Charlan. As a parent of
kids in a rural community I do not want my kids to travel 1.5 hours on a bus to a city school. I would move my kids to
the Catholic School board if this happened.

2/1/2017 12:13 PM

22 Recommendation 1: Do not make a mega-high-school. Keep Char-Lan open as it is now. Everyone I know from Char-
Lan is saying that they will be leaving UCDSB if Char-Lan closes. This is a very bad move on the board's part... The
rural communities will not stand for this. Recommendation 2: See above. Recommendation 3: See above.
Recommendation 4: Keep as is.

2/1/2017 12:10 PM

23 It is my understanding that the cost of transportation in the proposed plan exceeds the cost of keeping the schools
open.

2/1/2017 12:03 AM

24 Keep CharLan open 1/31/2017 11:47 PM

25 I disagree with the recommendation to close Char Lan D.H.S. I believe by making Char Lan a school with grades
kindergarten to 12. You could even make char lan and WPS a campus school. Allowing school principals to decise
which grades go where. For example we could move the kindergarten grades to the high school and illeviating room
for S.J.MCLEOD in WPS.

1/31/2017 11:28 PM

26 More public meetings prior to draft development. Collaborate WITH the comunity 1/31/2017 10:58 PM

27 Schools are the heart of the community, particularly at high school level where students mature and grow to be able to
be givers back to the community they are a part of

1/31/2017 10:43 PM

28 Combining SJ MacLeod with Williamstown Public and Char lan, reducing admin staff and having one principal and two
vice principals, the that would put us at capacity, money would be saved and way of life for our schools would be
intact.

1/31/2017 10:34 PM

29 Bus travel to Cornwall will add an additional hour to an already 2 hour journey for the school day. This in turn will
directly impact school work and degrade the possible grades and future of my children. Also the level of attention and
assistance given at the Char-Lan is far superior to the levels seen at the larger, thus less supportive Cornwall schools.
Class over crowding cripples the teachers and students alike. Young talent will easily be lost in the crowd and
victimized. Transferring students part way through their education paints them as targets and can seriously damage
their chances of a good education.

1/31/2017 10:28 PM

30 Is it possible to keep Charlan high school open Jk-12. I know that if Charlan were to close, my choice would be
another board. Charlan is unique. Charlan has a very high percentage of students who further their education. I am
really concerned with the loss of their heritage, this is something the school celebrates. It is who were are. If you move
these students to a city school, this will be lost.

1/31/2017 10:20 PM

31 I do not believe students from Char-Lan should be moved to any other school, or that students from any of the small
schools in the area should be relocated to a Cornwall school.

1/31/2017 9:55 PM

32 Make Char Lan DHS and Williamstown public a K-12 school combine them as one 1/31/2017 9:50 PM

33 While I myself have not come up with solutions I know there are many very dedicated members of my community that
have come up with very well put together and valid suggestions on how to rectify the school population and boundary
issues. Our community needs Char Lan!! it would be a huge mistake to close our school!

1/31/2017 9:23 PM

34 I don't feel that this school should be closed. It doesn't make any sense spending the money to bus the students
farther away. Doesn't make sense to me.

1/31/2017 9:19 PM

35 Close SJMcLeod. Combine WPS and CharLan into a K-12 school. 1/31/2017 9:02 PM

36 Many of the students who travel to Williamstown for their education are already traveling a great distance. In order to
bus them to Cornwall their days will be longer, time for extra curricular and/or part time employment will be
significantly reduced, and the overall stress greater. By closing Char-Lan, any student looking for a public secondary
school will have to leave the municipality altogether. Would it be feasible to incorporate additional students into the
larger school, whether they are elementary and/or secondary students? Having a bilingual public school in South
Glengarry that houses middle-school and high school grades could alleviate the need to transport students an
additional 20km to/from school.

1/31/2017 9:01 PM

37 Char LAN become a K-12 school 1/31/2017 8:58 PM

38 Closure of Char-Lan, S.J. McLeod and Williamstown Public would create an excessively long travel distance for
students to be bussed to Cornwall, in some cases likely adding 30-45 minutes per trip to the bus ride. This would
decrease the quality of life for students. In addition, having students so far away from their school would limit their
ability to participate in sports and other extra-curricular activities. To improve the recommendations: Do not close
Char-Lan D.H.S. Instead, only S.J McLeod could be closed, with the attendance boundary being consolidated with
Williamstown Public.

1/31/2017 8:27 PM
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39 Not close Char-LAN. It is a vital part of the community. It has offered high standard of education for generations! It
caters to the local clientele.

1/31/2017 8:25 PM

40 Prefer the k-12 solution. Close SJ McLeod 1/31/2017 8:24 PM

41 I feel strongly that rural schools should not be closed. If I was a student and my school was to be closed, I would be
changing school boards and looking at all my options to never support ucdsb. All rural students will be in the bus for
too long of a time each day.

1/31/2017 8:23 PM

42 K-12 campus at char LAN and Williamstown public combined 1/31/2017 8:20 PM

43 students and families should not be uprooted from a traditional lifestyle.. people have gone to that school for years..
They should not have to move to another school .. maybe the government should give some of their pays to cover
costs, and tax us less ..

1/31/2017 8:15 PM

44 Not a good idea. Not efficient. Spend more money on busing which is not green energy. Williamstown public school is
crowded. Will these kids not be going to charlan? Use your heads. Closing it will ruin this area. I plan on having kids
someday and I don't want my kids going to school in cornwall. The land was donated by a local farmer to the school
board provided it always be used for educational purposes. Does the land go back to that family if charlan closes? Of
course not, the school board is far too greedy.

1/31/2017 8:08 PM

45 Close the Cornwall school instead of rent bating it. And split those students up. 1/31/2017 7:58 PM

46 Make Char-Lan & Williamstown Public a K-12 school with 2 campuses - close SJ McLeod. 1/31/2017 7:53 PM

47 Make char-LAN a k-12 school 1/31/2017 7:39 PM

48 Allowing the children to continue to be educated in their respective communities should be a priority. Considering
"students first" is a motto for most educational facilities this plan does not put their rights as a priority. You are asking to
send students out of their catchment area, to travel for long periods of time to get to and from school and are putting
undue strain to families. I understand the funding component but at this time trying to increase class sizes in other
schools can and will no doubt hurt students that are used to small classes and more one in one time with the
instructor. Please consider what you are doing. You are not accommodating as you are suggesting! You are actually
wreaking havoc on country schools!!

1/31/2017 7:31 PM

49 You should close SJ mcleodschool & make CharLan& Williamstown into a JK to grade 12 school. 1/31/2017 7:15 PM

50 Modify your revenue allocation method, as I am sure this community can support this facility with our local taxation 1/31/2017 7:06 PM

51 Keep char-lan open 1/31/2017 6:37 PM

52 It is not good to close a rural school 1/31/2017 6:27 PM

53 We live in rural area and send our kids to rural schools because it's close to home, it's also a short bus ride. If they
have an after school employment it's fast and convenient to get them there, because the school is close to home. Also
all the little businesses in little towns near our school that depend on the kids for employment or even their business,
will be affected by this if you close our rural school. The schools in rural area are smaller than the schools in city
schools where there are way more kids attending. Sending rural kids to city schools is ridiculous the bus rides are
gonna be way over an hour long if not more. That is unacceptable, I will change school boards if you decide to close
our school. I WILL NOT SEND MY CHILD TO A SCHOOL IN THE CITY, IMLIVE IN THE COUNTRY AND LOVE THE
COUNTRY SCHOOLS. PLEASE KEEP CHAR-LAN DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL OPEN??

1/31/2017 2:55 PM

54 I would drop out before I went to another school. 1/31/2017 2:47 PM

55 I believe busing country children to the city for education is in no one, especially not the children's best interest as this
would be taking away from extracurricular activities, family time and for children who live on farms chore times.

1/31/2017 2:43 PM

56 Char LAN must remain open for the community of South Glengarry. There must be a high school in the area for future
development.

1/31/2017 1:43 PM

57 There is really no reason to close Char-Lan D.H.S because their student enrollment numbers aren't very low. Char-
Lan is only missing about 100 students to be at capacity. Students graduating from Williamstown Public and S.J.
MacLeod will probably make up the difference in students required to bring Char-Lan to capacity. Busing students
from Char-Lan to either St. Lawrence D.H.S or Cornwall Collegiate will cause a high number of students to be in
infraction when it comes to the Ontario School Transport law which states that no student in Ontario should be on a
bus for more than 60 minutes.

1/31/2017 1:01 PM

58 A few years back the school boundaries were change to move students to different schools from the country to city to
help increase their numbers , now why not put the relocated students from the country back in their respective areas ,
this would increase the number of students and also cut down on the transportation distance the children would have
to be bused.

1/31/2017 12:54 PM
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59 As we have noted some of the information from the consultant is out dated and/or incorrect therefore making it difficult
to truly assess the report. One of the many factors which will further burden this plan is the impact of many dozen
busses arriving in the city core that does not have sufficient parking or traffic lanes. Subjecting student to extended
bus time is not a solution. Closing higher ranking schools to simply fill other schools is not an answer. It only takes the
development of one subdivision in the Williamstown area or the establishment of a few families that wold change the
occupancy levels at the schools. This will certainly not happen if schools are closed. Perhaps moving only one
additional class to the high school would balance the system. We know the elementary school has portable
classrooms and is still beyond design capacity. Time to take a deep breath and re-think this process. Move some of
the many millions of dollars spent on advertising by the province saying what a wonderful job they are doing to be
placed where it actually does some thing wonderful. No need to advertise we will tell you what kind of job you are
doing.

1/31/2017 10:51 AM

60 Char-Lan would be made into a K-12 school. The obvious benefits would be the costs for care and maintenance would
be reduced from 2 buildings to 1.

1/31/2017 10:09 AM

61 Moving WPS over to Char-Lan 1/31/2017 9:38 AM

62 Combine Williamstown Public and Char-Lan in some way that would be most beneficial to the students. 1/31/2017 9:29 AM

63 Leave these schools alone, it's for the children and their education, and they are happy being at the their school
without having to relocate to another one. Why should this even be an issue. Leave well enough alone

1/31/2017 8:32 AM

64 Make Char-Lan a kindergarten-G12 school ( Williamstown Public and Char-Lan merge) 1/31/2017 7:49 AM

65 This will devastate the local community from a financial and community point of view. Taking rural students and mixing
them with city students is not a good idea as they come from vastly different cultures. Busing student from the country
to the city will also make partaking in extra curricular events difficult if not impossible for those students.

1/31/2017 7:47 AM

66 The Draff is ridiculous! Instead of keeping on building new schools in the bigger cities (ie: new school in Cornwall),
focus your attention and funding on the rural schools where children in the country get an amazing education! Leave
us alone!

1/31/2017 6:10 AM

67 Rural schools provide benefits to both student/families and to their communities. The sense of community found in
these schools is the basis for these future contributors to society. The lack of community results in social problems that
are evident in inner-city schools and there courts! I attended an inner city school, my children attended rural
schools...there is no comparison. These communities are the beneficiaries of either well-rounded young adults and
their contributions to society, or carry the burden of members of society who are more of a drain on resources than
they are contributors to it. There is a distinct difference. Busing students farther away only compounds the potential
problems and difficulties of this cohort. Pulling them out of their hometowns and neighbourhoods will result in the
demise small town Canada. People will move closer to the city schools, the cities are already bursting at the seams!
My grandkids will be sent to alternative schools - certainly not to the UCDSB.

1/30/2017 11:51 PM

68 Have the Char-Lan and Williamstown become a K-12 school. It's as simple as that. 1/30/2017 10:48 PM

69 It is simple : Williamstown Public School and Charlan District High School become a K-12 school. SJ McLeod would
close.

1/30/2017 10:31 PM

70 Char-Lan 7 to 12 needs to remain open, as it is critical to have an English public high school in South Glengarry.
There has to be a way to invest to make this site and campus viable, and I only hope the boards greed to obtain newer
"assets". Listen to the public! We do not want our school to close! My kids will not be bused to Cornwall to remain in
your board.

1/30/2017 9:42 PM

71 I understand that S.J. McLeod school has a very small enrolment and, if it is necessary to close this school, students
from Kindergarten to Grade three could be sent to Williamstown Public School and Char-Lan could be utilized as a
grades four to twelve school.

1/30/2017 9:10 PM
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72 As a previous student of both Williamstown Public School, and Char Lan District High School, as well as an active
member of the community, I do not support the proposed closures of these schools. Small class sizes, a personalized
experience, and a truly caring atmosphere may seem superficial when you break it down in respect of money and
space, which is essentially all the board cares about, but it's so much more than that. This atmosphere is what builds
and shapes students into who they are. It gives them a sense of confidence, and acceptance. You have a name, and
you're not just a number. The Scottish pride of Glengarry is also something that should not go unnoticed. I'm not
Scottish, however this is something that I take ultimate pride in. The school appreciates the heritage of the community
through events, awards, and so on. Plaid throughout the school reminds students of the history of the area and where
their roots lie. On a logical, and logistic base, transportation is a huge factor in this as well. Despite living
approximately 7 minutes from Char Lan, my bus ride was between 30-40 minutes as the route detoured through the
county roads. By closing schools and sending kids into Cornwall or the surrounding schools, you're subjecting
students to a longer day, which would in turn cut into their time to complete homework in the evenings, they would be
overtired, and really it would take away from the overall productivity. It's completely unfair and there are so many
things to factor into this. By simply listening to the community and their response, you should know what the proper
choice in this decision is.

1/30/2017 8:43 PM

73 If the problem is the overhead cost of vacant spaces in the school facility work with the community to find ways to use
the surplus space and address the cost issue. There does also appear to be an undercurrent of "big schools are better
than small schools". This is a form of madness. As enrolments decline, as they will in almost every jurisdiction, find
ways to adapt to the environment. Remember what happened to dinasours.

1/30/2017 8:33 PM

74 Make Char-LAN and WPS a K to 12 school campus.As abova 1/30/2017 8:31 PM

75 Do not close Char-Lan! It is a high quality school where teachers enjoy working and students are successful. I
received my PhD after attending Char-Lan, and I owe this success in large part to the top tier education and
opportunities I received there. The supportive teachers and the small class sizes helped me and my classmates to
excel academically, and the community athmosphere allowed our teachers to get to know each of us on an individual
level. Whether through staying after hours to make sure I understood a concept, grading my exam as soon as I
submitted it for "instant results", or taking the time provide detailed feedback on ways to improve my writing, the
teachers at Char-Lan truly shaped the person I am today. They ignited an intellectual curiosity and a willingness to
consider opportunities that I would otherwise have thought impossible. They knew who I was, where I came from, and
what I needed to succeed, and they went out of their way to provide it. Education is a tricky business, but it seems to
me that Char-Lan is getting it right. It provides an educational experience that should be celebrated and emulated, not
shuttered. I will forever be indebted to the world class education that I received in Williamstown, please don't deny
future generations the opportunities that come with the privilege of attending Char-Lan.

1/30/2017 7:33 PM

76 I recommend that williamstown public and char-lan high school become a k-12 school. Sj mcleod public school close . 1/30/2017 7:32 PM

77 Everything looks good on paper...........but realistically the whole dynamics will change. Country kids are just
that....now you want to put them into city schools and save a few $$$. The numbers don't add up.......population is
down...uncertainty is ramped ........this is NOT the answer.

1/30/2017 6:51 PM

78 Open your eyes and ears and for once in your life use common sense we are the tax payers ?? 1/30/2017 5:54 PM

79 I support the combining of Williamstown ap.S. and S.J. McLeod P.S. to form one public school and for Char-lan H.S to
remain as it is

1/30/2017 5:13 PM

80 Merge Charlan with GD. Glengarry families prefer a country school. Alexandria offers bilingual environment,
opportunities for co-op, and local/regional values. Do not reno WPS. Not worth it. Just give them Charlan.

1/30/2017 5:12 PM

81 Email received: My husband and I moved to South Glengarry in search of a better way of life for ourselves and our
children. After much research, we chose South Glengarry because of the QUALITY OF EDUCATION at WPS and
CHAR-LAN schools. Our youngest started at WPS this year in JK. We have other children who are finishing their
public school this year elsewhere and whom we want to attend CHAR-Lan in the fall of 2017. Each of their futures is
now in question. We have been gutted by the announcement of September 2016 regarding the imminent closing of
CHAR-Lan. I have participated on the Save CHAR-Lan Committee, and I want you to know how important education is
to my husband and me. We have invested a lot of money in our property that we purchased recently. We are already
tied to this community and to this land we came to love and respect so quickly. We feel deeply betrayed by the
proposed school closing. I would like you to understand that we did not move to a small community to then bus our
children an hour each way to and from school. This will not happen. We DO NOT support closing CHAR-Lan, and we
will NOT be sending our children to St Lawrence HS in Cornwall, nor to any other school in the UCDSB. We will look
seriously at homeschooling or the co-terminous board as options. We DO, however, support the K-12 Williamstown
Campus proposal, combining Char-LAN, WPS and SJ McLeod. Please consider that there are good, hard-working,
honest and loving families that have moved heaven and earth to make a rural way of life work, who believe
wholeheartedly that it is the best option for their growing families, and that this proposal just takes our legs out from
under us. WE need Char-Lan and the WORLD needs the wonderful people who develop through the fantastic schools
here in Williamstown.

1/30/2017 5:01 PM
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82 I believe the Upper Canada School board will lose the majority of students to the Catholic School Board if this
happens.

1/30/2017 4:47 PM

83 i support the K-12 model for williamstown 1/30/2017 4:43 PM

84 The present recommendations are much too drastic and seem to treat rural residents as inferior 1/30/2017 4:28 PM

85 Keep Char-Lan open! 1/30/2017 4:26 PM

86 Reduce the number of school boards. Keep our children together and not separated by religion or language. 1/30/2017 4:24 PM

87 Perhaps look outside of the UCDSB and start to collaborate with the Catholic school board to allocate students to fill
the vacant spaces in the schools. This will keep schools close to where the students live and keep student-on-bus
times low.

1/30/2017 4:23 PM

88 Closing Char-Lan is a terrible idea that will have negative effects on the the students, teachers and the community.
Saving money should not come at the expense of depriving kids of rural school education.

1/30/2017 4:22 PM

89 Save Char-lan. A K-12 campus or some other option would be far better than rural children being stuck bussing to the
city.

1/30/2017 4:08 PM

90 Keep the school open and try to make a deal with a college/university to accomodate farming into curriculum. 1/30/2017 4:04 PM

91 Closing country schools will lead to more busing and longer commute times for students. 1/30/2017 4:01 PM

92 I hope the board recognises the drawbacks of mixing 10-11 year olds with 18yr olds. Keep rural kids in the country,
and send the students in grades 9-12 to GDHS.

1/29/2017 8:20 AM

93 Every teacher I have spoken with admits there are real problems with online courses, so why does the board allow
schools to be so small that they depend on online courses? Merge Charlan and GDHS.

1/28/2017 11:04 PM

94 Merge Char-Lan and GDHS. THe school would still be considered small. 1/28/2017 6:43 PM

95 Merge GDHS and CharLan in order to reduce the dependence on online courses 1/28/2017 9:34 AM

96 Merge Char-Lan with GDHS. It would still be a small school, and some of the savings could be used to have a few
more busses to keep low bus ride times

1/28/2017 9:10 AM

97 Close SJ K-12 format for WPS and Char-Lan 1/27/2017 2:59 PM

98 Move one Grade from Williamstown Public School over to Charlan. Grade eight.....thus making Charlan full enrollment
and the Public School now would not be bursting at the seams....but full enrollment too. Costing the board absolutely
no revenue.

1/27/2017 2:56 PM

99 I understand closing Sj Mcleod as it does not have the student population it once had. I used to go there and it would
be sad for it to close but it makes sense to close it. I currently live in williamstown, and will be getting married and plan
to have and raise a family here. I work with the school board and I wouldnt want my children having to travel so far.
Closing these schools would result in business failures and the arena losing business also. It would have a great effect
on the community as a whole.

1/27/2017 2:55 PM

100 My child is very easily influenced, and I don't want them in the high school. they are too young. I suggest merging
GDHS and CharLan.

1/27/2017 2:34 PM

101 Letter Received: (Package of student petitions accompanied letter) Hello, my name is ___________ and I'm a student
from Williamstown Public School (across the road from Char-Lan). I moved to Eastern Ontario and I have so many
friends even outside of my grade. I love my school very much and I've wanted to go to Char-Lan District High school
since the first day I stepped into my class. I knew that's where I waned to go when it was time to choose a high
school. So now that I've heard that it might be closing sometime next year it makes me kind of sad that there might be
a 50/50 chance that I will have to learn and play at another school. There's always another perspective and here's
mine; I think that you should bring other small schools into Char-Lan because not only is it a building, it's a home and
generation. Think about it, most people's ancestors went to Char-Lan. It was a long chain and still is full of so many
people. Nobody want to see out second home taken away from us, do they? Williamstown is a village that has small
houses, a pub, a tiny grocery store, a library, a church, the David Thompson house, the museum, The Music Hall of
Fame and don't forget the oldest annual Fair in Canada. It is out tradition nobody else's. It's a town, and without the
two schools it wouldn't be a great town. People are so kind that if you need help they'll help you. I have another
reason; if you were to close the school what would you put there instead? You wouldn't want to keep the building
there and keep it vacant. No. That wouldn't be the best idea. My point is that all of these words mean that you should
keep Char-Lan open. Everyone enjoys going there because like I said, it's out second home and our generation. It's
not just my opinion; look at these names down below. Please consider thinking about it. Thank you

1/27/2017 1:51 PM
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102 Closing Char-Lan HS will result in huge loss of students to other boards and we are already seeing that effect.
Keeping the high school and appropriate feeder schools in South Glengarry is the absolute minimum to maintaining a
English public base in township. Our children have graduated from Char-Lan and I can tell you that without Char-Lan
in place, our children would have changed boards.

1/27/2017 10:46 AM

103 I will remove my kids from the ucdsb if Charlan stays open. I don't want my young child with 18 year olds, and my
older child is fed up with online and split classes. Close CharLan and merge with GDHS

1/25/2017 8:32 PM

104 planning to close both secondary schools in glengarry counties. Why not shift boundaries so more highschool students
come to Char-Lan or move students to Alexandria to increase the number of students in the secondary school.

1/25/2017 8:22 PM

105 To members of the UCDSB and Ontario Legislators responsible for Education in our community. Last night I attended
the ARC 2 meeting at GVSS in Cornwall. You are now in the position to continue with your proposed plans, or to
reconsider, having listened to the communities affected. As a long-time resident and taxpayer in South Glengarry it
causes heartache and sleep disruption to think our village schools , the “heart of this village” may just disappear for
the sake of capitol expenditure . Rural people and agriculture communities are what make Ontario a healthy, happy
place. Decisions around board room tables can make or break a community and a way-of-life. Please consider
carefully the human aspect of your decision. Our little rural villages/communities are gems in the history of this
amazing country.

1/25/2017 10:42 AM

106 Email received: As grandparents and Public School Board ratepayers our advise to the UCDSB is to support a K-12
school at Williamstown. We will be recommending to our children that they not send my grandchildren to a Cornwall
school. That , if that is the option given them by the Public Boad, that they choose to send their children to Iona
Academy CDSB, Eastern Ontario.

1/25/2017 10:30 AM

107 The recommendations could be focused on keeping kids in their communities while at the same time reducing excess
spaces. It feels right now that it's reduce spaces no matter the cost when I believe it should be as much as possible
without destroying communities.

1/24/2017 10:20 PM

108 Join charlan and was to make K-12 1/24/2017 8:40 PM

109 If Char-Lan were to be closed I think students should go to Glengarry DHS instead of in to Cornwall. 1/24/2017 7:20 PM

110 Leave charlan alone! You have no idea what it's going to do to these country kids moving them into the city. We left
CCVS because it was a horrible school and was recommended by uper staff that charlan was a lot better! We love
charlan

1/24/2017 12:10 PM

111 Give consideration to the well being of our communties and most importantly our children 1/24/2017 10:28 AM

112 Merge with GDHS. Keep the country kids in the country, and keep the young kids away from 18 year olds. 1/22/2017 6:31 PM

113 Send the students in grades 9-12 to GDHS. This will reduce the dependence on e-learning. 1/22/2017 12:04 AM

114 If necessary, consolidate the Williamstown schools into a K to 12 school. 1/21/2017 11:42 PM

115 It is inconceivable to support the school closures. Such an action would essentially change the entire makeup of the
communities. Super schools are not in the children's best interest, the public the school board is supposed to focus
on. The children who attend these country schools should continue to be taught in their surroundings, not forced to
acclimate to a city life. Rather than force the children to attend city schools, the lines can instead be redrawn to bring
some of the children who are now having to make the long commute to inner city schools to instead be transported to
the country schools where places are available. Children should also be attending schools within their district, rather
than being permitted to attend outside their residential area

1/21/2017 12:24 PM

116 My children and the children of my extended family benefit from and enjoy a rural education. The list of reasons are to
long to express here. There is no circumstance where our children will be educated in an urban setting such as
Cornwall.

1/21/2017 10:42 AM

117 K-12 1/20/2017 6:16 PM

118 In order to improve the Draft Recommendations, Char-Lan would become a school housing grades 5 to 12, with
Kindergarten to grade 4 remaining at their current location, Williamstown PS. Those currently attending SJ McLeod
would then attend Williamstown PS or Char-Lan based on the boundaries. I believe with the potential closures,
students travelling from east South Glengarry will have far too much travel time, considering they already have a 25-
30 minute bus ride.

1/20/2017 4:33 PM
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119 Email Received: Recently I have been hearing your radio ad promoting UCDSB and the wonderful K - 12 experience
students can expect. I think this is great. Indeed my own grandchildren have enjoyed their experience so far. They
attend school in Williamstown. With this ad in mind, I urge you to consider the K - 12 opportunity that is available in
Williamstown. According to recently released figures, WPS is overcrowded, while Char-Lan is underutilised. It seems
the solution is right there, use both schools, plus S.J. McLeod students, to create a K - 12 campus. You would truly be
able to live up to the claim in your ad, "our family welcomes your family". What better way than to allow these students
to remain in their own backyard? Should Char-Lan be closed, I know that my grandchildren would not plan to attend
St. Lawrence High School. They would switch to their alternate option, and leave UCDSB. Should this happen, I'm
sure their parents would move their education tax dollars accordingly, and so would I.

1/20/2017 2:26 PM

120 I think combining Williamstown public etc with charlan, making it a k-12 school 1/20/2017 2:05 PM

121 JK -grade 12 at charlan Rural funding for rural schools 1/20/2017 1:20 PM

122 Email Received: As a grandparent and tax payer in South Glengarry I wish to proposes that the UCDSB consider the
merging of Char-LAN DHS and Williamstown Public School into one K-12 campus. The two school buildings are no
more than 200 feet apart, on opposite sides of the road to Lancaster. Both schools are surrounded by track and field
facilities, an outdoor ice rink in winter and the arena and recreation centre are in close proximity. This solution would
solve the problem of extra space in the high school and overcrowding in the public school and keep our local students
in the place where they feel confident and secure. The academic record at Char-LAN speaks volumes for the regard
that this community has for its school and the standard of teaching enjoyed by the students. The sense of continuity
that would be felt by students if this solution were to be adopted would be of utmost importance to their academic and
spiritual wellbeing. I urge the trustees of the UCDSB to give their careful attention to this solution in order to retain
students in this area within the public school board.

1/20/2017 10:43 AM

123 Close Charlan. A k-12 option is not good for the elementary students who are moved to the high school. Bus the grade
9-12 students to gdhs.

1/19/2017 3:35 PM

124 Email Received: I moved to the williamstown area so that my kids could attend charlan and williamstown public
school. We were told by the high school in Cornwall that the best thing we could ever do is go to Charlan! Since
starting my kids have numerous friends, they've adjusted well to the new schools. And there marks have gone up.
Coming from a high school in Cornwall out to charlan was the best move my family has ever made. The principal and
staff is absolutely amazing! We need to keep charlan I absolutely refuse to send my kids into Cornwall to st Lawrence
or any other high school. We would look at the catholic board and stop supporting the public board.

1/19/2017 3:34 PM

125 Do not make Charlan k-12. Not appropriate to mix young kids with old. 1/17/2017 9:49 PM

126 Email Received: It has come to my attention that a decision on our local school, Char-Lan DHS, is imminent. You have
a great deal of power in our rural school’s future and it behoves me to remind you of my voice; hopefully it’s amongst
many others. I do not support the closure of Char-Lan and recommend and support the Williamstown Campus solution
(combining Char-Lan, Williamstown, and SJ McLeod).

1/17/2017 8:32 AM

127 Email Received: As this process comes to an end, I would like to communicate my opinion on the proposed closure of
charlan high school. I do not agree with this possibility. There are better solutions. Charlan, WPS, and SJ could easily
be converted into a k-12 school that would meet all your requirements and allow us to keep a high school in our area.
It will save you thousands of dollars in transportation costs that you would incur if you close the school. It will keep
students in your school board. I, as well as most others, will transfer to the Catholic board if charlan closes. Our
community will bring forward a plan that I hope will be truly considered by the members of your team. Our children
deserve to be educated in their own area and do not deserve to be bussed long distances to go to school. It will be
detrimental to their health and well being. Thank you for your time.

1/16/2017 2:54 PM

128 Email Received: We are writing to advise you people that we totally disagree with the closing of Char-Lan. A very
reasonable solution was proposed to make Char-Lan a K-12 school and closing SJ MacCleod and Williamstown Public
which would achieve your goal of eliminating empty spaces and would save our rural schools, and thus also avoiding
long bus rides for our children, and also not to see a mass devaluation of our property values. If you people still
proceed with the unthinkable and close our wonderful high school, the backlash will be swift and severe. We will
transfer our kids in a heartbeat to the Catholic system and pay our school taxes to them, and we will not be the only
ones. So if you think you have an enrollment problem now, you haven't seen anything yet. You people are engineering
your own demise. So if Char-Lan closes, it's bye-bye to the UCDSB.

1/16/2017 2:53 PM

129 Email Received: I will make this email brief. I truly believe that closing Char-Lan DHS is a bad idea and I DO NOT
support it. Williamstown has the right to be called "The Williamstown Capmpus - Academic Excellence". With that
said, I support the K-12 option (combining WSP, Char-Lan and SJ McLead students. I agree the SJ building should be
closed) If this does not happen, I have no faith in the board to recognize what is best for the children and I will move
my children to another school board. Please make the right and smart decision.

1/16/2017 8:28 AM
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130 Email received: Thank you to __________ and staff for providing and reviewing the Pupil Accommodation Review’s 24
November 2016 Addendum #1 with corrections and updates. We would appreciate access to more of the original raw
data, which was used by the consultants to make their financial calculations, as soon as possible. Working with what
has been provided thus far, we have made comparisons between the revised numbers and the original staff report of
28 September 2016. We have several concerns: 1- Ward 9 was the most impacted by the revisions. • Of the six (6)
Feeder groups with revised financials, 3 are in Ward 9 (Glengarry, Tagwi and R-O) • The Feeder group with the largest
change is in Ward 9 (Glengarry) with a ~$7M net change in impact. 2- As shown in the attachment, when looking at
the Board as a whole, the Maintenance & Operations Savings in the revised financials are now LESS than the
increase in transportation costs. Therefore from an Operating Expense perspective, it appears that what is being
proposed is of NO financial benefit to the board. 3- Furthermore, the estimated Renewal savings – for which only an
unknown smaller percentage would actually be spent - only a nominal 3.9% savings versus the UCDSB’s projected
spending over that same period might be achieved with the current recommendations. 4- Looking at our situation in
particular, closing Char-Lan District High School would also not produce financial savings to the Board when
increased busing costs are included; although savings related to renovations of existing buildings remain difficult to
gauge. Given the trauma that this potential school closure would exact upon the citizens and children of South
Glengarry, as evidenced through on-line surveys, formal presentations to the ARC and public, a Queen’s Park protest,
and sundry community and Municipal comments and criticisms to date, it would appear that a meagre gain (or even
potential loss) to the Board’s financial projections would be, in a word, senseless. We respectfully submit, once again,
that the best case scenario for optimizing efficient delivery of top-notch education to the citizenry of rural South
Glengarry is through the retention and continued maintenance of Williamstown Public School and Char-Lan District
High School, as a K-12 campus, into the foreseeable future.

1/11/2017 9:53 AM

131 I do not support sending students to Cornwall so much - I can see that a portion of the CharLan students could go to
Cornwall. I don't feel CharLan has enough students to provide adequate resources to students. Online courses are
difficult for families to administer and there are a lot of problems with the amount of support these students get, and the
amount that falls on families to figure out how to help. It ends up being a homeschooling situation without the support
that we homeschool families get with the courses that we purchase. As well, course offerings end up being every
other year - for things like Physics and Chemistry etc I would like to see a school open in Glengarry for secondary
students and it makes more sense to me to almalgamate GDHS and CharLan and a portion of Tagwi (sp?) and even
some that would be overtaxing the VanKleek Hill School - so that we have a good number of students at GDHS - that
is within a town that can support such things as co-op courses.

1/11/2017 9:52 AM

132 Don't move charlan kids I Cornwall. Mive charlan kids to GDHS 12/21/2016 10:36 PM

133 After hockey on Sunday night, with a bunch of local dads, I found myself discussing our school board's proposal to
shut down Char-Lan High School. I have never in my life seen so much anger, emotion and frustration. In your
proposal, you have suggested that all Char-Lan students will be bused to St-Lawrence Secondary. But you,
yourselves, have often told us that students should not be on a bus for more than an hour. Tell me who will support
the student who just landed a job after school at the Grocery Store in Lancaster? Tell me who will back the students
who started a local business plowing driveways before school? Tell me who will stand up for the many students who
proudly play on Char-Lan's many extra-curricular sports teams? All of our students have lives to live here, in our
community. They can't afford to spend two or more hours a day on a bus. None of them can keep their after school
jobs, none of them can involve themselves in team sports, none of them can do their daily morning chores on their
parents' farms or be there to help after school. They'll be on the bus. And, tell me, who will represent the student, who
has to get home every day after school to relieve the caregiver who's taking care of her grandmother with advanced
Alzheimer's, until her parents get home from work? The astronomical cost in dollars, to bus all these students into St-
Lawrence, is but a small token of what it will cost these students in quality of life. Who will support them? Who will
stand up for them? Who will back them? Who will represent them? I thought it was you. I thought that's what a school
board was for. To look out for our kids.

12/20/2016 6:13 PM

134 Merge Charlan and GD to preserve a Glengarry HS. Give Charlan to WPS. K-12 at Charlan is not a good option.
Parents don't want their little kids exposed to HS kids/issues.

12/17/2016 11:29 AM
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135 Email Received: I am writing this letter in regards to the possible closure of Char-Lan District High School, as part of
the Building For The Future Proposal. My wife and I are both graduates of Char-Lan District High School, and we
currently have children, who attend Williamstown Public School and were planning on attending Char-Lan. When we
heard the news of the possible closure of our high school, we were, along with our entire community, completely
surprised and devastated. It seems that with your Building for the Future Proposal, you are robbing South Glengarry of
a building that is extremely important to its future, to our children. As a professional, I am aware of the financial
constraints of the UCDSB and the Ministry’s new decreased funding formula to rural schools. I also recognize that
there is a surplus of space is our existing schools. There will be some small rural schools, like S.J.McLeod, for
example, that have very few students (under 20) and unfortunately must close. (I can say this openly as a former
alumni of S.J. McLeod). However, the situation is very different for Char-Lan District High School, as our elementary
feeder school, located directly across the road, Williamstown Public School has 345 students and is at 160% capacity.
Most of those students plan to attend Char-Lan when they graduate in grade 6. Char-Lan is at 78% capacity, but that
figure is climbing steadily each year, and to close Char-Lan would be an extremely short-sighted decision for UCDSB
given the current population of Williamstown Public School. The reputation of the school is excellent, and many new
young families are choosing to make South Glengarry their home for this reason. Unfortunately, the closure of Char-
Lan High school will be a “nail in the coffin” for Williamstown Public School. The proposed solution to send Char-Lan
students to St. Lawrence High School in Cornwall is indeed a poor decision as very few students will attend St.
Lawrence. Char-Lan students are rural students, and do not wish to attend an urban high school. They have strong
roots in Glengarry and a strong Celtic heritage. We have another high school in our community of South Glengarry,
Holy Trinity, part of the CDSBEO, and unfortunately if you close Char-Lan you will lose many of the 323 students to
this school. Having our children educated in our own community is much more important to us than having them attend
an UCDSB school in the city. Should you choose to close Char-Lan, our oldest child, will attend Iona Academy next
year, a CDSBEO elementary school in South Glengarry and our other child will also make the move to Iona Academy.
They will then both attend Holy Trinity. We have spoken to many other parents and they are planning on making the
same decision. Most of the parents are making this intention known to UCDSB in writing. This rural school also offers
the French Immersion Program that many students at WPS are enrolled in. Therefore, closing Char-Lan will result in
not only the loss of almost all 323 students to CDSBEO, but also many of the 345 students who currently attend WPS.
Is UCDSB prepared to lose close to 668 students to the CDSBEO? Closing Char-Lan District High School will result in
this. In addition to the mass exodus of students to the CDSBEO, you are also losing an extremely high ranking,
reputable high school, which provides good publicity to UCDSB both academically and athletically. Parents often look
at test scores when deciding which school and school board to send their children to. Last year, Char-Lan was above
the provincial average with their OSSLT test scores being at 85% along with their grade 9 EQAO math scores for the
applied level being at 91% (50% above the board average) and 83% for academic (8 % over the board average).
Comparatively, St. Lawrence was at a 66% success rate for the OSSLT in 2015 and CCVS at a 63%. The mass
exodus of Char-Lan and WPS will impact that UCDSB test scores drastically as a whole, and again deter parents from
enrolling their students with UCDSB. In addition, Char-Lan boasts many current athletic successes. Two current
examples are OFFSA Pole Vault Bronze Medalist, 2x Gold Medalist and Canadian U-18 Gold Medalist and this year’s
Canadian National Wakeboarding Champion. In addition, we have many EOSSA and OFFSSA victories, in addition to
a strong participation in all sports. Last year, in many sports, such as soccer, larger schools such as CCVS did not
have the school participation to field many sports teams whereas Char-Lan consistently demonstrates strong athletic
participation and success. However, it seems high academic and athletic success alone do not keep a school open
and as it often comes down to the funding available. What UCDSB seems to have forgotten is that some of this funding
comes from taxpayers. Last year in South Glengarry, the household annual amount of taxes paid to UCDSB was just
over 2 300 000. Parents and community members are outraged that we cannot have a local high school even though
we are strong financial supporters of UCDSB. This was evidenced at the Save Char-Lan meeting last week., as many
community members expressed that they would be switching their tax dollars from UCDSB to neighbouring school
boards, should Char-Lan close. Our household will definitely be making this switch as well. The UCDSB needs to be
aware of the enormous loss of taxpaying revenue. Williamstown is an extremely self-sufficient and financially generous
community. A few years ago we raised over $70,000 to purchase new playground equipment for Williamstown Public
School, and this was almost all from community donations. Char-Lan also gives out tens of thousands of dollars in
bursaries and scholarships to graduating students each year. Keep in mind that all of these additional educational
community donations will cease to exist should Char-Lan close. In addition to this loss of revenue, you also need to
take into account the extra transportation costs that will be incurred should you close Char-Lan. Your proposal to
transport Char-Lan students to school in Cornwall makes no economic sense and would in reality cost the board an
estimated extra 4, 800 000 for additional busses and vans because of the long distances many students would have to
travel. This would negate any savings from maintenance and operations. Char-Lan is a healthy, strong and vibrant
high school operating at just under 80% capacity. Williamstown Public School is over capacity with 345 students. The
future of South Glengarry is strong as demonstrated by the housing market. We are begging you to be a part of our
community’s future and make the right decision to keep Char-Lan open. It will be in the best interest of the UCDSB
and South Glengarry to do so. I would love to be part of the solution and would happily provide my support to assist in
analysis and recommendations that are financially feasible and meet the difficult realities the UCDSB faces.

12/16/2016 12:18 PM
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136 Email Received: I'm sure you will all agree that the ARC representatives from the various groups that will be
negatively affected by your proposed school closures spoke passionately and eloquently at the meeting at General
Vanier on Monday evening. Every single one of them thinks that the proposal as it now stands is unacceptable. The
social and economic impact on rural communities would be devastating. The students themselves wish to stay with
their small schools where they are receiving a quality education and many opportunities to take part in sports and
extra-curricular activities. Long bus commutes take away from family time, job opportunities and the chance to take
part in school activities outside the regular school day. My grandchildren attend CHAR-LAN DHS and WIlliamstown
Public School and I think the proposal explained by __________ is a perfect solution in Williamstown. It is very
simple.....combine S J. MacLeod, WPS and Char-Lan into one K-12 school. This solves the problem of under utilized
space at the High School and the over-crowding that is currently the case at WPS. Also, no extra busing costs would
be incurred. This involved and close-knit community wishes to keep its young people here! The academic results at
Char-Lan exceed both provincial and board averages which says much about the quality of education our students
currently receive as do the figures showing just how many Char-Lan graduates go on to post-secondary education. It
is also a remarkable achievement that 90% of Char-Lan students complete high school. The sports teams also perform
well at every level of competition. The first consideration of the UCDSB should be the well-being and the best
educational opportunities for their students and I do not consider that the proposals currently set out in the Pupil
Accommodation Review fulfil this mandate. I urge you to reconsider.

12/15/2016 9:48 AM

137 Email received: I have recently read in the local newspaper that Char-Lan is up for consideration to be closed. I
cannot express the extend of my dissatisfaction with this option and how it will negatively impact the students and the
local community. As a Char-Lan graduate and a local business owner who hires a majority of its new employees from
this high school, I can state beyond a shadow of a doubt that this rural school with high standards not only provides a
safe, inclusive educational environment, but also develops within these students a deep sense of community. Since I
had completed my high school education I have been in contact with Char-Lan teachers and students. To the best of
my knowledge, the school is always near capacity and there has always been parents who have moved to this area
specifically to have their children go to Williamstown Public School and then Char-Lan High School. It doesn’t matter
where I go, the potential closing of this school is the passionate topic of conversation. Almost to a person, the
frustration of local taxpayers having their school closed and their children sent to another municipality will not be
forgotten. It really comes down to municipal taxation without representation . . . send us your school tax $ and we will
decide where to educate your children and you don’t have an opinion. I strongly request that you demand from the
panel who will be making a decision on this proposition that the municipal tax $ collected in this community stays in
this community. If you are not able to convince your fellow members, please note that most of the local residents who I
have spoken with (including myself) will respond if Char-Lan is closed, with the only real option they have and allocate
all their education taxes to the Catholic School Board with a High School in Glengarry.

12/15/2016 9:47 AM

138 Email Received: I am writing this letter to express my disappointment in the possibility of closing schools throughout
SD&G., particularly Char-Lan DHS in Williamstown.   I grew up in Williamstown and had the pleasure to attend Char-
Lan. In my opinion, the small-town community atmosphere had a profound positive effect on my education. It was
paramount in my decision to work in Education and I believe I am the caring, empathetic employee I am today
because of the positive interactions I had attending Char-Lan.   I recently moved to Williamstown so that my children
would benefit from the same type of education I received. I wanted them to grow up in a smaller community where
they would grow academically, culturally and emotionally.   I have a child attending Char-Lan and children, attending
Williamstown Public School. I want you to know that if this proposal is accepted my children will be transferred to the
Catholic board. One child will attend Holy Trinity and my younger children will attend Iona Academy.   I have discussed
this proposal with many parents and they all agreed to transfer their children from UCDSB to CDSBEO if it comes to
fruition. Please be aware that this proposal could ultimately result in fewer students in the public school system.  
When my colleagues discuss different situationsl, the first thought is always “what’s best for the kids”. I cannot imagine
this question was asked when this proposal was put forth. I see no positive outcome from shutting down all these
schools in SD&G.   Please do not close Char-Lan DHS.

12/15/2016 9:45 AM
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139 Email Received: Thank you very much for responding. Very good of you to take the time. And very good of Premiere
Wynne to respond as well. With all due respect, I have already read through your website. It is based on the numbers
you've provided, in your site's accompanying links and PDFs, that I feel confident in saying, you are sadly basing your
self-fulfilling projections on recency, rather than on proper projections of the real future numbers. Having lived in the
heart of Toronto for many years, and having worked there for many more, and having brought up now adult children, all
of whom attended public elementary and high schools in the heart of Toronto, I can say without reservation, that a
very large number of millennials will be moving out of our expensive cities. Anecdotal, I know, but our child and their
spouse recently moved from Toronto, and their high paying jobs. The reason they moved is they want to live with a
similar standard of living as their parents. They want a home similar to the one they grew up in, without taking on an
outrageous mortgage. They moved to a rural area near __________, where they can have a similar quality of life to
the one they experienced growing up. Our other children are leaning toward making the same decision. And the vast
majority of their well educated friends will be doing the same. You see, the tide is turning. Millennials have had
enough. But, if you go ahead and close these rural schools, you will create a self-fulfilling projection that can never,
ever be undone. A self-fulfilling projection that will affect Ontarians in much the same way the Green Energy Program
has affected us. Simply put, these are decisions that are decimating rural Ontario, decimating hard working Ontarians.
Our public schools are the very lifeblood of our rural communities. You know this to be true. It is our public schools
that draw young couples to our towns. Without young couples, without their children, every aspect of our lives will falter
and die. The children's hockey leagues and soccer leagues, the local stores and restaurants, the theatres, everything
will disappear. We'll have less people to work as public servants, less volunteers, less people to help on the farms.
Our property values will plummet. Simply put, our way of life will never return. And all because your numbers are
wrong. Never, ever, base your numbers on recency. In our particular case, in South Glengarry, we have a very real
solution. Combining S. J. McLeod, Williamstown Public and Char-Lan High School, means more than enough pupils in
seats. It also cuts down on transportation costs. And it means less travel time for all of our students. From the school
board's perspective, it also brings the savings from two closed schools. But more importantly, and I speak for all the
small towns across Ontario, millennials (between the ages of 27 and 35) are moving out of our expensive cities in
droves. Please take note of these numbers, rather than basing your projections on 5 years from the past. The very
future of rural Ontario depends on you making the right decisions. Please base your numbers on young adults who are
sick and tired of living in expensive cities, sick and tired of paying expensive rents, sick and tired of taking on life-
sapping mortgages. Base your numbers on the future, not on the past. Again, thank you for your time.
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140 Email Received: Please allow me to introduce myself, my name is __________, I'm a married father of adult children,
all of whom were brought up in the heart of Toronto, and I'm a very concerned, if not furious, Ontarian. As co-founder
of __________, with offices in Toronto and Montreal, a company that has been in existence for many years, I have
worked with the Federal Government and Provincial Governments across this country, as well as many of the privately
owned companies that have become household names in Canada. We have helped raise over $51 billion via the
Canadian equity markets; to help companies grow, to help create jobs and to strengthen our economy. While we
refused to work with __________ on their last endeavor to raise equity, we were very much involved in the first leg of
the project, before we were lied to by our provincial government. And I say "lied to" because that's what it was, a bold
faced lie. We were told that Mr. McGuinty's energy plan would cut our collective hydro bills. Instead, our government's
reckless pursuit of expensive, unreliable, and unneeded green energy has put our province on the track to financial
ruin. Manufacturing plants across the province have been forced to close or move due to their outrageous hydro bills.
Rural citizens are now forced to conserve energy to the point where they are literally living in darkness. And make no
mistake, these people did everything right. They saved and invested in RRSPs and TFSAs, they contributed to their
company pension plans. They worked until they were 65 and expected to be able to retire in comfort. But your
government ruined them. And now this. The proposed closing of our rural public schools. Please understand that our
rural public schools are the very lifeblood of our communities. They are what keep our towns and villages, rural
Ontario, alive. Without our public schools, young couples with children will no longer move to our smaller communities,
our stores and restaurants and theatres will be forced to close, our children's hockey, soccer and baseball leagues will
wither and die, we'll have nobody to replace our aging volunteers, nobody to work the farms, nobody to work in public
office . Not to mention the damage it will do to our property values. Imagine those same 65 year-old retirees, who are
currently living in darkness, eventually trying to sell their properties, so they can move to some form of community
living. They won't be able to because our provincial government has created such an absolutely impossible
environment in which to live, in all of rural Ontario, that nobody will want to buy their homes. In a word, our
communities will die. Rural Ontario will die. And our provincial government, your party, will be to blame. We need our
schools. And all of this mess is totally avoidable. Millennials, who were born and raised in our cities, simply can not
afford to buy homes where they grew up, regardless of their education. The price of living in our cities has become
unsustainable. Having lived in the heart of Toronto for many years, my wife and I brought up our now adult, children,
all of whom now support themselves. Our child and their spouse recently left good jobs in Toronto, to buy a home in a
rural area near ___________. The vast majority of their friends are planning to leave the city. They all want something
that resembles the standard of living their parents enjoyed. They all want homes similar to the ones they grew up in.
They want children of their own, families. But Ontario's public school boards are basing their numbers and proposed
closures for our rural schools on recency. Essentially making judgements based on the decreasing numbers of
students in the past 5 years, rather than projecting the mass exodus of millennials from our cities. Back in the late '70s
and early '80s, a similar mistake was made by the Upper Canada District School Board in its calculations for
Glengarry District High School, in eastern Ontario. At the time, a mass exodus of English speaking Quebecers was
moving to Eastern Ontario. The school board decided that the large increase in students allowed for two schools, one
French and one English. Though our community begged the board not to follow through with it; in massive protests,
community gatherings, and town hall sessions, the board did it anyway, dividing the French and English students,
creating two schools. All of the board's increasing numbers were based on recency, rather than the projected decline
in numbers once the exodus from Quebec subsided. So now Alexandria has two schools, one French and one English,
neither of which can sustain themselves based on the board's current calculations. Now, the board's numbers are
wrong again. The board is basing their decisions on the past 5 years of decline, rather than making proper projections
on the numbers of millennials who will be leaving our expensive cities in droves. Having lived in Toronto for many
years, and having worked there for many more, having spoken to countless millennials, we know this to be true.
Rather than cramming this down our throats, as was done with the green energy plan, we ask you to please
reconsider. We ask you to pause and take a breath. We ask you to please think about the irrevocable damage you will
be doing to our rural communities. The fact of the matter is this, and I know this to be true. Millennials are looking for
any reason to leave the expensive cities they grew up in. Working with the Federal government, your party could
create further incentives for them to do so. Rather than decimating rural Ontario based on faulty calculations, try
talking to the many millennials who are deciding to leave our outrageously expensive cities. Try listening to the people
of Ontario. Working together, we can find solutions that will help, rather than destroy, our rural communities. The
millennials are moving. Let's give them sustainable communities to move to. Save Our Schools.

12/15/2016 9:37 AM

141 Email Received: I am writing to express my concern over the proposed closures of various Upper Canada District
School Board schools, including but not limited to S.J. McLeod Public School and Glengarry District High School. Our
children attended Lancaster Public School/S.J.McLeod Public School. They went on to graduate from Glengarry
District High School. During these years our children were given an excellent education by caring and competent
educators, all of whom were strong role models for our children. Our children benefited from the atmosphere of
warmth and respect which permeated these two schools. The teachers were enthusiastic and took the time to get to
know the children as individuals. Both schools encouraged participation in sports and music. I believe that community
schools reflect the values of the people within those communities in a way that larger, consolidated schools cannot. I
want my grandchildren to be able to attend schools close to home, where they can have a school experience similar to
that of their parents. Please vote to keep these two wonderful schools, and others like them, open for future
generations of Glengarry and area children.
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142 Email Received: I would draw your attention to the email I sent to __________ and trustees of the UCDSB. I would
appreciate if you also would give it your due consideration.  I do not believe that bigger is necessarily better as
academic and athletic results from Char-Lan prove. In fact, it is my opinion that long bus rides and unfamiliar locations
will actually be detrimental to student performance.  Dear __________ and trustees of the UCDSB, I protest in the
strongest possible terms the proposal in the recently released document from your board. The closure of a rural
school like Char-Lan DHS will cause untold distress to the people of this community. This school is friendly, inclusive
and the students have a very real sense of belonging and pride in their Celtic heritage. In spite of the smaller size of
the student population there are many extra-curricular activities available. The sports teams and athletes have
achieved much success at local and provincial levels. This school has also achieved consistently high academic
standing. Williamstown is a thriving, living village with a library, museum, store, cafe, pub, an arena, two historical
homes and two churches. It is unconscionable that it should no longer have a high school. This is one of the earliest
settlements in Ontario and it has long valued the benefits of good education within the community. This is reflected in
the number of donations and bequests available for graduating students. On a more practical note, the vagaries of
winter weather in this part of Ontario make long distance busing difficult and unpleasant. Also, in this farming
community, many of the students assist with chores after school. On behalf of my grandchildren currently attending
Char-Lan DHS and the community at large, I urge you and your board to reconsider any plan to close this school.

12/15/2016 9:30 AM

143 Email Received: It was not my intention to attend the Vanier meeting but when I woke up this morning my conscience
bothered me in that those who attended would not be fully aware of the root of the problem the public funding of
Separate schools. To not make the public aware would be misleading the public. For that reason I request the
permission of the Board to address the assembly on the root of the problem in addition to low birth rate. No one may
like what I have to say, but it has to be said. I would provide a shorter version of my attached draft letter to Premier
Wynne which I will be tentatively providing to her in the week of November 21st. If I have permission to speak please
advise me by telephone and email..Someone has to stand up for our students- both Catholic and Public. Attached
Letter: Dear Ms. Wynne: Greetings!! Let me begin by saying that I am not anti-Catholic . I have immediate members of
my family who are Roman Catholic. I am pro knowledge, pro justice for our students. I am not antireligion. I am a
member of __________ Church, __________, Ontario. I also refer you to the complimentary copy of my book to you ,
which is being forwarded to your office separately, and the other members of the legislature, where I use satire , a
form of wit and humour to evoke and expand new ways of thinking about the Christian religion,democratic
governments and their courts. My goal is to save the world by disclosing their true nature. “All great truths began as
blasphemies.” (George Bernard Shaw) __________ also includes in Part 1 and Appendices A, B, C, and D relevant
information to the funding of confessional schools. I quote George Orwell: “When I sit down to write a book, I do not
say to myself, ‘I am going to produce a work of art.’ I write it because I want to expose some fact to which I want to
draw attention, and my initial concern is to get a hearing.”If your mind is closed , you are afraid of the truth, and you do
not have a sense of humour, do not read this book. If you do read it, and do not like it- burn it!! Regarding the
Alliance’s planned public protest at Queen’s Park on November 21, 2016 seeking a moratorium on accommodation
reviews with focus on a revised funding formula and a revised Pupil Accommodation Review Guideline, although the
Alliance is to be complimented for dealing with part of the problem, low birth rate, however the major root of the
problem is the funding of confessional schools. I quote from the November 9, 2016 email of __________ of the
Alliance. “Sorry for the late response. Right now, our group has to focus our attention on the agenda we proposed
which is calling on the government for an immediate moratorium on school closures. Our day at Queen's Park is
already organized which took a lot of time and effort to accomplish - many details and hoops to jump through. We have
to stay on task with our message and agenda. I personally feel that your suggestion of merging Catholic and public is
the ideal solution but we have to take the baby steps to get to the big problem. My view would be that if we are
successful at achieving a moratorium, this would be an opportunity for you to lobby harder. Our focus is the revised
funding formula and the revised Pupil Accommodation Review Guideline as these are the immediate monsters facing
students and communities. Could I suggest you attend the rally and bring with you, as sign with your message. You
may get some media attention and also speak to MPP's” If the government ended the public funding of confessional
schools now the current four board estimated 2.3 billion dollars cost, based upon 10% of operational costs could be
reallocated if two boards only to saving the closure of some schools in the short term, if not the long term , improving
the quality of education for both Catholic and non-Catholic students, restore the neighbourhood school, and reduce the
projected capital costs for all the Ontario Boards in the future , including reducing the number of boards in Ontario
realistically from 72 to 31 English Public boards and 8 French Public Boards or empires, a total of 39 Boards. I sent
the following email message to the Catholic District School board of Eastern Ontario. I quote: “As a courtesy, and an
expression of good, I seek your assistance in notifying Catholic school trustees, principals and school committee chair
to the appropriate information meetings, or alternatively I would welcome a meeting with the same parties on the same
subject.” I again ,as a gesture of good will ,send a copy of my presentation at the Char-Lan High School public
information meeting to the Director. In email I requested both the Catholic and Public Boards to co-operate in their
respective accommodation reviews) In mail I requested Ministry representative to bring to the attention the person in
the Ministry who could intervene to secure such co-operation ,and I received no response. With respect you were
disingenuous when you recently encouraged the Upper Canada District School Board to find common cause with
Catholic and French Boards on the excess school space issue (Nation Valley News, November 6,2016), when you
knew that the Catholic Board, in particular, and the Public Board would not co-operate in the public’s interest. Local
MPP was also disingenuous in urging the Upper Canada District School Board to stop school closures ,and for
Ontario to revise the guidelines for accommodation reviews, when he remains silent ,and ignores the root of the
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problem, the public funding of Catholic separate schools. By way of background, I sought local all party support in
June, 2015 for two resolutions: improvement in the democratic process and for ending the current religious
discrimination in education. It was only the local PC party that responded to my request. My policy resolutions were to
be considered by the provincial PC party in the Fall of 2017. The Fall of 2017, however, is too late, because of the
current rash of school closures across Ontario. For a number of reasons, which will remain confidential unless
necessary in seeking your support, I have become disillusioned that both the local PC party and the PC party at the
provincial level would ever, if it became elected as the government , would have the courage to address the current
religious discrimination in Ontario in the funding of confessional schools of one religion only. As there is urgency in
dealing with the current projected school closures across the province ,I request you , Honorable Premier Kathleen
Wynne with respect, to seek the co-operation of Justin Trudeau , the Prime Minister of Canada for a bilateral
resolution as done by Quebec in the mid 1990's to end the public funding of confessional schools ,and replace by the
public funding of one English and one French Public Board only. Seeking a bilateral resolution now will not solve many
of the current school closures but will be a first step in stopping future bleeding. To achieve the same result Ontario
has a choice :fund a public system only, or fund a Catholic system only . Funding a Catholic system only is not the
choice as the religious discrimination would continue. As Premier I seek your co-operation in addressing the issue, as
a person who one time suffered from sexual discrimination, and later became accepted by the public. For that reason I
believe that you are eminently qualified to address the religious discrimination issue and become a part of our history
in tolerance of others of different religions. The public funding of Protestant and Roman Catholic Separate schools is
legal, but in 2016 it is morally unacceptable. Section 93 of the Constitution was Canada’s accident in history as was
the discrimination of blacks and the denial of the vote for women , including the discrimination of lesbian, gay bisexual
and transgendered people (LGBT). In 1867 the horse and buggy was the prevailing mode of transportation. In 2016
Canadian society has experienced major technological, social , religious, and multicultural change. I respectfully
submit the following grounds for ending the funding of confessional schools. The first grounds is from SCHOOL
FUNDING, where with competing school systems, the enrolment base in areas of significant French populations is
divided in four ways, and in areas of English populations, in two ways. In low density population, and large
geographical areas you end up with small schools with limited programs and large distances to attend the same
schools. As a result the cost of education increases and the quality of education for both Catholic and public school
students is reduced. The Upper Canada District Public School Board includes the counties of Leeds and Grenville and
the counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry. I will only deal with the schools in the Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry
counties. I note that there are twelve (12) Catholic elementary schools and two (2 )Secondary schools, and Sixteen
(16) Public elementary schools and eight (8) Public secondary schools in the area- a total of twenty-eight (28)
elementary schools and a total of ten (10) secondary schools, when if my plea is accepted we would not have twenty
eight (28)elementary schools but only sixteen (16) public schools, and not ten (10) secondary schools, but only five (5)
secondary schools. The damage has been done. Ending the public funding of Catholic schools will take years to undo
the damage. In Cornwall, for example- and at its immediate boundary with a population of about 47,000, we have on
the English side five High schools - General Vanier, St. Joe’s, Cornwall Collegiate, St. Lawrence and Holy Trinity.
(General Vanier was closed because of the building of St. Josephs and Holy Trinity.) As a result of the 1984 unilateral
decision of former premier Davis extending funding beyond Grade 10 for Catholic High Schools the cost and quality of
education in secondary schools in Cornwall and the counties has been devastated . The Catholic Board is now
considering rebuilding St. Joe’s or seeking from the Ministry funds for building a new St. Joe’s. The Public Board is
considering with Ministry approval building one super Public High School for Cornwall and closing Cornwall Collegiate
and St. Lawrence High School. Cornwall only needs two or three high schools at the most, but the blunders continue
in the name of funding one religion so students can get their catechism. In Cornwall on the elementary side we had
five elementary schools: East Front and Gladstone were closed in 2016 and replaced by Bridgestone Public school.
Cornwall now has four elementary schools -Eamer’s Corners, Bridgestone, Central, and Viscount Alexander. At the
same time the Catholic Board has five elementary Schools. It is considering closing St. Columban’s and Immaculate
Conception and transferring students to a dual track JK-6 Bishop McDonell and St. Peter’s , closing St. Columban’s
and Sacred Heart to build a new JK-6 school at Sacred Heart site, or nearby , removing Grades 7-8 from the surviving
schools ,plus St. Anne, which becomes a JK-6 facility, and expanding St. Joe’s for Grade 7-12 . In the counties of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry we have similar scenarios with the potential closing of Seaway, Rothwell-Osnabruck
, Char-Lan and Glengarry Public High schools because of the building of St. Joseph’s and Holy Trinity Catholic
schools. On the elementary side we also have similar scenarios on the closing of public elementary schools
particularly in the villages of Morrisburg, Ingleside, Iroquois, and Long Sault.. The left hand knows what the right hand
is doing but is unable to use the right hand in the solution. The affect of the public funding of separate schools on the
education of Catholic and Public Board students across of Ontario faces the same problems . Low birth rate is a small
part of the problem. Funding Roman Catholic Separate schools is the major problem. Our students, both Catholic and
Public, are the pawns in the process. Is there not one politician who will stand up for justice for students? The second
grounds for action is from my MANIFESTO, for reform of the Christian religion, which is a separate issue, but relevant
to the separate school issue, but must not cloud the main issue -Separate schools. The Christian Church , knowing
the report of Christian scholars (“The Acts of Jesus: The Search for the Authentic Deeds of Jesus/Robert W. Funk)
copyright by Polebridge press, 1998,Harper Collins Publishers10 East 53 Street, New York, NY100220 ) rd have failed
to disclose to its members the report of Christian scholars ,who do not depend upon the collection plate, as does your
local Minister and Priest, who because of the literalistic burden of the Gospels, relocate them to myths and stories .
Failing to disclose to adherents the report of Christian scholars ,the Christian Church has violated the Church’s 9
Commandment “you shall not bear false witness to your neighbour”, Ephesians th 4 verse 25 ,
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Truthfulness-“Therefore, putting away falsehood, let everyone speak the truth with his neighbor” Roman’s 12:17 ,
Honesty- “Repay no one evil for evil but take thought for what is noble in the sight of all.” (A full list of Christian virtues
may be found on pages 93-97 in my book , “Everyman’s Prayer Book : Democratic Governments and their Courts-
The Other Great Religions”. “ Therefore I tell you , every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men: but the blasphemy
against the Spirit will not be forgiven and whoever says a word against the son of man will be forgiven; but whoever
speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come ”. (Matthew 12:31-32)
“Father , forgive them, for they don’t know what they are doing” (Luke 23-24) There are 108 religions in Canada.
(Manifesto, Appendix A) One can only conclude that Christian ministers and priests are afraid to lose members and
offerings to support their churches if they disclose the report of Christian scholars to church members. We should not
be funding separate schools based upon the myths and stories of any of the religions- Jewish, Islam ,Christianity or
others. I have no problem with providing tax relief for promoting their myths and stories, if good works- helping the
poor, sick, disabled and mentally challenged. Religion is a business. Why do I say religion is a business? It is a
business because it claims to offer the service of preparation for the Hereafter and collects offerings for its service. In
fact government treats religion as a business, as it provides special treatment through waiver of property tax, and
reduction in income tax for an individual’s contributions. Religion may have been our first great capitalist enterprise. Its
business is speculating about some other world. Its goal like all businesses is to secure the energy for life produced by
our sun. It competes with other businesses for this food energy and the comforts of life. Whereas other members of
society engage in businesses to support our material needs, religion has focused on our supernatural needs. Its
business plan is based upon its alleged sacred books. These books have been developed over millennia and continue
to be subject to interpretation and revision. It was only those ancient manuscripts that fit their business plan that were
included. Their business plan includes laws mimicking the laws of society. It pretends to have insider knowledge of
ethics and morals .Few of their laws are enforceable, except thru excommunication or denial of the privileges of their
fraternity. They rely upon the same ritual and ceremony, symbols, fancy dress ,and magic ,as does our democratic
governments, and our courts in convincing believers in their power. What is the evidence that supports the end of
confessional schools? The evidence is from Christian scholars and the science. Who do you believe Christian scholars
or Christian clergy who depend upon the collection plate? When we fund Protestant or Catholic separate schools we
are funding myths and stories. We should not be funding the dogma of any particular religion. I have no problem with
tax relief for offerings from adherents for all the religions provided the individual churches, mosques and synagogues
provide clear evidence of good works in aiding the poor, disabled, and sick . The Ontario Assembly of Catholic
Bishops, knowing that religious discrimination exists, knowing that the PC party failed to become elected on the policy
that it would fund other religions in 2007,and continuing to engage in their self-interest, they violate Jesus’s second
greatest commandment “Love thy neighbour as thyself”, and the Golden Rule “Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you”, and they become hypocrites and make a mockery of the Christian religion. I prefer to not need to make a
public appeal. I would much prefer that the Assembly of Catholic Bishops ,as moral leaders to act, and failing to act,
Ontario’s political parties in unison to act. I quote an email from ___________: “Please keep doing what you’re doing.
My hope is that if we can stop what is happening then we can propose what will work for everyone and sell it to the
people. It’s the most rational solution and I think it is an obvious solution. Some say, “That will never happen.” I
disagree. When they say this, it’s not that they don’t want it. It’s that they don’t believe it can happen. This is the time
to make it happen. You have my support!! I again quote from George Orwell: “When I sit down to write a book, I do
not say to myself, ‘I am going to produce a work of art.’ I write it because I want to expose some fact to which I want to
draw attention, and my initial concern is to get a hearing.” Will you and your caucus, and the caucus of the Progressive
Conservative party ,and New Democratic party provide for me, and my supporters a hearing ,and become part of
history? “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be filled” (Matthew 5:6).“Whoever
hears these sayings of Mine, and does them, I will liken him to a wise man who built his house on the rock" (Matthew
7:24). RECOMMENDATION With respect, upon behalf of Ontario’s Catholic and Public school parents and students
who do not have a voice, it is recommended for Canada’s 150 anniversary of Confederation that Canada th end its
1867 accident in history by taking the following actions: 1. That Ontario immediately initiate action seeking a bilateral
resolution with the Federal government to end the funding of confessional schools 2. That a moratorium be placed on
accommodation reviews beginning in January 2017 for all Catholic and Public Boards. 3. That upon agreement by the
federal government on Ontario’s request for a bilateral resolution ending the funding of confessional schools, that
school board elections be called for election of one English and one French Public Boards in the newly constituted
jurisdictions. 4. That once the new Boards have been elected that the accommodation reviews placed on a moratorium
in January 2017 be reinstated.144 Email Received: Please take a moment to read my letter regarding saving our school - Char-Lan District High School.
So much has been invested into the community from other sectors of government and our school should not vacate at
a time when a tremendous amount of money, time and effort is being placed into the preservation of our heritage. This
is your time to step up and show that the process needs to be reviewed. Its flawed – what is so wrong with admitting
that! IT’s NOT HOW WE MAKE MISTAKES, BUT HOW WE CORRECT THEM THAT DEFINES US ~ Open Letter to
Premier Wynne, Minister of Education Mitzie Hunter, The Hon.Jeff Leal Minister of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, MPP
__________ Sotrmont-Dundas-South Glengarry, Members of the Upper Canada District School Board, Trustees,
Teachers, Parents, Students buildingforthefuture@ucdsb.on.ca November 4, 2016 Someone once said, “When
educating the minds of our youth, we must not forget to educate their hearts. Education is a learning process, but it is
also about gaining knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and habits. It is here in our rural community that I learned these
essential life skills. Now along with my husband we are passing those skills onto our 3 children. I have lived in
Williamstown my entire life. To say the impact to a community cannot be factored into this process is disparaging to
the areas of our province that are deemed rural. It seems ironic that the Royal Winter Fair, held every year in Toronto
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is a tradition of bringing the country to the city. However; when it comes to preserving rural communities like South
Glengarry’s Williamstown that thrive on agricultural and its teachings and help feed cities, we are an afterthought. I
would be remiss if I did not mention a former resident of Williamstown, a graduate of Char-Lan, ____________. With
his passion and knowledge he helped enhance the traditions of agriculture in this urban sector. I realize that not
everyone feels a connection to a community or school, but please recognize and respect that we do. Char-Lan High
School is situated in the heart of Williamstown, an area first settled in 1784 by the United Empire Loyalists. The
legacy of our school dates back to December 13th, 1889 with the acceptance of an application for Head Master of
Williamstown High School. Williamstown has so many things to be proud of and that the province of Ontario should
treasure. The deep seeded history of this community, including its school need to be highlighted. I think society often
forgets or is unaware of the history we have in our backyard. Sir John Johnson – Superintendent General & Inspector
General of Indian affairs was one of the original land owners and developers of the Manor House. The Manor House
is one of the oldest surviving houses in present day Ontario and has been named a Canadian National Historic Site. In
2016 Parks Canada announced an infrastructure investment of more than $450,000 for the Manor House. Once
completed the Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry County Library located in the facility will be welcomed back by Parks
Canada and along with the Manor House committee will focus on investing in new visitor experiences, which allows
more Canadians, including our youth and newcomers to experience and learn about our history. __________ – Field
Superintendent for Parks Canada said, “Through investments like this we are protecting and preserving our treasured
places, while supporting local economy.” Williamstown was also home to Rev.John Bethune – great, great grandfather
of David Thompson resident and Canadian Explorer. The Bethune-Thompson house is also one of South Glengarry’s
four National Historic Sites of Canada. Hugh McGillis resident of Williamstown and partner in the North West Company
Alexander McMartin resident of South Glengarry’s Martintown was the first person born in Upper Canada to serve in
the legislative assembly. South Glengarry is also home to two other National Historic sites in Canada. The Glengarry
Cairn, and St.Raphaels Roman Catholic Church. All areas serving Char-Lan District High School. Williamstown is also
home to what is certainly one of our most successful accomplishments. The Williamstown Fair. Not just a fair but
“Canada’s Oldest Annual Fair”. Since the beginning we have seen this fair located in our town evolve into a National
Treasure. From the society offering the use of the grounds to train troops during the war to the illustrious group of
guest speakers that opened the fair – Prime Minister McKenzie King, Federal Agricultural Minister Ralph Goodale,
Industry Minister John Manley , and Lori Dupuis, resident and 1998 Olympic Silver Medalist for Hockey. The vision of
the board is “Building for the Future” – the board which is a sector of our government, the same Ontario government
that wrote to the Honorable Jeff Leal, minister of Food, and Rural Affairs stressing the need to focus on “fostering
vibrant rural economies” – “continuing to work on the Farms Forever Program” and “ultimately strengthening Ontario’s
rural communities. It was also stated by Ontario’s Premier that “it is essential that we work collaboratively across every
sector of government to support evidence-based decision-making to ensure programs and services are effective and
efficient “Once Again” evidence-based decision making to ensure programs and services are effective and efficient in
every sector of government. We must never dismiss that a communities input helps trustees to be clear about their
communities concerns and priorities. As a member of the board we are aware of your dual role. A trustee is expected
to act within the boards by-laws and be loyal to the board’s decisions. But! As elected officials they are expected to
advocate for the interests of their constituents. Perhaps an area that is sometimes forgotten. As elected officials they
are to foster student achievement and the well-being of local communities. Once again a responsibility often forgotten.
The history of our community and the school in which our students receive the mandated curriculum, as well learn
respect and values should most certainly be considered. We have exceptional kids who have graduated from this
school and gone on to be extremely successful. Success that was achieved through their grades and through an
appreciation of the place where they earned it. OUR SCHOOL IS ESSENTIAL TO THE COMMUNITY. This unique
setting and every structure plays a pivotal role in history. Don’t destroy it, enhance it! Our government and all sectors
of it would be contradicting if they were to close a school that is a part of history and excels in every aspect of the
criteria in which they wish to close it. Our graduation rate is high, our capacity is 80% contrary to the report, and our
public school across the road is sitting at 162% capacity. One would only conclude that the majority of those students
will be attending Char-Lan. We are a community where kids GO to school. They want to attend school where they live.
This should be looked at as a testament of the diverse and well-presented curriculum that was taught, and is being
taught by some of the greatest teachers who have ever been in the system. Building for the future should start with the
commitment to those who live in rural areas, and to their youth. Encourage our students to focus on student
achievement and embrace their local heritage. Closing our school, so another can benefit from provincial funding is
wrong on so many levels. It is wrong when Char-Lan’s numbers surpass the boards and provinces average on testing.
Our School is successful - our community is successful – Building for the future should start with recognizing that
success and rewarding the people in these communities that have earned it. Our MPP is a resident of Williamstown
and a supporter of SAVE CHAR-LAN. He along with so many educated, passionate and hardworking people are
helping to save Char-Lan High School. I am so proud of our community! Our school offers rich education in a well
maintained facility within a rural farming community. It has been said, “We have to go wholeheartedly into anything in
order to achieve anything worth having” WE HAVE, AND WE WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO!
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145 Email received: As a former Char-Lan Graduate I am deeply saddened to hear there are plans to close the school.
The education I received at Char-Lan enabled me to attend and graduate from University with a degree. Subsequently
working as a professional responsible for the development and training of over 200 staff. Following this I've been
raising a family full time and volunteering. The teachers/staff at Char-Lan gave me a solid educational foundation for a
very successful life as well as launching me into maintaining my personal health, joy and happiness with basketball,
music and theatre which will continue my entire life. Not to mention the numerous friendships and support from Char-
Lan students that continue 28 years later due largely to the close knit environment at Char-Lan only possible at a small
school. I can only begin to describe the memories I have at Char-Lan with Principal _______ developing musical
theatre at the school including shows such as Charlie Brown, Anne of Green Gables, and the Sound of Music. The
English Teacher, Mr. _________ while enabling students to understand and appreciate Shakespeare, coached my Jr.
and Sr. basketball teams as well as conducted our amazing Jazz band. Mr. _________ was an incredibly talented
music teacher who got twice as many students involved in music during his tenure. Performances in Jr. and Sr.
concert bands were to packed houses and have launched music careers for several of my fellow students at Char-Lan.
Our Physics and Chemistry teacher has kept in touch with many students over the years and inquired as to how
science has helped us in our lives. Research on the career paths of numerous successful graduates from Char-Lan
would surely eliminate any consideration of closing this incredible school. Among those I continue a friendship with are
Director of Performance Improvement, Neuro Scientist conducting research on Parkinsons disease, General Manager
of __________ Lodge, __________ Hotels, Vice Principal of a well respected school in Belleville ON and another Vice
Principal of a school in Cornwall as well as many teachers, to name just a few. Many of the Char-Lan graduates
continue to live in communities surrounding the school and contribute in many ways to adding value and supporting
the community at large as well as continuing to send their children to the same school. At the moment in QC it is very
difficult to enroll graduating high school students from grade 11 in the program of their choice at the CEGEP level due
to high enrollment and the competitiveness of the large number of students. While our child is on the honour roll and
has a glowing report card, because of the situation, we were currently considering sending our child to Char-Lan for
grade 12 prior to applying for University. Luckily we have family that lives near the school. Perhaps it would be
possible to visit this as an option (recruiting students in nearby towns such as Rigaud, St. Lazare and Hudson, QC) in
order to increase the numbers and therefore maintain Government support of ON schools. It is with a strong heart that
I beseach you to consider keeping Char-Lan as a well functioning successful high school for all students in SD&G
counties as well. When I attended, my bus ride was an hour. Having to transport children from this area would mean a
min. 2 hour bus ride to Cornwall one way. The future of our children and the growth and development of our
communities depend on maintaining schools like Char-Lan in the community.

12/15/2016 9:20 AM

146 Email received: I am currently a student at Char-Lan District High School and I am very upset to hear about the
possible closure of this school in June 2017; not only will I be leaving this school, I will also be leaving all my
accomplishments, friends, and memories that I have made throughout my experience at this school. Being an athlete, I
can honestly say that I have never enjoyed participating in sporting events as much as I have with this school. My
proudest moment competing with this school is undoubtedly winning EOSSA soccer championships; there was a
really good atmosphere around our team, and every game drew us closer together. There was just something really
special about being on "that team from a small-town school" and being able to surpass these much larger schools and
winning an event that big. That being said, what upsets me the most is the fact that my soccer team, as well as every
other sports team, will be abandoned- along with all the accomplishments we have made. I didn't just enjoy being on
the team because of our great successes and our perfect season, I enjoyed being on the team because I loved each
and every member on the team; I loved our volunteer coaches who would put in their time and effort to help us
because they loved this community; I loved each and every second playing with a team who had all the determination
and faith in each other and I wouldn't give it up for the world. Finally, there is nothing I want more than to compete at
OFSAA with the team that brought so many great memories and accomplishments. Unfortunately, I may not be able
to do that due to the closing of Char-Lan. As a student, I feel that myself and every other student in my grade are
affected the most; we want to be able to graduate from this school with all of our friends side-by-side, not be split
apart and forced to graduate in an entirely different school and community. I understand this is a business decision,
but it is unfair. It is not fair that I am forced to leave my second home. It is not fair that I will no longer be able to
participate in all of these extracurricular activities because I live too far away to be driven there and back from a city
school. And most importantly, it is not fair that I won't be able to experience a graduation from the greatest high
school, a feature that has made me envious of my older siblings. So please, don't close my school.

12/15/2016 9:18 AM
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147 Email received: As a mom I am deeply saddened by what the UCDSB is proposing. My child attends Williamstown
public, is to attend Char-Lan. As it is now my children are on the bus for 40-50 minutes, and we live a 10 minute drive
to the schools. If these recommendations go through how long do you think they will have to ride the bus to Cornwall?
(if you do the math almost 1.5 hours there and back). My child is crying because they doesn't not want to attend a
school in the "city", honestly I can not blame them. They has also mentioned to me that most of their friends(whom
they has known for 8 years) will leave UCDSB and go to Holy Trinity, they don't want to go to that school either
because they wear uniforms and they wants to be free to wear what they please. So what other options do we have:
there is Tagwi (again 1.5 hours at least, there and back by bus) or home schooling. I am 100% going to take my chid
(and other children when they reach grade 7) out of UCDSB district, if this ridiculous proposal for closing Char-Lan
goes through. If I have to home school them, that is another job I am going to have to take on. I as a mom put my
children first and to see my child crying their eyes out over these proposals, it breaks my heart. Now not just as a Mom
of students this is affecting, but as a person with a head on her shoulders, I do understand in the closing of “certain”
schools. Take SJ Public school for instance keeping it open for 16 makes absolutely NO sense. Paying teachers,
hydro etc. for 16 students is ridiculous, this school should have been closed years ago, and if so would have saved
UCDSB money, so why hasn’t it been done? I understand the closing of R-O high school end, at least these children
have a choice where they would like to attend school, go to Cornwall or Tagwi. Closing Char-Lan you are breaking
friendships, tearing apart a community, and in all honesty its just wrong. To think UCDSB is putting our children first?
No you are not your putting money first. There is a better way around this and I hope everyone can pull together and
come up with a “better” proposal then shoving our children into bigger more crowded school. Sincerely a frustrated
mom

12/15/2016 9:16 AM

148 Email Received: I would like to thank you for hosting a very well organized (minis the Audio) town hall meeting last
Monday night. It was very informative. It is evident that the Char-Lan solution is exactly what the board is looking for, if
in fact, the criteria that are stated are real. The Char-Lan solution checks all the required checkbox's, and then some.
On a side note, the Char-Lan student presenters were excellent! The video was well beyond expectations. There is no
doubt in anyone's mind that those students will be VERY successful in life. Those are the type of students Char-Lan
produces. That is the proof of what Char-Lan does and what the current school system (Board wide) needs more of!

12/15/2016 9:14 AM

149 I am the parent of the northern portion boundary for S.J. McLeod School and I will not be sending my children to the
Laggan School. It takes about 40 minutes by car to drive to Laggan. I have special needs kids that even taking a van
to the school would be too long for them to drive especially when they can barely sit for 10 minutes unless they have
an Ipod or DVD player. I will take my children out of the UCDSB board and put them into the Catholic School board. I
would be ok to send them to Williamstown (which by the way is still a 30 minute car drive) if they had a K-12 program.

12/15/2016 9:11 AM

150 Email received: Upon the release of the "Building for the future Pupil Accomodation Review" our family learned that
the high school, which effects our children, will be closed. Upon viewing the proposal and attending the Save Char-
Lan information night it is clear there is a capturing and maintaining of attendance issue in our schools. Char-Lan is by
far not the lowest attended. Also evident is the clearing of all Glengarry roots in our county, a place we chose to live
and buy. The closures will impact more than the students but house values and future construction in the area. Please
take the time to reconsider these proposals and listen to the Glengarry families. We can solve our attendance and
utilization amongst ourselves without the pushing of our students to the city. It was glaringly obvious that the end goal
was to rebuild a "super" school in place of CCVS. Which by the way is the building in the worst condition, I believe in
the 90's for the SCI score, and is expected to last 3-5 more years and increasing student population.

12/7/2016 9:59 AM

151 Why not have the outskirt communites keep a school open so parents have a choice to send their kids to a small
community school instead of Cornwall. We moved to rural Ontario with the belief that our child could grow up as we
had on a farm going to a rural community school that becomes part of our extended family. We will not get that from a
city school. Come out to the schools and see what makes going rural so popular and inviting.

12/7/2016 9:41 AM

152 Email Received: Thank you to Mr. __________ for the reply to my earlier email. Since sending the initial email I have
learned that it really does not matter to UCDSB if I and others support the UCDSB with our taxes or not. The funding
model is based on student count. The number of students that will change "boards" from the seniors that I have
contacted is in excess of 135. Yes I can go to your information web pages as suggested by Mr. __________. I was
and am hoping that some specific examples of what ramifications the UCDSB will face if the present plan are brought
to fruition are brought to your attention might help sway your direction.

12/7/2016 9:39 AM

153 I do not like this because my bus ride will be over an hour and a half. I also do not like this because there will be more
fights in the schools.

12/7/2016 9:30 AM
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154 Email Received: I protest in the strongest possible terms the proposal in the recently released document from your
board. The closure of a rural school like Char-Lan DHS will cause untold distress to the people of this community. This
school is friendly, inclusive and the students have a very real sense of belonging and pride in their Celtic heritage. In
spite of the smaller size of the student population there are many extra-curricular activities available. The sports teams
and athletes have achieved much success at local and provincial levels. This school has also achieved consistently
high academic standing. Williamstown is a thriving, living village with a library, museum, store, cafe, pub, an arena,
two historical homes and two churches. It is unconscionable that it should no longer have a high school. This is one of
the earliest settlements in Ontario and it has long valued the benefits of good education within the community. This is
reflected in the number of donations and bequests available for graduating students. On a more practical note, the
vagaries of winter weather in this part of Ontario make long distance busing difficult and unpleasant. Also, in this
farming community, many of the students assist with chores after school. On behalf of my grandchildren currently
attending Char-Lan DHS and the community at large, I urge you and your board to reconsider any plan to close this
school.

12/7/2016 9:18 AM

155 Email Received: Having been a former student at Char-Lan District High School, my heart broke when I heard the
news that the school has been slated to close in June 2017. I grew up in the country and that’s where my heart is. I
feel sorry for the students of the next generation who will never get to experience the close knit community at Char-
Lan. Now all the student will be slammed in to one big city school where every student is just a number. The school
board obviously is unaware of Char-Lan’s motto of “Small enough to know you – Large enough to serve you”. There
was never a day that I walked into that school and felt alone nor did I ever feel like I was a stranger to the school. I am
currently attending a small college not much bigger than the size of the high schools you wish for our students to
attend. I have never felt more alone or alienated in an environment. I have been at school for 5 weeks now and most of
my teachers still don’t know my name. My program director doesn’t even know what I am capable of doing. Mrs.
__________ was my principal for a while and I bet before even arriving she knew half of the students names by heart
and by the end of the first few weeks she cared enough to put a name to each face in the school. I bet that couldn’t
happen in a big city school. I could walk down the halls of Char-Lan and say hello to each student I passed and I knew
their names, who their siblings where, what grades they were in. It was like a giant family. Now I walk through the halls
in college and not one person will give me the time of day. Probably a lot the same as it is in a big city high school. It is
not a good feeling. I will never forget the day I was in grade 12 and a little 7th grader ran over and gave me a hug. It
was no big deal to me but to a young child who looks up to me and must think I am the coolest person they know, it
was. In a school of 1500 students do you think that that would happen? I feel sorry for my younger sibling who will not
get to graduate from the school where four generations of our family has graduated from. What will happen to our
heritage? What about all the championship sports banners, the trophies in the trophy cabinet, the heritage pictures
hanging in the hallways? What will happen to our Celtic club where our students get to show off their amazing talents?
St. Andrew day was one of the most looked forward to days of the year. Will a Cornwall school and students be
interested in celebrating our Celtic heritage? What about my family who is attending Char-Lan this fall? They have
been looking forward to that day for years now. They want to graduate from Char-Lan just like our great-grandparents,
grandfather, parents, aunts and uncles and cousins have. The students are not the only ones being affected by this
decision… Because teachers know all of us, and may teach us multiple times in our high school career, they get to
know us and our needs and become very invested in our education. Will they feel the same investment and care in a
big school where they may only ever teach a given student once? I know for a fact that some teachers go way beyond
what they are expected to do because they care about us on an individual and personal level. I know one teacher who
will stay up to all hours of the night looking to find just that perfect YouTube video to give the students a laugh at the
same time as teaching them a valuable lesson. They are also there by 8 am and will stay until 4 or 5 o’clock helping
students or getting ready for lessons. This amazing teacher also has a family and could be spending time with them
but wants the best for the students and considers each student as their own. I know they were devastated by the awful
new of the potential closure. What about all the other people we meet in the halls of Char-Lan? They all know the
students by name to and go out of their ways to help them. It is a second family to everyone. This will all be lost when
you send everyone to one big city school. There is just so much to say and this is just a small part of it. What about the
sports teams and arts students. Many of the students’ talents will be hidden when they are put in a school of 1500
students. Taking away Char-Lan form our small community will take away the one place that joins our community.
Lifelong bonds are formed, and everyone knows everyone and everyone supports each other. When the school is
gone what will be the glue that brings us together? The school is not just a building with walls and children with
numbers. It is a home to many and everyone has a name. Feel free to visit the Save Char-Lan Facebook page and
read over 40 comments this letter has received.

12/7/2016 9:15 AM

156 Making char LAN a k-gr 12 school, if the only option is to close char LAN district high school our children will definitely
return to the catholic board where they received their elementary education. The only reason they switched boards is
because of the great school Char LAN is, what a terrible loss it would be!!!!

12/7/2016 9:10 AM
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157 Email Received: I reside on the outskirts of Williamstown, and I am the mother of young children. I planned on
sending my children to Char-Lan DHS for grades 7-12, but I will definitely send my children to Holy Trinity CSS if
Char-Lan is not an option. I expected my children could attend high school in the community that we live in. Under no
circumstances, will I send my children to high school in the city of Cornwall. I believe that rural schools are worth
fighting for, as I am an alumnus of Char-Lan DHS and feel that it served me well. I earned multiple degrees at
University, and am now a proud employee of the Catholic District School Board. My husband is also an alumnus of
Char-Lan who was accepted into the __________ program at College directly out of high school – a small program
that accepted only a few students. We ventured through our high school years unscathed by the dangers of drugs,
alcohol, or mental health crisis. After all, we attended a small high school, with staff who knew us all by name and
knew how we were spending our evenings and weekends. We had the opportunity to play on every sports team, and
we had smaller classes that allowed us to have more individualized attention. We attribute our success to our small
school education, our rural upbringing and the values of the community that we live in. The UCDSB will lose the
support of a lot of hardworking and successful families if they close Char-Lan. I sincerely hope that the UCDSB, the
ministry of education and the provincial government will listen to the community outcry and consider the viable
alternatives the Save Char-Lan committee has put forward. Please consider the impact your decision will have on our
rural youth, the surrounding villages, and the economy of South Glengarry.

12/7/2016 9:07 AM

158 Email Received: I’m asking for you to please reconsider the proposal to close CharLan DHS and put our children at St.
Lawrence High School in Cornwall. In my opinion, South Glengarry needs a public secondary school.  The solution to
put South Glengarry students in a Cornwall school is not acceptable. If this proposal is approved, I must seek
alternatives for my child’s education outside the UCDSB.  My child is at CharLan and there is no way I would ever
consider moving to a school in Cornwall.  My child has firmly told me,  “I’m not going, you can’t make me go”.  What
can I do to support that education? Right now I feel forced to move to Holy Trinity just to remain in a South Glengarry
school. School is a struggle and I’m very worried about his future. My other child is in Grade X and also I’m worried
that this proposal has put needless stress on their final year.                         I know how important it is to prepare
children in a secondary school for post-secondary education.  This is my goal.  To make sure my children are ready to
go to college and/or university.  I feel this announcement and the way it was done is putting this goal at risk. The
#SaveCharLan campaign is a way for the students and community to voice their thoughts about the Upper Canada
District School Board (UCDSB) proposal and to propose an alternative solution.  Although this proposal has provoked
some very emotional responses, I am hopeful we will create another alternative for the Board to consider. I can see
that this is an opportunity to shape the future of education in South Glengarry because kids should have the choice to
be educated in their own community. I care about the future of CharLan because I am an Alumni and both my parents
attended CharLan. I chose to raise my children in this community because of what CharLan can offer. I believe many
of the CharLan families, Alumni, and community members want to protect and maintain education in our community. 
This can only be accomplished if there is a UCDSB secondary school in our county.   My hope is that you will listen to
our community as we propose a new Glengarry solution for our children. Thank you for your time and attention to this
matter.

12/6/2016 9:15 AM

159 Email Received: I would like to add my name to the list of people who are very concerned about the proposed closure
of rural schools. I have family who live in Williamstown. My grandchildren have attended Williamstown Public School
and are now students at Char-Lan High School. They have done very well at these schools, both academically and
socially and love the fact that the schools are within easy walking distance of a library, a museum, the hockey arena
and if time permits, a little treat at the corner store. In small town life, many children are known by their first names by
store owners and business people. Their teachers are very often, neighbours and friends. These towns and villages
are wholesome places for children to spend their formative years. It is an alarming thing that, in order to save money,
children are facing up to two hours a day being bussed to bigger schools which are out of their area and where they
will become numbers in the system. Two hours a day equates in adult work terms to the equivalent of one forty-hour
work week per month that will be spent on buses. Would that time not be better spent doing school projects at the
local library, practicing hockey at the arena, and in the case of farm children, helping out with the chores at home?
Children are becoming adults too fast as it is. Kids need to be kids for as long as they can. Lots of families have
moved to rural areas just for that reason. Please don't take this away from them. We must not make the mistake of
trying to solve one problem and somewhere down the road, realizing that a bigger one has been created.

12/6/2016 9:03 AM
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160 Email received: I am an alumni and parent of current and future students of Char-Lan District High School. I am writing
this letter to you to show my concern around the proposed closing of Char-Lan in favour of shipping our students to
Cornwall city schools. I am horrified at the idea. My husband (also a Char-Lan alumni) and I lived in _______ for years
prior to having children. Once our child was born – we started talking about school and how we wanted our kids to
have the same experiences we had in attending rural high school and the many opportunities living in a small
community had to offer. We moved back to Williamstown area when our second child was a newborn. My husband
and I still commute to _____________ to work. At times when we look at car payments, gas costs, and the sheer
number of hours that we spend commuting – we still come back to agreeing that we made the right decision to return
to Williamstown area. With kids now at Williamstown Public and Char-Lan – we feel our kids have developed a strong
sense of community, importance of volunteering, and have benefitted from the rural school environment at WPS and
Char-Lan. You cannot look at Char-lan just as bricks n mortar. The services available to the kids within walking
distance are like no other school – cross the road to the Char-Lan Recreation Centre to skate or play/watch high
school hockey); Community volunteers provide programs for kids at the local Glengarry, Norwester & Loyalist Museum
and the Sir John Johnson Manor House which house Glengarry Archives; access to many soccer fields and open
spaces. School space is used for community programs such as Badminton, volleyball, exercise classes. I also want to
mention the interaction with WPS. Students do co-op at WPS, and volunteer as refs for tournaments hosted by WPS.
Char-Lan kids go to WPS to be reading buddies. Over the last 2 years, Char-Lan has produced 2 amazing musicals –
which they performed for the more senior kids at WPS. There is significant value in this community of schools. Do not
take that away. This proposed closing has caused our children significant stress and anxiety. Our child is starting to
thrive in high school. Upon hearing of the closure – my child says they will quit school before going to Cornwall. My
child is country at heart. My child keeps asking what will happen to their high school and is already trying on my old
Char-Lan school jacket to see when might be able to wear it! Rescind this proposal. It does not Build for the Future for
our children in rural Ontario.

12/6/2016 8:57 AM

161 I'm a a grad student from charlan my child is at williamstown public school. Charlan is not just a scholl it's a home it's
warm and welcoming fun. I can't see my child go to a big school when the time comes my child is in small class now to
help them. I want my child to be able to go to a scholl were their mom went to so my child can have the best
experience and help needed cause charlan is good for that. I might not of graduate if it was no for that school
theyvhelp me through every grade and I'm thankful for that. My child and any other child will be lost going to a big
school if u close charlan. School is suppose to be fun not depressing kids will not want to go to school if they can't
attend charlan is like taking them away from there home away from home meaning is like taking a child home away
and putting them in a someone alse home were they can't conferble so depression suacide drugs will be a high risk
fracture if these kids arnt able to attend charm in the nearest future. What is more important spending money so the
kids can be happy and love going to a school were they love instead being depress lack of schooling cause they hate
were they are caused the school border took there second home away. Plus riding on school bus to go so far to a
school they dislike instead riding for a short period of time to a school they love going too. Save charlan it's a the heart
of the family and the community. Plus charlan had one of the highest graduate anneruale students so save charlan
save charlan

12/6/2016 8:50 AM

162 Email received: I am a student at Char-Lan. I am a member of the ____________, I take part in many school sports
teams, and have high academic achievement. At the first time I heard that Char-Lan may be closing, I didn’t believe it
at all. How could my school get shut down? How could Char-Lan be shut down? And then eventually, the more and
more I heard about it, I soon realized that it was true. I can not express how deeply I felt angry, betrayed, and
ultimately, disappointed. The thought of Char-Lan being closed is not only outrageous, its unthinkable. At Char-Lan,
we have had some of the most success with all of our sports teams, especially in our track and field department,
where, not only have we won many gold’s, but we have won Gold at OFSAA, for 2 years in a row and a Bronze last
year in Pole Vault. That kind of success shone a huge light on our athletic department here at Char-Lan and now, all
the pole vaulters in our community come to Char-Lan to train, nowhere else. To add to our athletic achievement, we
have been the leading school in money raised, per person, for the Terry Fox Foundation, 6 years in a row. How could
you think to close a school that, on average, raises more money per person than anyone else for cancer research, that
alone is unbelievable. Our teachers are the best. There’s no missing that. Thanks to us being a smaller school,
teacher’s really get a chance to get to know their students and they take the time to make sure everyone understands
and succeeds. Throwing this proposed, massive number of students into one big school, will just take on the feel of a
jail. No one will be able to get 1 on 1 time with the teacher for questions, teachers will be swamped with workload and
students, the fail rate will rise due to kids not getting the time for help, and the overall quality of schooling will go down.
I still have younger siblings and if the proposed changes come to effect, my parents decided that they will be sending
them to Holy Trinity in Cornwall. To summarize in full, we are a tightly knit family at Char-Lan. To say the least, this
family will not go down without a fight and be prepared for a battle against the Crusaders

12/6/2016 8:48 AM
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163 I do not support the recommendations listed in Q3. We need to maintain this rural school as it is an integral part of the
community and offers such programs that are not available to those in city school. Also, having children 12years and
up on the school buses for the duration of time necessary to be bused to Cornwall is an ineffective solution. Many of
these students would lack the time necessary to work ( many of farms), have extra curricular activities and the safety
of these children being bused along the 401 corridor is unsafe. My child has attended the first few years of high school
in a Cornwall school and switched to Char Lan. If you ask if they wants to go back to the city they would 100% tell you
no. Char-lan has given the option of having teachers who are available for more help, that provide assistance and
have welcomed on sport teams which would never have played on at previous school. I am not sure what can be
done to improve the recommendations, however I think that time needs to be given to the communities to develop
initiatives that can be put in place to find solutions. Renting space out from the schools, more programs being offered
to entice the students from other boards to join our schools, and promote our various agricultural programs to students
might be helpful.

12/6/2016 8:45 AM
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164 Email Received: On Monday November 14, I attended a public meeting of the ARC2 committee of the Upper Canada
District School Board (UCDSB) where rural communities were allowed to voice their concerns about the Pupil
Accommodation Review put forward by the UCDSB. Not one of the nine presentations provided support for the
proposed plan in SDG. It was obvious that the plan had been conceived in a vacuum and there had been no prior
attempt to solicit input from the affected communities, townships, schools, students or parents. The plan had been
released without warning, providing such a short time to implement and review, that it must be considered the UCDSB
believed they were presenting a ”fait accompli” with inadequate time for communities to respond. I cannot help but ask
the question “Are there other actions which UCDSB has already taken and of which we are unaware?” As a result of
underestimating the backlash from the rural communities, the UCDSB has subsequently claimed “it is only a
proposal”. Own up! This plan would have been implemented if the communities had not responded so quickly and
passionately. This plan displays not only flawed judgement but is also deficient in its data gathering, analysis, its
conclusions, its lack of involvement of the affected communities, its timeliness and its implementation. Even the
economics are flawed because of the serious deficiencies in the proposed plan and lack of consideration of superior
more viable options. In fact, I cannot think of anything that was done right! The UCDSB should confess that this was
ill-conceived, badly managed and start again, this time with the involvement of the communities, townships, business,
parents and students so that they can produce a viable plan. Owning up to having made a mistake is the only way the
UCDSB can step back and attempt to regain the trust of the rural communities. Oh yes; and the new plan should be
free of any political agenda! The UCDSB should be aware that the optics of the current plan are not good – it is easy
to see the proposal as a means of grabbing students from the rural communities to fill vacancies in Cornwall schools
so that a case can be put forward for a new “superschool”. Apparently, the two existing high schools in Cornwall
schools (which have capacities significantly higher than the number of students who are attending) are in need of
repairs, one so much so that it is just as cost effective as to build a new school. Imagine my surprise when the meeting
attended on Monday night was in a vacant UCDSB-owned school building (General Vanier) with an auditorium which
would grace any school I have ever been in. If the rest of this school is in anywhere near the same condition as the
auditorium, why is it not being used and why is a new school needed? At the meeting, many concerns were eloquently
voiced by the presenters that evening and I will not attempt to elaborate on these. The concerns expressed ran the
gamut of excessive student travel time on buses; closing schools with good academic and sports records; relocation
of students to schools with inferior performance; impacting students’ abilities to have jobs where they can earn money
to assist with their college and university expenses; impact on sports team participation and after-school activities
when a long bus commute is involved; the negative impact on family time together and to the detriment of the
community at large - the list goes on and on. None of these factors were considered in the report, yet surely the
mandate of the UCDSB is to do what is best for their students. One student pointed out in their presentation that
Canada has been actively apologising and compensating aboriginal peoples for removing their children from their
communities in the name of education and well-being to the detriment of their culture and sense of community. I know
it is a matter of degree, but here we are again trying to reduce the time students spend with their families and in their
communities by insisting on a commute involving 2 hours plus each day with no identifiable advantage. I fail to see
how this can be for the benefit of the students, their families or their rural communities. Perhaps the message that the
students, and not the school buildings, are our most valuable asset has been overlooked! The UCDSB must take note
that if they cannot be trusted to serve the best interests of the students and to provide quality education in the
communities they serve, then other school boards will – they will have both our students and our tax dollars. As
educators, they should know that freedom of choice will always win out over a dictatorship. Lastly, as a resident of
Williamstown, I want to specifically address the case of Char-Lan District High School. It is ironic that a school with a
long track record of providing superior education (in respect to both UCDSB and Provincial Standards) will be the first
high school to close. Equally ironic is that in 2017, while we are busy celebrating 150 years of Canada, we will be
sounding the death knell of a good school, a vibrant Celtic culture and a community which was the birthplace of Upper
Canada. This community had the first school, has the oldest Presbyterian Church in Ontario, the oldest continuous
Fair in Canada, and the Bethune-Thompson house and Sir John Johnson Manor House which are the two oldest
houses in Upper Canada. This area was also the site of the earliest settlement of Upper Canada and the centre of the
fur trade which played such a prominent role in the opening up not only Upper Canada but whole country. Do you,
UCDSB trustees and senior staff, want your legacy to be the dilution of the quality of education and the downsizing of
your board? If not, show that the communities you serve can have faith in you, announce the plan has been
terminated and that a new plan with proper consultation is to be initiated. Make no mistake, you have a matter of
weeks to do this – if you do not take this action quickly, it will be too late and students will have no option but to
register at other boards taking tax dollars with them. We value our childrens’ education and are passionate about our
rural communities. If we do not feel we can entrust these to you, we will go elsewhere. You will then have
inadvertently initiated a “plan” over which you will have no control and which will not support your wish for a new
“superschool” in Cornwall. Once you lose the confidence of the rural communities you serve it will be difficult to get
this back. Make no mistake, once our students change school boards you will never persuade them to return to a
board which has betrayed them!

12/6/2016 8:40 AM

165 Move Charlan HS students to GD. Let WPS have Charlan as is. No need to renovate WPS and move all back. Waste
of money. Most people don't want K-12. Don't like exposing primary kids to bigger kids.

12/5/2016 10:42 PM
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166 Petition the province for additional subsidy for rural schools rather than the one size fits all approach to funding. The
provinces approach to utilities for example, Hydro One, further imposes additional costs to rural schools. If the
objective of the provincial funding policy is bigger and centralised is better then avoid the rush and create one
residential school for all Ontario students. Locate this school in Toronto. Nice little package of hundreds of thousands
of students. Oh but wait haven't we just finished apologising for the last round of residential schools circa 50's and 60's

12/5/2016 3:42 PM

167 Email Received: Please take the time to watch the attached video link if you have not already done so. If you do it will
explain just how committed we are to saving our country schools and Char-Lan in particular. I can tell you without a
doubt that if you proceed with its closure you will lose your tax base en mass as people switch over to the Catholic
school board. One mega high school for our area may be the easiest solution for UCDSB but it fails to address the
needs of your clients.Yes we are your clients and we would like to be treated as such. You need to work with the
parents, students and teachers to find a better solution that we can all buy into rather than force it down our throat with
little time for consultation. You come across as having already made your decision and don’t try to change it. I hope
I’m wrong in that regard. We all realize the challenges you are faced with through declining enrollment and finances
but let us work through it together and create a win – win for all concerned Your proposal as it stands will bring about
your own self destruction with the demise of the UCDSB in eastern Ontario. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aYULG85t_gY

12/5/2016 2:37 PM

168 Close SJ McLeod. Accommodate those students at Williamstown Public. Use both CharLan and Williamstown Public
to accommodate students. i.e. Williamstown PS is over accommodated and CharLan is under accommodated so move
students from one to the other. Change funding for rural schools. Moratorium on schools closures so communities can
come up with viable solutions.

12/2/2016 8:56 AM

169 I am not in favour of CharLan closing and our students being sent to Cornwall. If CharLan is closed I would like to see
our students sent to Glengarry.

12/1/2016 3:15 PM
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170 Email Received: Dear Officials, In the Ontario Ministry of Education document Achieving Excellence: A Renewed
Vision for Education in Ontario (2014), the mission statement declares that “Ontario is committed to the success and
well-being of every student and child” and that “learners in the province’s education system will develop the
knowledge, skills and characteristics that will lead them to become personally successful, economically productive and
actively engaged citizens” (pg. 1). This mission statement will have been blatantly ignored should the proposed closing
of Char-Lan District High School in Williamstown, Ontario be successful. Char-Lan District High School is a small
educational setting with large impact. The 300+ student population has access to almost 11 hectares of green space
upon which strong athletic skills are honed. The agricultural setting of the community supports focused learning for
future farmers and agricultural business people from the South Glengarry area. Specialized classrooms such as the
computer lab, a tech and mechanics class, and woodworking support budding skills for the future tradespeople of our
community. Access to the community recreational facility across the road, an outdoor park and recreation site next
door, as well as several churches, the corner store, the post-office, a museum and library, and local restaurants offer
various learning sites for the students to tap into, community-based after-school employment opportunities, as well as
a much valued sense of community involving generations of Char-Lan grads. The largest impact, however, comes
from this sense of community and the transcendence of school culture that the Char-Lan District High School’s student
population experiences. It is because of the small class numbers that educators are able to support the development
of the whole child. As stated in the document, Achieving Excellence, “Ontario’s education system needs to help
students build the knowledge and skills associated with positive well-being and become healthy, active and engaged
citizens. [This means] supporting the whole child- not only the child’s academic achievement but also his or her
cognitive, emotional, social and physical well-being” (pg. 14). In a small-school setting, educators have the capacity to
get to know their students more deeply over years of relationship building. They are able to listen to and watch their
students more intently and consistently, thereby enabling responsive teaching which then leads to planning and
instruction that is more individualized and differentiated. Educators are able to organize their class time so that
students can collaborate about rich problems that are relevant to them because educators are able to capitalize on
students’ interests and wonderings. According to the document, Achieving Excellence, “it is so important to ensure that
school is a compelling, innovative and engaging place to learn for all students” (pg. 5). At Char-Lan, it is this
compelling nature of the learning space, as well as the sense of safety resulting from the relationships surrounding
them, that students are willing to take risks and engage in challenging tasks, thereby developing perseverance and
resiliency. Risk-taking, perseverance, resiliency, and innovation are characteristics identified on Page 5 of the
Achieving Excellence document as being necessary to becoming actively engaged and responsible citizens. Inherent
in the positive learning relationships that exist between educators and students, is the creation of a sense of
community that exists among the student body and educators. A sense of belonging is felt by all at Char-Lan District
High School, and as a result, a sense of responsibility to contribute to the community permeates the atmosphere.
Clubs honouring Highland culture have many members, athletic teams exercise support and spirit for each other, and
community events, such as the local Terry Fox Marathon of Hope and the Save Char-Lan Campaign boast whole-
school participation. There is great pride felt for students who have achieved personal success and they are celebrated
by all who attend the school. Exchange students are welcomed and continue to be “Crusaders” even after they’ve
returned home. Students experiencing difficulty with academics have no problem finding support from teachers or
other students who willingly offer to tutor them. These and other examples establish a sense of welcome for all
students, which, as stated in the Achieving Excellence document, leads to academic success: “It is clear that students
who feel welcome and accepted in their school are more likely to succeed academically” (pg. 9). In their 1998
publication, “Learning by Heart: the Role of Emotional Education in Raising School Achievement”, Kevin McCarthy and
James Park state: “Successful schools are characterized by a strong ethos which supports good relationships.
Successful schools see themselves as learning communities in which both teachers and pupils are consciously
working on the developments of healthy relationships”. Closing Char-Lan District High School will result in the students
being bused to city schools where the populations will increase significantly, ultimately counteracting the ability for
educators to connect with their students and to know them in a meaningful way. It will also create pockets of
communities into which students will be divvied, thereby limiting exposure to and interaction with each other, which in
turn will lead to increased feelings of disconnectedness and, consequently, disengagement – that which goes against
all precepts of the current Mental Health and Wellness policies in Ontario today. Dr. Douglas Fisher, researcher,
educator, and author of “Creating a Culture of Achievement in your School and Classroom” states that “all kinds of
wonderful things happen when students truly feel that their school is the best. Pride and ownership lead to
engagement and performance” (pg. 141). Engagement and performance is what is happening at Char-Lan District
High School and that is because students feel connected to each other and to the adults in the school. This small-
setting rural school embodies what the Ontario Ministry of Education outlines as their renewed vision for education in
Ontario. In fact, it seems appropriate to propose that more schools should be modelled after Char-Lan District High
School, rather than closing it. Works Cited: Ontario. Ministry of Education. (2014). Achieving Excellence: A Renewed
Vision for Education in Ontario. Toronto. McCarthy, Kevin, and James Park (1998). Learning by Heart: the Role of
Emotional Education in Raising School Achievement. Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation. Fisher, Douglas, Nancy Frey,
and Ian Pumpian (2012). How to Create a Culture of Achievement in your School and Classroom. ASCD.

11/29/2016 10:19 AM
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171 Email Received: I am writing to you to express my anger at the UCDSB for its lack of caring for or ignorance of the
rural communities that populate the areas surrounding Cornwall. I can only assume that the board members and
trustees who make decisions about the futures of these communities’ schools are not from a rural setting and do not
understand the value that a rural education carries. I am from a long line of graduates from Charlan in Williamstown.
My children have graduated from there as well. My husband on the other hand attended high school in Cornwall so
has a clearer picture of the how different the two schools are. He was a number, his children were members of a
school community that looked out for each other. Their teachers KNEW them, their strengths and weaknesses. Sure
there may have been more courses available in a larger school but my children overcame that issue by taking arts
courses online. They were active members of the sports teams, enviro teams, yearbook committee and so on. They
participated in Leadership programs that helped build the strong school community in which most thrived. But, you
don’t care about our children’s education! You are concerned with getting a new building in Cornwall on the backs of
these rural kids. I would think that by now governments and school boards would realize that children should receive
their education right in the community they grow up in. It makes me think about the Residential School issue where the
powers that be believed that children would be better off elsewhere for their education! We know what our children
need and it is, first and foremost, a community that cares for and nurtures their growth with teachers that know them
and their families and care about their success. If you look at the statistics around graduation rates, Ontario Scholar
rates, post secondary attendance rates you would not be trying to tell us that moving the rural children to the city
schools is in their best interest. I am just one of a very large group of concerned community members and tax payers
who recognize what you as a board are trying to accomplish with your plan. You need to rethink your plan because the
rural community will not support this school board if there is no rural school here for our children and grandchildren. It
would be an easy thing for me to pick up the phone and contact the township to have our school taxes redirected to
the school board that is willing to provide a good education right here in our rural community.

11/23/2016 12:19 PM

172 Email Received: Hi, I am a student of Char-Lan District High school. I am emailing you to inform the board of my
concerns as a student and a scared community member of the possible closure of Char-Lan. One of the main reasons
why I chose Char-Lan as my high school was because, at char-Lan we are one big family where there is no bullying
and everyone is accepted. In addition, Char-Lan provides care to students with disabilities, they provide their own
classroom, teacher and where all students accept and help them, whereas most schools don't bother to help. I also
chose to come to this amazing school because the staff makes you feel very comfortable so that you can talk to them
whenever you want advice. If CharLan closes these amazing teachers, custodial staff, cooks and guidance counsel
members may lose their jobs, which does not help the Canadian economy. In my opinion, I think Char-Lan is a great
school, 10 of my friends (who used to attend Holy Trinity Catholic District School board or other schools) have
transferred this semester to Char-Lan because of the education that is offered and because of this fantastic
community. Char-Lan also saves money in transportation, an example of this is because students of Char-Lan share
busing with the students of Williamstown Public school since, it is right next door which saves the board thousands of
dollars a year! Char-Lan also provides a short bus ride for each student, whereas if students had to transfer to schools
in Cornwall the bus rides would be over an hour. Finally Char-Lan offers 3 soccer fields , an arena , a tennis court, an
outdoor ball hockey/ lacrosse rink and most off all an elementary school next door that has new enrolments each year!
In conclusion this is why closing Char-Lan doesn't just affect the students and staff, it affects the whole district of
glengarry!

11/23/2016 12:16 PM

173 Email Received: I have read the proposed closures document in detail. I understand the rationale behind all the
suggested proposals. While I do not wish to see the closure of our school, I do completely "get it".   I have children
whom currently attend Char-Lan DHS....which offers much more love, care, personal attention, and desire to see
students succeed than the school of 2000 students which I attended myself growing up in _____________. Having
seen both scenarios....the large, city school with a wide selection of available courses and the small, rural school
where students are seen as individuals and not merely a number.....I can hands-down, with the deepest of sincerity,
say that Char-Lan is much more successful at meeting the needs of its' students than the alternative.   Over the last
few days, I have spoken to many people in our community...both face-to-face and through social media. This proposal
has certainly rattled our community and has resulted in a great deal of upset, anguish and outrage. I am hearing
LOUD AND CLEAR from our community that moving to a coterminous board, specifically Holy Trinity High School, is
far and above the first choice as a "forced alternative" should our local school close. In the eyes of our community, this
school is seen less as a "city" school, and far more desirable for our rural children than either St. Lawrence or CCVS.  
I am extremely concerned about the impact of this closure. I feel that UCDSB will lose a huge number of our students
to the coterminous board. I am very concerned that this will be a very detrimental decision for our board, which
perhaps may only be seen in hindsight.   Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns.

11/23/2016 12:15 PM
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174 Email Received: My children, attended Char Lan District High School and Williamstown Public their entire schools
lives. Now my grandchildren are attending both of these schools. I cannot begin to tell you what wonderful school lives
they both enjoyed. There is something to be said for the well-rounded lives and the education they received from this
magical rural school. I was for most of both of their elementary school lives, very much involved, therefore I know
firsthand how magical successful it was.   The children who are fortunate enough to attend Williamstown Public and
Char Lan are, for the most part, from a rural area. There is a lot to be said for the smaller rural schools. Everyone
knows everyone, you are not just a number. Everyone looks out for everyone. Such is not so in larger city schools; I
know because I attended one so I CAN compare.   One of my biggest fears is that placing these students into a larger
student city population where you will become a number, many will suffer emotionally therefore academically.
Teenage children are very vulnerable and have a hard enough time dealing with the incredible stages of becoming a
teenager. As if this is not hard enough to deal with, let’s completely change their environment? Bullying is one of my
biggest fears. I understand that environments change for some, but this is a decision that is being made without any
consideration of the children. How would you feel if this was happening to your child?   How much will it cost to bus
these children to different schools? I live in _______ now and would appreciate more information on how this decision
would save money, if that is the basis for the decision. If I do not receive any information on the true basis of this
decision, then I know all the efforts put forth to save Char Lan have fallen on deaf ears in which I hope this is not the
case.   Bottom line, we spend our lives teaching our children to make the right decisions…...think about it.

11/23/2016 12:07 PM

175 Email Received: Vote to Rescind “Building for the Future" In a recent report completed by The Upper Canada District
School Board, our Glengarry community finds out that five of its local schools are on the chopping block. As a parent
of children who currently attend Williamstown Public School I am devastated that they may not have the opportunity to
attend Char-Lan District High School. Char-Lan achieves high academic success on a consistent basis, has
outstanding sports programs and co-curricular activities as well as teaching its students the traditions and values of
rural life. This is because agriculture is so deeply rooted in this community. When these plans were made from the
report, did it occur to anyone that many, many parents will not be sending their children on long bus rides into your city
schools? We choose to live in a rural area so we could send our children to a rural school. After attending the Parent
Council meeting last week at Char-Lan we learned many of the numbers were incorrect and it would cost the board a
substantial amount in bussing. With Williamstown and Char-Lan at very healthy numbers (which you need in order to
fill your city schools which are not so healthy in numbers) why are you looking at closing us? So that you can fill city
schools that are nowhere near capacity? Not with my children – They will be immediately removed from Williamstown
Public School and sent to Iona Academy and Holy Trinity (English Catholic) if Char-Lan District High School is closed.
The Upper Canada District School Board receives 53% of funding from the government due to enrollment in Glengarry
County. The other three boards split the rest. Does this not scream loud and clear the community wants to send their
children to your schools? Looking forward to hearing a response,

11/23/2016 11:59 AM

176 Email Received: We write today to beg you to reconsider the closure of Char-Lan. When we moved to Ontario, we
entrusted our children to your care. You offered a rural education to rural students. Now, quite suddenly, you propose
sending my kids and the hundreds of others who attend Char-Lan to an urban school in Cornwall. If we wanted to
send our children to Cornwall, we wouldn't have picked the UCDSB. The Catholic school board has Holy Trinity, we
simply would have enrolled our kids with them. You offered something special. Please don't take it away. Char-Lan
has plenty of students and Williamstown Public School has many elementary kids waiting to attend Char-Lan across
the road. Be worthy of the trust we have in you. Reconsider this proposal. Thank you for reading this.

11/23/2016 11:55 AM

177 Email Received: The plan to close Char-Lan is, in my opinion, ill founded and worth discarding. If followed the results
of closing Char-Lan and almost ALL the rural public high schools in Eastern Ontario will be todestroy the public board
as well as public rural education.  As a senior, my kids are long finished schools but my granddaughters go to public
school, others are in high school. None will stay in UCDSB schools IF Char-Lan is closed. I have contacted a number
of friends, who, like me, have supported public schools through our taxes. That will change. My support will be moved
as will at least 62 of my friends, also seniors.  I'm still recruiting.  Once the added cost of transportation is added to the
equation, the closure of Char-Lan costs money. You can add up the lost tax revenue and see what the new equation
looks like. Please reconsider closing Char-Lan.

11/23/2016 11:54 AM
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178 Email Received: You don't know me but I am a student at Char-Lan District High School in Williamstown, Ontario.   I'm
emailing you in regards to your current proposition of closing our local school by June 2017.   I am very upset that you
would consider closing our school and forcing the students to go to Cornwall.  That is like asking Cornwall kids to
transfer to Montreal and not giving them any other options to stay in their community.   Our school is currently at appr.
80% capacity.  Which is better than some of these Cornwall schools. I understand the fact that they need to up their
numbers at CCVS and St. Lawrence to be able to have the option of building a new school in Cornwall BUT it should
NOT be at our expense.   Why would you make students transfer to Cornwall which has a higher rate of: -teen
pregnancies -drugs -crime -suicides -welfare -attitude/disrespect/bullying   We are a rural community and we are so
very proud of this. By closing down our school, you would be hurting the students, teachers, parents and our local
businesses.    Char-Lan is our only UCDSB community high school unless we transfer to the catholic school board. 
CCVS or St. Lawrence is NOT an option for me.    I live on a farm and I'm in charge of doing our barn chores in the
morning before school and after school.  I also have to put wood in the boiler, clean our super long driveway in the
winter months, cut wood, etc.  Most of the time I have to take my dirt bike or snowmobile to school because I've
missed the bus and my mom has already left for work.     There are no trails to get to any of these Cornwall schools
and with the longer bus ride to Cornwall…  There is just no way!!   Please reconsider your decision of closing our
school.  I don't belong in Cornwall, I belong in Glengarry!

11/23/2016 11:27 AM

179 Email Received: Dear Upper Canada District School Board Trustees, It was a pleasure to attend the ARC meeting last
evening. Well attended by concerned parents, grandparents of students from Charlan as well as all rural schools that
feel attacked by your present plan. Many members of the different communities surrounding these schools as well as
members of municipal councils came to listen and speak. It seems to me that the voices I heard had a common
message. NO, do not destroy the rural public schools system in this, or for that matter in any area of Ontario.Your
present plan will destroy rural public education in this area. Specifically my interest lies with Char-Lan as my
grandchildren attend this facility. The JK to 12 model will work at Char-Lan and will be self sustaining. As all of you
know, Char-Lan excels academically,and has and excellent graduation rate. The sports teams "punch well above their
weight"! Certainly not a school to shut down. In fact a school you should replicate. Clearly Char-Lan does many things
right. As Trustees, protecting, and replicating the performance of schools like Char-Lan should be your priority.

11/23/2016 11:24 AM

180 Don't close Charlan 11/23/2016 11:16 AM

181 Email Received:I am writing this e-mail as a concerned Ontario Tax payer, involved community member, parent, and
grandparent. It is with great distress that I am required to voice my collective opinion in reference to the proposed high
school and elementary school closures in the Township of South Glengarry I speak on behalf of myself, husband,
sisters, brothers, parents, grand -parents, children and grandchildren. Premier Kathleen Wynne has announced that
"Building modern schools across the province will have a positive impact on the learning experience and will make it
easier for students to excel and reach full potential". "High quality schools are the heart of our local communities and
the foundation of our publicly funded education system. We know that better buildings support better learning." The
Upper Canada District school board has announced the closure of MANY local rural schools that will severely impact
the communities both socially and economically. These schools currently offer excellent education to our primary and
secondary students. My community and family will be negatively impacted by the closure of Char-Lan District High
School as well as Williamstown Public School. Williamstown has a long history of education where we have had a high
school in this village for over one hundred years. Char-Lan District High School has awarded tens of thousands of
dollars annually in the form of scholarships to well deserving young adults. This is a reflection of the community's deep
rooted commitment to the future of our children. These scholarships stem back to people who graduated and
continued to become strong assets to our community. The students score high academically and have the opportunity
to participate and become assets to our community. The fact that rural students can attend a rural school allows them
the opportunity to fulfill their social service requirements locally, as well as participate in the social activities the school
has to offer. Education is NOT just about curriculum. Education involves providing the opportunities that allow the
student to become a well-rounded asset to society. These opportunities are diminished when a student must travel
long distances to attend their educational facility and are removed from their community. I cannot begin to apprehend
how the closing of rural schools can possibly benefit the students! There are ways to do things efficiently and our
Children should NOT be the victims of financial mismanagement. It is with great anxiety and regret that I am forced to
even take the time to draft this letter and forward it to you. This should NOT be happening! There is absolutely no
reason for these proposed closures except for our rural students to attend Urban Schools due to historic fiscal
mismanagement. The Save Char-Lan D.H.S committee has several viable proposals that would allow and sustain
viable elementary and secondary schools in South Glengarry. I cannot understand how the Board can possibly
conceive leaving an entire county with no secondary and minimal primary schools.

11/23/2016 11:07 AM
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182 Email Received: I am a student of Char-Lan District High School. I’m writing this letter to inform you that I and many
others think closing our school is a bad idea. Char-Lan isn’t just a school filled with students; Char-Lan is like a family.
I know everyone there including all their names and they all know me. Every teacher in the building knows who I am
and knows how I learn best. Because Char-Lan has a smaller population of students the teachers make an effort to
help those who are struggling and make sure they understand. This is why Char-Lan has a record of academic
achievements. Students maintain good grades throughout the years they’re there. Not only does Char-Lan have a
great academic record, it also has an excellent sport program. Char-Lan has many great athletes who participate on
different school sports teams. We have students who go to OFSAA every year. Our junior boy’s soccer team has won
EOSSA two times in a row. If Char-Lan is closed it will be very hard for us to join a sports team with so many other
students trying out. Not only that but I won’t be able to get rides to practices and try outs because it’s too long of a
drive to come pick me up. I live 30 minutes from Cornwall so my mom would waste an hour of her time to come and
pick me up from a practice. This wouldn’t be fair for her or for me. If you do close Char-Lan I will not be attending
CCVS or SLSS. I will be attending Holy Trinity Catholic Secondary School in Cornwall. My siblings and I are already
registered with Holy Trinity. We are not the only ones doing this; all of my friends are registered to go to Holy Trinity as
well. In fact, most of the people in my class are going to Holy Trinity. However, if Char-Lan does stay open we shall
stay there. In conclusion I hope you realize how much Char-Lan District High School means to me and my fellow
classmates. If the decision is to go through you’ll be taking something important from our lives. School wouldn’t be the
same and you would be tearing our school family apart by sending students to the different schools. I hope you take
this into consideration and put yourself into our shoes to see how we feel.

11/23/2016 11:04 AM

183 Email Received: I moved my family back to South Glengarry so that my children could go to the same school that I
went to and have the same opportunities I had and learn the same values we learned. I felt this was very important for
my children to have the chance to receive. The values alone are worth their weight in gold. Our little corner of the
world is known far and wide on this alone. When I enquired about the rate of property tax after building our home, one
of the reasons it was suggested to be so high was the portion provided for schooling. I wonder if this will be factored
back out should they choose to remove the service. Perhaps our councillors could answer this. I also remember a
township meeting about three years ago, where small businesses were asked to attend, and the question was asked
"how do we keep the citizens of our community from leaving after post secondary education." Well this is definitely not
the answer. I went to CharLan and finished my last two years at CCVS and I can tell you first hand that our young
country boys and girls will not be prepared for a city school and vice versa. I wonder if the affect it will have on our
children has ever been considered or does the all mighty dollar trump all and any rational question that may be asked.
As I read in an earlier statement....our school is the glue that brings and holds our community together. It is where
children that, may be ten farms away from each other, get the chance to meet and form Long lasting friendships. I
cannot believe that anyone with an ounce of sense could possibly believe that this is, in any way, a good idea. I
certainly hope our voice is heard and that those who pretend to act in our best interest actually take into consideration
what our best interest actually is.

11/23/2016 10:57 AM

184 Email Received:Your support of closing Char-Lan DHS (CLDHS) compelled me to take a moment, from a legislative
perspective, to ask a question of you. In reviewing the legislative requirements that you, as stewards of our children's
education, need to uphold I noted: The Education Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.2 as amended (August 29, 2016) states:
Purpose - Partners in Education (3) All partners ... have a role to play in enhancing student achievement and well-
being, closing gaps in student achievement and maintaining confidence in the province's publicly funded education
system. 2009, c.25, s.1. Enhancing Student Achievement - provincial testing indicates that CLDHS students achieve
better results, so the recommendation goes against this tenant. If I remember correctly, it indicates a small gap
between academic students but a chasm opens up when comparing the applied stream. To say, the kids that most
need their achievements enhanced are better served at CLDHS. Enhancing Well-Being - the bus situation alone, from
the further reaches of South Glengarry to Cornwall, does not result in net positive well-being outcomes. Further to that,
the resulting congestion at some schools may be administratively 'efficient' but have you ever taken an 'efficient' bus
ride in Ottawa - 30 minutes jammed together and standing. 100% + capacity isn't always desirable. Maintaining
Confidence in the province's publicly funded education system - if signs and protest are a signal, then you may want to
re-consider your current decision. Furthermore, and again from the Education Act: Effective Stewardship - (5) Every
board shall, (c) manage resources entrusted to it in a manner that upholds public confidence. 2009. c. 25, s. 15 No
need to belabour the points (please see above) In the municipal world, which parallels the education environment in
some fashions, we are often reminded by our risk mitigation experts that in this litigious society we write the playbook
so we might as well follow it. In reading your provincial playbook, it seems your decision is in contradiction to your
rules. Can you prove differently? Your note of receipt and an eventual response would be greatly appreciated. Why I
care? I am Williamstown PS and CLDHS alumni, Williamstown resident, and work in South Glengarry - to say, I am
writing this evening because this situation is of utmost importance to the community where I live, work, and play.

11/23/2016 10:56 AM
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185 WPS and Char-Lan are so closely connected already. They should be made a K-12 school. They are even connected
by a crosswalk and share buses and some ceremonies already (i.e., school play performances, Remberance Day).
One is overcrowded and one has SOME surplus space, not enough surplus space to warrant closing it down and
incurring an outrageous cost to transport the students a huge distance to somewhere they don't want to go. Closing
either WPS or CHar-Lan would cause a mass exodus to the nearby Catholic rural schools. The rural school is the
priority in our minds. It allows for farm families (500+) to allow sons/daughters to help before/after school on the farm
(valuable "education" in its own right) and would allow students to still participate in the wealth of activities still
available to them in extra-curriculars in their local area of Williamstown. No children in their right mind will want to
spend hours on end per week on a bus only to miss out on their extra-curriculars. Busing rural kids to Cornwall will
you say will increase the availability of extra-curriculars, but participation will surely DECREASE because they won't
have the time or energy or means (parents doing long drives before their work hours end?? - no) . Bring some of WPS
student population to C-L and remove the portables if possible. They give a school a terrible reputation = looks
overcrowded just like it is. Not even a learning commons or computer lab at WPS - books in the hallway. How this has
been tolerated by so many parents already for so long this year is beyond me. That space should be addressed
immediately for the current children enrolled. Please copy paste my bottom request here to the appropriate person in
PR at UCDSB as well.

11/23/2016 10:53 AM

186 Keep the high school kids in Glengarry. Merge the kids in grades 9-12 with GDHS 11/23/2016 10:45 AM

187 Keep Char-Lan open! One of my main concerns is when you sent these country students to the city school(s) there
will be bullying between the two sides that will result in an adverse effect on students, teachers and parents. NOT
GOOD! Ask any former Char-Lan students who attended General Vanier back in the early to mid 70's for Tech. Fights
took place on a daily bases.

11/23/2016 10:43 AM

188 Email received: Please don't do this to our community with the closing of Char Lan. I had children attend this school
and all have become citizens that I can be proud of with going to this school and having met good friends there that
they still see regularly. I always preached to them if you have good friends and involve in school sports etc. to keep
you busy, you will stay out of trouble. Knowing mostly the parents and children at the school then someone would
always be on the outlook for your child. This year we have grandchildren attending WPS and my husband and his
family also attended.

11/23/2016 10:40 AM

189 Our child is currently attending Charlan District High School and the school has been slated for closing as indicated in
your report. One of the reasons it's been slated for closing is the FCI index at 57.9 however what the report does not
state is how you came to this number. We would like to know in detail how you arrived at this figure and what exactly
needs to be done as we understand the roof is in good repair and we are not seeing other significant items that
warrant this number therefore could you please let us know how you arrived at this so we have a better understanding
of your reasoning. The report also indicates 2 sets of numbers for ccvs and slcs the first set when recommending a
new school in Cornwall be built the numbers sit at 93.5 and 63.4 respectively yet on page 107 when you recommend
our children to go to these schools the numbers change to 78.5 and 24.8 respectively which is a drastically different
picture. Other then spin what would be the reasoning for this....

11/23/2016 10:38 AM

190 email received: In "Achieving Excellence: A Renewed Vision for Education in Ontario", it states that "the quality of
student learning is closely related to the quality of the teaching force and its leaders" (pg. 4). At Charlan High School, I
believe this statement is epitomized. The students enjoy small-sized classes and so the students are able to learn via
collaborative experiences, investigative and experiential learning, as well as individualized and responsive support
organized and offered by invested teachers. As a result, a large percentage of students boast academic success,
including my child. I don't doubt that my child's academic achievement is the result of engagement in the classes taken
last year. The teachers ensured that the students worked hard, thought critically, and drove their own learning while
exercising initiative and innovative thinking. The learning culture and space created by Charlan's small class sizes
guided by engaged and supportive teachers is a primary reason for my child's success in high school. I'm not sure that
this success would continue in the large high school setting that is being proposed should Charlan close. My child
would become just another student in a classroom of many students. The teachers would not be able to be as
responsive as they are now, as they'd have too many students to know, understand, and support. I am deeply
concerned about this.

11/23/2016 10:36 AM

191 Email received: When considering the closing of schools do you consider the educational success of each school?
The graduating rate at Char-Lan is over 90 per cent. This is much higher than the board average. Two thirds of the
students go on two higher education. In our own family of Char-Lan graduates we have many professionals. Please
reconsider. Our school is one of the finest.

11/23/2016 10:32 AM
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192 Do you analyze the cost of commuting to work or consider the value of your time required commute to work vs time
with family when you select where you want to live.. I bet every person takes this into consideration. The plan to bus
students who live in our rural areas to larger city schools does not consider this.. The cost to bus kids from all over
Glengarry to Cornwall is much higher than the expected savings created to close our schools. Can you explain this?
So more vans to transport kids from the furthest reaches of the school.. tons of vehicles on the road – pollution.. Are
you getting kick-backs from STEO – they must be celebrating – more $$ in their pockets! What about the value of our
kids time.. spending excess time on school buses does not allow our kids to run, play, study, work, or just relax. Going
from a 15 minute ride to a 45 minute ride takes away that time from our kids. Are we saying that our kids should not
have a say in what they do with their personal time.. sitting on a bus does not contribute to the personal growth of our
kids.. Are there any policies on maximum time kids should be on a bus? I would like to know this.. How early would
they need to get up in the morning to attend school in Cornwall? This impact our kids time.. I would like to know how
early buses can pick kids up – what is the policy? We have chosen to live in Rural Ontario – in Williamstown so our
kids benefit from attending WPS and CharLan. We work in __________. We have chosen to invest in our kids time –
they are within 1-2 stops from the school – second last on the bus, second ones off. We accept additional
transportation costs – but lower home ownership costs. Our Kids have time to do homework, eat, get ready for
dance/sporting commitments, and get to bed early so they are productive each day at school.

11/23/2016 10:26 AM

193 Email received: This email is not just about Char-Lan, it's about the school board's hurried, almost frantic, decision to
close so many high schools in rural eastern Ontario. You're making a terrible mistake. And you're making the mistake
based on numbers that are about to change dramatically. I grew up in _________. I saw first hand how political
decisions could decimate a province. _________, in the early '70s, was the fastest growing city in all of North
America. But misguided politicians made short-sighted, selfish, even xenophobic decisions that have devastated the
province. __________ will never return to its former glory. In the '70s, Eastern Ontario benefited greatly from the
mass exodus of English speaking citizens from Quebec. Our family moved to Alexandria, Ontario. We attended
Glengarry District High School in Alexandria. Back then, many of the students going to rural schools in eastern Ontario
had recently moved here from Montreal. At that time, when the French and English students attended GDHS together,
the school's population hovered around 1200 students. It was based on these numbers, and the steady influx of
students from Quebec, that the school board decided to create two high schools in Alexandria. One, for the French
speaking students, and one, for the English speaking students. Despite massive unrest, despite massive protests
outside the school board's offices, and general meetings, where our whole community packed cafeterias and
gymnasiums and lobbied the board to leave things the way they were... the board went ahead and separated the
students, creating a wall between the French and the English. Dividing us forevermore. And now, based on the
decision the board made in the '70s, and based on your new numbers, Alexandria can no longer support two high
schools. And your new numbers, just like your numbers in the '70s, are dangerously based on RECENCY. Like
investing in a stock that has been on a tear for 24 months, or selling a stock that has gone through some tough times,
you're making the mistake of basing your decision on recent formulas, recent numbers. In much the same way that the
board in the '70s based its numbers on the steady influx of new English students coming from Quebec, the board is
now making an enormous mistake thinking that the numbers will remain depressed in rural eastern Ontario. The
numbers are about to grow substantially. We know countless millennials who are on the verge of moving to rural
Ontario. Our child, for instance, who attended both elementary and high school in the heart of Toronto, just bought a
house outside of Parry Sound, in a very rural area. Because that's what millennials can afford. Millennials want the
same standard of living as their parents. They will be forced to move to more rural areas. They will be forced to bring
up their families in more rural areas. Indeed, the federal government will be forced to work with the provinces to
create incentives for millennials to move to more rural areas to start businesses, to start families. Millennials are tired of
the cities, tired of living in apartments. Eastern Ontario is just, JUST, beginning to see signs of this. As more and more
millennials become frustrated with not being able to afford a home in Montreal or Ottawa or Toronto. But your
numbers are based on the past 5 years of declining enrollment. You're making a mistake. You're making an ill advised
investment and you're making it at precisely the wrong time. Just as the board did in the '70s. But the students at
Char-Lan, and their parents, are organized, steadfast and furious. And they are prepared to leave your school board.
The vast majority are already looking into it. Many of us are trying to figure out your ever changing formulas, your ever
changing numbers. For instance, SJ McLeod was once identified as a potential candidate for closure. But it was
somehow kept open by the "top up funding" that is given to more "remote" schools. We know the funding formulas
have changed but none of us can understand how this "top up" funding has changed. Can you please make an
attempt to enlighten us? Please try to respond to us? Like so many angry parents, like so many angry community
members, like so many angry and saddened students, we are asking you to rethink what you are doing. You are
decimating communities based on your faulty formulas. You are basing your numbers on recency. Your numbers are
wrong.

11/23/2016 10:17 AM
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194 Email received: I go to Char Lan high School. The things I like about my school is that it is close to home, most of my
teachers know me well, and it is small enough that people can all know each other. If my school were to close I would
have to go to a larger school with a lot more people. It would be harder to be on sports teams in a larger school. The
school sports I like to do are archery, hockey and track and field. If I were to go to another school I would have less
opportunity to be on these sports teams. If I go to a different school then my teachers may not know me as well, I will
have to make new friends and people wouldn't know me as well as they do at my school. If my school closes I would
not see my current friends everyday like I do today and I would likely lose touch with them. So before you close any
school take into consideration how the students feel.

11/23/2016 10:13 AM

195 Email received: To the Powers to be in Brockville, Your proposed closing of Char-Lan District High School will not
have your anticipated desired effects of filling St-Lawrence School, the students from Char-Lan at 90% will switch
over to the Catholic or French system, thus your savings in buildings will be lost by a serious drop in student
enrollment. If you think this is just talk, I challenge you to contact Catholic Schools like Holy Trinity, who are planning
on expanding if Char-Lan closes (by the way we have already registered our children next year at Holy Trinity in the
event that you do in fact close this wonderful school) and St Joseph's. Your analysis is flawed in assuming that these
students will attend St. Lawrence, and thus you people are engineering your own demise. I do understand that some
schools like SJ Macleod make no sense remaining open, but in the case of Char-Lan, this makes more sense, and
can be easily filled by some of the Glengarry District High School students. Like they say, "It's your funeral" which our
family will not be attending. More wisdom on your part is highly recommended.

11/23/2016 10:10 AM

196 I feel compelled, like many, to express my concerns with the announcement citing the potential closure of Char-Lan
District High School. Our family moved to Williamstown, Ontario when we came across our perfect home. This is
where we wanted to raise our family. The move forced me to make a 1.5 hour commute each way until we were able
to work out other employment options. In the end, those details didn’t matter as my husband was finally back in his
beloved hometown and once again close to his friends and family. My husband attended Char-Lan and has always
believed that his children will also have this opportunity. He had a great experience, making friends and relationships
that have lasted over 15 years. To this day, when he runs into any of his past teachers, they still recognize him and
remember his name. We both agree that attending smaller schools ensures that students will be able to connect with
their teachers and peers, will have better one-on-one assistance if required, and my child will be known by his name,
rather than just another face in a room. Students will be more accountable for their actions, and the teachers will be
more invested in my child’s education. It may seem inconsequential right now to our family, as our child is still so
young, but in a few short years we will be sending him to elementary school, and the outcome of Char-Lan District
High School will most definitely play a factor in what primary school our child will attend. I implore you to find a new
solution to closing this pillar in our community. We, like many families, will not be sending our children to a super-
school in the city. If this means that we have to change our funding and support the Catholic School Board, we will. If it
means that we have to sell our house and move to a new school board, we will consider that option as well. Please,
listen to the public outcry in our community urging you to find a new solution.

11/23/2016 10:07 AM

197 Email received: I am writing this letter as a concerned Char-Lan Alumni and a parent of children that are currently
attending Char-Lan. The news of the possible closing was devastating to me as I am not only worried about the
horrible repercussions that our community will have to endure in an economic stand point, but at what all these
children are going to miss out on with not having a rural high school which is full of heritage, school spirit, and an over
all feeling of fitting in. They will just become a number, eventually lose the social skills that you will not find in city
schools and most of all will loose the sense of community that is such a huge benefit when going to school in a rural
community. The teachers at Char-Lan are able to build trusting relationships with their students due to the lower
numbers in each classroom, they offer extra help before and after school on their own time, which we all know is not
the case in big city schools. That alone teaches them more values than anyone can imagine. Bigger isn't always
better. As a student that had a 45 minute bus ride every morning and afternoon when I only lived 15 minutes from
school, I know that the bus rides will become signifcantly longer, which will then limit students interaction in extra
curricular activities and part-time jobs. Some students live 35 minutes from the closest school that they will have to
attend which will mean at least a 1hr and 15 minute bus ride. That will leave them with less time for homework and
mean earlier mornings. This proposal does not make any sense and will not happen without a fight. These children
deserve to go where they belong and a city school is definitely not the right fit for them. There are ways to fix this
without having to close a school. Sit with parents, students and teachers and at least see what they have to propose to
you to make Char-Lan more viable in the provinces eyes. Like the saying goes, "Where theres a will, theres a way”.
My huge disappointment in the UCDSB has made me make a decision that I would have never given consideration to
before, but I feel as though my hands are tied. The closest thing to the Char-Lan experience will be enrolling them at
Holy Trinity. The Catholic School Board will be reaping all the benefits, thanks in part to a poor decision made by the
UCDSB.

11/23/2016 10:04 AM
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198 Email received (edited for privacy purposes): I am a mother of students at S.J. McLeod Public School. I wanted to let
you know what S.J. has done for my children and what the school closure could mean for them. My child has come so
far and learned so much because of the 1 on 1 help received from the teachers and EAs; learning how to work hard
and accomplish different goals. I believe that if this was a bigger school, we would not see the success accomplished
to this day. The teachers have the time to correct and guide my child to the right choices. They have patience and
understanding because they are not teaching 30 students at the same time. My child has also been able to stay in a
"normal" classroom and learn how to interact with other "normal" students. These students have also learned how to
deal and interact with special needs kids. My child has also thrived in this classroom setting. Should you close the
school my child will have to go through 2 years of school changes; my child doesn't do well at all with changes and this
could be a nightmare. The other problem with closing S.J. would be the bus and where they would go. We live about
30 minutes from Williamstown and I'm not sure if there is an English school in Alexandria but if there is we are 20
minutes from there. The bus route would be too long either way for kids who have a hard time staying seated for more
than 15 minutes. S.J. McLeod was the perfect distance for them from our home and that is why we chose to go to that
school. Our life is good but it is hard and when there is something out there that makes our life just a little easier we
are so grateful for it. S.J. is that thing that makes our life just a little easier. S.J McLeod Public school has done so
much for me and my family and I am so grateful for this wonderful school! I know that you may or may not have a
choice in whether or not to close our school because of the government but I wanted to let you know what this closure
could mean to my family. Thank you for reading this.

11/23/2016 10:02 AM

199 Email received: Our community is able to perceive that there’s a “cui bono” aspect to this; a concomitant power play
that requires ripping hundreds of grade 7-12 students out of their rural region to accommodate a desire to fund the
construction of an urban mega-high-school for Cornwall. Only this can explain a rationale that would “provide the Board
with the financial advantages associated with consolidating [schools] to commit to longer term facility needs for this
feeder group of schools overall” (2). It would seem then, that the ARC parent/community input process is nothing more
than window dressing on a predetermined outcome. I spent years on a Committee in an attempt to protect farmers
from regulatory takings, and I’m not fooled by the illusion of a “public consultation” process. There’s one thing I know
for sure. If the Board were to vote in favour of Option 3 which would transship our rural students into Cornwall, our
area families will transfer their children to an alternate Board. Recent polling has shown this intent to be running at
82% with roughly half of parents responding to date (3). Indeed, many transfers are already underway. Please don’t
doubt the sincerity and commitment of these respondents. Citizens of South Glengarry require a concrete commitment
right now that K to 12 facilities will remain in Williamstown. If you provide that, you will stop the student transfers; you
will stop the legal battle before it begins; you will stop the rallies and public protests, and our powerful community spirit
and fundraising potential can be put to positive use. The time for this commitment is now, not in March 2017. I will
participate in the ARC process to help fine-tune a viable plan, but the prospect of removing rural South Glengarry
students from their community must be eliminated, and parents, grandparents and students must be assured of that,
right away.

11/23/2016 9:57 AM

200 Email received: I am a proud parent of Char-Lan District High School students. I'm emailing you in regards to your
current proposition of closing our local school by June 2017. I am very upset that you would consider closing our
school and forcing the students to go to Cornwall. I've personally attended a large high school and I know what it's like
to have the larger classrooms, longer bus rides, teen pregnancies, drugs and I wasn't able to join any sports teams
because I lived out of town and nobody could pick me up and the walk home was not an option. I was just a number
to them and I am one of those students that "had fallen through the cracks" of the system. I would never want my
children to go through this. I can honestly say that the majority of our students at Char-Lan will NOT be transferring to
UCDSB in Cornwall but be forced to switch to the catholic school board. (Closing Char-Lan will hurt our community,
we take pride in our school and our students. Should the school close many of our community members have told us
already that they will be switching their taxes to the Catholic School Board to protest the closure of our only high
school.) Here are just a few other reasons why you should reconsider closing our school: -Bursaries for our graduating
students (We have MANY local businesses and organization that give every year to our students) These bursaries will
not be transferred to a CORNWALL school. -Sports (We have some of the most athletic students in Canada!!) Many of
our students play on several sports team… but should they get transferred to Cornwall many of our students will not
be able to play sports due to the longer bus rides, jobs, barn chores, and with the larger amount of students this
means less chances of getting on a team, etc. :( -Barn chores/jobs (Many of our students have before and/or after
school jobs. For example my child has barn chores to do in the morning and after school so sometimes has to take
the dirt bike or snowmobile to school because of missing the bus.) My child also has a part time job. With the longer
bus ride and not able to take the dirt bike to a Cornwall school? Will we have to get rid of all the animals in the barn?
and give up that job? -Fundraisers/Terry Fox Run ( Our school has come in first for the past two years with the most
money raised ) -The staff at Char-Lan are more like an extended family. They care for each of our kids like they were
their own. The teachers are beyond excellent with my children. -St. Andrews Day… You have no clue what this is and
yet all of our past and current students love this day. -Cornwall has more drugs, pregnancies, suicides, behavioral
problems, crimes, disrespect, etc. Closing our school because they need to increase their numbers in CCVS and St.
Lawrence to be eligible for a new school SHOULD NOT BE AT OUR EXPENSE.

11/23/2016 9:30 AM
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201 Email received: I’m asking for you to please reconsider the proposal to close CharLan DHS and put our children at St.
Lawrence High School in Cornwall. In my opinion, South Glengarry needs a public secondary school. The solution to
put South Glengarry students in a Cornwall school is not acceptable. If this proposal is approved, I must seek
alternatives for my child’s education outside the UCDSB. My child is at CharLan and there is no way I would ever
consider moving my child to a school in Cornwall. My child has firmly told me, “I’m not going, you can’t make me go”.
What can I do to support this education? Right now I feel forced to move my child to Holy Trinity just to remain in a
South Glengarry school. School is a struggle and I’m very worried about the future. I’m worried that this proposal has
put needless stress on my other child's final year. I know how important it is to prepare children in a secondary school
for post-secondary education. This is my goal. To make sure my children are ready to go to college and/or university. I
feel this announcement and the way it was done is putting this goal at risk. The #SaveCharLan campaign is a way for
the students and community to voice their thoughts about the Upper Canada District School Board (UCDSB) proposal
and to propose an alternative solution. Although this proposal has provoked some very emotional responses, I am
hopeful we will create another alternative for the Board to consider. I can see that this is an opportunity to shape the
future of education in South Glengarry because kids should have the choice to be educated in their own community. I
care about the future of CharLan because I am an Alumni and both my parents attended CharLan. I chose to raise my
children in this community because of what CharLan can offer. I believe many of the CharLan families, Alumni, and
community members want to protect and maintain education in our community. This can only be accomplished if there
is a UCDSB secondary school in our county. My hope is that you will listen to our community as we propose a new
Glengarry solution for our children.

11/23/2016 9:08 AM

202 Email received: Your pending decision to close Char-Lan District High School is based on the false assumption that
these kids will attend the poorly ranked St.Lawrence Secondary School. Country kids are not city City kids. Why not
close St. Lawrence High School, they are the ones way under capacity? There is no way on God’s green earth that I
will be sending my children to that dump, and I am in the majority of parents that feel that way. If Char-Lan High
School closes, they will be returning to the Catholic system, and so are all of my children’s friends. It will be my
absolute pleasure to return my tax dollars to the Catholic System, it takes 1 minute to fill out the form, and trust me I
will. The people who are entertaining closing this wonderful country school are totally ignorant and are living in a
dream world. That is the danger of uninformed people in decision-making positions. While the closing of some schools
ex. SJ MacCleod makes sense, Char-Lan High School does not, especially when Williamstown Public across the
street is busting at the seams. You people are trying to solve a problem by creating an even larger one, because if you
think your enrollment is down now, “You ain’t seen nothing yet”, as they say. If Char-Lan closes, we, like many other
parents, will be saying BYE-BYE to the UCDSB.

11/23/2016 9:04 AM

203 Closing all the rural high schools in a farming region go far beyond individual preferences of schools or board choices.
The impact is not having a local school for students to attend will force individuals such as myself who hoped to move
back to Glengarry to start a family to either be forced to send all future children in catholic schools, or move to an
entire new district away from close family and friends to ensure my future children will have an exceptional community
of learning that I have been so fortunate to receive. Less people will want to purchase land or settle down in an area
which will have no local education opportunity did their children and that will also risk Alexandria's hospital. Schools
are at the heart of a community. Education is the manner in which communities can thrive. I believe that by keeping at
least one of the two Glengarry High-Schools will be a huge improvement to these provisions. Char-Lan is 80%
capacity. I am certain both north and south Glengarry are more than prepared to fundraise any additional costs
needed. If you want an increase of students to remain in schools, you need to keep schools open for students attend
them and both the school anc the community as a whole will flourish.

11/23/2016 8:40 AM

204 Email Received: I am writing to you after attending the public meeting held at General Vanier Nov 14. I hope you were
as moved as I was by the passionate presentations that define our position on the proposed changes, specifically, the
closing of CharLan this coming June. I hope you heard the presenters’ passionate, reasoned, articulate arguments for
why it is you should be supporting our rural schools in Glengarry. It angered me to see a police presence suggesting
that the rural communities (not too many showed up from Cornwall!) would not conduct themselves in an orderly,
respectful manner. I hope that the actions of the huge crowd supporting our small schools convinces you that these
schools are greatly supported and valued by their communities. We are not wrong when we say that the best place for
our kids is in their community school, just look at the indicators of success, the graduation rate, the standardized
testing results the post secondary paths followed by our graduates. Who is going to argue that sending our kids to a
Cornwall school is in their best interest, someone with a not so well hidden agenda and no concern for their success.
Instead of telling rural families that their kids would be better off in the city school you should be telling Queen’s Park
that these rural schools are shining examples of success and should be supported by Queen’s Park. A contingent of
students, alumni, parents and concerned citizens are taking this message to Queen’s Park on November 21. Help us
send this message to the lawmakers. Lawmakers in the past have sanctioned changes that devastated our indigenous
communities as noted by the young student presenters from CharLan, a very wise observation for someone so young.
It speaks to the values these kids are steeped in in their community. As many presenters acknowledged, the school
boards around Ontario have been handed an impossible task and we are asking you to stand down from your
proposed plan, recognize the wisdom in supporting these successful ‘model schools’ and give us time to convince
Queen’s Park that it is in the best interest of our students to do the same.

11/22/2016 1:46 PM
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205 Email Received: I am completely shocked at the responses received today from both the Minister of Education and
the Premier of Ontario at Queens Park regarding the excessive plans across Ontario to close hundreds of schools.
Some are reporting as many as 600 planned closures. How can the government not see that there is a problem with
the process with so many schools on the chopping block? How can you not see the mass destruction of rural
communities across Ontario that is about to happen without a stop to the current plans? How can you not see the
effects on the children in these communities? With most facing 3+ hours on a bus daily, how can they concentrate on
their education? How can they participate in school activities? How can they have part time jobs to earn money for
secondary education? You are taking away their futures. Putting the blame on school boards is unacceptable. It is
because of your policies we are seeing this same issue right across the province. Obviously, if the boards could see
things any other way, the issue would not be so wide spread. They have no choice but to close schools to get the
funding they need. They can no longer put the students welfare as their number one priority. The school boards are
not blameless. For some, there are other options. Those boards should have come up with these other options
themselves instead of wasting so many countless peoples' time and money. For instance, our local high school Char-
Lan (Upper Canada School Board), which is up for closure, can easily be merged with the primary school across the
street. Between the two schools, our seats would be full for both Williamstown PS and Char-lan DHS. This solution
maintains academic excellence, fulfills the board mandate to reduce student spaces, reduces administration costs,
and keeps transportation costs and distances to a minimum. If anyone from the board had any idea of the logistics of
our community they would see this obvious solution, but unfortunately our board is so large that the decision makers
live no where near our community and most of the communities they are making decisions for. It is time for action. It is
time to put a stop to the insanity. It is time to put a stop to the closures of hundreds of schools in Ontario. It is time to
change the funding formula. It is time to put communities back into the equation. It is time to put our students first.
Don't wait until it is too late.

11/22/2016 11:48 AM

206 Email Received: I am writing to you after attending the public meeting held at General Vanier Nov 14. I hope you were
as moved as I was by the passionate presentations that define our position on the proposed changes, specifically, the
closing of CharLan this coming June. I hope you heard the presenters’ passionate, reasoned, articulate arguments for
why it is you should be supporting our rural schools in Glengarry. It angered me to see a police presence suggesting
that the rural communities (not too many showed up from Cornwall!) would not conduct themselves in an orderly,
respectful manner. I hope that the actions of the huge crowd supporting our small schools convinces you that these
schools are greatly supported and valued by their communities. We are not wrong when we say that the best place for
our kids is in their community school, just look at the indicators of success, the graduation rate, the standardized
testing results the post secondary paths followed by our graduates. Who is going to argue that sending our kids to a
Cornwall school is in their best interest, someone with a not so well hidden agenda and no concern for their success.
Instead of telling rural families that their kids would be better off in the city school you should be telling Queen’s Park
that these rural schools are shining examples of success and should be supported by Queen’s Park. A contingent of
students, alumni, parents and concerned citizens are taking this message to Queen’s Park on November 21. Help us
send this message to the lawmakers. Lawmakers in the past have sanctioned changes that devastated our indigenous
communities as noted by the young student presenters from CharLan, a very wise observation for someone so young.
It speaks to the values these kids are steeped in in their community. As many presenters acknowledged, the school
boards around Ontario have been handed an impossible task and we are asking you to stand down from your
proposed plan, recognize the wisdom in supporting these successful ‘model schools’ and give us time to convince
Queen’s Park that it is in the best interest of our students to do the same.

11/22/2016 11:44 AM

207 Email Received: As our first winter storm hits today I thought it appropriate to send an email. Our children's safety
should be top of mind when making decisions about the future of schools. Sending our precious cargo on over an hour
long bus ride does not make sense for the simple economics of it let alone the safety. Please reconsider the current
proposed school options. It does not make sense and seeing this snow should remind each of you of this. It's not fair
for our kids. Education should be safe and not a risk to get too. Please ensure our k-12 solution is reviewed.

11/22/2016 11:37 AM

208 Email Received: We have just had our first snow storm of the year which begs the question; how much thought has
been put into the increased risk to our children with longer bus rides on snow covered roads if you should close our
school (I am a parent of a Charlan student). These decisions are very often made solely on quantitative
measurements but our children our much more then just numbers. Look out the window this morning and ask yourself
if longer bus rides make sense and how you would feel if someone told you that they were going to place your child on
a bus for an extra half hour a day on winter roads. I believe there is a strong financially sound argument to be made
for keeping our school open with the k-12 option that was presented to you however please also add to that the moral
responsibility of keeping our children as safe as possible when making your decision.

11/22/2016 11:35 AM

209 1. I do not support the closure of Char-Lan DHS. 2. Should the closure of Char-Lan DHS occur, against my will, those
students (or the majority of them) should be accommodated at GDHS in Alexandria (a rural school with similar values
and plenty of room). 3. Williamstown Public School requires a new facility -- way over-crowded since Boundary 20-20

11/16/2016 3:58 PM
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210 Email Received: As a supporter of the Save Char-Lan campaign, two words keep coming to mind with the threat of the
smaller school closings. Those two words are: mental health. I wonder if these words have come up enough in the
discussions and debates. We still have a long way to go in understanding mental health, in identifying the signs of
distress in order to potentially save the lives of teens who struggle with this disorder. I don't think anyone can argue
with the advantages of smaller schools where staff know students, their siblings and possibly their parents, where staff
can identify changes in a student's personality, see that they are struggling with personal issues whether it be a
breakup of a relationship or problems at home. A small school has the best chance of providing a safety net for teens
in crisis. Mental health tips from an online website states that teachers are often privy to the mental health struggles of
teens. I think it goes without saying that in a smaller school setting, teachers would more easily identify a teen acting
out of character, avoiding friends or skipping social events. It is vital that teachers, like any devoted parent, keep lines
of communication open, be attentive to a teen's behaviour, show compassion by giving their time and attention, being
prepared to listen and act as a calm, accepting adult with which to share a burden. Can box schools meet the needs of
its students as well as small, intimate schools where values are shared, history and culture celebrated and where
students have more opportunities to become involved with their peers in activities. I don't believe so. We need to give
our children the best chance of success that they can receive, especially those who are on the edge. As one parent
stated," I have enough trouble getting my teenager to school with a 5 minute bus ride. Imagine if it is an hour ride each
way! We'll lose him!" Bigger is not necessarily better when it comes to education. Let's not allow the almighty dollar to
be the bottom line of decision making. You know, we do so much as Canadians that is good: we look after our sick, we
keep our children safe in playgrounds, in cars and in the home, we lend assistance to our global neighbours. We are
that kind of society. So let's love our children. Let's show them that we care and have compassion for them as human
beings, future citizens and leaders of our communities and country. Let's offer them the tools and programs that they
need to succeed. And let's give them every opportunity for good mental health. It should be our top priority and I
believe that a smaller school, whether it be rural or city, gives them that. Please save Char-Lan and support it in
whatever it needs to meet the challenges of the day. Finally, to quote Oprah Winfrey's grandmother when Oprah
asked what she should do when faced with a particular dilemma, she said, "Oprah, just do what's right." Good words
to live by.

11/16/2016 2:30 PM

211 Email Received: Im a parent and a member of the CharLan community. If Charlan closes my family and I will be
moving our tax dollars to the Catholic school board. We will not tolerate the upper Canada school board trying to
destroy our rural communities.

11/16/2016 2:05 PM

212 Email Received: It was with much sadness that I read about the potential closure of rural schools in Glengarry and
Stormont counties.  As a long standing citizen and your tax payer of South Glengarry, I am compelled to write to
provide a few suggestions for consideration:   1- if the board closes both Char-Lan and Glengarry district high schools
– there will be no public high schools in the county of Glengarry (that’s two townships)   2- I’m for keeping Char-Lan
open:  you have a large feeder school (Williamstown) that is busting at the seams with portables across from the high
school  – why not simply move grades 4-6 over to Char-Lan and make it a true intermediate/high school.  Save
portable money and keep rural kids in the country.  Parents were concerned about high school influencing grade 7-8s
and it did not materialize!   That was done 7 years ago & my family lived through it with no hiccups!   We live 11
minutes from Char-Lan and yet my girls were on a bus for 75 minutes each way ... ridiculous!  Would transportation
costs not equal that of keeping a school open?  What about the quality of life for a child?  Has the government thought
of that!  I don’t commute that to go to work!  Char-Lan & Williamstown are situated next to an arena and is central to
South Glengarry.  If you must close down a high school – close Glengarry and split those kids between Char-Lan and
Vankleek Hill but keep one high school in Glengarry.   3- the Board in it’s wisdom chose to ignore the catholic high
schools being built in our respective communities and literally getting their enrollment numbers from the public schools
(I know of at least four families who are not catholic and yet their children have attended Holy Trinity & St. Joes and
should have gone to Char-Lan).  How is this allowed?  Why did you not speak out to government about this?  I thought
you had to be catholic to attend a catholic school?  This meant less enrollment for our schools which meant less
funding!  The board needed to step it up during this time and put in place a strong public relations plan to make sure
parents aware of the great opportunities public schools have to offer.   4- Why did the board not have public
consultation to ask for our input on how to save money or use existing schools better – we are creative, we could have
been asked, we should have been asked!  Instead you had a consultant (which costs money) do an analysis thanks to
government request and are allowing them to look at numbers and not people!  We deserve better!   5- This fight is
not only yours to win but all rural communities to win  and you should be requesting rural citizens to stand up and let’s
all go to Queens Park to complain – if the government had it’s way, there would be no rural communities (we keep
losing on services and are paying more!)  We need you on our side!  We are rallying!  We need to be united!

11/16/2016 1:59 PM
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213 Email Received: As a lifelong Glengarrian and a parent I am heartbroken and angry to think that my children may not
have the opportunity to attend Char Lan.  Above and beyond an outstanding academic record and top notch sports
programs, Char Lan can be credited with maintaining many of the important traditions of our rural community and
places a high value on the strong agricultural roots which run deep here in Glengarry. How will they keep these
traditions alive in an urban school with 1800 students? Many of the students attending the school today can proudly
look on the walls and see pictures of their parents and grandparents. The staff and fellow students are community
people who know the students and their families. In a day & age where teens are exposed to things far beyond their
comprehension it's comforting to parents to know that at Char Lan they walk through the doors into an environment
where they can feel secure and accepted. We have chosen to live in a rural area for many reasons. We want our
children to be highly involved in our community; to know their neighbours; to work and volunteer here and to
appreciate the traditions and values that go hand in hand with rural living. Our children are worth more than any
funding formula can measure; they cannot be moved around school to school for the sake of the almighty
dollar. There can be no price put on the peace of mind I will have sending my children to Char Lan; that the education
they receive will go beyond reading, writing and arithmetic; that they will learn a true sense of community spirit, and
feel a sense of belonging that is invaluable.    Please know that my husband and I will seek alternative education for
our children before we bus them into Cornwall. Sending our children to Iona Academy and Holy Trinity is the only
viable alternative to sending our children to our local schools.

11/16/2016 1:48 PM

214 Email Received: I  am writing this letter as a concerned parent of a child who attends Williamstown Public School and a
resident of South Glengarry. I have read the Building for the Future report and I understand the issues the the board
currently faces. Some changes need to made. However, I do not agree with the way in which these changes are
being made. Not enough time has been given for the community to respond to something that affects all of its
residents. One of the reasons I live where I do is so my child can grow up in a rural community. I do not want my child
to attend a school in Cornwall. I want my child to know his teachers as mentors. I believe children having difficulty fall
though the cracks in a larger school and find it harder to come forward and speak to strangers. I attended Char-Lan
DHS and the children go on to form a stronger bond and respect for their community when their school is a part of it.
The community provides jobs and chances for the students to earn their community hours. I believe sports and the arts
are an important part of a well rounded education. By merging all the schools there will be less opportunity for our
children to participate in extracurricular activities. If my child sits on the bus for 2 hours a day that is 10 hours a week
he is not exercising, doing homework, spending time with his family. I am aware that the school board is not allowed
to consider the impact closing schools may have on a community but it would be a terrible loss. The community loses
usable space at the school. Parents and children who attend Char-Lan are vital to the health of the local businesses.
Who would want to live in a county with no public secondary school within it?  I am sure you have heard all these
reasons and many more. I hope that as a chorus of voices we can come together and be heard.  The community and
schools need the time to come together with the school board to find solutions to the present crisis.

11/16/2016 1:21 PM

215 Email Received: Please consider the following information when voting on agenda item 7.02 of the UCDSB meeting
this evening, October 12, 2016.   In response to the UCDSB’s Building for the Future proposals, we prepared a
questionnaire to understand the intentions of parents in the Char-Lan Feeder group should the Board’s proposals go
ahead as planned.  This was not an anonymous survey, but a detailed and signed questionnaire.   Please find review
the following data that we have collected so far:   175 responses, as of 12noon, October 12, 2016, from parents with
school age children    These 175 responses represent 290 students CURRENTLY enrolled in the Char-Lan Feeder
group o 149 students at Char-Lan D.H.S o 138 students at Williamstown Public o  3 students at S.J. Macleod Public
School o Considering that there are 687 students currently enrolled in the Char-Lan Feeder groups, these responses
cover 42% of the student population. · Responses from parents with children at Char-Lan DHS o 81.9 % (or 122
students) stated they would switch school boards if the proposal went through   · Responses from parents with
children at Williamstown Public School o 80.0 % (or 110 students) stated they would switch school boards if the
proposal went through. This was a surprising result that students at the elementary level would also leave the board.  
In summary, our data indicates that the UCDSB will lose up to 232 students in the Char-Lan Feeder to other boards if
the UCDSB’s proposals are accepted as they currently stand.   Please consider this information very carefully

11/16/2016 12:46 PM

216 Email Received: As a former student, parent and now grandparent of children living in Glengarry,  I am saddened and
questioning the plan and logic to close Char-Lan D.H.S.   We chose, as have our children now chosen, to live and
raise their families in a rural setting where they can maintain the important traditions of a small community.  They have
become very involved in preserving this way of life and teaching their children the values of knowing and helping their
neighbours, and the traditions  and advantages of rural living.   Taking Char-Lan out of the village of Williamstown will
create hardships in preserving this way of life.   At present there is a seamless system with Char-Lan and
Williamstown Public side by side - it can be from before and after daycare to Grade 12.  It does not seem logical to
destroy this.   It will also  mean changing to the CDSBEO to ensure their children are educated in a rural setting.  
Please vote to RESCIND the plan to close Char-Lan District High School.

11/16/2016 12:39 PM
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217 Email Received:   I am writing this letter as a concerned Char-Lan Alumni and a parent of two children that are
currently attending Char-Lan. The news of the possible closing was devastating to me as I am not only worried about
the horrible repercussions that our community will have to endure in an economic stand point, but at what all these
children are going to miss out on with not having a rural high school which is full of heritage, school spirit, and an over
all feeling of fitting in. They will just become a number, eventually lose the social skills that you will not find in city
schools and most of all will loose the sense of community that is such a huge benefit when going to school in a rural
community.  The teachers at Char-Lan are able to build trusting relationships with their students due to the lower
numbers in each classroom, they offer extra help before and after school on their own time, which we all know is not
the case in big city schools. That alone teaches them more values than anyone can imagine.  Bigger isn't always
better. As a student that had a 45 minute bus ride every morning and afternoon when I only lived 15 minutes from
school, I know that the bus rides will become signifcantly longer, which will then limit students interaction in extra
curricular activities and part-time jobs.  Some students live 35 minutes from the closest school that they will have to
attend which will mean at least a 1hr and 15 minute bus ride. That will leave them with less time for homework and
mean earlier mornings. This proposal does not make any sense and will not happen without a fight. These children
deserve to go where they belong and a city school is definitely not the right fit for them. There are ways to fix this
without having to close a school. Sit with parents, students and teachers and at least see what they have to propose to
you to make Char-Lan more viable in the provinces eyes. Like the saying goes, "Where theres a will, theres a way”.
 My huge disappointment in the UCDSB has made me make a decision that I would have never given consideration to
before, but I feel as though my hands are tied. The closest thing to the Char-Lan experience will be enrolling them at
Holy Trinity. The Catholic School Board will be reaping all the benefits, thanks in part to a poor decision made by the
UCDSB.   A CONCERNED PARENT

11/16/2016 12:17 PM

218 Email Received: I am writing in regards to last nights' ARC meeting. The Char lan committee strongly believes that
other schools should not be affected by our proposal. We strongly agree with the K-12 model and know that the
community stands behind our proposal. This solution will not have any detrimental affects on any other schools and
will keep students where they belong, in Williamstown. I believe that other schools in order to be successful need to
think outside the box, rather than use other schools to create their plan. I believe after last nights meeting that
Glengarry is doing exactly that. If the only feasible solution for Glengarry to stay in the fold is to displace our students
then they need to get back to the drawing board. All the points that Glengarry made about their community can easily
be flipped around and used by our committee about our vibrant community. I am also concerned that merely because
of the size of the town of Alexandria, you feel that it is a better option. Technology courses, Special High Skills Majors
(SHSM), french immersion programs and a full fitness room are only a few of the fabulous programs that Char Lan has
to offer. Coop options in the Williamstown community are as abundant as anywhere with tradesmen taking on students
from trades ranging from plumbing to carpentry. The local agricultural community employs students yearly giving them
opportunities on the farms. With all the above options we have yet to mention all the academic success we are known
for across the UCDSB. A bigger town is not a better option. Being a Char Lan grad, having a parent who went to Char
Lan and now having children in the rural school of Char Lan I strongly believe that it takes a community to raise a
child, Williamstown is that community.

11/16/2016 9:32 AM

219 Email Received: While we’re still awaiting answers to our many questions, I felt that last night’s meeting at General
Vanier went very well. I think it’s pretty clear that the Char-Lan ARC committee have a simple and effective solution to
help achieve the Board’s goal of reducing empty seats. Merging the two Williamstown schools into one K-12 campus
and bringing S.J. McLeod’s students to Williamstown, is the logical and most cost effective answer. It’s the sustainable
solution. We don’t need to take children from other communities into our school as we already have the numbers
here, at the two Williamstown schools. This idea is strongly supported by so many residents of South Glengarry. It has
been confirmed with our survey results. Rural school do matter very much. People choose to live in a rural setting for
a reason and it is where they want their children to receive their primary and secondary education. Char-Lan has
excellent records in so many areas but most importantly with our EQAO scores and in our graduation rates. So many
families living here have chosen South Glengarry as their home for that very reason. Please take the time to think
about what our delegations spoke about last night. Our message is simple. Please listen to us.

11/16/2016 9:28 AM

220 Email Received: Thank you all for your participation and the opportunity to express our concerns over the proposed
school closures. The one thing I came away with last night more than anything else was the need for a 1 year
moratorium.Everyone is stressed with the lack of time to address such an important issue affecting our
students,parents and communities.This is just too big an issue to proceed with so quickly when its ramifications have
major implication for all of us in the years to come. All the presentations were well presented by the ARC
speakers.However its worth noting that the solution for Char-Lan is so obvious it left no one with any questions.

11/16/2016 9:23 AM
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221 Email Received: On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Glengarry, Nor'Westers & Loyalist Museum I wish to make
clear the profound dismay we feel at the proposed closure of Char-Lan DHS. Housed in a Georgian-style brick
building which was built as a grammar school in 1862, our mandate at the museum is to promote, preserve and
protect the rich cultural heritage of Williamstown and the surrounding area. Dating back to the earliest days of
settlement in English Canada, education has been highly valued in this community. Many classes from our local
schools have benefitted from educational programmes that we offer. One such programme is "A Day in May 1790.” By
enjoying the food, playing the games and learning about survival in a fledgling community, the Grade 7 students learn
how their ancestors lived at the time of the founding of Williamstown and the arrival of the first Loyalist settlers. Our
museum and other sites of historical importance in the village are within walking distance of Char-Lan and
Williamstown Public School. This accessibility is important to the success of these locally promoted events. Over the
years the students from this area have made their mark in the field of academics, sports and the arts. It is totally
unacceptable to think that there will no longer be secondary education available in this thriving and close-knit
community which is also home to Canada's oldest agricultural fair and the oldest homes, farms and Protestant church
in our province. In 2017 we will be celebrating the museum's 50th anniversary in conjunction with the 150th
anniversary of the founding of Canada. Higher education was available in Williamstown long before Canada was a
country so please do not let 2017 also be the year that the "Upper Canada" is taken out of the Upper Canada District
School Board. We at the museum thoroughly endorse the Save Char-Lan Committee in their efforts to save our
school and heritage for the benefit of future generations.

11/14/2016 12:21 PM

222 Because of the unique community from which Char-Lan's population is derived, Char-Lan needs to remain open. This
school thrives on the support of its community. All other proposed changes should continue, with Char-Lan remaining
open.

11/9/2016 9:57 PM

223 Email Received: The latest UCDSB plan indicates that the board admits failure to provide continued education for the
English Public students in the Eastern part of our board. As a bureaucratic manipulation of numbers, the plan might
rate a pass, but on educational, social, cultural and student concers, the plan rates a zero. This plan is an educational
earthquake. It will result in the uprooting of English Public education in Glengarry by closing teh two high schools.
Many students will maintain their Glengarry community loyalty by transferring to the French Roman Catholic high
school in Southwest Glengarry rather than the extra lengthy bus ride to the Cornwall high schools. Hundreds of people
moved to Glengarry from Quebec to obtain an English Public education (reference: "Glengarry My Home!"). If this is
the new enlightened educational leadership we were promised, we're still waiting. The Standard Freeholder Editor
cautions us against atavistic one-room school thinkingl; this plan envisages not one-room, but zero room schools - no
school at all!

11/8/2016 2:06 PM

224 Email Received: these schools closers are very heartbreaking, how can you even consider doing that, the kids would
be on the bus earlier and getting home at later time then expected to do hours of homework. What is going to happen
to the teachers, are they to be accommodated also or are they left out in the cold? Also what about people who work
in the schools, the assistant teachers, janitors, secretary's, cafeteria staff, what is going to happened to them? this is a
farming community also. Some of these students help with the farm work. This is going to make it more difficult for
farmers.We simply cannot lose our rural high schools. These schools are important to our communities. Here in
Williamstown, we cannot loose char-lan, it has been around since before our mothers went to school, it's a beautiful
school and needs to stay open. We will not let this happen without defending it. Just because we are "small" town
doesn't mean you big boys can just shut our schools as you please. We are going to fight to the end to keep our rural
schools open, you can bet on it!

11/8/2016 2:03 PM

225 Email Received: School closures are very heartbreaking, how can you even consider doing that??? All of these
children that are used to country environment, that grew up living in these areas all of a sudden will be rerouted to a
city environment, a city school. That's all fine and dandy but what's going to happen to their mental state when these
children start being bullied by the children because they are "different". You're going to uproot hundreds of children
who are used to country environments and place them in a city, and you're going to expect them to just adjust? Also
now you're forcing parents who don't want their children in a city environment to place them there because there won't
be anywhere else for these children to go. All this change is not worth the distress it will cause to these children, The
anger it will cause these parents. So you know, should you close Char-Lan, under no circumstances will my child be
attending any UCDSB school in the city or otherwise, we are actively seeking alternate educational alternatives for our
child. It's pretty clear to us that at the end of the day, it is ALL about the numbers and FINANCES - you bureaucrats
don't care about the history, emotional attachment , community - but we do!! - Our community will not rollover and take
what you are shoving at us. You assume we will choose the public board - WE WON'T!!!! I will homeschool my child
way before sending her to one of your urban super-school!

11/8/2016 2:02 PM
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226 Email Received: School closures are very heartbreaking, how can you even consider doing that??? You can't just look
at perceived costs in terms of dollars saved for each school. True costs need to be addressed. You need to take into
consideration the costs to the students quality of life. Loss of part time employment opportunities, loss of study and
relaxation time due to increased transportation time. Opportunities for family time and extracurricular activities that now
become homework time from an extended school day with increased commute time. Increases in absenteeism,
because if you miss the bus you are likely not being driven the hour to school. Marginalization from sports and other
activities due to the barrier of long commute times. An extra hour or so of sedentary pursuits added to already
underactive student days. Less time for breakfast,...all kinds of problems. The list is long and I have not even gotten
into the importance of not depersonalizing the school experience for students. That would be another page of potential
adverse effects to students emerging identities and perceived self worth. We do NOT see the students interests being
served. We are going to fight to the end to keep our rural schools open, you can bet on it!

11/8/2016 2:01 PM

227 Email Received: This school has been at the center of our community for years and it still is. When something like this
happens it doesn't just affect the kids, parents, teachers and staff, it affects all of us. I want my child educated in a
small, country school where the teachers form close ties with the kids, the parents and the whole community. I believe
strongly that these ties that are formed in school make our village and surrounding area stronger and help to reinforce
all of our sense of pride in ourselves and each other. Whilst I understand that people are not having as many children
these days and that attendance is falling as a consequence, I still find it a great shame that money is the only measure
of whether something is worth keeping. We talk about investing in our country's future through providing great
education opportunities for our youth, but the sad fact is that this adage is only true as long as it doesn't cost more
money. What kind of "investment" doesn't cost money? We are going to fight to the end to keep our rural schools
open, you can bet on it!

11/8/2016 1:58 PM

228 Email Received: Schools are built primarily for academic reasons. Simply to educate our kids. Why does the the
evaluation of schools for closing ignore academic success of one school over another???? We could end up closing
the best schools. This particularly appears to be true in the current proposal. Char-Lan has graduating rates in excess
of 90% which is higher than the board average. We also have 2/3rd of students attending post secondary education!!!

11/8/2016 1:52 PM

229 Take community impact into consideration Take mental health of students into consideration Take physical health of
students into consideration (obesity rates due to extra hours on buses and fewer active extra-curriculars).

11/8/2016 12:24 AM

230 I don't believe the recommendation can be improved . In my opinion the schools should remain open, I believe the
board did its job well in identifying savings, however the communities seem to be saying they don't have an issue with
cost they want the schools to remain open. I would be interested in the board showing the communities where the
support is for these plans.

11/7/2016 5:27 PM

231 If you want the community to either grow or sustain its current levels, we must have the school system to support it at
any cost. School board has no moral right to close it like that and merge with urban schools. The best thing would be
to see If they can merge elementary school or schools with high schools to reduce the cost. Find a way to cut the
busing cost by implementing cost share/ car pooling or giving the parents (based on their affordability) option to either
pay a portion for the cost of transportation or use different schools. Hire local teachers ( promote local teachers) and
see if there is any mututal agreement with them to work with less pay as some of those teachers or their families will
be affected if schools close ( the closures should not happen at any cost), of course those teachers will still have
option to work at higher or regular rates if they desire to work in cities or distant places. Select or mentor young
aspiring students who do some tutoring or so in school system to recruit them to be teacher while they study at higher
level to get their certification. Involve the community (not outside auditors who charge huge fees to do that )
stakeholders to go through the school boards costs breakdown and entertain suggestions from all stakeholders how
we can keep the schools running and what we are able to sacrifice for the sake of our future geneations as we all are
responsible for that. There are more suggestions which i or other community members can come up with if tried.

11/7/2016 4:42 AM

232 Williamstown campus for k-12 11/3/2016 12:15 PM

233 I find it ludicrous that you would not have a single high school in all of Glengarry. Either Char-Lan or GDHS should be
retained. Alternately, make Williamstown/Char-Lan a K to 12 school. This would get rid of the portables at
Williamstown and utilize the high school to full capacity.

11/3/2016 10:06 AM

234 I do support closing S. J. McLeod PS Change Char-Lan to a dual track Add grade 6 if needed to make room in WPS
and fill Char-Lan

11/3/2016 6:53 AM

235 Keep the children in schools nearer their homes to avoid long times spent on expensive busses, and in their
communities.

11/2/2016 10:53 PM
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236 The concern of parents with whom I have discussed the recommendations are about sending their children into
Cornwall to attend school. Most of these parents are seriously considering sending their children to Holy Trinity
because they see it as a "rural" school. Whether or not this view has merit isn't the point. The main point that we
(parents of UCDSB students) want to get across to the board and the committee is that our board will be losing many,
many students from the Char-Lan family to the separate board. This seems to go against the main goal of our board,
that being a single, large secondary school in Cornwall. Without the student numbers, this plan may well fall flat. I
have known the staff of Char-Lan for many, many years. I believe that they are one of the "oldest" staffs in the board.
Perhaps the board could consider a one-time early retirement window or "buy-out" for those teachers who are within 3
years or so of retirement. This, as you know, would allow the board to hire on just as many teachers for literally half of
the salaries involved. I believe that 10 retired teachers would amount to an immediate half million dollar savings.

11/2/2016 9:43 PM

237 I support renovating w.p.s, I strongly do not support the students going to cornwall. Why not amalgamate current char-
lan students with Glengarry district and send w.ps to char-lan?

11/2/2016 9:05 PM

238 Keep Char-Lan open and merge with Glengarry District High School. We are not sending our children to St Lawrence
or CCVS, we will say bye-bye to the UCDSB and be returning to the CDSBEO (Holy Trinity).

11/2/2016 6:38 PM

239 I am strongly in favour of the Char-Lan elementary/high school option. If Sam J can be kept open by changing the
boundaries back to the original boundaries and by offering Immersion, that would be excellent.

11/2/2016 6:04 PM

240 The Draft Recommendations have many errors regarding FCI, number of students, etc. in the different schools. These
need to be resolved before any decision on moving students or closing schools.

11/2/2016 4:45 PM

241 Deal with surplus space in Cornwall by closing either CCVS or St Lawrence and combining their students to fill one
Cornwall school.

11/2/2016 4:00 PM

242 A rural school must be made available, otherwise the only option is Holy Trinity which is the most rural school
available, otherwise my second option is to homeschool. I would prefer my children remain with UCDSB but will not
send them to Cornwall and VCI and Tagwi are too far. Bussing is an issue as is the larger city school. The Ministry of
Education needs to look at rural funding so our children can remain with the UCDSB.

11/2/2016 2:17 PM

243 Email received: My wife and I are proud parents of a Charlan high school student. We choose to live in rural Ontario to
raise our children as we strongly believe there is a much stronger sense of belonging in a rural setting with strong
moral values and in our opinion a much deeper sense of community then can be found in an urban school; it is indeed
a different culture in rural Ontario and one that we have fully embraced. With the proposed closure of Charlan and the
tentative closure of Glengarry District you will be removing any choice we would have to keep our son in a rural school
and forcing us to essentially force him to make a cultural change in his life that neither he nor we want. I thought that
UCDSB was suppose to be all inclusive and accommodating to their students; if that's truly the case then why are you
proposing to take away all rural options for us? Is this not akin to a form of discrimination?

11/1/2016 4:00 PM

244 Schools, I believe, exist to provide our children an education. When I review your criteria for determining which
schools will be closed and which schools will remain open educational excellence does not appear on the list. I
wonder why? How could the Upper Canada District School Board possibly evaluate schools across the Board without
some reference to educational standards? Clearly Char-Lan with a 90% + graduation rate and with over 66% of
graduates going to continue learning with post secondary studies is among the top performing schools in the UCDSB.
Why would you wish to close such a successful institution?

11/1/2016 3:57 PM

245 Email received: I'm wondering how academic achievement and student success play a role in the decision to close
schools? Char Lan has very high graduation rate and an astounding number of graduates who go on to post
secondary. EQAO scores and Fraser Institute rankings indicate Char Lan is ahead of many surrounding schools. How
do you justify closing a school which has exceeded ministry expectations in academics?

11/1/2016 3:55 PM

246 Email received: I would have thought with Char-Lans track record it would have been a school that you would have
wanted to build on its success.Why close a school of this calibre and ask our kids to go to a school with with inferior
results? I would be interested to know if this was considered or was it perhaps overlooked?

11/1/2016 3:54 PM

247 email received: In information given regarding the closure of Char-Lan DHS we feel there has not been sufficient
consideration given regarding transportation. Has the Board considered the extended length of time a student will be
on a bus and the extra costs this will impose if more buses/vans are needed? Is there legislation from the province
regarding length of bus time and also pick up times? These are very important issues that should be considered by the
board before drastic measures are imposed. All these answers are needed by this community.

11/1/2016 3:53 PM

248 Please insure that the municipal tax $ collected in this community for schooling stay in this community. The number of
students from this community who attend Char-Lan and Williamstown Public, fit exactly into the real estate of these
two schools. Its a matter of moving some students from class rooms in Williamstown Public to Char-Lan.

11/1/2016 3:45 PM
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249 I would like to know the logic of closing Char-Lan District High School, a school noted for it's excellence and rated
358/676 to send its students to a less than excellent St. Lawrence High School noted for it's mediocrity and rated
537/676. Shouldn't the closings be the other way around, keeping the high performing schools like Char-Lan open,
and closing St.Lawrence, which not only under performs at the academic level, but is also only at 40 percent capacity.
Also, it must be stated that very few, if any, Char-Lan students will attend St. Lawrence and CCVS, they will, I know for
a fact, leave for the French school boards, or like us, return to the Catholic School Board. You people are engineering
your own demise.

11/1/2016 3:40 PM

250 Email received: The primary purpose of schools is to provide a quality education which is becoming more and more
necessary to obtain jobs. Why therefore does the the evaluation of schools for closing ignore academic success of
one school over another? By closing Char-Lan DHS with its superior education achievement, we are not only
impacting the future of our children but also the future of Ontario and of Canada. Char-Lan has graduating rates in
excess of 90% which is higher than the board average. We also have 2/3rd of students attending post secondary
education. I do not believe this is the case at SLSS or CCVS. As a Canadian citizen and taxpayer and financial
supporter of this schoolboard, province and country I would hope that someone will do me the courtesy of replying to
my questions. We are the "customers" who you are here to serve, not the other way around. The decisions you are
making have to be both correct and transparent and not forced on the community for some arbitrary (or perhaps
hidden) reasons.

11/1/2016 3:39 PM

251 If the main objective of a school board and its trustees is to provide quality education for our students why is the
financial aspect the only factor driving the movement to close our cherished rural schools. One comparison comes to
mind is that the UCDSB has adopted the "Wal Mart" or box store mindset that quality and service isn't as important as
the almighty dollar.

11/1/2016 3:39 PM

252 Email received: As you are probably aware, if the proposal to close Char-Lan DHS is implemented, this would involve
longer bus travel for most of the children who now go to Char-Lan - probably even well over 1 hour each way for some.
This is a significant impact on the children and their families with respect to extracurricular activities, part-time jobs and
their studies since many will be bused from a wide rural area and I believe it will require some time to collect a bus-full
of children before they can even begin their journey to their proposed new school in Cornwall. I believe that there is a
maximum permissible time limit of one hour for such journeys. Is there provincial legislation to this effect? Also, does
the province mandate how early in the morning that busing can commence? Is there any permissible limit on the total
time between a child can being collected until returned home? As St. Lawrence is an early start school would the bell
time have to be altered? If this is the case, it believe it would lead to much higher busing costs.

11/1/2016 3:37 PM

253 Email received: I believe your proposal is attempting to sacrifice the country schools to fill up the city schools. I do not
want to send my kids to a city school. I want them educated in our neighborhood. When you look at Williamstown
Public and Char Lan together, the 2 schools would be full. Why was that not proposed as an option. What capacity
would the 2 schools be at if they were combined ? How did the board come up with the capacity numbers?

11/1/2016 3:34 PM

254 Email received: It is with a great deal of anger that I am sitting down to write this email. Largely because we've been
fooled by the school board before, hoodwinked, lied to. And your past decisions have indeed been devastating to
communities. In my case, the town of Alexandria, Ontario. In the late '70s and early '80s, the school board decided to
separate French students from their English schoolmates at Glengarry District High School. The thinking was, it would
be beneficial to everyone. The French students would get a new high school, the English students would get added
perks, including a new gymnasium. Despite massive protests and general meetings, BEGGING the board not to make
these changes, the board went ahead anyway. Nobody wanted it. You pushed it through. Now, under your guidance,
your insistence, we have two high schools in Alexandria. Now you want to close GDHS. Thanks for nothing. You
rammed it down our throats. You were wrong to separate the students then. And you're wrong in your thinking now.
What you are trying to do to Char-Lan High School will be more than detrimental to just the students, who will be
forced on to buses for close to three hours a day, it will decimate Williamstown and its surrounding area. Without a
local high school, local businesses will suffer and fail, real estate values will plummet, no more young couples will
move into the area. In no time at all, there will be no young children to support soccer leagues and hockey leagues, no
young parents to coach. There will be nothing left of our way of life. And it will all come down to your short sighted and,
quite frankly, selfishly hurried plans. One of the key reasons for the UCDSB's report was the excess spaces within the
overall school board. But what is the actual capacity for Char-Lan High School? Your own figures don't seem to add
up? Your report suggests Char-Lan has 413 spaces. Yet, 5 years ago, the figure used was approximately 380. You
wrote the report. Please tell us how you determined this new number? I will tell you this, and I've seen real numbers,
the VAST majority of our students will be switching school boards if you go ahead with these plans.

11/1/2016 3:33 PM
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255 Email received: In the review "Building for the Future", no consideration is given for the overall achievements of the
schools in question. In particular the academic achievements are ignored even though CharLan has one of, if not the,
highest academic achievements of the schools considered in the changes that affect CharLan (i.e. CCVS and St
Lawrence). ChaLan's excellence rating is 90%, and about 75% of its students go on to further education on leaving
school. My understanding is that neither CCVS nor St. Lawrence reach these levels. These results are possible due to
the overall school AND environmental situation in Williamstown. The school is heavily supported emotionally by the
local townspeople and local farmers who turn out for meetings, sports events, plays, etc. In addition the buildings are
contiguous, with CharLan, Williamstown Public and the Arena all being adjacent to one another, with playing fields,
park, outdoor public arena, three historical residence/museums, the town restaurant and grocery/general store and the
Annual Williamstown Fair (the longest continuous running annual fair in Canada) also within a short walking distance.
These factors should also be considered. A school in a depressing non-supportive location will not do well.

11/1/2016 3:17 PM

256 I am writing today as an educator, parent and community member of South Glengarry. I am urging you to rescind the
Building for the Future proposal that has already shaken and infuriated the people within this community. We
completely understand the need to close and amalgamate schools that are not near capacity, but closing ALL rural
schools is not an option that we will ever agree to. We've come to realize that our children are being valued by the
board as mere numbers who will be used to increased the number of students in Cornwall high schools as a way to
ensure the province will fund a future "super school." I can assure you, if you pass this motion, your future plans will
not be met without resistance and abandonment from South Glengarry and other communities in SD&G. The families
in our communities already feel they have been betrayed by the board, if you take away our schools we will be forced
to seek out other boards to meet our educational needs. We will also make sure our tax dollars follow our children to
these alternative schools boards. The social, economic, and educational impact this decision will have on our children
and communities must be taken into account along side the financial implications closing schools has within the board.
Let me remind you, you are in the business of education, and not just in business. That being said, every business
owner knows they can only become and remain successful if their clientele is satisfied with their services. If this is the
only financially viable solution, you need someone else doing your numbers. How much will it cost to accommodate
hundreds of new students at new schools? How much will it cost to build a super school? To bus students from all over
SD&G? How much will it cost the board to lose students to competing boards? And what will be the overall cost to the
students, families, teachers, and communities involved? The path of least resistance is surely the most cost efficient
one; close the schools with the least amount of students and have them join the school closest to them. Redraw
boundary lines to disperse these smaller schools fairly. Allow rural schools to proudly continue with their identity,
history, and heritage. Find a solution that works for both you and your clientele. And don’t pass the buck- every single
one of you has a responsibility to weigh the cost of how the decisions they make will impact their communities. A
balance can be found. Thank you for your time, your consideration, and your efforts to serve the people within the
Upper Canada District School Board,

11/1/2016 3:07 PM

257 Email received: I am writing this e-mail to encourage you to re-think your stance on the pending closure of Char-Lan
District High School at the end of the 2016-2017 school year, or any time in the future. Char-Lan is a credit to the
South Glengarry community. It has a long history of educating community-minded students who have become leaders
of our community. The school is quite close to capacity as it is, there are currently close to 300 students attending with
a 375 student capacity. It is right across the street from Williamstown Public Grade School which currently has an
abundance of students (with three satellite classes) which would mean that future enrollment will go up at Char-Lan.
Busing for both Williamstown Public and Char-Lan is accomodating both sets of student on the same buses, cutting
costs to the Board. Char-Lan is also right across the street from the Willams town arena and has access to three
tennis courts and four soccer fields. The community is currently raising funds to install a running track at the school. It
would be a disgrace if the Board decided to close one of the factors which has made many move into South Glengarry
from both Ottawa and Montreal.

11/1/2016 3:06 PM

258 I do not support closing of rural schools. I read this story and it makes me sick. Eastern Ontario has a very large
population. If your board can not reasonably educate students locally, then nowhere can. 2000 student schools make
School Board Staff's jobs easier, but earning $150K+ salaries & benefits, you shouldn't have easy jobs. KEEP RURAL
SCHOOLS. KEEP KIDS SAFE AND OFF THE ROADS!

11/1/2016 11:06 AM
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259 Email received: I am writing today because of the news that Charlan District High School is scheduled to shut down in
June. I am a student at Charlan and have been attending since grade 7. I am a member of student council, play on
numerous athletic teams, play in the school band, and I also have been part of Charlan’s musicals for the last 2 years.
There are many reasons why our rural school cannot close next year. A factor that I do not think has been put into the
equation yet is bus times. For me, living in the country, I already have a 45-60 minute bus ride to school. I spend
upwards of 2 hours a day on the bus to go to a school that is just 15 kilometers away. There is no way possible that all
of us rural children that do not live close to the city will be able to make it into Cornwall in a justifiable amount of time.
St Lawrence and CCVS are almost 40 kilometers away from us! Aside from bus time, as previously stated, I am a very
active student at Charlan. This would change if I had to go to St Lawrence, or CCVS. At the moment, I have an
extracurricular activity before school and after school almost every day. These extracurricular’s would be impossible if
I attended another school. I would have to be waking up close to 5 am to get to practices and would have to drive
home after school at 6 pm, leaving little time for homework and sleep. To add on, with your new rule of “no carpooling”
to events and practices, there is no chance that rural athletes could compete on the level we do now. At Charlan, we
have some of the best young, aspiring athletes in Canada. One is an OFSAA Pole Vault Bronze Medalist, 2x Gold
Medalist, and Canadian U-18 Gold Medalist. Another is Wakeboarding Canadian National Champion, and with the
support of Charlan as well as the flexibility of staff, has been able to train and compete on a national and international
world stage. She is Professional Female Wakeboarding Athlete of the year. Both success stories would not have been
possible without Charlan’s contribution. The athletes have adamantly expressed that they will not be attending either
inner city school, and will be searching for Universities to attend to next fall, or go to the Catholic Board if Charlan is
not an option. Students of Charlan, as well as the community, are in uproar about this decision. In the UCDSB model
of the closing of Charlan and many other schools, it states that UCDSB will retain 100% of the rural student population
from these schools. This model is completely MISGUIDED and thoroughly FLAWED. I have not yet met someone from
Charlan even thinking about going to CCVS or St Lawrence, and UCDSB should be prepared for a mass switch to the
Catholic Board. The fact is that, although Charlan is a rural school, its standards are matched by none other in our
board. Not only is your 100% retention model a pipe dream, but it is also going to negatively affect the Board. By
closing Charlan, tax dollars will be switched over to the Catholic School Board, as many parents, grandparents and
community members have already publically pledged to do so. You will surely retain only a small portion of Charlan’s
population, and only few of the upcoming Williamstown Public School’s population. A rethinking process should be put
into place, as closing Charlan will not be a favourable decision for the Upper Canada District School Board.

10/31/2016 11:46 AM

260 Email received: I am currently a student at Char-Lan District High School and never did I imagine having my school
potentially shut down would be one of my biggest concerns. I have been going to Char-Lan since grade seven and
there has not been one day since I started at Char-Lan that I felt unwelcome or known as "just a number." At Char-
Lan, I feel like each and every student can feel their importance and their role in society as each student is special.
Char-Lan is a family and it always will be. Students from grade 7-12 at Char-Lan know what it is like to feel that
significance. These students will always hold the feeling in their heart of having great teachers and staff. This school is
special; not just in my eyes. But to the eyes of many - whether it's the parents in the community, the teachers, or even
the custodians. I will never forget the day, I returned to Char-Lan and my principal said to me "Welcome back. Today
is a good day." Right there and then, I knew Char-Lan would forever hold a spot in my heart. A spot where I could
keep all of the exciting memories I had made there. Char-Lan was a school to remember for a life time. That being
said, Char-Lan will most definitely - without a doubt, put up a fight. We will not let our school go until we know we tried
our most hardest. Closing Char-Lan will also close so many opportunities for the students. Not only the opportunities,
but the experiences as well. Will the students at city schools want to share our Celtic heritage? Will the students want
to two-step for hours to The Great Big Sea? These are activities that Char-Lan take great pride in. We, at Char-Lan
want to represent ourselves as crusaders in our colours, blue and gold. We want to continue creating memories in our
"four-hallway" school. Students are supposed to have the positivity to go to school. If closing down Char-Lan were to
happen, would the students that are losing their high school really have the enthusiasm to go to a school where
perhaps they may just be a number? I have great confidence to say that the students at Char-Lan are happy to be at
our country school. I hope whomever may be reading this will take mine and many others of the community's letters
into consideration. I know Char-Lan will not go down without a fight. We are a family. We are "Small enough to know
you — Large enough to serve you". We have great spirits and an amazing group that will help us throughout this
stressful time. Please take this letter and think of not only the students that this will be affecting – but the teachers and
staff.

10/31/2016 11:38 AM

261 Email received: I understand the need to run the school board efficiently, but I don't think your idea to close Char-Lan
is well thought out. We are rural people who opted to send our children to your rural high school. All of a sudden we're
told that you want to send the children to Cornwall. This is not what we signed our children up for. We need you to
respect our community and our rural roots. We don't want our kids sent to the city.

10/31/2016 11:14 AM

262 -close S.J.MacLeod with students attending Williamstown or Laggan -Have a combined K-12 between Williamstown
Public and Charlan High School. -Please tell us why General Vanier School is not included in the information on
Cornwall schools,there are students attending this facility and large offices for Program Staff.

10/28/2016 9:01 PM
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263 Increase the Char-Lan boundary area to anyone west of Boundary Rd to the Quebec border and North up to Green
Valley and west of the Hwy 138 must go to Char-Lan. I am sure then the school would be over capacity then. Char-
Lan has the highest capacity between the three schools close one of the city schools and put all of those students in
one. If they become over full then send the remainder of those students to Char-Lan or another school. Char-Lan is
also in better shape then the two schools in Cornwall.

10/28/2016 12:32 PM

264 K1-12 in both Alexandria and Williamstown. From a longer term perspective, four school boards operating in rural
Ontario will, or already has, become totally detrimental to the children's education, and the welfare of rural
communities. Remember: "lose the school, lose the community".

10/27/2016 6:45 PM

265 Leave it the way it is. 10/26/2016 11:38 AM

266 Combine char-lan and gdhs---keep our kids here. Keep WPS 4-6 and sj K-3 10/26/2016 10:19 AM

267 travel time on the bus will be unacceptable to a different school. some kids are already on the bus 50+ minutes. if both
high schools close, then there will be none in glengarry east it also does not make sense to send kids to a school that
is also closing, if you are trying to build a new school in its place. some schools are already overcrowded, and
portables have been added like Williamstown public.

10/26/2016 6:39 AM

268 Keep Char Lan open 10/25/2016 9:22 PM

269 Cornwall is just trying to steel our kids to justify a supper school. We can provide better course selection and
incorporate new courses such as foot ball. Bring the day care to Charlan. Have grade 6-12 in Charlan. Have Charlan
specialize in the trades so kids can take courses before they leave for college. Bus Cornwall kids to Charlan

10/25/2016 2:42 PM

270 Don't close char Lan . 10/24/2016 12:04 PM

271 The part that I don't support is the students from Char-Lan moving to Cornwall. 10/21/2016 6:48 PM

272 I DO NOT, NOT, NOT SUPPORT THIS RECOMMENDATION. I understand the need for S.J. to close. This is
unfortunate for the community but unavoidable in the current structure of these three schools. It does not make sense
to move all our children into Cornwall. This will result in a huge exodus of students....and tax support....to the Catholic
School Board.....this community feels THAT strongly that our students will not attend a city school. If St. Lawrence is
closed and merged into CCVS, this will put CCVS over capacity and allow for the desired "super school" to be built in
Cornwall. If Glengarry DHS and Char-Lan DHS need to merge, then so be it. Although it would not be my first choice,
I would not dispute having to send my children to Alexandria if needs be in order to keep their school in Glengarry.
Why can we not have Char-Lan and WPS combine to be "one school, two campuses"? If grade 6 or even grades 5
and 6 were to move to Char-Lan, both schools would be at full capacity.

10/19/2016 9:30 PM

273 Make Char-Lan JK-12, sell Williamstown public school so it can be converted into a nursing home. Moving the high
school students to a city school will have numerous negative effects on the students, parents, the comminity and the
economy.

10/19/2016 8:26 PM

274 Consolidate CCVS and St. Lawrence schools together Amalgamate Williamstown and SJ Mcleod and those students
can then go to Char-lan for grade 7-12 Or use the extra space at Charlan to send grade 6 students from the feeder
schools until you can accommodate those students at Williamstown

10/19/2016 3:16 PM
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275 Solutions have to be made with geography and communities in mind. Rural communities and rural residents deserve
to have their children educated in their own communities -- not bused hours to city schools. If we wanted our children
to be raised and attend city schools - we would live in the city. The UCDSB fundamental board structure is flawed - as
how can we expect any of the other trustees from other geographies to care or make decisions about our rural
students. The City of Cornwall Trustee will likely never support rural schools as it defeats his need to support Cornwall
constituents and their schools -- so in essence we (at Char Lan and Williamstown Public School) have one Trustee to
support us - and she's been effectively 'muzzled' by the Board Chair by the "all for one and one for all" golden rule
which cannot be applied here when these Trustees represent their own constituents and communities. It is also (in my
opinion) extremely unfair to ditch this burden of coming up with 'a solution' on the parents, children and municipalities -
- this is not their job -- this is YOUR job -- and it doesn't go unnoticed how WELL PAID staff are compared to the rest of
us. The staff (and Board) had to know that this announcement would cause a major uproar - you'd have to live on Mars
to not figure that out - but this tactic certainly deflects any real 'heat' on the Board staff as now "it's up to us parents
and students" to do your job. If I were in any of your shoes (Board trustees or staff) -- I'd be taking the high road over
the next couple of months with the instantaneous feedback you've received and proposing a solution you are pretty
sure most of us can swallow - heck, you might even be able to make us happy!! Imagine!! Our rural communities
continue to be decimated by provincial and federal policies - gas stations have disappeared due to environmentally
prohibitive regulations etc., post offices are disappearing -- I guess we've accepted some of these inconveniences --
but I can assure you - what we WON'T accept is losing our right to have our children educated where we live, with our
neighbours' kids and where we all look out for each other and where our children learn community values and
community spirit. Where farm kids can still do farm chores before and after school - and where after and before school
activities are still attainable within a reasonable driving time. Please UCDSB do the right thing, do your job for us (not
just Cornwall) and do what you have to do to keep Char Lan and Williamstown Public School alive and thriving in our
community - even if it's under one roof!! PLEASE!!

10/19/2016 2:22 PM

276 I completely understand closing SJ Macleod, it has so few students. But to close char Lan, as well as GDHS? My
child's bus ride will be well over an hour. It's 45 minutes door to door, without any other stops. We will switch boards in
a heart beat if that is the case. To close all glengarry county scondary schools, is a community killer. There is a reason
we live in a rural community. My 3 children will not attend any schooling in Cornwall, most parents I have spoken to
feel the same. Do you all not realize the droves of students that will switch to the separate board? Well as a graduate
of the glengarry high school system, and a parent of 3 children, I can guarantee you my children will graduate high
school in a rural school, preferably a UCDSB school, but if the closures happen, I'm sure the other board will gladly
take us.

10/19/2016 1:03 PM

277 I support keeping CharLan and WPS open as one k-12 school campus. I support spreading the students between
each building as the administration deems appropriate. If both populations (WPS and CharLan) are joined, then there
are enough students to fill both buildings.

10/18/2016 11:17 PM

278 Make Char-Lan and Williamstown Public into one campus for grades K-12 using both schools 10/18/2016 10:22 PM

279 Char lan is much too important to the community to consider closing it. Our village, children, businesses, property
values, community spirit are all very contingent on the activities and existence of the high school.

10/18/2016 7:14 PM

280 Email received: As a parent, it is my responsibility to always act in the best interest of my children. To provide the best
education and environment to thrive and be successful and content in life. Unfortunately, a recent decision proposed by
the Upper Canada District School Board for "Building for the Future:Pupil Accommodation Review, fails on all levels to
do just that. It takes away my right as a parent to choose which highshool my children attend that will benefit their life
as both a student and a child. Proposing that rural children leave familiar learning environments to be bussed to
"Super Schools," will not assist in student thriving. Besides that, having rural students on a bus for more than an hour
each way limits them from being able to put forth their best effort to concentrate and perform academically and to their
full potential. It deters them from participating in after school programs, sports teams, after school jobs and
recreational activities, which facilitate a healthy lifestyle and provides children with the skills and mindset to become
healthy adults who know what it takes to be team players, problem solvers and have responsibility to and within the
community they reside. The Upper Canada District School Board does not have the best interest of rural students in
mind with this proposal. The value of a student has been replaced with the value of a dollar.

10/18/2016 5:06 PM
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281 Email received: In a recent report completed by The Upper Canada District School Board, our Glengarry community
finds out that five of its local schools are on the chopping block. As a parent of three children who currently attend
Williamstown Public School I am devastated that they may not have the opportunity to attend Char-Lan District High
School. Char-Lan achieves high academic success on a consistent basis, has outstanding sports programs and co-
curricular activities as well as teaching its students the traditions and values of rural life. This is because agriculture is
so deeply rooted in this community. When these plans were made from the report, did it occur to anyone that many,
many parents will not be sending their children on long bus rides into your city schools? We choose to live in a rural
area so we could send our children to a rural school. After attending the Parent Council meeting last week at Char-Lan
we learned many of the numbers were incorrect and it would cost the board a substantial amount in bussing. With
Williamstown and Char-Lan at very healthy numbers (which you need in order to fill your city schools which are not so
healthy in numbers) why are you looking at closing us? So that you can fill city schools that are nowhere near
capacity? Not with my children – They will be immediately removed from Williamstown Public School and sent to Iona
Academy and Holy Trinity (English Catholic) if Char-Lan District High School is closed. The Upper Canada District
School Board receives 53% of funding from the government due to enrollment in Glengarry County. The other three
boards split the rest. Does this not scream loud and clear the community wants to send their children to your schools?

10/18/2016 5:04 PM

282 Email received: 1. I wish to express my outrage at the proposal to close UCDSB schools in general and Charlan
District High School in Williamstown in particular. While Ido understand the fiscal challenges that are being faced,
there are better solutions that will soon be proposed by the community for anyone who is prepared to listen. 2. The
problem as identified by the UCDSB report: There is a problem with surplus capacity as a result of declining
enrolment. There is also aging and crumbling infrastructure that needs to be replaced. The current funding formula
makes it difficult to replace existing infrastructure while there is surplus capacity, even if much of that surplus capacity
is in need of replacement. 3, The solution put forward by the UCDSB report: Artificially create an overcrowding
situation in Cornwall by closing rural schools , tearing the heart out of rural communities, and subjecting our children
to 10 hours per week or more on school buses. This would ultimately create a crisis situation that would yield
favourable conditions for the construction of a new high school in Cornwall. 4. My personal response to UCDSB
proposal: If the proposal to close Char-Lan District High School goes forward, I will either: a. Enrol my son at Holy
Trinity High School (English Catholic) in Cornwall. I've already been in there to speak with staff and put his name on
the list. I have been advised that many others have done the same, but the trickle will likely become a torrent if the
decision is approved; or b. If 'a' doesn't work , I will explore other options including other schools/boards, or possibly
the 'nuclear option' of advancing my retirement by a couple of years and moving to another province. Sending my son
to St Lawrence High School or CCVS is simply not an option for a number of reasons that Iwon't go into at this time,
but ultimately I will not compromise the quality of his education to satisfy someone else's agenda.

10/18/2016 5:04 PM

283 Email received: My husband and I were extremely saddened to hear the news about the possible closure of Char-Lan
District High school. We both are former students of Char-Lan and I can speak for the both of us when I say it was
more then just a school for us, it was a second home. This is where my husband and I met, where I discovered who I
wanted to be and knew it would be the place to help shape my children’s lives as well. There is something said about
attending school in the country, it is more then just students and teachers and classrooms, everyone is a part of a
community. I was involved in several extracurricular activities and living 10 minutes away allowed me to be able to
participate in what I believe is a huge part of the high school experience. How is this supposed to be achievable if
students live 30-40 minutes away where parents can’t be there to pick them up? Opportunities to experience being
part of team will be harder to attain when they have three times as many students to compete against. Being involved
whether it is sports teams, clubs or student council can help develop many working skills, people skills, and
relationship skills. These attributes and behaviors are something I want my children to be able to learn and be a part
of. My husband and I lived in the city for a couple of years, after marriage we were discussing where we wanted to
plant our roots to start a family. No questions asked, hands down we chose Williamstown. We want our children to
attend school in the country and experience being part of an amazing community. Not only attend school in the
country but also attend Char-Lan itself. Five months ago we welcomed our first child, and knowing she might have to
attend school in the city just breaks my heart. Not only will she not be able to attend Char-Lan, she won’t be able to
attend a school in the country. This is not about numbers to us this is the place that will help shape the lives of our
children and our children’s children. “Small enough to know you- large enough to serve you”

10/18/2016 5:03 PM
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284 Email received: Who is going to man the farms of the future if the local rural children have to ride on the bus for an
extra hour twice daily and then come home and do their farm chores before they can do their homework? Will they
drop out from exhaustion? Certainly they will be denied the richness of extra-curricular activities at their school. Each
student will lose an EXTRA 10 hours per week or 40 hours per month bum-sitting on a bus! This time could be spent
doing extra-curricular activities such as sports at school, or piano lessons or any number of constructive things. Many
city people move to rural areas specifically because they want their children to attend rural schools. Rural schools
promote rural values – those of caring and sharing in an environment that is safe and friendly. The teachers are local.
They know the students’ parents. They know all the kids and their backgrounds. This makes for a safe and respectful
learning environment where a student is not just a number. The quality of the education at Char-Lan D.H.S. and its
feeders, Williamstown and S.J. McLeod Public Schools, is excellent. There is emphasis on core subjects, and the
graduates do well in post-secondary school. The numbers prove it. They therefore go onto better jobs that make more
money, and hence PAY MORE TAXES. People with good jobs tend to be healthier, so expect less HEALTH
EXPENSES down the line. EXCELLENCE SHOULD BE CHERISHED AND PRESERVED. This corner of Ontario is
ripe with History. Many locals are descendants of United Empire Loyalists. Many are descendents of the original
Scottish settlers. Gaelic culture is alive and well in Glengarry County, with many students actively participating in
dance and music. HISTORY IS REAL HERE. I am a mother of three daughters who flourished in rural schools. One
moved to this area so that her children could attend the excellent schools in Williamstown. I am also the grandmother
of her three children, two of whom are already at Williamstown Public School, and one who will start soon. My son-in-
law, their father, also profited from attending rural schools. Many of their friends moved to this area because of the
high-quality rural schools. Closing Char-Lan WILL result in a considerable economic downturn for the community, as
those who are not attached to the land move away to enable their children to avoid a tedious and unnecessary daily
commute. Envision “FOR SALE” signs replacing “SAVE CHAR-LAN” signs. Less home owners, falling real estate
markets, less local entrepreneurs, LESS TAX REVENUE! Preserve our local schools. SAVE CHAR-LAN. Invest in the
future. You need these students to return to Glengarry County, as many have, to pay the taxes to support our
community in the future! Think local. Eat local. Grow local. Invest local. Flourish local. There is nothing demeaning
about a high school beside a cornfield. It is something to be celebrated and cherished. SAVE CHAR-LAN.

10/18/2016 5:03 PM

285 Email received: The proposed decision to close Char-Lan DHS must not happen. It is based on misinformation. You
are proposing to close a school that is at 78% capacity, you are also proposing to close and rebuild Williamstown PS
which is right across the street at 160% capacity. By closing Char-Lan you are denying our children living in rural
areas a right to an education in the environment they live in . There is a reason that people live in rural areas not the
city. We are as important as people living in the city. Why would I want my children going to school in Cornwall, I work
in Cornwall I see the difference between city kids and rural kids. I do not want city kids. This decision is denying our
rights to an education where we live. If you want to build a "super school" why don't you send the Cornwall kids out to
the country? We have lower drug, alcohol and teen pregnancy rates. Closing Char-Lan will devastate our community,
people will move out of the area, people looking to move will not move to our area, jobs will be lost, businesses will
suffer, not to mention how our moral will suffer. But who cares about a "country " school in a Conservative riding? Both
me and my husband went to Char-Lan DHS it is a wonderful school sadly our children may not be able to go there.
However, we and majority of the parents in our area have a different plan than the one outlined in the
recommendations report. It is assumed the Char-Lan students will be attending St Lawrence HS, they will not , they
will be attending Holy Trinity instead. I assume losing students to the Catholic School Board will affect UCDSB?? By
the way Char-Lan has excellent technology programs. You are proposing to close a school with an auto shop and
sending kids to St. Lawrence where there isn't one. The trades are an important component in programming for many
kids. But again who cares about a "country " school? There are problems with your proposal to close Char-Lan there
are alternatives and our childrens education is more important than money.

10/18/2016 5:02 PM

286 Email received: I am writing this letter as a concerned parent of a child who attends Williamstown Public School and a
resident of South Glengarry. I have read the Building for the Future report and I understand the issues the the board
currently faces. Some changes need to made. However, I do not agree with the way in which these changes are
being made. Not enough time has been given for the community to respond to something that affects all of its
residents. One of the reasons I live where I do is so my child can grow up in a rural community. I do not want my child
to attend a school in Cornwall. I want my child to know his teachers as mentors. I believe children having difficulty fall
though the cracks in a larger school and find it harder to come forward and speak to strangers. I attended Char-Lan
DHS and the children go on to form a stronger bond and respect for their community when their school is a part of it.
The community provides jobs and chances for the students to earn their community hours. I believe sports and the arts
are an important part of a well rounded education. By merging all the schools there will be less opportunity for our
children to participate in extracurricular activities. If my child sits on the bus for 2 hours a day that is 10 hours a week
he is not exercising, doing homework, spending time with his family. I am aware that the school board is not allowed
to consider the impact closing schools may have on a community but it would be a terrible loss. The community loses
usable space at the school. Parents and children who attend Char-Lan are vital to the health of the local businesses.
Who would want to live in a county with no public secondary school within it? I am sure you have heard all these
reasons and many more. I hope that as a chorus of voices we can come together and be heard. The community and
schools need the time to come together with the school board to find solutions to the present crisis.

10/18/2016 5:01 PM
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287 Email received: In response to the UCDSB’s Building for the Future proposals, we prepared a questionnaire to
understand the intentions of parents in the Char-Lan Feeder group should the Board’s proposals go ahead as
planned. This was not an anonymous survey, but a detailed and signed questionnaire. Please find review the
following data that we have collected so far: 175 responses, as of 12noon, October 12, 2016, from parents with school
age children These 175 responses represent 290 students CURRENTLY enrolled in the Char-Lan Feeder group o 149
students at Char-Lan D.H.S o 138 students at Williamstown Public o 3 students at S.J. Macleod Public School o
Considering that there are 687 students currently enrolled in the Char-Lan Feeder groups, these responses cover 42%
of the student population. • Responses from parents with children at Char-Lan DHS o 81.9 % (or 122 students) stated
they would switch school boards if the proposal went through • Responses from parents with children at Williamstown
Public School o 80.0 % (or 110 students) stated they would switch school boards if the proposal went through. This
was a surprising result that students at the elementary level would also leave the board. In summary, our data
indicates that the UCDSB will lose up to 232 students in the Char-Lan Feeder to other boards if the UCDSB’s
proposals are accepted as they currently stand. Please consider this information very carefully.

10/18/2016 5:00 PM

288 Email received: As a former student, parent and now grandparent of children living in Glengarry, I am saddened and
questioning the plan and logic to close Char-Lan D.H.S. We chose, as have our children now chosen, to live and raise
their families in a rural setting where they can maintain the important traditions of a small community. They have
become very involved in preserving this way of life and teaching their children the values of knowing and helping their
neighbours, and the traditions and advantages of rural living. Taking Char-Lan out of the village of Williamstown will
create hardships in preserving this way of life. At present there is a seamless system with Char-Lan and Williamstown
Public side by side - it can be from before and after daycare to Grade 12. It does not seem logical to destroy this. It
will also mean changing to the CDSBEO to ensure their children are educated in a rural setting.

10/18/2016 5:00 PM

289 Email received: I cannot describe the disappointment I felt for anyone attached to the closure of Char-Lan District High
School. A school at 80 percent of capacity is being closed with the idea of increasing enrollment in Cornwall City
Schools, which in turn will help in attaining funding to build a Public super school in Cornwall. The basis of your model
hinges on 100% retention of Char-Lan and Rothwell Osnabruck students attending CCVS and St. Lawrence High
schools after closure? You do not have this retention rate now. I have not met one person – student or parent-who will
be attending St Lawrence or CCVS after the closure of Char-Lan. As a matter of fact, every person I have spoken and
met with is sending their children to the Catholic Board if Char-Lan closes. Due to the fact that you have decided to
close another rural school, you are now going to lose the funding necessary to achieve your goal of a new school in
Cornwall as a huge number of students cross over to the Catholic Board. My son who attends Char-Lan will not be
attending CCVS or St. Lawrence next year. He will be attending the Catholic board if Char-Lan is forced to close. A
new school in Cornwall should not be built on the back of the successes of Char-Lan and other rural schools in the
area. No matter what happens, at the end of this decision process, you will have succeeded in reducing the number of
students in the Upper Canada District School Board. Seems fairly counter-productive to me. Keep Char-Lan Open!

10/18/2016 4:59 PM

290 Email received: I am writing concerning the impending closure of Char-Lan District High School in Williamstown,
Ontario. I believe the board should take a step back on this one and realize that ‘RURAL SCHOOLS MATTER’ and
bussing several hundred children distances of upwards of 35-40 kilometers does not appear to be an intelligent
decision on the board’s part. Surely other options are available i.e. changing Char-Lan to a 5-12 grade school and at
the same time lessening the overpopulation at Williamstown Public School directly across the road. I presently have
five (5) grandchildren attending Char-Lan following in the footsteps of their parents, grandparents and great
grandparents. Regrettably if the closure of Char-Lan High School goes forward, they will all be transferring to Holy
Trinity Catholic High School in South Glengarry. Premier Wynn e was recently met with boos at the plowing match in
September. Perhaps rural communities deserve and will Demand more respect and consideration. Bigger is not
always better.

10/18/2016 4:59 PM
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291 Email received: I'm writing to you today in regards to the plan to close my high school, Char-Lan DHS. I am a grade
twelve student who has been at Char-Lan since grade seven and has been a member of the community as long as I
can remember. Just like many other students, parents, and community members, I was shocked, saddened and quite
honestly, confused whenever I heard the news that they wanted to close our school. As a current student of the school,
I can honestly tell you that I would never choose another high school than Char-Lan to have spent my years. Our
school is like no other in the area, and quite frankly in the board. There are so many reasons why Char-Lan is
exceptional and why I firmly believe that having a high school experience in a rural school like Char-Lan is a cut above
the rest. As being an athlete, I have absolutely loved the past three years of my high school sports experience. Being
a small school, more students get the opportunity to play and be apart of teams. Because we are a small school, you
would expect our school to be not so competitive, however that is not the case. Take a visit to our schools
gymnasium, you will see the countless amount of banners hanging with SD&G, EOSSAA, and OFSAA championships
on display showing our school pride daily. The drive, determination and passion you get from athletes and coaches at
our school is admirable. Personally, I think the success comes from having a tight knit team that know each other and
getting to play with each other quite often in a variety of sports and in the community as well. Aside from sports, I have
witnessed musicals, programs, clubs and groups all thrive at our school. We have students and staff who dedicate a
full eight months to prepare for four nights of musical, or to committing to art club and Envirothon weekly. We have a
Terry Fox Run annually, and for the sixth year in a row, Char-Lan has won the Ted Kennedy Legacy award, which
means we raised the most money per student in the school within UCDSB. So, your answer may be, other schools
offer these opportunities too. My response to that is, why us? Why should we, the only public high school between
Cornwall and the Quebec Border, have to suffer? High school isn't so scary when you don't have to see new faces
every day and try to remember the fastest way to get to your classes. Something about Char-Lan that I truly think
stands out above the rest is the care and concern that the staff members show for their students. In a large school, you
have different teachers throughout the day and the years there, and different coaches all the time. The staff at Char-
Lan get to know their students just like we get to know our teachers and coaches. High school isn't always easy and
everyone has their struggles throughout the years. I truly believe that situations and time frames would have been a lot
harder for my friends and I had we not had the support, care and concern of staff at school, because they know us and
truly want the best for us. At Char-Lan, students feel like they belong. The environment is welcoming and safe. In
classrooms the teachers know our names and know our academic level. The advantage of having smaller classroom
sizes is that students can ask questions, get help, and teachers can make sure they have all their students
understanding the material before moving on. Our school is one of the highest performing academic schools in the
board and Ontario. How are students suppose to get the same help academically whenever they are sharing a teacher
with double the amount of students? Or how are we suppose to be well rested and motivated after spending an hour
or more on the bus to get to school, and know we have to do that again after school? How are we suppose to
participate in before and after school activities when this means we will have to wake up unreasonably early or will get
home so late after the activity that we have no time for homework, hobbies, athletics or even a part-time job? How are
we all going to get the opportunity to play high school sports or be involved in a musical or a club whenever there are
so many students and only so many spots. Also, your plans that include projected enrollment rates once schools close,
will have to be re-evaluated, as I have not spoke to a single student or prospective family who plans on actually
sending their children to St. Lawrence or CCVS. These are the types of things you should be taking into consideration,
not what our building looks like or how much money you will save. High school is about opportunities and experiences.
Sticking us all in one building will diminish both our opportunities and experiences. After hearing all of this, and reading
countless other letters similar to mine, I truly and sincerely hope you reconsider your decision to close Char-Lan. Not
only does it not seem logical to me or economically sound, I don't see the benefit to our students in any which way,
shape or form. Our parents pay for us to go to school in a place where we feel welcomed, accepted and look forward
to going to daily. You are just hurting your students. You can listen to what the people of the community and school
think and how we feel, or you can continue to shove inaccurate and faulty budget numbers in our faces. But, believe
me if you choose the latter, you will lose a large amount of your students to another school board, and you will lose all
those students' parents and grandparents tax dollars to another board as well. A mass amount of people have already
pledged to do so and they aren't changing their mind any time soon. If your goal is to lose students, lose money, and
boost enrollment in other school boards, then continue with your plan. Maybe you should ask the students how they
feel about your plan, since that's what "Building for the Future" and the "Pupil Accommodation Review" is all about,
right? What's best for the students?

10/18/2016 4:59 PM
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292 Email received: I am writing this letter to express my deep concern over the potential closure of Char-Lan District High
school. I was shocked and saddened when I heard the news. I sincerely hope that the powers that be are taking the
time to review all of the input from the community that surrounds this school. As a former Char-Lan student it is hard to
imagine that building not being used for what is was always intended to do – welcome, educate and shape the future of
this community. Students who attend this school become proud members of Glengarry; they know their neighbours
and they appreciate the traditions and values that go hand in hand with rural living. Having two small children – one
who just started JK this fall at Williamstown Public – we were looking forward to her having this experience of learning
and growing in a community where the schools are tight knit and care about the children that go there. I am blown
away why the UCDSB wants all of our children to travel into Cornwall to school. We could live anywhere – I have lived
in Nova Scotia, Toronto and most recently Limoges. We moved back home to Williamstown because that is our home
and because we know it is an amazing place to raise a family. If I wanted my children to be educated in a city – I
would live in a city. We chose the rural life because that is how we were raised and we can see how morals and hard
work are instilled into children who grow in the country. We chose to live here because it is a quick trip in to
Williamstown where we knew our children would be for the next 14 years. We chose to live here because of the
community that supports these schools….If we wanted our children to attend massive schools we would have stayed
in Toronto – or moved to Cornwall. It is unfair to remove all rural schools and force children to attend a school that is
not in the community they live in. We currently live 5.8 km to WPS and Char-Lan, however we also only live 11km to
Iona. I can assure you that we want our children to be educated in a rural setting and if this proposal passes we will
NOT be going into Cornwall. I will be switching our children to Iona Academy to complete their elementary schooling
as I will not be putting my grade 7 child on a bus to Cornwall to St. Lawrence or whichever “super sized” school the
board is suggesting. It would be without hesitation that we would switch to the catholic board as soon as next year and
would continue their education at a school we are choosing – not one we are forced to attend.

10/18/2016 4:58 PM

293 Email received: As a mother of 2 children at WPS I am frustrated and angry at the possibility of Charlan possibly
closing. As I know MONEY is all that is a concern for whoever voted for this closure I am going to make this letter short
and to the point. If Charlan was to close both my children will immediately be moved to a catholic school. You will not
see a dime from taxes coming from my household again

10/18/2016 4:58 PM

294 Email received: We write today to beg you to reconsider the closure of Char-Lan. When we moved to Ontario 9 years
ago, we entrusted our children to your care. You offered a rural education to rural students. Now, quite suddenly, you
propose sending my kids and the hundreds of others who attend Char-Lan to an urban school in Cornwall. If we
wanted to send our children to Cornwall, we wouldn't have picked the UCDSB. The Catholic school board has Holy
Trinity, we simply would have enrolled our kids with them. You offered something special. Please don't take it away.
Char-Lan has plenty of students and Williamstown Public School has many elementary kids waiting to attend Char-Lan
across the road. Be worthy of the trust we have in you.

10/18/2016 4:57 PM

295 Email received: I am a parent of two children at Williamstown Public School. Two children who plan to attend Char-lan
High School in a few years. I am deeply troubled by the plan to close Char-lan. Our children deserve to go to school in
their community. Char-lan’s percentage of student capacity is higher than the schools that these children would be
transferred to. The cost percentage to fix Charl-lan is lower than the schools these children would be transferred to.
The academic school ranking of Char-lan is higher than the schools these children would be transferred to. The costs
of busing these children to the schools in Cornwall are huge and I don’t think this was considered. An additional
$780,000 per year. Not only the cost, but the time these kids would be on a bus daily is ridiculous. The local economy
would suffer greatly. There are so much more to consider. Bottom line, proceeding with this plan will cost UCDSB
more than they can afford to lose. My family plans to take our children out of the public school board and transfer to
the catholic school board if this plan goes through. Not only that, but the children’s grandparents will move their tax
dollars to another board as well as other family and friends with and without kids in the system at this time. I have yet
to hear one person in our community that will stay with your board.

10/18/2016 4:57 PM
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296 Email received: I am writing today as an educator, parent and community member of South Glengarry. I am urging you
to rescind the Building for the Future proposal that has already shaken and infuriated the people within this
community. We completely understand the need to close and amalgamate schools that are not near capacity, but
closing ALL rural schools is not an option that we will ever agree to. We've come to realize that our children are being
valued by the board as mere numbers who will be used to increased the number of students in Cornwall high schools
as a way to ensure the province will fund a future "super school." I can assure you, if you pass this motion, your future
plans will not be met without resistance and abandonment from South Glengarry and other communities in SD&G.
The families in our communities already feel they have been betrayed by the board, if you take away our schools we
will be forced to seek out other boards to meet our educational needs. We will also make sure our tax dollars follow
our children to these alternative schools boards. The social, economic, and educational impact this decision will have
on our children and communities must be taken into account along side the financial implications closing schools has
within the board. Let me remind you, you are in the business of education, and not just in business. That being said,
every business owner knows they can only become and remain successful if their clientele is satisfied with their
services. If this is the only financially viable solution, you need someone else doing your numbers. How much will it
cost to accommodate hundreds of new students at new schools? How much will it cost to build a super school? To bus
students from all over SD&G? How much will it cost the board to lose students to competing boards? And what will be
the overall cost to the students, families, teachers, and communities involved? The path of least resistance is surely
the most cost efficient one; close the schools with the least amount of students and have them join the school closest
to them. Redraw boundary lines to disperse these smaller schools fairly. Allow rural schools to proudly continue with
their identity, history, and heritage. Find a solution that works for both you and your clientele. And don’t pass the buck-
every single one of you has a responsibility to weigh the cost of how the decisions they make will impact their
communities. A balance can be found.

10/18/2016 4:56 PM

297 Email received: The plan to close Char-Lan is, in my opinion, ill founded and worth discarding. If followed the results of
closing Char-Lan and almost ALL the rural public high schools in Eastern Ontario will be todestroy the public board as
well as public rural education. As a senior, my kids are long finished schools but 3 of my granddaughters go to public
school, 2 are in high school. None will stay in UCDSB schools IF Char-Lan is closed. I have contacted a number of
friends, who, like me, have supported public schools through our taxes. That will change. My support will be moved as
will at least 62 of my friends, also seniors. I'm still recruiting. Once the added cost of transportation is added to the
equation, the closure of Char-Lan costs money. You can add up the lost tax revenue and see what the new equation
looks like. Please reconsider closing Char-Lan.

10/18/2016 4:55 PM

298 Email received: This school has been at the center of our community for years and it still is. When something like this
happens it doesn't just affect the kids, parents, teachers and staff, it affects all of us. I want my child educated in a
small, country school where the teachers form close ties with the kids, the parents and the whole community. I believe
strongly that these ties that are formed in school make our village and surrounding area stronger and help to reinforce
all of our sense of pride in ourselves and each other. Whilst I understand that people are not having as many children
these days and that attendance is falling as a consequence, I still find it a great shame that money is the only measure
of whether something is worth keeping. We talk about investing in our country's future through providing great
education opportunities for our youth, but the sad fact is that this adage is only true as long as it doesn't cost more
money. What kind of "investment" doesn't cost money? We are going to fight to the end to keep our rural schools
open, you can bet on it! School closures are very heartbreaking, how can you even consider doing that??? All of
these children that are used to country environment, that grew up living in these areas all of a sudden will be rerouted
to a city environment, a city school. That's all fine and dandy but what's going to happen to their mental state when
these children start being bullied by the children because they are "different". You're going to uproot hundreds of
children who are used to country environments and place them in a city, and you're going to expect them to just
adjust? Also now you're forcing parents who don't want their children in a city environment to place them there
because there won't be anywhere else for these children to go. All this change is not worth the distress it will cause to
these children, The anger it will cause these parents. So you know, should you close Char-Lan, under no
circumstances will my child be attending any UCDSB school in the city or otherwise, we are actively seeking alternate
educational alternatives for our child. It's pretty clear to us that at the end of the day, it is ALL about the numbers and
FINANCES - you bureaucrats don't care about the history, emotional attachment , community - but we do!! - Our
community will not rollover and take what you are shoving at us. You assume we will choose the public board - WE
WON'T!!!! I will homeschool my child way before sending her to one of your urban super-school!

10/18/2016 4:53 PM
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299 Email received: I moved my family back to South Glengarry 7 years ago so that my children could go to the same
school that I went to and have the same opportunities I had and learn the same values we learned. I felt this was very
important for my children to have the chance to receive. The values alone are worth their weight in gold. Our little
corner of the world is known far and wide on this alone. When I enquired about the rate of property tax after building
our home, one of the reasons it was suggested to be so high was the portion provided for schooling. I wonder if this
will be factored back out should they choose to remove the service. Perhaps our councillors could answer this. I also
remember a township meeting about three years ago, where small businesses were asked to attend, and the question
was asked "how do we keep the citizens of our community from leaving after post secondary education." Well this is
definitely not the answer. I went to CharLan and finished my last two years at CCVS and I can tell you first hand that
our young country boys and girls will not be prepared for a city school and vice versa. I wonder if the affect it will have
on our children has ever been considered or does the all mighty dollar trump all and any rational question that may be
asked. As I read in an earlier statement....our school is the glue that brings and holds our community together. It is
where children that, may be ten farms away from each other, get the chance to meet and form Long lasting
friendships. I cannot believe that anyone with an ounce of sense could possibly believe that this is, in any way, a good
idea. I certainly hope our voice is heard and that those who pretend to act in our best interest actually take into
consideration what our best interest actually is.

10/18/2016 4:51 PM

300 Email received: I am very upset that you would consider closing our school and forcing the students to go to Cornwall.
That is like asking Cornwall kids to transfer to Montreal and not giving them any other options to stay in their
community. Our school is currently at appr. 80% capacity. Which is better than some of these Cornwall schools. I
understand the fact that they need to up their numbers at CCVS and St. Lawrence to be able to have the option of
building a new school in Cornwall BUT it should NOT be at our expense. Why would you make students transfer to
Cornwall which has a higher rate of: -teen pregnancies -drugs -crime -suicides -welfare -attitude/disrespect/bullying
We are a rural community and we are so very proud of this. By closing down our school, you would be hurting the
students, teachers, parents and our local businesses. Char-Lan is our only UCDSB community high school unless we
transfer to the catholic school board. CCVS or St. Lawrence is NOT an option for me. I live on a farm and I'm in
charge of doing our barn chores in the morning before school and after school. I also have to put wood in the boiler,
clean our super long driveway in the winter months, cut wood, etc. Most of the time I have to take my dirt bike or
snowmobile to school because I've missed the bus and my mom has already left for work. There are no trails to get to
any of these Cornwall schools and with the longer bus ride to Cornwall… There is just no way!! Please reconsider
your decision of closing our school. I don't belong in Cornwall, I belong in Glengarry!

10/18/2016 4:51 PM

301 Email received: I am writing to you regarding the proposed closed of CharLan High School. What a loved gem this
school is to our community. It is a vital support to our recreation centre, our library, our museum, our manor house and
to several businesses in the area. The culture of CharLan is unique. The school promotes the Scottish influence in
Glengarry. Many students take dancing lessons and play instruments, keeping the history alive. The education at
CharLan is excellent. Many from the long ago past, up until the present, have made their mark on the world. In our
own family we have two teachers, a doctor, a minister, a nurse who is head of the College of Nurses, and a computer
programmer. I believe the great education they received at Williamstown Public and CharLan has attributed greatly to
their success. Many parents can attest to this. In sports, Charlan has produced many EOSSA athletes. There is a huge
soccer field behind the school as well as a park nearby. Is provides lots of fresh air and exercise at a time when when
the whole country is trying to get kids away from their technology and be active to reduce obesity. It seems a simple
solution to fix the student ratio problems at Williamstowm Public and CharLan; Put grades five and six at the high
school and the problem is solved. Rural Ontario already gets a raw deal from the government. Don't take our jewel
away. Save CharLan PLEASE!

10/18/2016 4:51 PM
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302 Email received: I am writing to you to express my anger at the UCDSB for its lack of caring for or ignorance of the
rural communities that populate the areas surrounding Cornwall. I can only assume that the board members and
trustees who make decisions about the futures of these communities’ schools are not from a rural setting and do not
understand the value that a rural education carries. I am from a long line of graduates from Charlan in Williamstown.
My children have graduated from there as well. My husband on the other hand attended high school in Cornwall so
has a clearer picture of the how different the two schools are. He was a number, his daughters were members of a
school community that looked out for each other. Their teachers KNEW them, their strengths and weaknesses. Sure
there may have been more courses available in a larger school but my children overcame that issue by taking arts
courses online. They were active members of the sports teams, enviro teams, yearbook committee and so on. They
participated in Leadership programs that helped build the strong school community in which most thrived. But, you
don’t care about our children’s education! You are concerned with getting a new building in Cornwall on the backs of
these rural kids. I would think that by now governments and school boards would realize that children should receive
their education right in the community they grow up in. It makes me think about the Residential School issue where the
powers that be believed that children would be better off elsewhere for their education! We know what our children
need and it is, first and foremost, a community that cares for and nurtures their growth with teachers that know them
and their families and care about their success. If you look at the statistics around graduation rates, Ontario Scholar
rates, post secondary attendance rates you would not be trying to tell us that moving the rural children to the city
schools is in their best interest. I am just one of a very large group of concerned community members and tax payers
who recognize what you as a board are trying to accomplish with your plan. You need to rethink your plan because the
rural community will not support this school board if there is no rural school here for our children and grandchildren. It
would be an easy thing for me to pick up the phone and contact the township to have our school taxes redirected to
the school board that is willing to provide a good education right here in our rural community.

10/18/2016 4:49 PM

303 Email received: Im a parent and a member of the CharLan community. If Charlan closes my family and I will be moving
our tax dollars to the Catholic school board. We will not tolerate the upper Canada school board trying to destroy our
rural communities.

10/18/2016 4:48 PM

304 Email received: It was with much sadness that I read about the potential closure of rural schools in Glengarry and
Stormont counties. As a long standing citizen and your tax payer of South Glengarry, I am compelled to write to
provide a few suggestions for consideration: 1- if the board closes both Char-Lan and Glengarry district high schools –
there will be no public high schools in the county of Glengarry (that’s two townships) 2- I’m for keeping Char-Lan
open: you have a large feeder school (Williamstown) that is busting at the seams with portables across from the high
school – why not simply move grades 4-6 over to Char-Lan and make it a true intermediate/high school. Save portable
money and keep rural kids in the country. Parents were concerned about high school influencing grade 7-8s and it did
not materialize! That was done 7 years ago & my family lived through it with no hiccups! We live 11 minutes from
Char-Lan and yet my girls were on a bus for 75 minutes each way ... ridiculous! Would transportation costs not equal
that of keeping a school open? What about the quality of life for a child? Has the government thought of that! I don’t
commute that to go to work! Char-Lan & Williamstown are situated next to an arena and is central to South Glengarry.
3- the Board in it’s wisdom chose to ignore the catholic high schools being built in our respective communities and
literally getting their enrollment numbers from the public schools (I know of at least four families who are not catholic
and yet their children have attended Holy Trinity & St. Joes and should have gone to Char-Lan). How is this allowed?
Why did you not speak out to government about this? I thought you had to be catholic to attend a catholic school? This
meant less enrollment for our schools which meant less funding! The board needed to step it up during this time and
put in place a strong public relations plan to make sure parents aware of the great opportunities public schools have to
offer. 4- Why did the board not have public consultation to ask for our input on how to save money or use existing
schools better – we are creative, we could have been asked, we should have been asked! Instead you had a
consultant (which costs money) do an analysis thanks to government request and are allowing them to look at
numbers and not people! We deserve better! 5- This fight is not only yours to win but all rural communities to win and
you should be requesting rural citizens to stand up and let’s all go to Queens Park to complain – if the government had
it’s way, there would be no rural communities (we keep losing on services and are paying more!) We need you on our
side! We are rallying! We need to be united! Please reconsider!

10/18/2016 4:48 PM
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305 Email received: Hi, I am a grade 10 student of Char-Lan District High school, and I am emailing you to inform the
board of my concerns as a student and a scared community member of the possible closure of Char-Lan. One of the
main reasons why I chose Char-Lan as my high school was because, at char-Lan we are one big family where there
is no bullying and everyone is accepted. In addition, Char-Lan provides care to students with disabilities, they provide
their own classroom, teacher and where all students accept and help them, whereas most schools don't bother to help.
I also chose to come to this amazing school because the staff makes you feel very comfortable so that you can talk to
them whenever you want advice. If CharLan closes these amazing teachers, custodial staff, cooks and guidance
counsel members may lose their jobs, which does not help the Canadian economy. In my opinion, I think Char-Lan is
a great school, 10 of my friends (who used to attend Holy Trinity Catholic District School board or other schools) have
transferred this semester to Char-Lan because of the education that is offered and because of this fantastic
community. Char-Lan also saves money in transportation, an example of this is because students of Char-Lan share
busing with the students of Williamstown Public school since, it is right next door which saves the board thousands of
dollars a year! Char-Lan also provides a short bus ride for each student, whereas if students had to transfer to schools
in Cornwall the bus rides would be over an hour. Finally Char-Lan offers 3 soccer fields , an arena , a tennis court, an
outdoor ball hockey/ lacrosse rink and most off all an elementary school next door that has new enrolments each year!
In conclusion this is why closing Char-Lan doesn't just affect the students and staff, it affects the whole district of
glengarry!

10/18/2016 4:47 PM

306 Email received: If CharLan closes I will move my children to the catholic school board. We are practicing Catholics and
the only reason they go to CharLan is because we live in Williamstown. If they have to travel to Cornwall, you will not
dictate where they go. They will not go to CC ( a school at a busy intersection) or St. Lawrence (has a terrible
reputation).

10/18/2016 4:46 PM

307 Email received: I am writing this letter in order to express my opposition to the impending closure of Char-Lan District
High School at the end of the 2016-2017 school year. Char-Lan is, and should remain, an integral part of
Williamstown, Ontario. Over three generations of South Glengarians’ have attended this school and it is responsible
for producing educated civically minded members of society. I am an implant to South Glengarry as I am originally
from Montreal. My husband and I moved to this small community due in part, to the smaller class sizes that were
offered for our daughters’ educations. We didn’t want them to be educated in a huge high school where they are only
a number and we have been so happy with the educations that they’ve received so far at Char-Lan. They are both
involved in the tennis, basketball and volleyball programs at Char-Lan. We also love the fact that Char-Lan has a
wonderful “Special Needs” program integrating “Special Needs” students into the general population, thus exposing
our girls to those with challenges. This exposure, we believe, has resulted in part, in one of our daughters wanting to
be a Nurse Practitioner and our other daughter wanting to be a physician. I could go on about the virtues of Char-Lan,
but I’ve decided to keep this e-mail brief, as I am sure that you will be receiving many e-mails from concerned parents
such as myself.

10/18/2016 4:41 PM

308 Email received: I am writing this e-mail to encourage you to re-think your stance on the pending closure of Char-Lan
District High School at the end of the 2016-2017 school year, or any time in the future. Char-Lan is a credit to the
South Glengarry community. It has a long history of educating community-minded students who have become leaders
of our community. The school is quite close to capacity as it is, there are currently close to 300 students attending with
a 375 student capacity. It is right across the street from Williamstown Public Grade School which currently has an
abundance of students (with three satellite classes) which would mean that future enrollment will go up at Char-Lan.
Busing for both Williamstown Public and Char-Lan is accomodating both sets of student on the same buses, cutting
costs to the Board. Char-Lan is also right across the street from the Willams town arena and has access to three
tennis courts and four soccer fields. The community is currently raising funds to install a running track at the school. It
would be a disgrace if the Board decided to close one of the factors which has made many move into South Glengarry
from both Ottawa and Montreal. Please don not hesitate to contact me should you require further information on why I
believe that it would be an extreme mistake closing Char-Lan District High School.

10/18/2016 4:40 PM

309 Email received: I have read the proposed closures document in detail. I understand the rationale behind all the
suggested proposals. While I do not wish to see the closure of our school, I do completely "get it". I have three
children whom currently attend Char-Lan DHS....which offers much more love, care, personal attention, and desire to
see students succeed than the school of 2000 students which I attended myself growing up in Scarborough, Ontario.
Having seen both scenarios....the large, city school with a wide selection of available courses and the small, rural
school where students are seen as individuals and not merely a number.....I can hands-down, with the deepest of
sincerity, say that Char-Lan is much more successful at meeting the needs of its' students than the alternative. Over
the last few days, I have spoken to many people in our community...both face-to-face and through social media. This
proposal has certainly rattled our community and has resulted in a great deal of upset, anguish and outrage. I am
hearing LOUD AND CLEAR from our community that moving to a coterminous board, specifically Holy Trinity High
School, is far and above the first choice as a "forced alternative" should our local school close. In the eyes of our
community, this school is seen less as a "city" school, and far more desirable for our rural children than either St.
Lawrence or CCVS. I am extremely concerned about the impact of this closure. I feel that UCDSB will lose a huge
number of our students to the coterminous board. I am very concerned that this will be a very detrimental decision for
our board, which perhaps may only be seen in hindsight.

10/18/2016 4:39 PM
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310 Email received: As a lifelong Glengarrian and a parent I am heartbroken and angry to think that my children may not
have the opportunity to attend Char Lan. Above and beyond an outstanding academic record and top notch sports
programs, Char Lan can be credited with maintaining many of the important traditions of our rural community and
places a high value on the strong agricultural roots which run deep here in Glengarry. How will they keep these
traditions alive in an urban school with 1800 students? Many of the students attending the school today can proudly
look on the walls and see pictures of their parents and grandparents. The staff and fellow students are community
people who know the students and their families. In a day & age where teens are exposed to things far beyond their
comprehension it's comforting to parents to know that at Char Lan they walk through the doors into an environment
where they can feel secure and accepted. We have chosen to live in a rural area for many reasons. We want our
children to be highly involved in our community; to know their neighbours; to work and volunteer here and to
appreciate the traditions and values that go hand in hand with rural living. Our children are worth more than any
funding formula can measure; they cannot be moved around school to school for the sake of the almighty dollar.
There can be no price put on the peace of mind I will have sending my children to Char Lan; that the education they
receive will go beyond reading, writing and arithmetic; that they will learn a true sense of community spirit, and feel a
sense of belonging that is invaluable. Please know that my husband and I will seek alternative education for our
children before we bus them into Cornwall. Sending our children to Iona Academy and Holy Trinity is the only viable
alternative to sending our children to our local schools.

10/18/2016 4:39 PM

311 Williamstown Public (WPS) and SJ McLeod (SJ) elementary schools could be consolidated with SJ closing. See next
response for what to do with the over population of WPS resulting from this consolidation.

10/17/2016 10:59 AM

312 DO not close Char-Lan. I will not send my kids to school in Cornwall. Char-lan's academic results are far superior to
the Cornwall school that have some of the worst performing results in the board. Why would I send my kid to a school
like that? Our school has decent capacity and a lot of kids coming up from Williamstown.

10/16/2016 7:36 PM

313 Maybe implement that students attend the school that are in their district, 10/16/2016 7:07 PM

314 Allow more time for communities to be able to counter the proposals. This time would allow research to be done to
prove why rural schools are important. It would also allow to time to prepare proper solutions

10/16/2016 6:56 PM

315 To improve these recommendations, I believe that school amalgamation should be dropped. Studies have shown that
the amount of bullying increases in larger schools, smaller schools tend to preform better academically and smaller
schools are much better at serving special needs pupils than larger schools.

10/16/2016 4:27 PM

316 Clearly S.J. McLeod should be closed. An addition to Williamstown is required as portables are already in use. 10/16/2016 10:42 AM

317 I do feel that Williamstown public school may need some renovations/building additions with their growth in
population, however closing char-LAN DHS is a TERRIBLE idea. How do you expect rural students to travel 3 hours
on a bus each day and still have time to spend with their family and complete their homework. Has anybody who
created this draft studied Geography? Has anybody actually looked at the academic, physical and social
achievements of char-lan? The anecdotal evidence and data speaks for itself. It is the heart and soul of glengarry and
it breeds productive citizens. Nobody will attend schools in cornwall. I certainly wouldn't have if this were happening in
my time. Home school or change boards. You will regret this decision. FIND A SOLUTION that doesn't involve ruining
the lives of our future citizens

10/16/2016 5:48 AM

318 The recommendations are not well accepted by the rural community. People live in rural areas to send their children to
rural schools. Closing a school that is close to 80% full is concerning. 1. SJ McLeod becomes a 4-6 school, dual track
and WPS becomes a k-3 school dual track. CL remains open and any empty space is utilized by incorporating a
daycare. SJ space is maximized and WPS is reduced. 2. CL becomes a 5-12 school as the grade 5 and 6 classes are
moved to CL to maximize CL space and reduce WPS space. Close SJ and all students attend WPS. 3. Glengarry who
is extremely under capacity is closed and students are divided between Tagwi Vankleek Hill and Char-Lan. Those
schools are maximized and SJ and WPS are maximized with the k-3 and 4-6 scenario.

10/15/2016 7:37 PM

319 Offer students in Glengarry county to remain in GLENGARRY schools. The drive alone in a personal vehicle to the
schools alone is ridiculous let alone placing these students on a bus to these proposed locations. This proposal hits
Glengarry hard. we want an option that will allow our students the same privilege as others attending highschool in
their own community. Give us the option of keeping one of our Highschools and the issue of surplus will solve itself.
People want their children to remain in the community they reside.

10/15/2016 1:29 PM

320 Have a kindergarten to grade 12 school facility at Char Lan 10/15/2016 8:46 AM

321 I do not suppport the closure of Char-lan. 1. Consolidate WPS and Charlan into a k-12 school. And turn WPS into
green space or sell. 2. Close char-lan and GDHS And create a Glengarry 7-12 in or around Green valley (where the 4
townships meet) Under NO circumstances will my children be bused into Cornwall. We will change boards if this
Charlan closes

10/15/2016 8:01 AM

322 Bring more grades from WPS across to Char-Lan to increase population at Char-Lan and decrease over crowding at
WPS. Win Win!!

10/15/2016 12:50 AM
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323 I live near the furthest area of char lan district. it is already a 40 minute bus ride for my son to go to school in char
lan/Williamstown. The next closest school is Glengarry in Alexandria .. Unfortunately also slated to close. What about
a merger of the two schools into GD? Keep a school in the our county. Those south side of Williamstown area can be
bussed into cornwall. North of Williamstown can be bussed to glengarry district. Or close GD and have the students
living in the southern area of that district travel to char lan as opposed to all the way into Vankleet Hill. (It would be
closer, saving unnecessary travel time and costs) Char lan is already 80% capacity. Just 2 more roads into Glengarry
district would have enough students to fill it. Absolutely no need to close both schools.

10/14/2016 11:00 PM

324 Surrounding students for St Lawrence school come to charlan pulling up capacity which isn't that low at the time. Or
See what happens with the cdsbeo and St. Joseph high school's building. If they decide to build like they want to,
CCVS And St Lawrence can go there to create this massive Cornwall high school they're proposing.

10/14/2016 10:22 PM

325 Our children have the right to be able to attend school in their own community! If this closure of Char- lan happens,
not only will my child transfer from this board to the Catholic board., we will be changing our taxes to the Catholic
board! If I had wanted my children to attend a city school or a " megga" school we would have moved and raise our
children in a urban setting.

10/14/2016 10:05 PM

326 do not CLOSE CHARLAN. Create a campus of school in Williamstown with K-12 split between two buildings. To
accommodate the addition/renovations at WPs.. use more of spaces at Charlan and SJ Mcleod for student spaces until
renovations/addition complete at Char-Lan Look to bring more GDHS students to Charlan.

10/14/2016 9:38 PM

327 Keep Char-LAN open a a K-12 school. 10/14/2016 8:49 PM

328 If parents wanted their children to go a city school they would have enrolled them there. Parents who want their
children educated in a small rural local community school are losing this option.

10/14/2016 8:48 PM

329 Bring children from the Williamstown Elementary School over to Char-Lan High School 10/14/2016 8:36 PM

330 Do not close Char-lan district high school as williamstown public school is a huge feeder school into Char-Lan. You
will lose many of these students to the Catholic board as you are threatening to take all the public country schools
away.

10/14/2016 8:31 PM

331 With the portables at Williamstown Public, either remove the portables at WPS and move the students to CharLan
(maybe gr 5&6 to the high school).

10/14/2016 7:59 PM

332 I don't agree with closing Charlan, we have 4 generations of my family that have attended Charlan, instead of shipping
our kids to Cornwall Close the Cornwall School bus the city kids out here. I will home school before I send my child to
Cornwall

10/14/2016 7:32 PM

333 Char lan is a country school in Williamstown .. Oldest fair in Canada which shows you we are a tight knit community ...
Ourselves bought and build a house in Summerstown so our children could go to Williamstown and char lan. We
moved from Ottawa to be with our families to have our children grow up here not to be put in a city school ...

10/14/2016 6:27 PM

334 I refuse to send my kids to school in Cornwall. We moved to Williamstown from Ottawa to give our kids the opportunity
to go to a rural school for the small size and close knit community. I will home school, online courses or switch to the
catholic school board before sending them to any other public school.

10/14/2016 6:18 PM

335 In order to close these schools the students would have to travel to long and far. School size is a big factor in the
social, educational and moral upbringing of a child and studies show children from smaller schools do better. The
economic fallout from closing these schools would create ghost towns. I know as recently moving to the country that
we looked at schools before purchasing. I would suggest changing school boundaries to send more students to
schools that have less attendance. For example earners corners is over capacity...change the boundary and send to
Longue sault which is not that far a bus ride.

10/14/2016 5:59 PM

336 You could not shut down char LAN and let us all be happy again with our schooling and not need to worry about our
second home closing

10/14/2016 5:30 PM

337 You should reconsider due to the fact that your plan for our section (CharLan DHS) will not follow through as you
expect, as you can expect 85-90+ of the current and projected students to switch school boards if they are made to
attend a Cornwall school due to CharLan closing. Perhaps close SJ McLeod, make Williamstown K-4 and CharLan 5-
12. This will keepthe option for a rural school in the area while also lowering costs as closing an elementary school. To
eliminate a school in Cornwall, combine St.Lawrence and CCVS. This will also lower costs and help budget. Sending
kids from Williamstown, Martintown, Lancaster, Summerstown, Bainsville and Curry Hill is unrealistic and
unacceptable.

10/14/2016 5:14 PM

338 - I full heartedly disagree with the decision to close Char-Lan Distict High School or Glengarry District High School. -
S.J. does not offer French immersion, which is a major contributing factor to why it is empty and Williamstown has a
surplus. - Reinstating immersion at S.J. and the redrawing boundaries could help eleviate the numbers within these
two schools. - Sending the students to S.J. McLeod temporarily while a new school is built in Williamstown is a
possible option. - If you think it reasonable to bus students from the area into Cornwall, busing them to S.J. shouldn't
be an issue. - Visit our communities in Williamstown and Alexandria to see what our schools really mean to us. -

10/14/2016 5:00 PM
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339 Not close the high school and let our children attend a high school within the rural community. 10/14/2016 4:52 PM

340 As a former Char-Lan student, and now having children of my own, we chose to live in a rural area to bring up our
children. The choice to live in a rural area was quite simple for us, we had no intention to ever move to a city, as both
my husband and I were brought up in Glengarry, a place where everyone knows your name or face. It is safe, and a
wonderful community to live in. You do not have to worry about your children on a regular basis, because you know
each and every Glengarrian is also watching your child(ren) to ensure they are safe. It broke my heart to see the
proposal of closing Char-Lan. All I ever wanted for my children is to feel the family unity a small school has to offer.
They would have a much better chance not to fall through the cracks like they would in a bigger school. It is wonderful
that Williamstown Public School will still be available, but to move those children once they graduate from grade 6 into
a city school would be a major culture shock to them, in my opinion. They will be lost in a sea of students. Personally I
feel as though the renovations to Williamstown Public School should include the addition to maximize it's worth by
housing students from JK to 12 as 90% or more students who graduate from the public school chose to go to Char-
Lan. Why not combine both schools here in a rural setting. I would be more than happy to continue to support the
Public School Board with a decision like that over the alternative of losing our beloved High School.

10/14/2016 4:43 PM

341 Building a super school from JK to grade 12 using two campuses. In the meantime, JK/SK students or the Grade 5s
and grade 6s be moved over to CharLan to accommodate the build

10/14/2016 4:37 PM

342 count on WPS feeder school, offer special programs 10/14/2016 4:27 PM
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Q38 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 348 Skipped: 582

# Responses Date

1 Email Received: I would like to share the following "idea" submitted to the Ontario Budget Talks initiative. Title: Virtual
Classrooms - Enhancing programming in rural K-12 schools Project ID: 2862 https://talks.ontario.ca/project/virtual-
classrooms-enhancing-programming-rural-k-12-schools As you know, all the high schools in the Upper Canada
District School Board are considered small by provincial standards. As such, our students often use an eLearning
option to satisfy their course requirements. However, there is dissatisfaction with these online courses when it comes
to the lack of interaction between students and teachers as well as the timeliness of responses from teachers who may
be located a long distance away. Self-motivated and strong students are able to work this current model; however,
students who require more encouragement or guidance are faced with unnecessary barriers to success. The idea, that
we have submitted to Ontario Government 2016 budget Talks, in summary, is that online courses would become
"Virtual Classrooms" where the students could interact "live" with their teachers and classmates via video-chat. Using
technology available today (via the current supplier of the UCDSB eLearning platform), this simple idea could go a
long way to ensure that students in rural schools are not at a disadvantage to students in urban settings when it comes
to completing the required courses for entry to programs at the post-secondary level. This idea would go a long way to
ensuring that rural students can continue to be educated in their communities, maintaining their well-being, and in
schools that are leading the board, in terms of academic achievement. This can be part of the solution to the
programming challenges that exist across the UCDSB! As this is an idea that could be used across Ontario, we will
also bring it to the attention of the Minister of Education. We are looking forward to discussing it further with her, while
we showcase our schools, when the Minister visits Char-Lan DHS in mid-January. The group will whittle the ideas
down submitted to Budget Talks to create a shortlist for the public to vote on. if you want to support this idea going to
public vote! Their mandate is two-fold. Primarily, the group provides advice to the Ontario government to ensure that
programs and supports for youth reflect the needs of young people across the province. The second part of the
group’s mandate is to identify issues impacting youth who may need more targeted supports and opportunities to
ensure they are able to succeed.

2/6/2017 6:16 PM

2 I mentioned above that students could b redistributed between the 2 schools to use existing spaces more effectively.
At the same time, the subjects ofered at CharLan need to be expanded so that students, like my own children, had to
finish High school elsewhere to get the courses they needed to get into their chosen fields at university. I further
recommend that CharLan develop courses for the trades, an area of the job market that is desperate for workers.
CharLan has shops that once had good programs.

2/6/2017 5:43 PM

3 Email received: Hello, I am a mother from the Williamstown area with students attending CharLan and WPS. They
love attending these schools, a small community with an arena close by. Who wouldn't want that. I grew up in a small
town in another province going to a small school. This school community reminds me of what I grew up in and
wouldn't have changed it. The thought of my kids being sent to a Cornwall school is not going to happen. I will be
changing school boards if this was the decision and I know I am not alone. We also have a family farm, going to
school in Cornwall would impact us, the kids would have a longer bus ride therefore they would have to be up that
much earlier to get their chores done. These kids will be exhausted. Where is the time for extra curricular activities?
Making Williamstown a K-12 campus makes a lot of sense and is a preferred solution for our community. Boundaries
don't have to be changed, we can keep the current boundaries or even make them bigger so others can benefit from
the excellent education offered in Williamstown.

2/2/2017 2:21 PM

4 Email received: It is with much hope and optimism that we write this letter and ask that you make the RIGHT decision
with regards to keeping CharLan DHS open. The proposal to keep CharLan open as a grade JK-12 school makes
perfect sense.... there is no other option! As stated previously in another email we will NOT bus our kids into
Cornwall. We chose to move to South Glengarry to raise our family in the Country for many reasons. The main reason
being we wanted all of our kids to attend a smaller country school with more opportunity. Our children all deserve a
quality education at CharLan in the community of which they live along with ALL their peers ...while being able to
honour their Scottish heritage.

2/2/2017 2:15 PM
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5 Email received: As a resident of Williamstown for many years, mother of very successful Char-Lan graduates,
grandmother of current students in Williamstown schools, and a former employee of the board, I would like to add my
voice to the debate regarding school closures in the rural communities, particularly in Williamstown. Turning Char-Lan
into a K-12 school would be a very reasonable solution to your numbers problem while maintaining the positive
atmosphere and excellent education that is delivered in the Williamstown schools. A K-12 school fulfills the Ministry
goals of academic excellence, equitable education and student well being. It is also the preferred solution of our
community and is self sustaining. In addition it fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces as it removes 187 spaces from
the Board. Making Char-Lan a K-12 campus requires no boundary changes to make it viable. Surely such a positive
solution is the answer to the Board's problem and more importantly to the education, heath and happiness of our
students.

2/2/2017 2:01 PM

6 I am a char-lan graduate along with my spouse, in-laws and several close friends. I am 100% for k-12 proposal for the
char-lan feeder, for a number of reasons. Boundaries do not have to be redrawn, less cost for busing. No negative
effect on rural communities. These are just a few reasons from a long list of others.

2/2/2017 1:57 PM

7 I would like to add my voice to the chorus that supports a K-12 campus in Williamstown. It is sustainable, helps
eliminate spaces at SJ McLeod, alleviates the pressure of overcrowding at WPS, and the campus will run at full
capacity for years to come without impacting existing boundaries. The school has an excellent track record of
educating rural students, resulting in EQAO results and graduation rates that exceed UCDSB standards. As a parent
of a CharLan student, I can affirm that my child, like the older sibling, will be very well prepared for university. If the
decision is made to close CharLan, I'm not sure which school my child will attend next year. Having explored the
options, right now I'm thinking that Holy Trinity is the best of the bad options that would be available to us, so I would
not anticipate us remaining in the UCDSB should CharLan close.

2/2/2017 1:50 PM

8 Email received: I have attended the public meetings and have been keeping up to date on school closure information,
particularly with regard to the proposed closure of Char Lan District Highschool. I feel strongly that the proposed
solution of a K-12 campus at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education and
student well-being. The plan fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces as it removes 187 spaces from the board. I echo
the community’s support of the K-12 proposal as it is self-sustaining and would not require changes to the school
boundaries in order to be successful. Of course, if the board were to enlarge our boundaries, then more UCDSB
students could benefit from the excellent education that is and would continue to be offered in Williamstown should the
plan for the K-12 campus be seen to fruition! Please know that should the proposal for the closure of Charlan go
through, I will be moving my children, who presently attend Charlan High and Williamstown Public, to CDSBEO.

2/2/2017 1:47 PM

9 If it is necessary to close a school, then ask the parents where they would wish their children to go. I believe a majority
of parents at S. J. McLeod School would accept sending their children to Williamstown. Integrate Williamstown P.S.
and Char-Lan to make best use of the existing space in the two buildings. In all likelihood you could reduce the
number of portables on one side of the road by using vacant space on the other side. For those parents who would
prefer switching to Laggan because of proximity - let it happen. Moving Char-Lan students to Cornwall makes sense
only in order to boost the occupancy numbers there. In other words it would (possibly!) help Cornwall's schools at the
very real cost to the Char-Lan students and their families. Rich people in big cities pay large sums of money to send
their children to private schools located in rural areas in order to benefit from a smaller school, surrounded by acres of
playing fields, and with motivated caring teachers in smaller classes, and fewer big-city distractions. You have all of
that in Williamstown. It would be complete folly to throw all that away.

2/2/2017 1:32 PM

10 by combining Williamstown PUblic and Char Lan. 2/2/2017 1:28 PM

11 Combine K-12.. Work with volunteer groups to remove the portable trailers serving as classrooms at Williamstown
public, and finally, Close SJ Macleod and consolidate in Williamstown. Removal of the portables and consolidation will
effectively meet the space requirements at close to capacity

2/2/2017 1:26 PM

12 Please keep CDHS open and combine Williamstown and other area closing to CharLan. This school has a rich history
of scholars who have moved on to do great things in the world and proven. It always has the best grade scores in the
surrounding area. Three generation in our family have attended CharLan. Schooling in a bigger school will not home
in on my child's and others great talents. The future can be great it's in your hands. Please reconsider and make the
smart choice. Thank you.

2/2/2017 1:26 PM

13 CharLan becomes a K to 12 school, making use of both buildings and thereby keeping kids from a rural area in the
community. Removing children from their community will have a negative impact on them, taking away their
opportunities for after school activities and employment on the family farm or small family-run businesses. Why is the
cost of additional busing not taken into consideration? Long bus rides are not a useful way for kids to spend time, and
less than perfect behavior, including bullying, can take place on the bus without the driver knowing. Closing the school
will have a very negative impact on the whole community, not just Williamstown, but all of South Glengarry. This
needs to be driven home at the Ministry level.

2/2/2017 1:21 PM
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14 Char-Lan should become K-12 and i support our current boundaries. This will have a huge affect on my kids!...longer
bus rides to cornwall will devastate us. these kids are on the bus 45 minutes right now to Char-lan and WPS...it breaks
my heart that any child should may be forced to endure bus rides over an hour to and from school everyday. Mine
Could end up 1 1/2 hours morning and evening...this is insane and completely unfair. I would likely leave the ucdsb if
the decision to combine these schools to a campus style K-12 option isn't acheived.Our community is not only seeking
a solution we are demanding fair and just solutions---all parents here will welcome this idea as an alternative to school
closures. Save our schools...save our rural community...Our children are our future and they deserve to continue their
successful education..here...at char-lan in Williamstown! I think it's despicable that it's even considered that forcing
rural kids into high population city schools is proper and decent. We left the cities for a country lifestyle...don't
abandon us! The K-12 option is my choice to save Char-lan

2/2/2017 1:19 PM

15 I support the idea of having a K to 12 school in Williamstown and making use of both buildings. 2/2/2017 1:17 PM

16 I understand wanting to close SJ McLeod and relocating their students. However, I feel that the closing of Char-Lan
will force parents to move their grade 7 -12 students to Holy Trinity. Char-Lan should offer more programs to entice
more parents to send their children there. Parents in Glen Walter and Summertown are choosing Holy Trinity, and St.
Lawrence because they have more variety of classes.

2/2/2017 1:13 PM

17 Create a K to 12 for Williamstown public school and Char Lan . They already share buses, share a librarian, share co-
op students, share activities such as the Canada 150 celebrations and remembrance Day ceremonies . Gr 6 could be
brought over to the high school and the high school could be kept open living space for more students at WPS .

2/2/2017 1:09 PM

18 Move some of the grades from Williamstown Public to Char-Lan creating a Middle School there which would lessen
the volume of students at Williamstown Public and up the number of students at Char-Lan. Classes can go one way or
another as populations dictate. 1 hour + bus rides are ridiculous. I drove school bus for years and bused children from
as far away as Pilon's Point (Summerstown) to Marie Tanguay (catholic french school in Cornwall) and St Peters
(catholic english school in Cornwall) 30 years ago and it was too long. When there was a snow storm, some of those
students did not get home until 1 1/2 hours. Too long. I cannot comment on SJ McLeod.

2/2/2017 1:07 PM

19 Charlan and Williamstown should be a K-12 campus.. there is lots of synergies already between the schools.
Opportunities for leadership for senior students, role models for younger students. as sense of community is of utmost
important to me. Moved back to this area because of the proximity of the 2 schools, in a small rural community, with
arena next door. If I wanted my kids to go to super large urban schools - I would have stayed living in the city. I
commute from Williamstown so my kids experience all the amazing things offered in a small rural school.
Programming is just fine! Why not change the boundaries and sent more kids to this amazing community.

2/2/2017 12:50 PM

20 Char Lan to house grades 5-12 and public school across the road is overcrowded (4 portables) 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

21 Williamstown Public School and Char-Lan DHS should be amalgamated to form a K- 12 school. The reasons for this
are : No increase in busing costs. The children would remain in their own close and involved community It fulfills the
Ministry guidelines of academic excellence, equitable education and student well being. It removes 187 vacant spaces
from the Board This solution is self-sustaining and is the widely favoured choice of the community.

2/2/2017 12:34 PM

22 K - 12 combination Anything that demonstrates you have given even one iota of thought to these students, ministry
guidelines, or education research.

2/1/2017 10:25 PM

23 I would recommend a K-12 campus which would address the lack of space at WPS and the excess space at Char-
Lan. S.J. McLeod could be merged w/ WPS or Lagan, depending on cost/time of transportation.

2/1/2017 9:47 PM

24 I would recommend a K-12 campus which would address the lack of space at WPS and the excess space at Char-
Lan. S.J. McLeod could be merged w/ WPS or Lagan, depending on cost/time of transportation.

2/1/2017 9:46 PM

25 Make Char-Lan house the over populated students from WPS to bring it to capacity and reducing the overflow at
WPS.

2/1/2017 8:03 PM

26 Email received: Please read this and note my vigorous support for the proposal from our ARC committee that you
establish the K-12 Campus in Williamstown to maintain education provided by Char-Lan District High School and
Williamstown Public School. I can barely write the slogan “Building for the Future”. Your ideas about closing our High
School represent “Destruction for the Future” in our village and county. You know all the facts about the deleterious
effects of school closure on the now vibrant and healthy communities. This iconic community has provided education
for the youth from almost 100 years before Confederation to the present. The school stands on land once owned by
Canada’s David Thompson. The first teacher in 1787 was the Great-Great Grand Uncle of Norman Bethune. Toronto
was still York when we had schools in Williamstown! This school should remain as a Provincial and Canadian icon to
our collective history. Your conscience be your guide. Burning fossil fuels in buses does not comply with our
government’s commitment to environmental concerns. Stand for us, you are our hands and feet to make choices that
go beyond the handy answers of stuffing empty spaces from full spaces in order to build a mega school that no one
wants. Sense of community over rides techno “advantages”.

2/1/2017 6:28 PM
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27 Email received: I would like to express my support for K-12 at CharLan/WPS. This meets the Ministry goals of
acedemic excellence, equitable education and student well being. Busing children to Cornwall will not!! This is the
solution that is supported by the community. This solution does not change the boundaries and will be successful. It
removes spaces from the board and does not have the added cost of transportation of students to Cornwall. I urge you
to consider this option so that our students may continue to be educated in their community and may continue to be
part of their community. My children were and they have gone on to be contributing members of their communities- the
foundation for which was begun in Williamstown.

2/1/2017 5:39 PM

28 Email received: My intention in reaching out to you at this crucial time is to request that you adopt the K-12 solution
combining Char-Lan High School, Williamstown Public and SJ McLeod. Not only will this provide continuity for the
students, parents and residents; it is the best option available. This option does not require boundary changes, it also
fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces and most importantly maintains the excellent education and culture that Char-
Lan has provided over the course of time. Please support this option.

2/1/2017 5:30 PM

29 Email received: K-12 at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education and
student well-being. It is also the preferred solution of our community and is self-sustaining and fulfills the mandate of
reducing spaces as it removes 187 spaces from the board A Williamstown K-12 campus support our current
boundaries and also provides flexibility if the board would like to enlarge our boundaries to provide more UCDSB
students with the benefit of the excellent education offered at Williamstown. This solution has no impact on the
existing Char-Lan/Williamstown PS children and does not require increased busing costs or travel time. Hence it
would appear to be the perfect solution for both the Board and, more importantly, for the children and the community -
academic excellence, equitable education and the well-being of the students are maintained. WHAT OTHER OPTION
CAN COMPETE WITH THIS????

2/1/2017 5:30 PM

30 Email received: Thank you for all the time that goes into sorting these e-mails, it must be exhaustive. I’d like to add to
your mounting pile of support for the K-12 Campus in Williamstown that fulfills the Ministry goals of academic
excellence, equitable education, and student well-being. It is also the preferred solution of our community. Thus, in the
wisdom of Aristotle, it touches on logic, ethics, and emotion. Note well: the solution is self-sustaining, requires no
boundary changes, removes 187 spaces from the board, and - if you wish - you can enlarge the boundaries to share
our excellence with others.

2/1/2017 5:29 PM

31 Email received: The K-12 proposal that has been tabled for the Char-Lan high school and public school in
Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education, sports excellence, sense of
belonging and community that is so basic to life in Williamstown and area. The history of education in Williamstown is
one of the oldest and most historic in all of Ontario. The community and in particular the farming families in the area
are fully dependant on local education. Closing Char-Lan would be a huge loss to this historic community. Many
families that have moved to the area, now and in the recent past have done so because of our local schools and the
reputation of those schools. Please make the right decision for our children and keep our schools open.

2/1/2017 5:28 PM

32 Email received: I would like to recommend you support the plan as presented by the Save CharLan group. I feel the
K-12 solution is the best fit for our community. 1 - It fulfills the goals of academic excellence, equitable education and
student well-being 2 - It does not include long bus rides for our children 3 - It does not require any boundary changes,
however we would welcome extending our boundaries so others can benefit from our opportunities 4 - CharLan and
Williamstown Public are only steps away from each other so this would only enhance the existing relationship between
our schools 5 - It fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces within the Board because it removes 187 spaces. I believe
this is the only solution that makes sense for our community. Please support this solution. I want my son to be the
fourth generation to graduate from CharLan.

2/1/2017 5:27 PM

33 Email received: K-12 at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education and
student well-being. It is also the preferred solution of our community. It is self sustaining Please remind them ...making
a Williamstown K-12 campus does not require a change to boundaries to be successful. In fact, we support our
current boundaries. If the board would like to enlarge our boundaries so that more UCDSB students can benefit from
the excellent education offered in Williamstown, they would be welcomed. Rural schools represent tradition and strong
values. I ensure you that if this goes through I will move all of my children to the CDSBEO. That will be 3 more
students that will be leaving your board. To be blunt... stop being so selfish. Think about the big picture, instead of
trying to make yourselves look good. Our plan makes sense and saves money.

2/1/2017 5:26 PM

34 I am writing to express my support of the proposed k-12 model including Char-Lan DHS and Williamstown PS.
Majority of the community also supports this model. This campus would be sustainable without changing any
boundaries. Williamstown is over capacity and the surplus could be moved across the street to Char-Lan. This would
also keep many students with the UCDSB, as you know majority of the Char-Lan and WPS population plan on
switching to the Catholic board if Char Lan closes. I am included in that majority. This proposed solution does not
affect any other schools and does not require any changes to the existing boundaries.It also removes 187 vacant
spaces from the board.

2/1/2017 5:18 PM
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35 Email received: We totally agree with this: "K-12 at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence,
equitable education and student well-being. It is also the preferred solution of our community. It is self
sustaining,making a Williamstown K-12 campus does not require a change to boundaries to be successful. In fact, we
support our current boundaries. If the board would like to enlarge our boundaries so that more UCDSB students can
benefit from the excellent education offered in Williamstown, they would be welcomed. It also fulfills the mandate of
reducing spaces as it removes 187 spaces from the board." There are reports that all these closings are being done to
cause overcrowding in the Cornwall schools in an effort to get government funding to build new schools in Cornwall to
replace CCVS and St. Lawrence, which would not occur if these Cornwall schools are not full
capacity.......................THIS IS TOTALLY UNETHICAL, busing country children over an hour to obtain money to build
new schools for Cornwall students. Children are not cattle to be used for your dirty political games...if all this is true,
shame on you, and we promise, you will pay the price for your dirty games.

2/1/2017 5:17 PM

36 Email received: South Glengarry and in particular Williamstown have a long and rich history of English Language
schooling. The area was settled by United Empire Loyalists following the American war of independence around 1784
and continued through the Scottish immigration waves of the early 1800's... Claiming over 200 years of English
education is by no means a stretch of the truth in any way. The K-12 proposal at Williamstown fulfills the ministry
goals of academic excellence, equitable education, sports excellence, and sense of belonging and community that has
been part of the fabric of life for many, many generations. Closing Char-Lan will be a huge loss to one of the oldest
communities in the province of Ontario..!! and one of the most vibrant..!!

2/1/2017 5:12 PM

37 I support the k to 12 model for Char-lan district high school and Williamstown Public. 2/1/2017 5:06 PM

38 Put charlan and williamstown together instead of moving them to city schools 2/1/2017 3:32 PM

39 Consolidating these two schools with be better for the community and will keep a lot of families in the area. I am a
parents of students at Williamstown and will be looking at moving them to another school board if char-LAN closes.

2/1/2017 12:18 PM

40 The clear and best alternative is close SJ McLeod. Move the SJ students to Williamstown Public School and combine
Char-Lan and Williamstown Public School to create a K-12 Campus. The proposed solution brought forward by the
Save Char-Lan is the ideal solution for all involved. This solution does not impact any other community or school. As a
parent of children attending WPS, I have ZERO issue with mixing of ages/grades together amongst the 2 buildings.
Other K-12 schools have seen great success with this model and I know it will work extremely well in benefiting the
communities children! With the arena beside both, it will truly be "The Williamstown Campus of Academic Excellence"

2/1/2017 12:12 PM

41 If we treated the two schools as a campass we have the opportunity to fill spots that are empty and create more space
in WPS for additional students.

1/31/2017 11:28 PM

42 Close SJ McLeod and send those students to K-12 school in Williamstown using Williamstown Public and Char-LAN
schools or combining all into Char-Lan

1/31/2017 11:27 PM

43 Keep Char Lan and combine with feeders schools and open as a K-12 school, but offer certain classes via
teleconference from other secondary schools.

1/31/2017 10:58 PM

44 I propose a merge with GDHS. The school would still be small, but there would be more opportunities 1/31/2017 10:56 PM

45 Combining SJ MacLeod with Williamstown Public and Char lan, reducing admin staff and having one principal and two
vice principals, the that would put us at capacity, money would be saved and way of life for our schools would be
intact.

1/31/2017 10:34 PM

46 I do not support the draft recommendations. If the board closes charlan my children will be transferred to another
board. I believe the save charlan proposal of closing sjm and creating a k-12 campus with WPS and Char-Lan is the
best option. It eliminates empty seats, cuts time on the bus, saves on admin costs, keeps students in the ucdsb, and
does not require a change to the boundaries. There are various other reasons that are detailed by the savecharlan
committee. Our community is standing behind tbis. I stand behind this. Please do not close charlan. There is a better
option. One that works both for the students and the board.

1/31/2017 10:16 PM

47 Use Williamstown Public School for Grades JK to 3. Use CharLan for Grades 4-12. 1/31/2017 9:43 PM

48 Char Lan and Williamstown Public Schools become one campus. Williamstown have grades JK to grade 5. Char Lan
have grades 6 to 12. Busing already set up. One principal for both schools with two vice principals. No extra costs.
Most sensible and WANTED solution for our Community!!!

1/31/2017 9:38 PM

49 Grades 6-12 1/31/2017 9:35 PM

50 Make Williamstown Public School and Charlan District High School a K-12 school. Close SJ McLeod. We do not
support closing Charlan at all!!

1/31/2017 9:35 PM

51 Combine Williamstown PS and CharLan DHS into one K-12 school so that a community continues to thrive and
children are not on buses for unrealistic amounts of time.

1/31/2017 9:34 PM

52 Char - Lan stays open as a K-12 school, meeting the needs of the community, especially its kids. 1/31/2017 9:22 PM
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53 Char-Lan and Williamstown become consolidated to K-12 1/31/2017 9:08 PM

54 Make SJ, WPS and charlan 1 school grades K-12 by renovating the current charlan facility 1/31/2017 9:07 PM

55 Simply put either get SJ McLeod and Williamstown all into Char Lancaster High School - segregating the youngsters
from the High School levels and closing the 2 first schools mentioned. If that's not possible, then close SJ McLeod and
have the elementary classes at Williamstown Elementary and the High School kids at Char Lan HS.

1/31/2017 9:04 PM

56 Close SJ McLeod. Combine WPS and ChsrLan to a K-12 school. 1/31/2017 9:02 PM

57 As already suggested to the ARC, utilize the two Williamstown schools as their own "super school." 1/31/2017 8:42 PM

58 Close S J MacLeod. Create a k-12 campus in Williamstown 1/31/2017 8:38 PM

59 We need to save the country schools which provide students with more understanding teachers better teaching and
overall community support you DO NOT get in city schools

1/31/2017 8:38 PM

60 Make Char-Lan a K to 12 school. It makes sense and saves the Canadian way, instead of forcing big city thinking. 1/31/2017 8:28 PM

61 Closure of SJM K-12 model 1/31/2017 8:25 PM

62 K-12 solution. Close SJ McLeod 1/31/2017 8:24 PM

63 K-12 campus at char LAN and Williamstown ublic combined 1/31/2017 8:20 PM

64 Make Char-Lan & Williamstown Public a K-12 school with 2'campuses. Close SJ McLeod. 1/31/2017 7:53 PM

65 Make charlan k - 12 renovate. Keep it open otherwise the students will suffer in the end 1/31/2017 7:40 PM

66 Make char-LAN a k-12 school 1/31/2017 7:39 PM

67 I have no doubt that there are changes that can be done in the school programs that you are trying to close. 1/31/2017 7:31 PM

68 Make char-LAN a JK to 8 school, leaving the northern part to Laggan 1/31/2017 6:49 PM

69 Close SJ MacLeod, bring those students to WPS. Then create a JK-12 campus in Williamstown, dividing the student
population between WPS and Char-Lan buildings. This would bring both schools inline with the provincial standards
for student population in both schools. Never mind building a new school. It's not necessary if this plan is implemented.
I believe the initial "Building for the Future " recommendations are highly flawed. I think it's disgusting that UCDSB
would even fathom the thought of gutting so many rural communities to fill the city schools to "Potentially" have
enough students to be able to build a new school in the Future. Close CCVS, and divide those students between St
Lawrence HS and reopen General Vanier school building.

1/31/2017 5:49 PM

70 Consolidate char-Lan with williamstown PS and SJ McLeod PS 1/31/2017 2:43 PM

71 I attended both ARC public meetings - the answer is clear for this group of schools.. Make a K-12 campus in
Williamstown. Where else do you have such a beautiful large grounds wtih 2 schools * arena .. K-12 at Williamstown
fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education and student well-being. It is also the preferred
solution of our community. I don't expect our students would be welcomed or treated well in Cornwall school.. If
parents/community in Cornwall thought this was a good idea for their community - where were they to show us why
their schools would support our kids

1/31/2017 2:34 PM

72 I don't agree with the closing it has flaws that need to be over looked like the negative impact it will have on our
community and YOUR school board

1/31/2017 2:34 PM

73 K-12 at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence, equitable education and student well-being. It is
also the preferred solution of our community. It is self sustaining .making a Williamstown K-12 campus does not
require a change to boundaries to be successful. It support our current boundaries. If the board would like to enlarge
our boundaries so that more UCDSB students can benefit from the excellent education offered in Williamstown, they
would be welcomed. It also fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces as it removes 187 spaces from the board.

1/31/2017 2:30 PM

74 Char-Lan should be turned into a K-12 campus so that it will continue to promote growth to the Char-Lan area and will
provide the best possible education for the families of the Char-Lan feeder group.

1/31/2017 2:29 PM

75 K-12 campus at Williamstown 1/31/2017 10:44 AM

76 Moving WPS over to Char-Lan 1/31/2017 9:38 AM

77 k-12 in Williamstown with SJ McLeod closing going to the Williamstown. 1/31/2017 9:18 AM

78 Hi, Close SJ move the kids to Williamstown to make Williamstown a K-12 school (with the 2 current schools WPS and
Char-Lan as a campus).

1/31/2017 9:00 AM
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79 They could combine S.J. McLeod, Williamstown Public and Char-Lan High School. The money that was being
allocated on renovating Williamstown Public could be used toward renovating Char-Lan High School to accommodate
all three schools.

1/31/2017 8:59 AM

80 Close S.J. McLeod and combine Williamstown and charlan campuses creating a K-12 school 1/31/2017 8:43 AM

81 Char-Lan and WPS become a joint K-12 campus Close SJ MacLoed 1/31/2017 7:58 AM

82 Willamstown is centrally located from all the surrounding towns and villages, Lancaster, Summerstown, Martintown,
etc.. Therefore our students are only subjected to no more then 1/2 hour bus ride. As it sits now the high school is at
75% capacity and Willamstown public is over capacity, why not make Char Lan grade 6 to 12 and Willamstown public,
kindergarden to grade 5. Over the last ten years the UCSB has shut down elementary schools in all the villages and
towns listed above, and most people were ok with this because the students were being transfered to Willamstown
whitch is still a country school and is why people have chosen South Glengarry as a place to raise their children.
Closing Char Lan H.S. will have a huge impact on attracting new families to the area if we don't have schools for their
children.

1/31/2017 7:22 AM

83 Make Char-Lan K-12 1/31/2017 6:52 AM

84 Have Char-Lan become K - 12 and close Williamstown. We need our rural schools to stay open. 1/31/2017 6:32 AM

85 Make Char-LAN a K-12 school and close S.J.McLeod p.s. 1/31/2017 6:21 AM

86 Allow rural students to attend rural schools by amalgamating these schools, as opposed to busing them into Cornwall.
The solution lies in either making Char-Lan a K-12 school, merging Char-lan and Glengarry, or if Char-Lan is slated to
close, allow these students to be redistributed to Tagwi and Glengarry based on their residential location.

1/30/2017 11:06 PM

87 It is simple : Williamstown Public School and Charlan District High School become a K-12 school. SJ McLeod would
close.

1/30/2017 10:31 PM

88 Why is it that students in rural schools are always the ones to be uprooted? These students well have to be bused to
Cornwall, why can't the students from Cornwall be bused to rural schools? The childrden from Cornwall would profit
greatly from the experience.

1/30/2017 10:09 PM

89 make Char-Lan DH a JK-12 school 1/30/2017 9:48 PM

90 Consolidate Charlan High School and Williamstown Public. 1/30/2017 9:44 PM

91 K-12 in Williamstown between the current Char-Lan District and Williamstown Public. Eliminate S.J. McLeod.
Removes 187 seats, removes the need for expensive capital, meets Ministry requirements, both schools at capacity.

1/30/2017 8:36 PM

92 As above . Make them a combined K to 12 school. 1/30/2017 8:31 PM

93 Close SJ McLeod and make williamstown/char-lan a jk to 12 school 1/30/2017 8:16 PM

94 Williamstown Public School is currently over-crowded. Merge WPS and Char-Lan into a combined K-12 campus. This
resolves the excess space at Char Lan and the surplus of students at WPS without the many costs (financial and
otherwise) associated with long bus rides to a large super school.

1/30/2017 7:33 PM

95 Move some overflow grades from WPS to Char-LAN DHS and fill both buildings. 1/30/2017 7:12 PM

96 Williamstown public school and Char Lan become a JK to grade 12 schools 1/30/2017 6:51 PM

97 Looks like you are advocating ...Home Schooling 1/30/2017 6:51 PM

98 Williamstown and Char LAN become a jk to grade 12 school 1/30/2017 6:44 PM

99 K to 12 at Charlan 1/30/2017 6:43 PM

100 Leave Charlan as is and move Grades 6 over to Charlan. High school would be full occupancy and WBS would not be
bursting at the seams. Charlan would have a section for Grade 6 seven and,eights and a section for 9 to 12. If you
close Charlan be ready to lose a much needed enrollment going to the separate board. Also look at the enrollment in
WPS. It has 2 portables and is presently using the library as a classroom because of overflow. Big mistake for the
farming community if either schools are moved.

1/30/2017 6:18 PM

101 S.J. McLeod school close, Char-Lan takes all kids from S.J. McLeod and Williamstown Public, becoming kindergarten
to grade 12

1/30/2017 5:59 PM

102 Close SJ MacLeod -these students sent to Williamstown Combine Williamstown PS & Char-Lan as a K to 12 school,
under one administration . eg One Principal, and one or two Vice-Principals

1/30/2017 5:40 PM

103 K-12 Campus High School grades 6-12 Renovations at elementary school K-5 Close SJ MacLeod 1/30/2017 5:28 PM

104 We live in the country send our kids to the local schools, short bus ride for them. I am not going to send my child to a
Cornwall school.

1/30/2017 5:02 PM
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105 I think that Char Lan should become a jk-12 school using both the properties of Williamstown Public School and Char
Lan!

1/30/2017 4:43 PM

106 Instead of closing schools, reduce all the staff's salary by 10% to save money and keep the schools open. 1/30/2017 4:28 PM

107 Move some students presently attending high schools in Cornwall to Char-Lan High School and close poorly attended
high schools in the city. Renovate rural schools to accommodate a larger student body.

1/30/2017 4:28 PM

108 K-12 school between Williamstown public and Char-LAN high school. 1/30/2017 4:20 PM

109 Close SJ MacCleod and Williamstown Public and make Char-Lan a K-12 school. 1/30/2017 4:17 PM

110 Create a K-12 campus in Williamstown, combining the elementary school and the existing Char-Lan high school. SJ
McLeod would be closed with all of those student attending the Williamstown campus.

1/30/2017 4:16 PM

111 I think that the school board should use our tax dollars correctly to fund all rural schools but, a resolution to this is to
keep Charlan open and merge some of the Williamstown public grades into the High school.

1/30/2017 4:11 PM

112 As far as I've been informed, Williamstown Public School is at 130% occupancy and Charlan DHS is at 80% Combine
both schools in Williamstown to be a general campus. Have grades kindergarten to grade 5 on the south campus
(Williamstown public school) Extend "intermediate grades" to include grade 6 so grades 6-8 are on the north campus
(Charlan DHS) With SJ McLeod students likely joining this campus, this would leave both schools at 100% occupancy.

1/30/2017 4:11 PM

113 Charlan be k-12 1/30/2017 4:09 PM

114 Close SJM Public School. Bring those students to WPS. Make Char-Lan and WPS a K - 12 school. This will bring the
enrollment to over 100% capacity and allow for full funding. This plan is self-sustaining in that we don't need to take
students from other schools. We will have enough here. This fulfills the ministry goals of academic excellence,
equitable education and student well-being. This is the preferred solution for our community. It also eliminates 187
surplus spaces from the board.

1/30/2017 4:07 PM

115 Char-LAN williamstown to become a K-12 school 1/30/2017 4:03 PM

116 Make Char Lan K -12 school 1/30/2017 3:59 PM

117 Make Char-Lan and Williamstown PS a K-12 campus. K-12 at Williamstown fulfills the ministry goals of academic
excellence, equitable education and student well-being. It is also the preferred solution of our community. Making a
Williamstown K-12 campus does not require a change to boundaries to be successful. In fact, we support our current
boundaries. If the board would like to enlarge our boundaries so that more UCDSB students can benefit from the
excellent education offered in Williamstown, they would be welcomed. It also fulfills the mandate of reducing spaces
as it removes 187 spaces from the board.

1/30/2017 3:58 PM

118 Consolidate to a 1-12 school in Char-Lan / Williamstown. 1/30/2017 3:58 PM

119 Do not close Char-Lan DHS and use both the Char-Lan building and the WPS building to house surplus south GD
students and SJ McLeod students at both schools in Williamstown to form a community K-12 campus.

1/30/2017 3:54 PM

120 How about you just don't do it? Isn't Char-Lan over 80% capacity at this time? UCDSB is being GREEDY about its
plan for a super school, which will not improve students' experience, but in fact will diminish it. Williamstown students
will be on the bus for FAR too long and the community as a whole will be negatively affected. Whatever gains might
be had (new school) do NOT outweigh the negatives that will come from closing this school. Cornwall is not the centre
of the universe. UCDSB executives are not God. You cannot make huge decisions like this without actually listening to
the people who will be affected. I fully expect the UCDSB to go ahead with its original plan, despite widespread
opposition to it. Why? Greed. You're ignoring what's best for the students.

1/30/2017 2:14 PM

121 Merge students in grades 9-12 with GDHS. It is a terrible idea to mix young children in whith the high school. 1/29/2017 8:20 AM

122 Close SJMPS and change the designation of CLDHS and WPS to a K-12. South Glengarry has the sustainability to
feed CLDHS with students. The Draft proposal is attempting to use the Rural kids to help solve the school issues in
Cornwall (CCVS & SLDHS). The majority of the families have indicated that they will switch boards which would result
in in a significant funding loss to the UCDSB. Parents are concerned about what is best for their children. This includes
the child's mental health, family time, extracurricular school activities, sports teams, part-time jobs, busing times, all
things your report failed to address. A Super School in Cornwall is not the solution. It has been proven over and over
again that smaller schools provide better academic results and that students actually graduate high school and do not
become a social burden to society. Parents have spoken and will do what is best for their kids!

1/29/2017 8:08 AM

123 The best Education for our children should be what is most important, not saving a community. Merge the schools to
offer opportunities for courses and friends.

1/28/2017 11:04 PM

124 Join CharLan and GD- reduce the split classes and online courses 1/28/2017 6:43 PM
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125 I would really appreciate it if Charlan and GDHS merged together. I strongly dislike online courses, and I have had to
take 3 so far. I would like to become an engineer, and the qualifications for the engineering program I would like to
apply for are not all offered at Charlan; as a result, I need to take many online courses. I do not like online courses for
the following reasons. For one thing, it is easy to get behind in them if the student works on other projects from other
classes during the online period. Since the deadline for the online course is 10 months since I started it, I can get
away with doing this - but then the course gets dragged on into the next semester. Another reason I do not like online
courses is that it is hard to get to know my teacher since there are more than one marking my assignments. Every
teacher has a different marking style, and if I am doing a subjective course like English, It may cause a problem if I do
not know my teacher. For example, one teacher may tell me to do something, and so I do it the next time, but then
another teacher may take marks off for doing that exact thing. The final reason I dislike online courses is if I have a
question, I do not get an immediate answer. If that answer is crucial for me moving forward in the course, one can see
my problem. My online course problem would be solved if Charlan and GDHS merged together. The extra students
would mean more classes to choose from, hence I would not need online courses.

1/28/2017 10:14 AM

126 Consider the students, do not consider community impact. Merge GDHS and CharLan 1/28/2017 9:34 AM

127 Send GDHS students to Char-Lan, but I that isn't practical, then send Char-Lan students to GDHS. Keep a school in
the country.

1/28/2017 9:10 AM

128 Move students from Williamstown Public to Char Lan. All students at one school. This way the children get to stay in
their own community and do not have to endure long bus rides. When I was a student I had to sit on a bus for over one
hour each way to school. This is crazy. The reason my family is in the country is because they like the feel of the
country schools.

1/27/2017 2:50 PM

129 Leave Char-Lan open and amalgamate Char-Alan and Williamstown Public (they not eed to rebuild Williamstown
anyway).

1/27/2017 2:46 PM

130 Combine two schools to form "campus" of K-12 in Williamstown. One school is over capacity by close to 40%, the
other has a slight 10% under capacity. Your system to ascertain capacity is seriously flawed to show 10,000 empty
spaces under UCDSB. This is not a true figure.

1/27/2017 2:42 PM

131 Amalgamate SJ MacLeod with Williamstown Elementary. Amalgamate both with Char-lan high school. This creates a
robust K-12 campus with 2 main buildings and an excellent recreation facility -- all literally next door to each other.
This creates a space for 626 students populated by 687 students. Presently this would reflect at 110% capacity.This
give great flexibility. Plus the school board will save a fortune on bussing. Short bus rides are a necessity of life. THE
PROPOSED LONG BUS RIDES SHOW A LACK OF RESPECT FOR STUDENT'S TIME. They could be helping out
on the farm, working a part-time job, enjoying sports or other extra-curricular activites. The longer the bus-ride, the
more disruptive it is to the student and often to their whole family. Also the more sedentary the student becomes
because we are denying him this opportunity to engage, and the greater the risk of obesity and diabetes. The school
busses will belch out more fumes with longer journeys. This contributes more to greenhouse gasses. And the risk of
accidents increases in a linear manner with te kilometers travelled.

1/27/2017 2:40 PM

132 The Char-lan feeder group has 813 spaces and 687 students. The projection is stable for 2019-2020. Rural students
deserve to have a rural eucation in arural school that has a superior academic standing, compared to the other
schools in UCDSA. Not only will closing Charlan decimate the public board at the high school level, but 80% of the
elementary school are willing to switch boards to ensure that their children will not have to travel long distances by bus
after amalgamation. The sustainable option is to have a k-12 school under one administration in Williamstown. The
buildings are already next to each other, as well as next to excellent local recreational facilities. Close SJ MacLeod,
thus removing the costs of sustaining 187 spaces. Thus the Williamstown K-12 school with a capacity of 626 will be
populated by 687 students, and filled to 110% capacity. This will allow the South Glengarry community to have access
to excellent local community Public Education.

1/27/2017 2:37 PM

133 If kids are bussed to st. Lawrence, I will move my children to Iona. If Charlan is a k-12, I will move my children to Iona.
Merge GDHS with Charlan.

1/27/2017 2:34 PM

134 Closure of SJ. K-12 format. 1/27/2017 2:20 PM

135 My first option would be to make S.J.McLeod EFI, leave Williamstown PS as EFI and core, and move boundaries to
create essential two relatively full schools. This would have following benefits: 1) save construction costs 2) shortest
bus rides 3) attract students from other three coterminous boards 4) reflect the obvious observation that approximately
90%+ of the parents want EFI. My second option would the K - 12 school at Williamstown. The downsides would be
that it requires re-construction of Williamstown PS and extends busing which will result in some loss of students.
Closing Char-Lan HS will result in huge loss of students to other boards and we are already seeing that effect.

1/27/2017 10:46 AM

136 Merge with GDHS to provide Glengarry students with more choices. 1/25/2017 8:32 PM

137 Keep Char Lan DHS open and move one or two grades from Williamstown Public(which is right across the street and
way over capacity) to Char Lan. Make Char Lan and Williamstown Public a K-12 campus.

1/25/2017 1:33 PM
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138 I believe the board should move students to SJ McLeod until such a time that williamstown public can be renovated to
create a JK to 12 campus. Providing better French programming (I know we have wonderful programs). For instance,
in Kingston, early immersion programs are full day French until grade 3. I believe our community values the full French
immersion programs of other school boards.

1/24/2017 10:20 PM

139 K-12 at Char Lan HS 1/24/2017 8:40 PM

140 Char-Lan K-12. Close SJ McLoed and eventually phase out WPS as modifications to accommodate K-6 at CharLan
occur. Lose the portables, lose no students to coterminous board, close two buildings, maximizes the space at
CharLan, maintain reasonable bus rides. Also bogus: to suggest that larger schools result in more extra curricular
activities is a lie. If we merged all UCDSB secondary schools we'd have thousands of students. Guaranteed fewer
students, overall, will be involved as there will be a larger student: activity ratio. There won't be 12 hockey teams, 800
track athletes, 120 code programmers, etc. The volunteers and facilities simply wouldn't be able meet the needs.
Economy of scale...because the kids get less.

1/24/2017 8:35 PM

141 Closing SJ McLeod and merging it with WPS Grades 5-12 should be at Char-Lan. This would increase attendance at
Char-Lan and keep these students at their rural school. This would keep bus costs the same as they are now or at
least with minimal increase and the bus rides would not increase for these students.

1/24/2017 8:26 PM

142 Amalgamate WPS and Charlan 1/24/2017 7:46 PM

143 Combine Williamstown Public School and Char Lan to become a K-12 Campus 1/24/2017 10:28 AM

144 Make Char-Lan a K-12 School. Williamstown public and CharLan combined to be a K-12 and SJ McLeod closed would
also eliminate the added costs of busing CharLan students to Cornwall as suggested in #1

1/23/2017 10:54 PM

145 I have some concerns over the proposed JK-12 Campus model that has been espoused by the Save CharLan
committee. I find the model is actually a step backwards as we look towards the future. The campus model will
expose young children to the pitfalls of older students. I have concerns about young children hearing and seeing
inappropriate behaviour. The model we weaken our ability to attract new students to WPS while not improving existing
programming at CharLan. I am also concerned that the campus model will delay any possibility of new build for WPS.

1/23/2017 1:39 PM

146 Char Lan high-school should be modified to accommodate K to 12. SJ Macleod and Williamstown PS could then be
closed with those students moving to Char Lan HS.

1/23/2017 12:24 AM

147 The school is too small. There is too much of a reliance on online courses. Merge the high school kids with GDHS. 1/22/2017 6:31 PM

148 Keep WPS and CharLan open as a K-12 complex. WPS is currently overcrowded and CharLan has space; they are
directly across the road from each other. Redistribute students in a way that makes sense, and renovate accordingly.

1/22/2017 4:59 PM

149 Merge with GDHS. Keep rural kids in the country. 1/22/2017 12:04 AM

150 Close SJ McLeod school and send them to Williamstown public school. The only way I can see Charlan High School
closing is if school board closes Tagwi as well then most of kids go to Glengarry District High School and some going
to Cornwall. Kids would be on bus way to long from Lancaster and East region to Cornwall. A lot of kids in rural school
are interested in agriculture which would not be offered in Cornwall. If school board goes with their plan then a
majority of rural taxes will be transferred to the Catholic school board.

1/21/2017 4:57 PM

151 I would like to see Char Lan accommodate grades K to 12 including the students from SJ McLeod that are in the
Southern portion of the boundary.

1/21/2017 2:19 PM

152 Close SJ and WPS, merge K-12 in Char-Lan. You don't need to move any students out of their district, you save
money by closing schools. We don't need our kids going to Cornwall.

1/21/2017 1:29 PM

153 A K-12 campus in Williamstown. Close SJ McLeod. The schools will be over capacity and this plan costs the board
nothing - it keeps a strong history of rural education alive in our board. Otherwise UCDSB will die out in South
Glengarry.

1/21/2017 12:26 PM

154 I believe that making CharLan and Williamstown a conjoined K-12 school is the best solution. SJ McLeod has no
business needing to stay open, when we have two elementary schools and one high school in our area, why pick the
high school to close instead of one of the two elementary school?? I also can guarantee that I, as a student, will not be
attending St Lawrence or CCVS if the school closes. I will change school boards.

1/21/2017 11:57 AM

155 Create a k-12 school at Charlanp 1/21/2017 10:42 AM

156 K-12 facility with char-lan and Williamstown PS 1/21/2017 10:11 AM
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157 I think it would make the most sense if we combined the space at CharLanDHS and Williamstown PS and made it a K
to 12 school. I understand why SJ McLeod PS should be closed. Those students could be welcomed to the
Williamstown school. We could keep our school in South Glengarry as it is one of the drawing cards to our township.
We choose to live in a rural setting and if we lose our school I fear for our future. It makes more sense for our South
Glengarry students to be able to get their schooling here at home. They could continue to take part in their extra
curricular activities like student jobs, co-op, sports, music and dancing lessons, etc instead of spending hours on
school buses. If the school became a K to12 school the bussing could remain the way it is now as CharLan and WPS
are literally across the street from one another. Many people have moved to South Glengarry so that their children
could experience education in a smaller school setting...bigger is not always better. CharLan (or Williamstown High
School) has been an important part of our heritage for a long time. My parents attended and my mom went on to
become a teacher and taught there. I graduated from CharLan and my children did also. I understand that the school
board has to find ways to save money but just looking at slots in a building that are empty and deciding to put those
slots in with other slots in a big building looks good on paper but this is our lives we are talking about...some things are
worth keeping and I feel very strongly that CharLan is one of them.

1/21/2017 10:00 AM

158 Build a K-12 campus and move students between the two schools as space is needed. 1/20/2017 9:39 PM

159 k-12 1/20/2017 6:16 PM

160 I have some concern about the JK-12 model for the Williamstown Campus. While I would like very much to keep our
CharLan High School in Williamstown I do not think it very sensible to send young children from Williamstown Public
over to the high school. I would also like to see a newly constructed elementary school built in Williamstown, and I am
concerned that the new build will be indefinitely delayed if the "campus" idea is adopted.

1/20/2017 4:04 PM

161 Close S J McLeod public school, make williamstown public school and Char-LAN district high school a jk-12 school 1/20/2017 1:56 PM

162 Take advantage of Char-Lan/Williamstown Public School's proximity to one another to form a single K-12 campus.
Surplus space at Char-Lan can be used to alleviate overcrowding at Williamstown Public, and would allow flexibility to
adjust to changing enrolment numbers on a year to year basis. On paper, treating two schools as one may effectively
eliminate the vacant pupil spaces with minimal disruption or construction costs to the Board (Instead of WPS at 150%
capacity and Char-Lan at 80%, a united school may have near 100% enrolment without physically renovating or
closing any facilities). There is a precedent set for this from the 90's, when Kindergarten was housed in Char-Lan's
building.

1/20/2017 12:55 PM

163 I do not want my child with high school students. Send the high school kids to gdhs 1/19/2017 3:35 PM

164 Merge Charlan and GD. 1/17/2017 9:49 PM

165 More courses need to be offered at CharLan. I will have to take online course because the courses I need for
university are currently not offered. I would propose having CharLan merge with Glengarry. I do not want to be moved
to Cornwall.

1/13/2017 9:57 AM

166 I have described what I think might work in the above question: I would like to see a school open in Glengarry for
secondary students and it makes more sense to me to almalgamate GDHS and CharLan and a portion of Tagwi (sp?)
and even some that would be overtaxing the VanKleek Hill School - so that we have a good number of students at
GDHS - that is within a town that can support such things as co-op courses.

1/11/2017 9:52 AM

167 I don't want my child in the same school as 18 year olds. At the moment the grade seven and eight students all eat
together. This is not acceptable, but it is even less acceptable to have young children in the building.

1/11/2017 9:51 AM

168 Char-Lan and W.P.S. are across the street from one another; one (WPS) is very crowded with 3 portables, the other
(Char-Lan) has some available space. Both are amazingly successful schools providing excellent education. Two
practical solutions would solve the issue: 1. Move the Grade 5 & 6 students from W.P.S. to Char-Lan & eliminate the
portables at the public school while filling all the seats in Char-Lan. Bear in mind that the crowded elementary school
will provide an abundance of secondary students in short order. 2. Turn Char-Lan into a K-12 school.

1/7/2017 1:18 PM

169 CLOSE CharLan and merge with GDHS. 1/4/2017 10:14 PM

170 I hate online courses. I have emailed my teacher many times and have not received answers. More Students would
mean fewer online courses.

12/21/2016 10:36 PM

171 Merge GD and Charlan. Give Charlan to WPS. This preserves a Glengarry high school and keeps primary students
separate from high school students. Young children should not be in with the high school students. Not appropriate.

12/20/2016 10:06 PM

172 I DO NOT agree with a k-12 option. It is important to keep the little ones away from the high school aged students. 12/17/2016 2:29 PM

173 Merge Charlan and GD to preserve a Glengarry HS. Give Charlan to WPS. K-12 at Charlan is not a good option.
Parents don't want their little kids exposed to HS kids/issues.

12/17/2016 11:29 AM

174 Make Char-Lan and W.P.S. one campus, K - Gr. 12, to include students from S.J. McLeod. This maximises the use of
both buildings, and minimises the changes to bus costs.

12/15/2016 9:13 AM
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175 I do not want my children sent to Cornwall. I sincerely hope CharLan stays open. If CharLan is forced to close I would
recommend that Glengarry District High School and CharLan consolidate. I would rather send my children to
Alexandria than Cornwall.

12/13/2016 12:07 PM

176 I have enjoyed my time at Char-Lan. I like the community feeling, but if given the choice for the school to close or not,
I would choose for it to close. I think the number of students from grades 9 to 12 is too small, and adding the grades 5-
6s to the high school will not help at all with my problem. In my years at Char-Lan, I have so far taken 3 online courses
and 3 split classes. I do not enjoy online courses - there is no company, so nobody to ask about something and get
immediate answers. Also, it is very hard to get to know the teacher. Furthermore, students like me who have lots of
other homework sometimes can end up doing other homework during the online period because of the lack of
immediate due dates. Sometime, the online courses can be dragged on for almost a year. In my 3 split classes, one of
them has been a three-way split. I did not enjoy this, because I struggle in school if I do not get sufficient
explanations. Since I was in the older class, the teacher left us to learn for ourselves. I found this as very hard to do,
and my mark suffered. In my other split classes, I was in a similar position. If we were at a bigger school, there would
be enough students in each class that there would not have to be any online courses or split classes. My solution
would be to merge CharLan DHS with Glengarry DHS for there to be more students but still have a community and a
rural high school. Thank you

12/12/2016 6:48 PM

177 I propose a K-12 campus at Char-Lan in order to keep this school in our community and allow our children the
opportunity to attend a high quality school without being bused for over an hour to school.

12/10/2016 11:02 AM

178 Email received: We believe we can keep Williamstown PS with limited renewal/addition costs and Char-Lan by re-
distributing the utilized seats. An idea was a K-4 at Williamstown PS and 5-12 across the street at Char-Lan.

12/7/2016 9:59 AM

179 I am not in favour of the k-12 proposal for CharLan. I do not want the high school students to give up classroom space
for more students from grades 5 and 6 as that will mean more split classes at the high schol level.

12/7/2016 9:09 AM

180 Move Charlan HS students to GD. Let WPS have Charlan as is. No need to renovate WPS and move all back. Waste
of money. Most people don't want K-12. Don't like exposing primary kids to bigger kids.

12/5/2016 10:42 PM

181 move 9-12 to GD 12/5/2016 10:27 PM

182 Expand the use of existing infrastructure to incorporate compatible uses under the same roof, thereby realizing
revenue and full uses of valuable assets. Part two not all situations are created equal and trying to make all equal
without recognising these differences is at best poor judgement and at worst putting another strike against small
community economies. Since this affects not only students and their after school activities but also the resale or
market value of properties. Being a market based tax assessment system this must logically translate to reduced
revenue to the province from property tax. As the saying goes once you start down a slippery slope it is difficult to
stop. Don't create something your successors will have to apologize for. And please advise the Province to stop
spending millions on advertising what a great job they are doing. Simply act and not speak and your actions will be
noted without a lot of back slapping.

12/5/2016 3:42 PM

183 Closing SJ McLoed, consolidating WPS and Char-Lan to be K-12 schools. This allows flexibility so that both spaces
can be used appropriately. There would not be surplus space, as the overflow of students from WPS could be moved
to Char-Lan.

12/5/2016 2:18 PM

184 I do not think many high school aged students want to eat lunch with kids in grade 5, nor should they. I am against the
k-12 option. I propose moving all students 9-12 to GDHS, and moving WPS into CharLan.

12/3/2016 11:09 AM

185 have the grade 5 & 6 from Williamstown P. S. move over to Char-Lan DHS therefore no renovation need to be done &
both schools have enough enrolment.

12/2/2016 11:26 AM

186 I support the closure of charlan and bussing the kids from grade 9-12 to GDHS. For many kids, this keeps bus time
shorter than if they went to Cornwall, and it keeps country kids in the country. It also allows for less of a need for online
courses. Online courses are terrible. So are split classes at the High school level.

12/1/2016 7:44 PM

187 Char Lan combines with GDHS at GDHS. More coop opportunities for experiential learning, more shop space for
greater access to trades, more gyms space to accommodate all students, better field sport options (tennis court, track,
football - not offered at Char Lan), students already play organized sports together and socialize together. Community
can support many experiences for students ( hospital, pool, arena, shops...) The school is large enough to host both
schools. Although there will be transportation, it would not be much greater than what is already occurring.

12/1/2016 7:29 PM

188 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/28/2016 7:05 PM
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189 Make Char Lan a K-12 school and save our excellent rural school. My family moved to Williamstown so that I could
attend a community school. Please consider this option and give me the chance to stay in my community for High
school!

11/27/2016 9:13 PM

190 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/27/2016 9:09 PM

191 Merge Char-Lan DHS and Williamstown PS into a K-12 school, located at the existing Char-Lan DHS facility. Consider
alternative uses for Williamstown PS, and maintain the athletic facilities there for use by the merged school or other
UCDSB schools. Close S.J. McLeod, whose students will attend the merged Char-Lan.

11/24/2016 10:29 AM

192 S.J. MacLeod & Williamstown Public close and consolidate with CharLan District Highschool to create a Kindergarten
to Grade 12 school. This would reduce the number of empty seats and, since Williamstown Public and CharLan are
located across the street from each other, there would be little to no effect on transportation times/distances/costs.
*Note: It is a small but tight knit community therefore many of the CharLan high school students have younger
siblings/cousins/neighbours who attend Williamstown Public.

11/24/2016 12:55 AM

193 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/23/2016 9:57 PM

194 Close SJ McLeod and use Charlan High School as a grade 5 - 12 school which will raise student numbers and meet
capacity. This also alieviates student overflow at williamstown public school - very little impact on students, families
and busing and is a sustainable long term solution.

11/23/2016 12:30 PM

195 Provide K-12 grades utilizing both Williamstown Public and Charlan. Charlan used to house the Kindergarten classes
and could do so again.

11/23/2016 11:16 AM
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196 A K to 12 school utilizing the WPS & Char-Lan Secondary schools makes sense on several levels, including SPACE
(over 800 capacity) flexibility (allows admin to utilize either building as needed) BUSING (sensibly shorter times on
buses for students - less cost and healthier ), ACADEMIC (C-L currently has a higher rating than either of the Cornwall
schools and educational research and my own experience indicates that any secondary mega-school of over 800
students provides many opportunities for challenged students to fail without compensating program advantages
regardless how dedicated and competent the staff are), ENHANCED EXTRA-CURRICULAR EXPERIENCE (the larger
the school, the fewer the children who get to participate in sports teams and clubs. Students from rural Glengarry
would be at a massive disadvantage to city-dwelling children due to busing and parents ability to compensate),PUBLIC
EDUCATION (Over 80% of C-L parents indicated that they would switch school boards, if this proposal is
implemented. I am a supporter of public education, but I would completely understand this choice if my grandchildren
were forced out of their community.) COMMUNITY SUPPORT (at both WPS & C-L parents regularly stop by the
school when in the village, for many reasons. Parents, attend sports and cultural events sponsored by the schools,
students on the streets or in village stores are observed and monitored by aunts & uncles, friends of their parents and
neighbors who provide valuable feedback. All this largely lost in a distant urban environment), COMMUNITY ASSETS
( Char-Lan has an arena across the road, a softball diamond and an outdoor rink adjacent to the property - all utilized
by the schools. . There are three full-sized soccer fields and a regulation football field with lighting on the C-Lan
property. WPS has the space for at least four soccer fields, more if used for younger children. All these assets are
community assets used in the evenings and weekends by the students. Char-Lan is a social center for it's students.as
well. How would the UCDSB compensate our children as they fracture their social structure? COMMUNITY AND
ECONOMIC VALUES (The revised Pupil Accommodation Review Guideline which the Ministry issued in March 2015
removed these values from the factors the school boards must consider to validate their decisions. The Wynn
government is completely urbancentric with no regard for rural Ontario, as witnessed by this guideline and the Green
energy Act which completely made rural councils unable to defend their community. Our school board of rural trustees,
with a fiduciary duty to represent the will of the people who elected them, have meekly accepted the provincial
program which they should be resisting .Schools play a central role in their communities. They are essential to
economic development and they make communities more attractive to newcomers. Businesses are more likely to
move to communities with schools,and families will not move to communities without schools. Glengarry has many
families who chose to move here because they wanted their children to attend a smaller, more personal school..When
a community loses its school, it loses its viability. Community services cost more in rural areas. This is a given, due to
dispersed populations and distances between facilities. Wake up rural trustees.Defend your communities. You wanted
to be Politicians so be good ones. Take the fight, to modernize the funding formula, to the government and the
ratepayers will be with you rather than wasting time and resources fighting you.

11/23/2016 11:06 AM

197 Bring some of WPS student population to C-L and remove the portables if possible. 11/23/2016 10:53 AM

198 Look to consolidate and keep the Williamstown school open by consolidating primary and high school over time in one
local, super school if you will accept that term. Do not be part of the trustee group that eliminates 200 years of rural
education and history in South Glengarry.

11/23/2016 10:52 AM

199 I have heard some suggestions in and around the community and would like to see both CharLan and Williamstown
Public, along with the SJMcLeod students come together to form a CharLan campus using the public school as a K - 4
school and the high school building to be for grades 5 - 12. This would make more room at the public school and bring
the number of students to an easier number for the teachers to handle, and bringing the 5 and 6 grades to the high
school will fill the empty spots there.

11/23/2016 10:50 AM

200 My suggestion would be to create a K-12 school in Williamstown. As WPS is at 160% capacity and Char-Lan is at
82% capacity, my solution would eliminate the surplus seats at Char-LAN and also keep busing costs at their current
level. In my opinion The mandate of public education should be to provide a healthy lifestyle and a quality education to
ALL students including those in rural areas.

11/23/2016 10:49 AM

201 My suggestion is to close SJMcLeod and create a JK to 12 school utilizing both WPS and Williamstown buildings. This
saves on exorbitant busing costs, utilizes both buildings Allows our rural students to receive an education in their rural
surroundings .

11/23/2016 10:47 AM

202 Merge the high school kids with GDHS, close SJ, and close WPS, and move the WPS kids to the charlan building 11/23/2016 10:45 AM

203 Create a K-12 school in Williamstown. Joint campus WPS and Char-Lan DHS. This would solve the problem of
excess space at Char-LAN and over subscribed WPS and retain the rural school that parents, grandparents and the
community want.

11/23/2016 10:44 AM

204 Email received: With respect to Option 1, Char-Lan H.S. and Williamstown P.S. can be combined into a K-12 campus.
Char-Lan and SJ McLeod can accommodate students while necessary renovations/additions at Williamstown P.S.
take place. There’s even potential for fundraising within the community to help this plan move forward. Personally, I
would much rather contribute to a construction fund for Williamstown, as opposed to a mutually destructive legal battle
with the Board.

11/23/2016 9:57 AM
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205 My suggestion is to close SJ McLeod PS and change WPS and CLDHS to a K-12 Campus. This would solve the
capacity issues at both schools and we would actually be over capacity. Propose to build a slightly smaller Super
School with existing SLDHS and CCVS students.

11/23/2016 8:42 AM

206 If necessary, please one of the two Glengarry high schools. If there is no option for students, rural kids will have to
take into consideration the lack of involvement opportunities that will occur in large schools, as well as issues of not
being able to sustain a part-time job in preparation for post-secondary education. The mist simple solution to ensure
both areas of concern are met is to transfer to the Catholic boards.

11/23/2016 8:40 AM

207 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/22/2016 7:56 PM

208 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/22/2016 7:55 PM

209 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/21/2016 8:56 PM

210 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/21/2016 8:54 PM

211 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/21/2016 8:50 PM

212 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart  has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students).  Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing
to that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option.  Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended.  The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-
12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.  

11/21/2016 8:44 PM

213 Create a K -12 campus for students at Williamstown and Char LAN. Close SJ McLeod and those students to attend the
Char LAN k-12 school.

11/21/2016 8:34 PM

214 Close SJ McLeod and make CharLan/WPS a K-12 school 11/20/2016 8:21 PM
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215 The Williamstown solution is simple. Consolidate S J MacLeod, Williamstown Public School an Char LAN District High
School in to a K - 12 school. Char- LAN at 82% capacity is under utilized and WPS at 160% capacity is over-crowded.
Together the would be at 110% usage. The two schools are so close that some of the portables at WPS are further
away than the high school. In addition, busing costs would remain the same!

11/20/2016 8:09 AM

216 Close SJ McLeod and use Charlan as a 5-12 school to bring up student numbers and meet capacity which at the same
time. This will relieve Williamstown Public School in needing an addition, there are so many students hat it's now
bursting at the seems.

11/17/2016 6:04 PM

217 Close SJ McLeod. The solution is right in Williamstown. By moving the grade 5 & 6 students into CharLan it alleviates
overflow at WPS, brings the capacity allowance up at CharLan with little no impact to current busing, our community,
and our school families and staff. This solution makes perfect sense and I sincerely hope that it will be examined
further and fully considered by UCDSB as a sustainable solution.

11/16/2016 11:24 AM

218 There is a simple solution to the Williamstown problem......combine SJ MacLeod, WPS and Char-LAN DHS. Savings
are obtained by the closure of SJ MacLeod WPS is at 160% and Char-LAN is at 78% occupancy. Combined they
would be 110% occupied CHAR LAN MUST BECOME A K -12 SCHOOL This would not increase busing costs and
keep our children in the community in which they belong. Char-LAN maintains a higher academic performance than
the province in general and a MUCH higher average than across the UCDSB. Why would the UCDSB want to bus
students to city schools where academic performance could drop due to long bus journeys? Surely the aim of a good,
well-rounded education is academic performance and participation in sports and extra-curricular activities...all this is
currently provided at CHAR-LAN. Please do not alter the status quo...it works! We do not want our grandchildren
bused to Cornwall.

11/15/2016 11:22 PM

219 Do not close rural South Glengarry schools and attempt to bus students into Cornwall. Retain elementary and
secondary schools in Williamstown as a single campus. It's that simple. There's perfect capacity. It's sustainable.
People are happy with the status quo and the Board and Ministry should be too.

11/15/2016 6:14 PM

220 My alternative is K-12 model combiningChar-Lan and WPSand closing SJMcLeod. This option reduces surplus
spaces. It maintains academic excellence and rural education for rural kids.

11/15/2016 5:52 AM

221 Join CharLan and WPS and make CharLan a K-12 school 11/14/2016 11:02 PM

222 Willamstown currently has an elementary school that is at 162-165% capacity, combined Char Lan and Williamstown
public has more than enough students for the capacity.... Among other options combining for k-grade 12 school is a
logical approach, on one large campus other options include sending grades 5 and 6 to the high school or (having a
section of the high school set up for jr and sr kindergarten and the daycare, which is how it was set up before). I think
that it is clear that these are big decisions affecting thousands and time, energy, reflection must go into this to come up
with the best solutions.

11/13/2016 4:21 PM

223 My recommendation is that williamstown public, And CharLan become a K to 12 campus. WPS can house K to 4, and
sending SJ MacLeod students there, and making CharLan 5 to 12. This alleviates the crowding at the public school
and fills the empty seats at CharLan.

11/13/2016 8:42 AM

224 My preference would be to close Char-Lan DHS, and consolidate with Glengarry District HS. Move Williamstown
Public School to the (former) Char-Lan DHS. Do not rebuild Williamstown Public.

11/12/2016 8:02 AM

225 Today we attended a moving and respectful REmembrance Day assembly at Char-Lan DHS. Every student who
attends school in Williamstown from kindergarten to grade 12 were together in the high school gymnasium. The older
students waited patiently and with good humour while all the public school students left even though their lunch hour
had started. To me it demonstrated how well a K-12 school in Williamstown would work. This is a cohesive
community. Char-LAN should be a K-12 school which solves the problem of 160% occupancy at WPS and 82%
occupancy at Char-Lan and no extra busing costs would be incurred if this solution was accepted. Thank you.

11/11/2016 7:09 PM

226 Consolidate Char-Lan and WPS into one K-12 campus. The numbers are here. We don't need to draw from anywhere
else. Leave South Glengarry students in South Glengarry where they and their parents want them to be. Rural
education is very important to us. We live here for a reason. If you close Char-Lan, you will not only be destroying a
beloved community with very deep roots, but you will be losing hundreds of students to other school boards. We are
lucky living where we do as we have many alternative schooling choices. Close Char-Lan and you will be losing
millions of dollars. Build your new Cornwall super school with children already attending school in Cornwall. Close St.
Lawrence and CCVS and bring those children together for your new, smaller super school. Leave Char-Lan alone.
Thank-you.

11/11/2016 2:52 PM

227 Char-Lan is a rural school that has long standing traditions in our community. I hope to send my children there, making
three generations in my family to attend this school. If we are looking to fill up space, would we consider sending
grades 6 and/or 5 over to Char-Lan from Williamstown P.S.? WPS has at least 4 portables and I believe there is a
plan to build another. If Char-Lan has the room and they already accommodate elementary students (grades 7 & 8), I
think this could be a reasonable option.

11/11/2016 10:42 AM
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228 I suggest utilizing the K-12 model. Closing SJ McLeod reduces excess spaces. WPS is over capacity. The excess
number of students can be housed at Char-Lan . Char-Lan houses the grades 5 and 6 and /or the number of students
as deemed workable by the principals. Students and teachers are flexible. JK and SK were located at Char-Lan from
1985 until 2000. We made it work!!!! There would be minimal disruption and reasonable bus times maintained.
Obviously with declining enrolment we do need to adapt and change but it needs to be a gradual change . How can
numerous schools all close and so many students and teachers be successfully relocated within a few months.

11/9/2016 11:30 PM

229 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/9/2016 10:43 PM

230 I think WPS and Char-LAN DHS should be combined to form a K-12 school. As WPS is at 160% capacity and Char-
LAN is at 80%, this would easily solve the problem in Williamstown. The extra space in the high school could be
occupied by one or two grades from the public school. There would also be no extra busing costs associated with this
solution.

11/9/2016 8:19 PM

231 Email Reveived: Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to that of
the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the public
board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating a
switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/8/2016 1:51 PM

232 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/8/2016 12:00 PM

233 Make Char-Lan K-12 11/8/2016 7:13 AM

234 Combine Char-Lan and Williamstown Public together has One campus a K to 12 campus. 11/8/2016 4:13 AM

235 move WPS kids to Char-Lan - consolidate as a single K-12 school or as a K-4 or K-5 then move one o two grades to
Char Lan.

11/8/2016 12:24 AM

236 Make char-lan and Williamstown a K-12 school. Close SJ. Public Education started in Williamstown and results are still
above board and national... don't close us

11/7/2016 10:39 PM

237 K-12 for Char lan would be a much more practical solution for the School Board and Students/Parents and also
maintains a vital part of our community. I would think the majority of people concerned would find this very acceptable
and would be the least disruptive change

11/7/2016 7:14 PM

238 Looking at all the requirements I feel a K-12 at Char-Lan & WPS (closing SJM) would work for the board, the parents,
the community and most importantly the children.

11/7/2016 4:53 PM

239 The Char-Lan feeder group currently has capacity for 813 students, with an enrollment of 687 students. This level of
enrollment is projected to be approximately the same in 2019-2020. Not only should Char-Lan's academic
achievements and unique history not be lost, as would be the case with the currently proposed option, it appears such
a closure would not financially benefit UCDSB, not even in the short term. Many parents from both Char-Lan and its
feeder schools have loudly and publicly stated they will move their children to the separate school system if Char-Lan
is closed, in order to preserve some approximation of the academic standards that Char-Lan now represents. This
would, of course, have considerable negative impact on UCDSB given provincial funding formulas per student. I urge
you to amend the proposal to allow for an alternative option: create a K-12 school in Williamstown (using both the
Char-Lan and Williamstown Public School buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This approach consolidates busing for the
area, and will save money: closing SJ Mcleod will reduce the surplus spaces by 187, leading to a district-wide capacity
of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity). This option would also allow the South Glengarry community
to preserve its historic and academic ties with Char-Lan DHS, and negate a drop in enrollment in the public school
system.

11/7/2016 4:19 PM
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240 Absolute Imperative: South Glengarry must retain its K to 12 students right where they are, in the midst of their home
rural community. Therefore Williamstown PS and CharLan High School can be combined as a single campus and
students divided between the two buildings and properties to maximize efficient use of space, staff and admin
resources. SJ McLeod students will then be easily incorporated into new Williamstown campus. The current enrollment
in the elementary grades and stable population density in Southern Glengarry indicate that this is a sustainable
situation in perpetuity.

11/7/2016 12:54 PM

241 K-12 at Char-Lan & WPS, close SJM - it works. 11/6/2016 4:22 PM

242 Why not go with the one that would work for all, K-12 for Char-Lan and WPS and close SJM? This would save money
and make people happy.

11/5/2016 2:29 PM

243 Generally, whatever needs to be done to reserve the rights of students to be educated in their own community and not
transported to another (very different) community. Specifically, if status quo is not an option, then consolidating the
students at S. J. MacLeod P.S. with W. P. S., and creating a K-Grade 12 school (using both buildings) is my request.

11/5/2016 6:59 AM

244 The K-12 model appears to provide a very sensible solution. Closure of SJ McLeod ,using WPS and Char-Lan
buildings , careful scrutiny of boundaries will aid in reducing surplus space in this feeder group of schools. Since WPS
is over capacity it would make good sense to make this gradual change. This format negates the need for busing to
Cornwall. Adopting the K-12 model provides rural communities the best-case option to maintain their secondary
schools.

11/4/2016 10:56 PM

245 I believe a K-12 campus for Char-Lan and WPS would work well for all. SJ McLeod school would close, busing saves
money, capacity of school would be full. The right solution for a rural school and for the public education system to
grow.

11/4/2016 7:48 PM

246 As WPS is at 160% capacity and Char-LAN DHS is at 82% capacity, my recommendation is to combine the two
schools into a K-12 facility. This is a feasible solution as the two schools are directly opposite each other. This plan
would eliminate the problem of empty seats at Char- Lan DHS and would not add any extra busing costs. Also the
high number of students currently enrolled ar WPS will eventually solve the problem of excess space at Char-Lan.

11/4/2016 4:23 PM

247 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/4/2016 1:10 PM

248 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/4/2016 12:18 PM

249 There are more than enough existing students at Char-Lan,Williamstown PS and S J Mcleod to create a Char-Lan K to
12 school.Its a much better solution for all students and would still meet the requirements the board.It will also
conserve your tax base and provide a much more workable solution to all concerned.All the parents that I talk to would
buy in with this idea so you would have community support.

11/4/2016 11:07 AM

250 My suggestion is to close SJ McLeod School and convert Williamstown PS and Char-Lan DHS to a K-12 Campus.
This would address your capacity issues at WPS and CLDHS at 110%. If you force the closure of CLDHS the majority
of families will switch to alternative school boards and result in a significant loss to the UCDSB. Rural children want to
be educated where they live, not bussed for 2 or 3 hours per day. There would also be a negative affect on their extra
curricular sports and activities.

11/3/2016 10:26 PM

251 The sustainable solution facing our proposed closure is making the two Williamstown schools into one campus, a K to
12 campus, and closing SJ McLeod. This will resolve the empty spaces, filling the new Williamstown school so that it
is over capacity at 110%. This solution keeps public education in South Glengarry and keeps the current UCDSB
students as part of the Upper Canada Board. Closing Char-Lan will see hundreds of current students leave the board
for other boards, primarily the Catholic Board. Please listen to us and do the right thing. Keep K to 12 public education
in South Glengarry. RURAL KIDS WANT TO BE EDUCATED IN A RURAL SCHOOL, IN A RURAL SETTING. Thank-
you.

11/3/2016 10:23 PM
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252 K-12 with 2 campuses - Char-Lan & WPS - close SJ McLeod. Only need for 1 Principal and 1 VP. If this is not
adopted, hundreds of students will be transferring to the CDSBEO, guaranteed.

11/3/2016 9:19 PM

253 Combine Williamstown Public and Char-Lan District High School into a single campus. Pre-K to grade 12. 11/3/2016 3:03 PM

254 I think you have already heard of my alternative because it is the simplest, most cost effective and does not involve
busing my kids to Cornwall. My suggestion is to make Char -Lan and Williamstown Public a combined K - 12 campus.
Why was this not considered in the original draft proposal ?

11/3/2016 11:11 AM

255 See #5 above 11/3/2016 10:06 AM

256 It would be crazy to close a school of this calibre (Char-Lan DHS) Rather we need to build on it and the best way to
do that is to make it K to 12. The numbers of students can be easily achieved by closing SJ McLeod and amalgamating
its students along with WPS students into the Char-Lan K-12. This will save money and bring its places up to or even
exceed the space capacity. This solution will satisfy the board requirements and allow south Glengarry students the
best schooling available to them with a minimum of interruption.It will also help preserve UCSB in our area.

11/3/2016 9:58 AM

257 Don't close Char-lan. If you do you will lose our children to Iona/ HT (3) close SJ (though its in great shape) and
combine WPS and Char-Lan into a K-12 campus.. Then all busing is shared and principal can decide on who is in
which classroom each year. This process will have affected numbers for next year (who would choose a condemned
school).. so when you let us stay open you will need to fund extra teachers verses numbers for a year or two as YOU
will have caused a drop in high school numbers... WELL DONE.

11/3/2016 9:10 AM

258 Use the existing Charl-Lan building and grounds in Williamstown to house the high school and public school students.
Offer sports programs utilizing the surrounding space for the benefit of students wishing to pursue athletic programs
and careers.

11/2/2016 10:53 PM

259 a K-12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. 11/2/2016 7:45 PM

260 Create K-12 Williamstown School (WPS & Char-Lan Buildings) and close SJ McLeod. This is just common sense, look
at the students, the busing, the dollars and a public education for all.

11/2/2016 6:52 PM

261 Rural living is important to people for a reason and a great part of that is rural education. There's nothing wrong with
living in an urban centre and attending urban schools, if that is your wish. For those people who choose to live in a
rural area, schooling their children in an urban centre is NOT on their wish list. Rural residents want their children
educated in a rural setting. Just ask the countless people who have chosen the Williamstown area as their home.
They chose the area based on our outstanding education facilities at WPS and CLDHS. Not only are the test results
better than the board average but the students are not simply numbers. Their names and faces are known to ALL the
teachers in those schools and therefore, will not fall through any cracks. The sustainable solution facing our proposed
closure is making the two Williamstown schools into one campus, a K to 12 campus, and closing SJ McLeod. This will
resolve the empty spaces, filling the new Williamstown School to 110% capacity, it consolidates busing and most
importantly, it keeps public education in South Glengarry. Closing Char-Lan will see hundreds of South Glengarry
students leave the UCDSB. Do the right thing and make the two Williamstown schools into one K to 12 Campus.

11/2/2016 6:25 PM

262 I propose that S.J McLeod be a K-3 school, Williamstown public be a 4-6 and Char-LAN be a 7-12 school. 11/2/2016 5:50 PM

263 I would like to see the closure of SJ and those students bussed to Williamstown. I would like to see the Williamstown
PS and Char-Lan become a K-6 campus. Both elementary and high school students could share facilities as required
and will benefit both.

11/2/2016 5:12 PM

264 It makes more sense to collocate S.J. McLeod PS, Williamstown PS and Char-Lan in the existing Char-
Lan/Williamstown PS buildings to better utilise the available space of these two buildings and to reduce the "over
capacity" at Williamstown PS and also reducing the "surplus capacity" at the Char-Lan. This has minimum disruption
for the children (length of time away from home, ability to participate in after-school activities, after-school chores and
homework) minimising bus travel time and cost while maintaining the same level of academic and extra-curricula
activity.

11/2/2016 5:06 PM

265 The student spaces are sufficient in the two schools, CharLan and Williamstown Public, together to handle the
students without any significant under utilisation, therefore combine the two sets of spaces by moving some grades
from one school to the other as necessary each school year. The buildings are both in good condition and need little
or no renovation or addition.

11/2/2016 4:45 PM

266 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/2/2016 4:35 PM
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267 Make charlan a K-12 11/2/2016 4:28 PM

268 Make Char-Lan a K-12 school. 11/2/2016 4:24 PM

269 Char-Lan, Williamstown and S.J McLeod became a K-12 school. 11/2/2016 4:03 PM

270 The Char-Lan feeder group (in your chart) has 813 spaces and 687 students, with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the public board
population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating a switch of
board if the proposal is not amended. Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior
academic standing to that of the UCDSB as a whole. I propose the sustainable option of creating a K-12 Williamstown
school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money; removing 187
spaces, leading to a 110% capacity of 626 students with a population of 687 and allows the community of South
Glengarry to continue and maintain historic ties to public education.

11/2/2016 3:43 PM

271 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. We are among the families who would leave the Board. The
sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12 Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close
SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money; removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a
population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public
Education. This K-12 school could be served by one principal and 2 VPs. Keeping a vibrant public school option in
South Glengarry would continue to attract students, as families move here, and would foster the ongoing support and
involvement of the community, parents and volunteers to enrich school life. Students benefit from having their
foundational education within a familiar community, where they know one another and their surrounding, where they
observe community dynamics and the impact of actions (positive and negative) on individuals and the entire
community. There is an incredible richness in this. As one who moved between schools small and large in two
countries, I have highly value the opportunity for my children to grow up and go to school in one community. When we
spoke to our eldest about the possibility of moving to a larger community, and a larger school with more options, our
son pointed out to us that he didn't want that. He could have more options when he pursued higher education, and that
he wanted to remain in the same high school until then. He has learned the value of community, and that will stay with
him for a lifetime. It has been wonderful to see the outpouring of community support for Char-Lan. Students need more
than buildings and teachers. They need the support of the wider community. In South Glengarry, the students certainly
have that!

11/2/2016 3:34 PM

272 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
Williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/2/2016 3:21 PM

273 I would close S J McLeod school and make a k-12 school campus in Williamstown using both Char-Lan and WPS. 11/2/2016 3:04 PM

274 Combine Char-Lan and GD into one rural school or build on in GreenValley. 11/2/2016 2:17 PM

275 The Char-Lan feeder group in your chart has 813 spaces and 687 students with a projection of this being stable in
2019/20 (669 students). Rural students deserve a rural education in schools that have a superior academic standing to
that of the UCDSB as a whole. Thus closing Char-Lan is NOT an option. Closing Char-Lan not only decimates the
public board population at high school but also at elementary school, with 80% of parents from both schools indicating
a switch of board if the proposal is not amended. The sustainable option I am proposing is to create a K-12
williamstown school (WPS and Char-Lan buildings) and close SJ Mcleod. This consolidates busing; saving money;
removed 187 spaces leading to a capacity of 626 students and a population of 687 (110% capacity) and allows the
south glengarry community to maintain its strong ties to Public Education.

11/2/2016 1:54 PM

276 Grades 5 & 6&/or Nursery School could move to Char lan The Nursery school could also be accommodated at
ST.Mary's Centre.

10/28/2016 9:01 PM

277 See 5 above. 10/27/2016 6:45 PM
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278 Make Char-Lan and WPS a K-12 school, one campus. There are enough students between the two schools to fill them
empty spaces. Have one principal and 2 vice principals. Being a K-12 school campus will change the funding formula.
The would leave those children currently attending both schools in their home area. We choose to live in a rural area
for the rural schools. Char-Lan has an excellent reputation, the best graduation rates, and excellent test results. Why
close a good thing? If you close Char-Lan, please know that you will be losing over 80% of the children from both
schools. People will be leaving the board in a mass exodus. We have alternative options living where we do and we
will leave your board. This will happen. Williamstown is a strong community, with very deep roots. Closing Char-Lan is
NOT a good idea.

10/27/2016 7:46 AM

279 We support a recommendation to move a portion of WPS to Char-LAN (grades 5 & 6) in order to boost attendance and
to have grades JK through 4 inclusive remain at WPS. We are so adamant that we wish our children to be educated in
the community that we adopted two years ago when we moved here SPECIFICALLY FOR THESE TWO GREAT
SCHOOLS. Rural schools are so critical to their communities and we are afraid of what will happen next - the arena
will close, librairies, hospitals...if we wanted to live in the city and have our children educated in a super school, then
we would not have chosen to live near Williamstown.

10/25/2016 9:37 PM

280 Transfer the students from the southern portion of GDHS area to Char-Lan. The balance from the northern and
western portions of GDHS to VCI and Tagwi respectively.

10/25/2016 9:42 AM

281 I think CharLan has a problem with low enrollment. Very few courses are offered and the courses that are offered are
often only offered once a year or once every second year. This poses a serious problem with anyone whose schedule
does not follow the norm for his or her cohort. I think a merge with the students at GD would allow for more programs
to be offered, and it would allow the students to stay in Glengarry. This would also help prevent the loss of students to
other boards. Many students leave CharLan due to its limited programming. Merging the two student bodies would
alleviate that problem.

10/24/2016 11:11 PM

282 I suggest you close SJ McLeod and make WPS and CLDHS a K -12 campus. The increased time on the bus is not
productive for the kids. They will not have time for part time jobs or extra curricluar sports or school events. This would
reduce your operating expenses. The bell time at SLDHS is at 8:15 am and is too early for kids in area to attend.
There are also significant bussing costs associated with send our kids to Cornwall. Possibly more than the savings.

10/23/2016 8:57 PM

283 I would suggest take the elementary school and Char LAN high school and combined them as a campus type school
where you would only require one principal in a couple of secretaries, you should move grade 5 and six over to the
high school which would lower the capacity at the elementary school which would give you space for SJ Macleod to
bring over to the elementary school, which would continue maintaining a high school in a rule community instead of
transferring our children into the city of Cornwall which would be at least an hour and a half bus ride, it is not fair for
rule community to be transferred into a city please keep our rule schools in rule communities

10/23/2016 7:48 PM

284 If there is a surplus at WPS and not enough at Char-Lan then why not move the grades 5 and 6 over to Char-lan thus
freeing space at WPS. There are two sections to Char Lan. The Kindergardens used to be at the south end of Char-
Lan. Give that to the 5 and 6's. Dont close a small rural community school because it doesnt suit YOUR needs. It suits
all our needs just fine and has for many years. My entire family went there. There are not too many schools you can
go to where a teacher can approach you and say they taught your father, mother and sister and still be able to tell you
where your father sat and in which room in his math class. That my friends is the difference between a rural school
and urban school. We are a family not just a number. You cant teach what we have at Char -Lan.....a united
community.

10/21/2016 8:13 PM

285 I would much prefer that Char-Lan be merged with Glengarry District High School. They could be situated in the Char-
Lan building or the Glengarry DHS building.

10/21/2016 6:48 PM

286 Please merge Char-Lan DHS and Glengarry DHS. This way, neither of the communities suffer. Also, the students still
get the country school they wanted. Furthermore, there would be the right number of students to keep the merged
school open. The students would also have enough course options to fulfill everyone's needs. I would much
appreciate it if the board chose to accommodate these needs. Thank you.

10/21/2016 6:36 PM

287 merge gdhs with cdhs 10/21/2016 6:34 PM

288 merge CDHS with GDHS; i agree with everything else the students still get many different course options the
community doesnt suffer the students still get a country high school

10/21/2016 6:32 PM

289 merge charlan dhs with glengarry dhs there are still lots of course options the community will not suffer students will
still get the country school they wanted

10/21/2016 6:29 PM

290 Merge Glengarry District with CharLan so... - the students can still have a small country school; - they still get more
course options this would be better for the community. The students will still get many more course options, and
Glengarry DHS has lots of room.

10/21/2016 6:26 PM

291 In my opinion Charlan and GD should merge. This way the community will not suffer and the students still get a small
country school while having the ability to choose from many different course options.

10/21/2016 6:24 PM
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292 I think that Char-Lan DHS should merge with Glengarry District High School. A more minor amount of students will
leave the board to switch to the catholic board, and the community will suffer less as a result of the school closure.
The students will still have a small country school; the school will just be less small.

10/21/2016 6:22 PM

293 I think that Char-Lan DHS should merge with Glengarry District High School. A more minor amount of students will
leave the board to switch to the catholic board, and the community will suffer less as a result of the school closure.
The students will still have a small country school; the school will just be less small.

10/21/2016 6:21 PM

294 Char-Lan DHS should merge with Glengarry District High School to keep the country community. This way less
students will leave the board, and the community will suffer less as a result of the school closure.

10/21/2016 6:19 PM

295 Char Lan and Williamstown distribute the over population at WPS and under population at Char Lan between the 2
schools. A perfect K to 12 campus.

10/21/2016 12:25 AM

296 If St. Lawrence is closed and merged into CCVS, this will put CCVS over capacity and allow for the desired "super
school" to be built in Cornwall. If Glengarry DHS and Char-Lan DHS need to merge, then so be it. Although it would
not be my first choice, I would not dispute having to send my children to Alexandria if needs be in order to keep their
school in Glengarry. Why can we not have Char-Lan and WPS combine to be "one school, two campuses"? If grade 6
or even grades 5 and 6 were to move to Char-Lan, both schools would be at full capacity.

10/19/2016 9:30 PM

297 Make Char-Lan JK-12, sell Williamstown public school so it can be converted into a nursing home. Moving the high
school students to a city school will have numerous negative effects on the students, parents, the comminity and the
economy.

10/19/2016 8:26 PM

298 It would make sense to combine Williamstown Public, SJMcLeod and Char-Lan. This would alleviate the overcrowding
at WPS and a fill Char-Lan. If you want, fill Char-Lan by having CCVS come out here.

10/19/2016 8:04 PM

299 Make ChaLan a JK to grade 12 school. Sell the public school to help fund the renovations that will be necessary. If
CharLan is closed I will switch my taxes to the Catholic Board. CharLan is an excellent school, centrally located in
South Glengarry with a rich history. My 3 children received an excellent education and are now very successful adults.

10/19/2016 8:29 AM

300 By creating a k-12 campus in Williamstown, merging WPS and CharLan, the immediate need for expensive
renovations at WPS would be removed. This plan would save the board money in excessive renovations. I
understand that the trustees in Cornwall are hoping to increase their student numbers to warrant building a new
school; the ministry guidelines suggest a new school can be applied for if a school is in an old building with I high
renovation-to-new-build ratio, is overpopulated, and has more than 1000 students. Cornwall can satisfy all these
requirements by closing St. Lawrence s.s. and moving all the students to ccvs. This plan would increase the student
body at ccvs to be more than 1000 and capacity, and ccvs has the most need of repair, so this would allow the
UCDSB to apply for funding for a new school, and Glengarry residents would be able to send their children to a local
country school.

10/18/2016 11:17 PM

301 Move grade 5 and 6 from WPS in char-lan, would fill one school an releave the other 10/18/2016 10:03 PM

302 It is obvious SJM is not viable. However, WPS and CLDHS are being utilized appropriately. Perhaps WPS should
become K-4 and allow Charlan to house 5-12. Why do the classes NEED to be divided as k-6 and 7-12? If the
buildings accomodate a different breakdown then go that route.

10/18/2016 7:14 PM

303 Email received: If Williamstown Public School is 162% full and Char-Lan District High School is 78% full, why wouldn't
you simply send grades 5 and 6 to Char-Lan? It seems like the easiest solution. The rural students could remain at
their rural schools and everyone would be happy.

10/18/2016 5:06 PM

304 Email received: I wondered if the Board has considered the impact of additional transportation costs to school
closures? Why not close down the high schools in Cornwall and simply bus the students to South Glengarry. Char-
Lan has lots of land to build a mega-school. City kids would flourish in a rural setting and appreciate the complexities
of rural life and the need to protect these regions for food. Want to cut costs – then amalgamate the French and
English Boards – put board satellite offices in high schools where superintendents and UCDSB employees can see
things at ground level and cut back on expensive high wages.......

10/18/2016 5:05 PM
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305 Email received: 6. Longer term sustainable solutions There are some policy related matters that need to be addressed
at higher levels of government that would help make our schools more sustainable in the long term: a. Change the
funding formula for building new schools to make it based on local needs. If Cornwall needs a new super high school,
build it to meet their requirements but please leave the rural communities out of it. Long bus rides for children are in
nobody's best interests- the children, their extracurricular activities, their studies, their work , or the environment- not
to mention the devastating impact the school closure would have on our community ; and b. The elephant in the room
that nobody wants to talk about. While this is beyond the scope of UCDSB trustees, this question eventually needs to
be dealt with: Why, in the 21st century , are we funding 4 separate school boards in this area to chase a dwindling
number of students? I understand there are constitutional reasons for funding a Catholic School Board. Back in the
18th century the Catholic minority needed protection . Is that still the case? Other provinces have moved on from this
model. Why do we need entirely separate governance and infrastructure for each of these 4 groups? When I read
about the local Catholic Board wanting to replace St Joseph 's High School with a new facility, while UCDSB wants to
replace StLawrence and CCVS with a new school ....maybe its time that all 4 boards came together and took a holistic
approach and addressed Cornwall's educational needs together without dragging in rural communities . While I
personally don't believe that segregation has any place in today's Ontario, a new facility could be designed with a
Catholic wing if that was deemed necessary .

10/18/2016 5:04 PM

306 Would it not make sense to send some of the kids from Williamstown Public across to Char-Lan? 10/18/2016 5:02 PM

307 Email received: If you must close down a high school – close Glengarry and split those kids between Char-Lan and
Vankleek Hill but keep one high school in Glengarry.

10/18/2016 4:48 PM

308 Our rural high school, Charl-Lan needs to stay open for the children and the community. The kids don't deserve to be
bused hours each day to go to an overcrowded school in Cornwall that is structurally in worse shape than the one they
are currently in and which scores lower in academics then Char-Lan. Make Char-Lan and WPS a JK-12 campus. Use
SJ temporarily to house some students while renovations are made on WPS. Then close SJ when complete. The
daycare in WPS could easily be moved to Char-Lan as well. Look again at your numbers. It will cost millions more to
bus these students to Cornwall over the time frame you are listing and there is no guarantee that you will get the super
school you are hoping for as polls show that 80+% of students will change school boards.

10/18/2016 12:56 PM

309 An addition be built on to WPS, but current students be bussed to SJ McLeod while construction occurs. If numbers
are too high to send all to SJ, then send the lower grades to SJ and accommodate grades 5-6 (or whatever
configuration) at CharLan. Renovations to CharLan can be completed while school is in session. Just block off areas,
or complete late spring into the summer. Or, temporarily house CharLan secondary students at Glengarry District HS
in Alexandria while upgrades to CharLan are made. Addition to WPS can be completed at same time or following
CharLan upgrades, to save money on bringing equipment in for both projects. When CharLan upgrades are complete,
return CharLan students along with Glengarry DH Students. CharLan is closer for GD students than Tagwi. (The
current situation at GD would not have occurred save for the French board receiving provincial funds to build a new
school. French and English students were able to get along in one building. I personally believe there should only be
one area school board, with 2 language sections and there should not be a separate board. Religion belongs in the
church and at home, not at school. Good citizenship and common social mores do belong in shools.) I am opposed to
the closing of CharLan and bussing rural students to Cornwall. ARC members and trustees should have to take a
typical bus ride, from the further most point in the area, with all current stops, to CharLan and to the proposed
Cornwall schools to physically and mentally experience what our students go through each day, twice a day.

10/18/2016 12:42 PM

310 Option A: Close SJ. Bring some of WPS into Char-Lan. Option B: Spread SJ & WPS over the two schools. Bring
GDHS students to Char-Lan Option C: Close all schools in Glengarry and build a K-12 school to house all students
somewhere central. THERE NEEDS TO BE A GLENGARRY SOLUTION OR UCDSB WILL LOOSE A LARGE
PERCENTAGE OF IT'S STUDENTS TO OTHER BOARDS!

10/17/2016 12:56 PM

311 In order to optimize the space available at CharLan and Williamstown Public School (WPS) I would move the Daycare
facilities now resident at WPS to CharLan. If more space is required at WPS to eliminate the 5 portables now in use
then move the next oldest group of students (Grades 5 and 6) to CharLan's available space. The proximity of the two
buildings means any necessary shuffling of groups can easily take place as demographics change over the years.
Administration costs can be reduced with the proximity of the two schools and bussing costs would also be reduced if
those students attending SJ McLeod are accommodated at WPS.

10/17/2016 10:59 AM

312 Due to the fact that Char Lan is almost 80% and WPS is 160 % full the answer seems obvious. Grades 5 and 6 from
Williamstown Public should be brought into Char Lan to boost the population to 100% therefore reducing the
population at WPS and eliminating the need for portables. The community relies on these 2 schools not only for the
quality education they provide but also the proximity to their homes. Any other choice but sending their children to a
country school would not even be considered by almost all.

10/17/2016 10:26 AM

313 Close SJ and move the 5/6 or Kindergarten from Williamstown PS to Char Lan ... with WPS over capacity and Char
Lan slightly under it seems logical to work with the 2 schools to fill all spaces. I believe between WPS and Char Lan
we would be able to maximize the space to have both schools at max capacity and keep these schools in our
community Or Close Glengarry District and allow those students the option of three rural schools - Tagwi, VCI and
Char Lan.

10/16/2016 6:56 PM
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314 You are proposing to close Char-Lan which I believe is at 78% capacity, and do renovation/addition to Williamstown
P.S which is at 160% capacity. Why wouldn't you make Char-Lan a grades 5-12, and keep it open.Therefore
minimizing the addition at Williamstown P.S or possibly eliminating it and only doing upgrades. There is also a daycare
centre at Williamstown P.S which could possibly be moved to Char -Lan. It only makes sense you have 2 schools
across the street from each other one has too many students one doesn't have enough.

10/16/2016 5:50 PM

315 Build on to Char Lan, close SJ Mcleod and move all students grade JK to grade 12 into CharLan. Consideration given
to an on site daycare facility. Do not bus kids from CharLan to St Lawrence or CCVS. Very few if any CharLan
Students will go there. They will go to Catholic Board first. Why not consider busing St Lawrence and CCVS students
to CharLan.

10/16/2016 10:45 AM

316 Keep Charlan High School but close S.J.Macleod after you build a new school for Williamstown Public! 10/16/2016 10:21 AM

317 There are spaces in Char-lan, and a surplus of students at Williamstown. Williamstown could send their older students
to Char-lan(grade 5-6 for example). S.J. McClod should be closed, as there are so few students.

10/15/2016 11:15 PM

318 Create a Charlan Campus using both WPS and the High School to house K-12, with K-4 in WPS and 6-13 in CLHS.
This would reduce the overcrowding and need for portables at WPS and decrease the number of vacant spaces at
CLHS. With access to the rink right across the road, a hockey sport program could be initiated which involves a
truncated academic day/mixed with hockey training. This will in turn increase student enrolment as hockey is part of
the South Glengarry culture. A football program could also be offered as an extracurricular at CLHS. We lose many
students to CDSBEO's Holy Trinity because football is not offered at CLHS.

10/15/2016 9:30 PM

319 The recommendations are not well accepted by the rural community. People live in rural areas to send their children to
rural schools. Some people don't understand that there is a difference but there is. The argument of more options
being offered is not relevant as people send their children to rural schools knowing this. The other issue is the
recommendation is closing a school that is close to 80% full, this is concerning. It is apparent that CLDHS is the
solution for other issues when it is not the problem. The following are 3 suggestions that would utilize/maximize these
rural schools. 1. SJ McLeod becomes a 4-6 school, dual track and WPS becomes a k-3 school dual track. CL remains
open and any empty space is utilized by incorporating a daycare. SJ space is maximized and WPS is reduced. 2. CL
becomes a 5-12 school as the grade 5 and 6 classes are moved to CL to maximize CL space and reduce WPS space.
Close SJ and all students attend WPS. 3. Glengarry who is extremely under capacity, less than 40%, is closed and
students are divided between Tagwi Vankleek Hill and Char-Lan. Those schools are maximized and SJ and WPS are
maximized with the k-3 and 4-6 scenario.

10/15/2016 7:37 PM

320 Close SJ. Make a jk to gr12 campus school out of WPS and Char-Lan including students from SJ. Combining the
three schools would fill your spaces and allow our community to keep our school local.

10/15/2016 9:36 AM

321 I believe Glengarry County should have a high school. Close one of the high schools and leave the other one open.
Alternatively, close a school or schools in Cornwall and bus the kids to Char-Lan. This way the children would not be
on the bus as long.

10/15/2016 6:48 AM

322 Grade 5-6 should go to Char Lan. That way, the numbers of portables at Williamstown will be reduce and Char Lan
would gain students. Plus the retention of Grade 6 students going to other schools might be reduced because the
student will know what to expect at Char Lan.

10/15/2016 6:38 AM

323 While I recognize the need to amalgamate schools for funding, and also to benefit students (my son is currently taking
Intro to Computer Science and there are 3 different classes at the same time and place), I do not support closing
Charlan In our rural environment it is crucial that schooling be available to all children. I feel a better course of action
would be to bus students out of Cornwall and to Charlan, there is ample space for expansion, and I feel city kids could
benefit from fresh country air. It is not right to take our options away from us as parents - it will hurt the economy of
the rural areas, as with the cost of hydro and no schools people will not choose to live here anymore. As a small
community it is so nice to know your kids friends at school, and never having to worry where they are and with who!
Also, when life on the farm gets busy, there are always people willing to lend a hand and give the kids a ride home
from school sports or field trips - if they are bussed to the city then those kids would probably end up staying home a
lot more and missing out on school activities.

10/15/2016 12:14 AM

324 The proposal to close Char-Lan is so wrong. Williamstown's schools are like a campus, with an arena, a library, a
music centre and a wonderful outdoor park. The most logical solution is two move the grade 6's from WPS over to
Char-Lan. This would free up some much needed space at the primary school while putting more bums in seats at
Char-Lan. Our rural kids want to stay here. We chose to live here for a reason. You have no right to ship our kids out
of our community just to overstuff them at a school in Cornwall. Think about it, would you be happy if that were your
child? I think not.

10/14/2016 10:53 PM
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325 I do not support the closure of Char-Lan DHS. It is my understanding that WPS septic cannot accommodate anymore
portables and that they are almost at cap. If the septic portion of the WPS renovations can be done during summer
months, and the remaining renovations be completed while the school remains open then you can utilize SJ McLeod
for the duration of the renovations at WPS by dividing the current WPS student population into two divisions, Primary
and Junior. One population be "housed" at SJ MCLEOD and the other remain at WPS during renovations. Once the
renovations are complete, SJ closes, boundaries are changed and WPS continues to exist. Once again, I do NOT
support the closure of Char-Lan DHS. Think about the board's vision of 90% graduation rate. At risk or less motivated
high school students will not wake up at 6 am to take a 45-60 minute bus ride to Cornwall. I believe they simply will
not. They do not want to be shipped to town. Rumor has it, many families will remove ALL of their children from the
UCDSB and move then to the Catholic school should the proposed closure of Char-Lan DHS become a reality.

10/14/2016 10:47 PM

326 Alleviate some space at Williamstown Public School by making CharLan District a 5 to 12 school. Close SJ and send
them north to Laggan or south to CharLan Williamstown. This fills the empty spaces at CharLan and relieves pressure
at WPS. No need to expand the septic system!

10/14/2016 10:13 PM

327 I suggest utilizing space at charlan to fit Jr. and Sr kindergarten students like it was in the eighties and early nineties or
make charlan a 5-12 school thereby creating space at WPS

10/14/2016 9:07 PM

328 Bring the children over from Williamstown Public School to Char-Lan High School 10/14/2016 8:36 PM

329 - Char-Lan remains open and the surplus students (grades 5 and 6) from Williamstown Public School move to Char-
Lan. This alleviates the huge surplus of students at WPS (5 portables) and utilizes the unused space at Char-Lan
satisfying the Board's concerns with unused pupil space. - S.J McLeod closes as planned

10/14/2016 8:25 PM

330 Close SJ, move some of the students from WPS to Char-Lan, whether it be the 5s and 6s or the kinders (who were
already there many years ago), which will help with relief of the surplus at WPS and the open spaces at Char-Lan. Or
Put the renovation money into Chat-lan and make it a K-12 school. Or Close GDHS (which is in need or major repairs
and is far under capacity) allowing those students the choice of attending three rural high schools - VCI, Tagwi, or
Cha-Lan. Boundaries may need to be redrawn.

10/14/2016 7:55 PM

331 Char-Lan is a much more updated building than Williamstown Public School, so simply closing it in order to upgrade
WPS - a building that would need a great deal of upgrades and extensions - is not a logical solution. In order to fill it to
the board's satisfaction, Char-Lan should accommodate either students from 4-12, or Kindergarten and 7-12. Let's not
forget that the kindergarten classes at WPS used to be housed at Char-Lan and was a completely acceptable situation
(I, myself, attended kindergarten there). Simply trasforming 2 or 3 classrooms makes so much more sense than trying
to make a high school into an elementary school (this would be so expensive ... and a logistical nightmare). SJ
students can then be accommodated at Williamstown Public School. Hopefully this would eliminate the need for
inconvenient portables, and for extending WPS, and would create space in the budget for some upgrades at WPS (if
needed).

10/14/2016 7:54 PM

332 Instead of sending the COUNTRY kids to a Cornwall school, where they have to drive by Holly Trinity Catholic School
to get to Saint Lawrence, send them to Glengarry District High School. The school is big enough to support both
populations of students and it remains a high school open in the Glengarry county for the COUNTRY kids.

10/14/2016 7:31 PM

333 Make Char Lan and Williamstown Public K to 12. Moving some of the overage at WPS to space in Char Lan. 10/14/2016 7:05 PM

334 CharLan should remain open and become a k- 12 school 10/14/2016 7:04 PM

335 Make Char-Lan and WPS a K to 12 school in order to best use the space available in both buildings. You can close SJ
McLeod.

10/14/2016 6:33 PM

336 Instead of closing Char-Lan and sending those students to Cornwall schools combine Char-Lan DHS and Glengarry
DHS. These schools are made of families and students from similar communities. These communities have strong
agricultural ties, similar histories, and many of these students already know each other through sports and other extra
curricular activities. This would also put less of a strain on families trying to make it back to Williamstown and
Alexandria after school for sports, dance, music lessons, etc.

10/14/2016 6:18 PM

337 Char-Lan remain open and/or consolidated with Glengarry and/or Tagwi. Do NOT consolidate Char-Lan with St
Lawrence and CCVS. Rural residents pay taxes to support local schools.

10/14/2016 5:59 PM

338 Close S. J. MacLeod PS and send the students to W.P.S. Move the Char-Lan boundary further north bringing some
former G.D.H.S students to Char-Lan.

10/14/2016 5:44 PM

339 Combine charlan, williamstown and sj McLeod to make a K-12 school between char land and williamstown buildings
saving on building a new school and saving on bussing

10/14/2016 5:38 PM
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340 The Char lan feeder group has 687 pupils and 813 space. Though the high school capacity appears to have been
elevated from 383 (the figure for capacity 5 years ago). What facility changes led to this increase in capacity? Which
could mean capacity is actually 763 WIlliamstown (WPS) and Charlan (CL) combined have 626 spaces. The most
logical proposal to reduce space in the board is to close SJ Macleod and make WPS and CL a k-12 school. This
allows you to move grade 6 and possibly 5 (or daycare) to the Charlan building and reduces the burden. We would still
need to increase space at WPS to replace the portables. So an addition would be needed. This could be
accommodated during the school year by temporarily moving portables to CL. However if building an addition is too
expensive. If you followed your February 2014 directive and reintroduced a dual track into Sj. This would split the WPS
population and allow you to fill WPS and Sj, without the need for major Renovations. In this scenario. Your busing
costs are not as elegant as some k-6 students would be going to a different location from the 7-12. You would also
with current numbers be at 90% capacity (687/763). This is above the 80% threshold. This allows you to redo
Charlans boundaries to accommodate students from other areas if the need arises and they are unable to be
accommodated in their current school. (E.g. GDHS or SLSS) In order to retain more of the current attrition from WPS
to seperate board (currently about 25%) we could look at shared programming and other programming options within
current staff load.

10/14/2016 5:26 PM

341 We are losing students yearly to the Catholic school boards. Monitor why this is happening in our area? And how can
we bring our public students back to the public school board. Perhaps it's academics, staffing, sports, uniforms etc
etc... the 2 schools that will house Charlan students are extremely unappealing to most, let alone country kids that
thrive on Heritage and strong small community connections. We live out of district , and i drive everyday to drop my
daughter off at Charlan, as it is important for our goals to graduate from there is kept. I strongly urge you to think about
the next steps in my daughters future. She has already expressed that if this falls through, she will attend the local
Catholic school in our district. This would not be beneficial!

10/14/2016 5:22 PM

342 - work with other boards in the area and across Ontario to come up with a better funding formula BEFORE closing our
schools. - S.J. does not offer French immersion, which is a major contributing factor to why Williamstown has a
surplus. As an elementary teacher, I can tell you that parents want their children to be given the opportunity to learn
French. In an area that can boast some of the highest percentage of French speaking people within the Upper
Canada Board, it is no wonder enrolment dropped when it was no longer offered at the school. - Reinstating
immersion at S.J. and the redrawing boundaries could help eleviate the numbers within these two schools. - Sending
the students to S.J. McLeod temporarily while a new school is built in Williamstown is a possible option. If a new
school is built in Williamstown, redrawing the boundaries and sending the northern portion to Laggan wouldn't be out
of the question. - If you think it reasonable to bus students from the area into Cornwall, busing them to S.J. shouldn't
be an issue. - Visit our communities in Williamstown and Alexandria, to see what our schools really mean to us.

10/14/2016 5:00 PM

343 1) Close sj McLeod. 2) Close either st.Lawrence high school or ccvs high school. Move students from either of those
cornwall schools to char-lan and the remainder to the cornwall high school still open. 3) Take the daycare out of WPS
freeing up a class room and move the daycare to Char-lan to help fill up space .

10/14/2016 4:56 PM

344 Turning Williamstown public school and Charlan District High School into a single campus encompassing kindergarten
through 12. Moving children from SJ MacLeod public school over to said campus.

10/14/2016 4:49 PM

345 Combine Williamstown public and CharLan DHS to create a K-12 school. 10/14/2016 4:43 PM

346 Rural Communities need Rural Schools! 10/14/2016 4:37 PM

347 We chose to send our children to the public board because it offered what we felt to be superior education as opposed
to other boards. We are from a rural community and we like to be given the option that our children remain in a rural
highschool. My suggestion is to send Charlan student to GDHS where the kids are from the same communities and
have gotten to know eachother through sports. It is familiar, the distance travelled to school each day is shorter than
the proposed school and GDHS has the space to accommodate Charlan students without taking away what we hold
valuable and that is a rural school option for members of Charlan.

10/14/2016 4:29 PM

348 Williamstown Public is at capacity and we need a rural community school to send them to. If GDHS, has a surplus,
why are we not given the choice to send our kids there so that they remain rural versus being sent to city schools? It's
a shorter bus time as well.

10/14/2016 4:16 PM
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